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I. SUMMARY

Introduction

On December 27, 2000, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers issued a second revised public notice
concerning the Section 404 application under the Federal Clean Water Act for the proposed Master Plan
Update improvements at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. This document has been prepared to
provide the regulatory agencies with responses to agency and public comments concerning this
application from the Port of Seattle perspective. This document is organized as follows:

I. Summary (Introduction and Summary of Changes in the Port's Application Since 1999)

II. General Responses to Comments

Ill. Response to Agency Letters
• Response to Tom Luster's Memo to Julia Patterson
• Response to Muckleshoot Tribe
• Response to Airport Community Coalition communities and their Technical Consultants

a. Helsell Fetterman h. Columbia Biological
b. Stephen Hockaday i. Northwest Hydraulics
c. GeoffGosling j. Norman Wildlife Consulting
d. Thomas Lane Associates k. Paschal Osborn
e. GeoSyntec I. Sheldon & Associates
f. Azous Environmental m. Water Resource Consulting
g. BioAnalysts n. Smith & Lowney

IV. Responses to Citizens, Groups and Elected Officials - letters, emails, faxes, hearing cards and
transcript

V. Earlier Public Notice Comments and Responses (Prior to 1999 Public Notice)
• Overview of how new material changes earlier responses
• Earlier Public Comments and Responses

Sections II through IV respond from the Port's perspective to comments received since the 1999 public
notice. Section V contains the Port of Seattle's responses to all comments received prior to the 1999
notice. It is important to note that the responses to comments in Section V have not been undated based
on new information. Rather, the Port has prepared an overview of how the 2000 public notice material
affects these responses.

Application History

On December 18, 1996, the Port of Seattle (Port) submitted a Joint Aquatic Resources Permit Application
(JARPA) to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) to apply for Section 404 approval under the
Federal Clean Water Act for the proposed Master Plan Update improvements at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport.

On December 19, 1997, after receiving the additional information it deemed necessary for a complete
application, the Corps published a Public Notice (reference number 19962,-02325). Table I lists the
pertinent details regarding the public notices for the project.
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I. lnrroducnon

Table 1. PublicNotice Historyfor Master Plan Update Actions

OriginalPublic Notice 1" RevisedPublicNotice 2"eRevised Public Notice

PublicationDate December!9. 1997 September30, 1999 December27, 2000

PublicHearingDateand April9, 1998 November3, 1999 January26 and27, 2001
Location Washtn_onStateCriminal

FosterPerformingArts FosterPerfon'ningAm JusuctTrainingCenter,
Center,Tukwila Center,Tukwila Bunch

Endof CommentPeriod April21. 1998 November29, 1999 February'16. 200I
Numberof Letters 90' 256 32t

Numberof People 70 59 I 17
ProvidingOralComments

aNumberof lenerslistedarethosereceiveddunngofficialcommentperiods. The Corpsalso acceptedlettersreceivedbet_vecn
commentperiods.

In July 1997, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issued the Record of Decision on the Port's

proposed improvements under its Master Plan Update, and the Port initiated the process to acquire
property necessary to construct those improvements. Up until that time, the majority of property oysters
potentially affected by the project had denied the Port access to their property. TheFinal Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS), Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS), and permit
application (Joint Aquatic Resources Permit Application- JARPA) made note of this fact, consistently
stating that the impact of the project could increase as the Port obtained site-specific information.
Because access was denied until the property had been acquired, wetland fill acreages provided in these
documents had been estimated using the best available information, including City of SeaTac critical
areas mapping and National Wetland Inventory maps.

By mid 1998, the Port had gained possession of about 30 properties and had initiated a wetland

delineation and survey process for these parcels. At that time, it became apparent that more or larger
wetlands were present than had previously been estimated. In addition, a field survey found the Miller
Creek channel to be 83 feet further east than shown in previous mapping (which was based on National

Wetland Inventory maps). Because of the increased impact acreage, the Corps and the Port agreed that it
was important to give the public an additional opportunity to comment, so a Revised Public Notice was
issued on September 30, 1999, and a second public hearing was held on November 3, 1999.

In 1999, the state legislature mandated that Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) perform
a study of the impacts to the underlying aquifer and adjacent water bodies from the placement of fill
overlying the Highline Aquifer. Ecology contracted with Pacific Groundwater Group to conduct the
study, which was completed in June 2000.

The Port worked with the Department of Ecology and Corps of Engineers in 2000 to address comments

raised in the public comment period. Ecology determined that additional review of the Comprehensive
Stormwater Management Plan (CSMP) for Master Plan Update actions was necessary, and contracted
with King County to conduct a detailed review of the CSMP.

In September of 2000, Ecology determined that the state required more time to work with the Port to

evaluate whether the agency had reasonable assurance for the Master Plan Update improvements. The
time necessary to review and assess the remaining project issues was in excess of the deadline for

Ecology to issue a §401 water quality certification on the project, one year from the Public Notice date of

September 30, 1999. The additional review and assessment was required for specific remaining elements
of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan, the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan and Flow
Augmentation proposal.
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L Introduction

As a result, on September 28, 2000, the Port of Seattle withdrew the J._.PA. with the intent of
resubmitting the application at a later date.

The second Revised Public Notice was issued on December 27, 2000. In this case, the public was asked

to comment on changes to the project since September 30, 1999, including:

. Project design changes

, Final verification of affected wetland boundaries

. Additional analysis of wetland impacts

• Revisions to the stormwater management plan

• Updated information concerning impacts to endangered species, and

• Revisions to the natural resources mitigation plan.

Changes Since First Revised Public Notice

Since the submittal of the Port's first §401 application in December 1996, a number of changes have

occurred including:

• Project design changes (such as the mechanically stabilized earth wail, stormwater management
facilities, the temporary construction interchange on SR 509, etc);

, Final verification of wetland boundaries as the Port gained access to the land acquired to build the
runway embankment; and

• Listing by the National Marine Fisheries Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service of
Endangered Species known to use waters in Puget Sound.

The following summarize these changes.

Project Desiqn Chan¢les

Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) Wall

Port staff and consultants have completed geotechnical, hydrologic, and wetland studies to identify

alternatives and verify that proven mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) technology can provide safe and
relatively cost-effective construction of retaining walls for soil conditions at the site. A large number of
embankment slope and retaining wall alternatives were considered to avoid or reduce impacts to Miller
Creek and adjacent wetlands. MSE retaining wails were selected by the Port as the recommended
alternative to be developed, as follows:

• At the north end of the embankment, MSE walls will be used to limit the impact to Miller Creek and
the extent of filling of Wetlands A-l and 9.

• Near the middle of the west side of the embankment, an MSE wall will.be used to avoid filling a
significant part of Wetland 3"]a, and to avoid relocating part of Miller Creek.

• Near the south end of the new runway, an MSE wall will be built to limit the extent of filling of
Wetland 44a.

MSE is a method of constructing earth embankments using a combination of compacted soil and
reinforcing elements. MSE technology includes a range of steel and polymer (plastic) products (mesh,

strips, and grids) used to retain and reinforce soil, and provides a number of advantages over other types
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1. Introduction

of retaining walls. The MSE technology selected by the Port improves soil stren_h by incorporating
reinforcing steel strips into the soil embankment.

Proposed Stormwater Management Facilities

Stormwater management has been the main focus of discussions between the Port and the regulator'
agencies since the first Revised Public Notice. Many substantial design improvements have taken place
as a result of these discussions.

As described in a later section of this report, the stormwater detention requirements at the Airport have
increased from 76.6 acre-re to 326.4 acre-ft. Table 2 lists the facilities the Port proposes to meet these
detention needs.

Table 2 - ProposedStormwaterFacilitiesfor MPUProjects

Project Description

SouthAviation SupportArea(SASA) Createregionalstormwaterdetentionpondforthe SASA projectandother
DetentionPond sites. Pondwill be33.4 acre-ftand dischargeto Des MoinesCreek.

NorthEmployeeParkingLot (NEPL) A 13.9acre-ftvault to retrofitthe NEPL;will dischargeto MillerCreek via
Vault LakeReba.

ThirdRunwayVaultsand Ponds Stormwaterdetentionvaults andpondsat theno_, west, andsouth sidesof
the Airport,dischargingto Miller,Walker,and DesMoinescreeks.

Sea-TacInternationalAirportRetrofit Detentionvaultsor pondsto provideflow controlretrofittingfor existing
Facilities Airportdischargesto Des MoinesCreek. Vaultsto be constructedin

combinationwith thirdrunwayfacilitieswhenpossible.

CargoVault Detentionvault forNorthCargo facility(4.5 acre-ftdischarging to Miller
Creekvia lake Reba).

In response to Ecology's preference for stormwater infiltration facilities, the Port has included two
infiltration facilities in subbasins of Miller Creek.

Temporary SR 509 Interchange

The Port has refined its design for this temporary construction-only interchange in consultation with the
Washington State Deparmaent of Transportation (WSDOT). The interchange will be constructed within
the WSDOT right-of.way in the south and northbound locations. In the SK 509 southbound lane, a ramp
accessing the interchange will exit SR 509 about 1,300 ft north of South 176 th Street and rise to the

elevation of the overpass. In the northbound lane, the ramp will merge empty trucks about 1,200 ft north
of the overpass. As a result, the grade change will provide a natural deceleration brake for full trucks

leaving SR 509 as they travel over the incline to reach the overpass, before proceeding east on the

overpass. Because property acquisition will have been completed to the area West of the Froposed Third
Runway embankment, as defined in the Final F.IS and Final Supplemental F,IS, South 176 _"Street will be
closed to through traffic at the easterly edge of the overpass (this will be done so as to not affect public
access to the residential area west of SR 509). As a result, trucks exiting SR 509 will not be required to
stop befo_ turning east over the overpass.

The design of the interchange was modified slightly in 2000 to eliminate impacts to 0.011 acres of
jurisdictional wetland that had been identified.
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Final Verification of Wetland Boundaries

As of the dates of the original Public Notice and the first Revised Public Notice. the Port did not have
access to all parcels affected by the proposed action. Accordingly, the Corps was not able to verif)' the
boundaries of all affected wetlands in the project area. The Port has now gained access to all parcels and
delineated all wetlands affected by the project and the Corps has verified these new boundaries. The
Corps considers the verification of all wetland boundaries affected by the Port's proposal to be complete.

Completed Delineations of Impacted Wetlands at Airport

Wetland delineations have been completed for all wetlands that will be affected by Master Plan projects:
including several parcels not delineated prior to the last public notice.

Between the first and second Revised Public Notice, a specific concern was raised regarding the potential
impacts to Wetland 44 from the construction of the temporary SR 509 interchange. In response to these
concerns, the Port revisited the previous delineation.

Wetland 44 is located in a steep-sided ravine between South 174_ Street and SR 509. The base of the

ravine is crossed by SR 509 road fill, which creates an artificial depression. Water entering the ravine is
conveyed in a culvert beneath SR 509 to a ditch on the west side of the highway, and then to Wetland 43.
Wetland 43 is the source of Walker Creek, a tributary to Miller Creek. The wetland was examined dunng
several site visits between July 1998 and October 2000. In June 2000, approximately 0.01 acre of

wetland occurring on the SR 509 road fill was added to Wetland 44a. In October 2000, the eastern edge
of the wetland was modified when about 0.25 acre was determined to be upland.

The delineation of Wetland 28, near the Industrial Waste System (IWS) lagoon, was also modified.
Originally, the wetland edge was delineated near the base of existing fill, but portions of the wetland
boundary were found to extend upslope onto the fill. The wetland is now estimated to be 35.45 acres. A
total of 0.07 acre of Wetland 28 will be affected by the project.

Completed Delineations at Auburn Mitigation Site

In October 2000, Parametrix conducted a jurisdictional wetland delineation on the 67-acre mitigation site
located in Auburn, Washington. The wetland delineation followed required methods of the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual (Environmental Laboratory 1987) and the Washington
State Wetlands Identification and Delineation Manual (Ecology 1997).

Three jurisdictional wetlands were delineated on the mitigation site. Wetland 1 occurs in the northwest
and central portions of the site and extends off site to the west and north. About 20.45 acres of the

wetland occur on the mitigation site. Wetland 2 is 0.60 acres and is located in the south-central part of the
site. Wetland 3 is 0.01 acre and is located in the north-central part of the site.

Wetlands 1 and 2 meet the Ecology criteria of a Category IIl wetland. Wetland 3 meets the criteria of a
Category IV wetland. The soil, hydrology, and vegetation of these wetlands are similar. The remainder
of the mitigation site (about 44 acres) is non-wetland.

Additional Analysis of Affected Wetlands

Between the fu'st and second revised Public Notice, the Port undertook an extended additional analysis of
wetland impacts. This analysis included:

• Compiling more information on indirect and cumulative impacts;
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• Assessing additional areas where impacts to wetlands could be avoided:

• Compiling more information on impacts associated with implementing the mitigation plan: and

• Taking a second look at certain wetlands where specific concerns had been ralsed.

Indirect Impacts

Section 4.3 of the Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis (Parametnx 2000) provides a
detailed description of the anticipated indirect impacts from implementation of the Master Plan Update
improvements. Potential indirect impacts include:

• Placement of fill near or adjacent to wetlands;

• Stormwater management upslope of wetlands;

• Aircraft noise;

• Human disturbance from nearby construction activities:

• Wildlife hazard management activities required for aircraft safety;

• Excavation for retaining wall footings or stormwater management ponds upslope of wetlands: and

• Potential discharges of stormwater runoff to wetlands near construction sites.

These impacts could affect the wildlife habitat, hydrology, and/or water quality functions of the wetlands.

The calculated permanent impacts to wetlands (18.37 acres) include about 2.4 acres of indirect impacts
that could occur in certain locations where changes to wetland hydrology, shading, or fragmentation of
wetlands occur. While these indirect impacts could result in the loss of some wetland functions from an
area, they may not necessarily remove all functions. For example, where the SASA bridge is proposed to
cross Wetland 52, shading will eliminate wetland vegetation and wildlife habitat, however, the corridor
and hydrology functions provided by the wetland will remain. Nevertheless, to be conservative, the
indirect impacts are fully mitigated at a ratio of 3:1.

Cumulative Impacts

Section 4.4 of the Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis provides a detailed description of
the anticipated cumulative impacts associated with the implementation of the Master Plan Update
improvements and other projects in the general area. These projects include:

• SR 509 Extension and South Access Roadway (Washington State Department of Transportation)

• Central Link Light Rail Transit System (Regional Transit Authority)

• Regional Detention Facility (Des Moines Creek Basin Committee)

• Land Use Planning Activities (City of SeaTac)

• Navigation Improvements (Federal Aviation Administration)

• South SeaTac Electrical Substation Upgrade (Port of Seattle) ..

• Upgrade and Expansion of Industrial Wastewater System Lagoon 3 (Port of Seattle)

• Upgrade of Airport Satellite Transit System (Port of Seattle)

• Air Cargo Development Plan (Port of Seattle)

• Part 150 Noise Study (Port of Seattle)

• South Terminal Expansion (Port of Seattle)

• Aircraft Hydrant Fueling System (Port of Seattle)
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Impacts Avoided in BorrowAreas 1 and 3

The Port has redesigned the excavation plan for Borrow Sites I and 3 to avoid impacts to Wetlands -IS
and B15, which are located along the southwestern edge of the borrow area of Area 1. and to avoid
impacts to Wetlands B10, B29, B9b, Bga, 30, B7, B6 and B5 in Area 3. This action avoids impacts to
approximately 3.63 acres of wetland in Area 1 and approximately 2.35 acres in Area 3, a portion of which
is forested. The Port has also designed a seepage collection drainage swale to mitigate potential indirect
impacts to wetlands in Area 3.

Wetland Modifications Resulting from Mitigation

Section 4.2.3.5 of the Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis identifies the anticipated
impacts associated with implementation of the proposed mitigation. These impacts will occur both at the
Airport and at the Auburn mitigation site. In general, these impacts will affect Category II, III. and IV
wetlands that are farmed or dominated by non-native vegetation.

Since the affected areas would be incorporated into the mitigation design, no loss of wetland would occur.
The exception to this is a small (0.12 acre) area of emergent wetland (dominated by pasture grasses) that
would be filled by an access and maintenance road to the Auburn mitigation site. Following
implementation of the mitigation projects, wetland areas would be restored to higher quality wetlands,
including converting Category ILl and IV wetlands to Category II. These Category II wetlands will
typically have extended wetland hydro-periods and greater diversity of plant community types that
improve water quality and habitat functions.

Vacca Farm Wetland Restoration Site

Mitigation at the Vacca Farm Restoration site will modify existing wetland, farmed wetlands, and prior
converted cropland. Relocation of the Miller Creek channel will affect 2.21 acres of wetland. Fill

placement to create channel banks will affect 1.79 acres of wetland and excavation of new floodplain in
currently farmed areas will modify 1.56 acres of wetland.

Miller Creek Riparian Buffer

Enhancement of 7.40 acres of wetland in the Miller Creek buffer will involve minor disturbance. Planting
will redistribute soils. The clearing and grubbing that may be necessary to remove existing non-native
vegetation will also redistribute soils. Finally, a temporary irrigation system will also disturb wetland
soils.

Tyee Valley Golf Course Wetland Mitigation and Des Moines Creek Buffer

Enhancement of 6.07 acres of wetland on the Tyee Valley Golf Course will involve some soil

disturbance during demolition of pathways and other structures located in wetlands. Planting
will also redistribute soils. .'

Auburn Wetland Mitigation Site

Impacts from implementation of the mitigation plan at the Auburn site will be similar to those described
for the other mitigation sites. Soils will be disturbed and redistributed due to planting, and clearing and
grubbing. This will affect about 9.13 acres of low quality wetland. Excavation will affect about 10.39
acres of Category Ill wetlands. A temporary construction access road will affect about 1.55 acres of
wetland temporarily. To minimize these impacts, the road will be constructed on geotextile fabric and a
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quarryrock base. While the base will allow surface water to equilibrate across the road. cuh'erts will also
be placed to convey water to existing ditches.

On-site construction staging will also temporarily affect about 5.11 acres of wetlands. Geotextile fabric
and gravel will be placed on portions of the site prior to their use for staging. Following excavation, the
staging area will be removed and the existing wetlands enhanced.

Wetlands 43 and 44

Between the first and second revision of the Public Notice, the Airport Communities Coalition (ACC)
expressed concern over what they viewed as the potential alteration to the headwaters of Walker Creek, a
tributary to Miller Creek. The ACC maintained that impacts to Wetlands 43 and 44 affect "headwater
seeps" that they believe are the source of flow for Walker Creek. The impacts could potentially come
from the construction of the temporary SR 509 interchange or the embankment placement.

The portions of Wetland 44 where fill will occur are located upslope of one of the several perennial seeps
that ultimately coalesce and form Walker Creek. The fill would affect =icharmelized ponion of the
wetland that, primarily due to stormwater runoff from streets and conveyance through culverts has
concentrated to form channelized flow. During winter months, some interflow (shallow soil water) also

seeps into this portion of the channel.

Two small channels are mapped as perennial on Parcel 496 in the Wetland Delineation Report
(Parametrix 2000, Appendix D, Map 14). Upslope of Pared 496, where fill will occur (on Parcels 494
and 493) the channels are mapped as intermittent. Permanent fill will not extend westward from Parcel
494 or 493 to Parcel 496, and thus will not be placed in channels with perennial flow.

The project will eliminate unmanaged stormwater runoff generated by 12t_Avenue South from entering
Wetland 44. In the future, stormwater runoff from the third runway project will be collected, treated to
meet water quality requirements, and released gradually from detention facilities to reduce peak
streamflows in Walker Creek. Thus, filling of 0.26 acres of Wetland 44 would not impact the water
quality or the peak flow conditions in Wetland 44, Wetland 43, or in Walker Creek.

The groundwater discharge functions of Wetland 44, which are important to Walker Creek, will be will be
maintained by the design of the embankment fill, as described in the several hydrologic evaluations for
the project. The embankment design will allow groundwater to infiltrate into the embankment and
recharge aquifers in the soils beneath it. This water would move subsurface, eventually discharging to
Wetland 44 or Wetland 43. The hydrologic delay caused by water moving through the embankment fill,
would improve the hydrologic condition of Wetland 44 because additional groundwater would be
discharged to the wetland during the late spring and early summer months than currently occurs. Thus,
fill of 0.26 acres of Wetland 44 would not negatively impact the groundwater discharge functions this
wetland provides to Walker Creek.

Temporary impacts to Wetland 44 would result from stormwater managemerit facilities needed during
construction. The temporary impacts that would occur on Parcels 493 and 496 are where a small
perennial seep is present and on Parcel 485 where a second intermittent channel is present. The
temporary uses of these areas for stormwater management are designed to protect water quality (by
removing sediments and turbidity) and to prevent hydrologic alterations (by preventing changes to
groundwater gradients and by discharging treated (clean) runoffback to the wetland).

After consultation with the Corps, the Port redesigned the temporary SR 509 interchange toavoid direct
and indirect impacts to wetlands. One of the most significant perennial water sources to Walker Creek
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base flow is from the constructed drainage system beneath SR 509 near South 176 'h Street. This
subsurface water is collected on the east side of SR 509 and conveyed under the hlghway to enter
Wetland 43 on the west side of SR 509. The outlet of this drainage system provides a large amount of

flow to Wetland 43 and may be construed to be the headwaters of Walker Creek. This groundwater
source will not be affected by the embankment or interchange project.

Stormwater Management

Stormwater management at Sea-Tac Airport has been the subject of much study and discussion benveen
the agencies and the Port since the first Revised Public Notice. As a result, a number of changes have
occurred in the proposed Comprehensive SIormwater Management Plan (Parametnx 2000).

The Port re-ran the model that the stormwater planning was based on and revised some of the basic

parameters. These included:

• Recalibrating the Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran (HSPF) model to include a separate
calibration for Walker Creek;

• Using updated land use and soils information;

• Changing the location of downstream points of compliance for peak stormwater flows from instream
locations to the outlets of each subbasin; and

• Changing the assumption of the pre-project condition from a 1994 base year to an assumption of only
l 0 percent impervious surface.

Additionally, the Port and the agencies agreed that the Port could not assume the use of an expanded
Miller Creek Regional Detention Facility (RDF) or a new Des Moines Creek RDF in its planning. The
outcome of these changes was to increase the stormwater detention requirements for the project from 76.6
acre-feet to 326.4 acre-feet.

The revised Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan includes new or expanded facilities to meet
the increased detention requirements. These include stormwater infiltration facilities in two Miller Creek
subbasins. The revised plan also proposes a schedule for implementation of new stormwater facilities that
is synchronized with Master Plan Update projects.

Another revision to the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan since the first Revised Public
Notice concerns low flow mitigation to Miller, Walker and Des Moines creeks. The Port now proposes to
enhance low stream flows by ceasing the exercise of existing surface water rights (obtained by the Port
through property acquisitions) on Miller Creel incorporating infiltration into stormwater detention
facilities where feasible, and supplementing low flow with stored and released stormwater to mitigate

base flow impacts. The Port's participation in the Basin Plan flow augmentation project is not proposed as
mitigation for Master Plan Update impacts. Impacts to low flows in Des Moines Creek caused by Master

Plan Update projects will be mitigated by stored and released stormwater, and no other impacts to low
flow will be mitigated by the Port's plan to store and release stormwater. The Port will continue to

participate in the Des Moines Creek Basin Plan Committee's flow augmentation project, which addresses
low flowissuescausedby urbandevelopmentthroughoutthebasin.

Endangered Species

Section7 oftheEndangeredSpeciesAct (ESA) requiresfederalagenciestoensurethattheiractionsdo

not jeopardizethe continuedexistenceof endangeredor threatenedspecies,or theircriticalhabitat.

Therefore,theFederalAviationAdministration(FAA) prepareddocumentation(BiologicalAssessments)
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on potential impacts and mitigation for species listed under ESA that may have the potential to be
affected by actions at the Airport.

In 1995, a Biological Assessment (BA) was prepared for two bird species listed under ESA by the Umted
State Fish and Wildlife Service: bald eagles and peregrine falcons. The BA determined that the Master
Plan Update projects "may effect, but were not likeh, to adverseh, affect" these species. The FAA
initiated consultation m 1995 with the US Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) on the findings of the BA,
and USFWS concurred with the determination on December 6, 1995.

Since the May 1997 publication of the Final Supplemental EIS and the issuance of the Record of Decision
on July 3, 1997, two species of fish were listed as threatened under ESA: Coastal/Puget Sound bull trout
(listed by USFWS) and Puget Sound Chinook Salmon (listed by the National Manne Fisheries Servtce-
NMFS). Both of these species and/or their critical habitat may occur in the vicinity of the Airport.

In April 2000, the FAA, because of changes to the proposed project and the new listings, re-initiated
consultation with the Services (USFWS and NMFS) concerning the impacts of Master Plan Update
projects over which FAA possesses discretionary involvement or control. In accordance g_ithSection 7 of

the Endangered Species Act, the FAA and Corps authorized the preparation of a second Biological
Assessment (Parametrix 2000).

The 2000 BA concluded that the proposed actions: (1) "may affect" but are "'not likely to adversely
affect" bald eagles, Puget Sound chinook salmon, and Puget Sound bull trout; (2) "may affect" but are
"not likely to destroy or adversely modify" designated critical habitat of chinook salmon: (3) are within
the range of expected circumstances, will have "no effect" on marbled murrelet or its designated critical
habitat; and (4) will not adversely affect designated pelagic or west coast ground fish essential fish habitat.

The BA was submitted to the Services in June 2000, and supplemented in November and December 2000
with further stormwater analysis information. The Port is currently waiting for the Biological Opinion
from the Services.

Natural Resource Mitiqation Plan

The Natural Resource Mitigation Plan has been modified since the first Revised Public Notice to include
more specific details about how the mitigation will be constructed, operated, and maintained. The
revisions include:

• Clearer performance standards that increase the ability to evaluate if goals are being achieved and
increase the agencies' ability to require contingency actions if standards are not met.

• More detail on monitoring to determine compliance with performance standards.

Additional mitigation actions are proposed at the Airport including:

• Increasing the amount of buffer along Miller Creek by providing 100-foot buffers (or buffer
averaging area) to riparian wetlands as well as Miller Creek.

• Modifications to the Miller Creek instream enhancement projects to reflect recommendations of
Washington Depa_u,ent of Fish and Wildlife.

• Removal of a shoreline bulkhead around the west and north shorelines of Lora Lake as to improve
aquatic habitat functions of the lake.

• Addition of stream buffer enhancement adjacent to the Tyee wetland mitigation site on Des Moines
Creek at the golf course.

The Auburn mitigation design has been revised to:
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• Increase buffers to I00 feet

• Enhance new wetlands

• Incorporate the entire site (65 acres) into the mitigation project

The quantity of mitigation provided at Auburn has increased by about 15 acres over what had been
proposed earlier.
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II. RESPONSES TO GENERAL COMMENTS

A series of General Responses have been prepared to questions that were asked by a number of
individuals or groups. General Responses (GLR) include:

GLR1 ProposalBy An Independent ThirdParty to Conveyor Fill From Puget Sound To Sea-Tac
Airport

GLR2 Fill Acceptance And MTCA Method A Standards

GLR3 Alleged Contaminated Material Placed At The Third Runway Embankavtent

GLR4 Use of Fill From Maury Island

GLRS Concerns With Windshear From The MSE Retaining Wall

GLR6 Ecology/Corps Review of the MSE Retaining Wall

GLR7 InstreamFlow Mitigation
GLR8 Summary Of Endangered Species Issues

GLR9 Highline School And Noise Effects On Schools
GLR10 Noise Conditions
GLR11 Air Pollution Conditions

GLR12 Public Hearing On The Revised §404 Application In 2001
GLR13 TemporaryConstructionInterchange On SR.509

GLR14 IndustrialWaste System (IWS) Lagoon 3 Project

GLR15 Comments Concerning Incomplete Information

GLR16 Validity Of The FEIS/FSEIS - Suggestions That A New EIS Or Supplemental EIS is
Needed

GLR17 Consideration Of Ahematives

GLR18 Delay Measurement

GLR19 Cumulative Impacts

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Port's perspective and knowledge.

GLR1 PROPOSALBY AN INDEPENDENTTHIRD PARTY TO
CONVEYORFILL FROM PUGET SOUND TO SEA-TAC

A privateproponenthasproposeda conveyorbelt projectconsistingof anoffloadingpier for fill material
offshore of Des Moines marina and a 4.8 mile conveyor belt transportsystem to move material to the
Port's Third Runway site. The conveyor would be used to transportfill material brought in by barge. A
conveyor could substantially reduce the number of truck trips that would be associated with construction
of the project. The City of Des Moines has not issued any permits or approvals for this project, and the
Port and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) have concluded that permitting obstacles render this
project infeasible at this time. The conveyor belt is not necessary to construct the Master Plan Update
improvements. It has been proposed as an alternative method for delivery of fill material to the
construction site to alleviate trucks on local roadways. If it is not constructed, the fill can be delivered by
other means. The Master Plan Update §404 permit does not have to be revised to include the conveyor
belt proposal because all of the Master Plan Update projects could be built even if the conveyor is never
completed.
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Construction of the conveyor would require certain discretionary, approvals from the CiB' of Des Moines.
These include easements to cross City-owned land, right-of-way crossing approvals, a permit or zomng
ordinance amendment to locate in a single-family residential zone, a shoreline substantial development

permit, and review and approval pursuant to the State Environmental Policy Act. AFinal Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement for the Greater Des Moines Comprehensive Plan Amendment and
Proposed Conveyor Project was issued on March 5, 1999, and after deliberation by the Des Moines City
Council on May 13, 1999, an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan necessaD" to approve the private
proponents proposal, failed unanimously 6-0.

The conveyor project is being considered under a separate application for a Corps Section 10 permit
(Corps File No. 2000-I-01481). A Public Notice on the project is anticipated shortly.

The conveyor belt project is proposed by a private entity (Environmental Materials Transport LLC) that
intends to compete for the job of delivering fill material to the Master Plan Updateproject sites. As was
noted in the Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS, the Port would require project bidders to demonstrate
that the bidder has obtained all necessary environmental permits and approvals for delivery mechanisms
other than conventional haul (truck haul) and use of fill from the sites other than those evaluated. The
Port continues to believe that local permitting obstacles render the conveyor project infeasible at this time.

GLR2 FILL ACCEPTANCEAND MTCA METHOD A STANDARDS.

Through its Clean Water Act §401 permitting process, the Department of Ecology (Ecology) has required
the Port to develop a process for ensuring that contaminated fill material is not incorporated into the Third
Runway embankment. The process agreed to by Ecology is contained in the 1999 Airfield Project Soil
Fill Acceptance Criteria (Fill Acceptance Criteria). The process includes several steps necessary to
evaluate fill material prior to acceptance and during placement of accepted material. Briefly, the
procedures include:

1. The Port and the supplier identify the type of fill site. Sites which are potential sources of fill are
classified into three general categories: (1) State-certified borrow pits; (2) Category A sites
(industrial sources, locations known to have probability of environmental impact, and sites listed on
Ecology databases); and (3) Category B sites (sites with low probability for environmental impact
such as residential sites). The classifications are used to identify the appropriate level of evaluation
and testing.

2. The supplier conducts an environmental evaluation. Using a qualified environmental professional, a
supplier of proposed fill must conduct an environmental evaluation of the site. The level of review
varies based on the category of site, but generally involves a review of historic site operations, a site
inspection, and chemical testing of the soil. The supplier is required to certify that the soil meets
MTCA Method A standards.

3. The Port reviews the supplier documentation. Based on the information provided by the supplier, the
Port makes a determination of the suitability of the material. As appropriate, the Port may conduct an
independent inspection of the site. After making the evaluation the Port decides if the material is
suitable or not. The Port may also condition acceptance of the fill; for example, material may be
accepted only from certain well-defined portions of a site, additional testing may be required during
excavation, or on-site environmental supervision may be required.
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4. The Port inspects incoming fill material. The Port inspects material coming into the Third Runway
embankment, specifically observing for any visual or olfactoD' signs of contamination, as well as any
other indication (e.g., soil type) that the material is different from the soil accepted for import. In
addition, the Port may inspect the source excavation activity on a periodic or regular basis.

5. The PUn reports quarterly to Ecology. The Port provides Ecology a quarterly summary, of material
brought into the Third Runway embankment along with supporting environmental documentation.

Pursuant to the Fill Acceptance Criteria, all material must meet project-specific geotechnical suitabiliD"
criteria, and it must meet Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA) Method A standards.

Concern has been expressed regarding the use of MTCA Method A levels. Comments were expressed
that MTCA Method A levels were developed to govern the clean-up of contaminated sites, not for the
protection of clean sites from potentially contaminated soil, and therefore use of MTCA Method A levels
was not appropriate in this context. MTCA Method A contaminant levels were developed by Ecology
and have long been accepted as soil constituent or contaminant levels that are protective of human health
and the environment. Method A standards are designed to be used as a conservative set of values to
determine whether soft in any location, under any conditions, may remain in place for unrestricted use.
Method A standards are protective of human exposure in residential settings and of ground water used as

drinking water. The standards are concentrations at which soil contamination will not migrate to or
otherwise impact ground water to be used as drinking water (adjusted for background and laboratory

detection limits). These are the most stringent soil standards established by MTCA and are appropriate
for evaluating the cleanliness of fill material to be placed in the Third Runway embankment.

Other alternatives to MTCA Method A levels that have been discussed are sediment standards, including
the Washington State Sediment Management Standards and the Puget Sound Dredge Disposal Agency
(PSDDA) criteria. However, sediment standards are intended for use in evaluating the soil to be placed
directly into an aquatic environment in which the material forms the substrate in and around benthos.

These are inappropriate standards for soil material to be located in an upland embankment that has
erosion and sedimentation control mechanisms with a proven track record of environmental success.

The permit is conditioned to require adherence to the Fill Acceptance Criteria for Port acceptance of all
fill material placed at the Third Runway embankment.

Another alternative is the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Screening Reference
Tables Soil Values (SQuiRT). The SQuiRT approach is based on the geometric mean of natural soils
throughout the United States. This would not be an appropriate standard, because uncontaminated, native

soil could exceed a national average due to natural local conditions, and yet not be a threat to aquatic
resources.

GLR3 ALLEGED CONTAMINATEDMATERIAL PLACED AT THE
THIRD RUNWAY EMBANKMENT.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Hamm Creek Restoration Proiect

Early in 1999, the Port received a request from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) to accept soil
excavated as part Of the development of the Harem Creek Restoration Site. The evaluation of the
suitability of the soil from the Harem Creek Restoration Project was based on review of a 1990 site

assessment by Boeing and a 1997 Corps Sediment Characterization Report (including the Site Sampling
and Analysis Plan). Copies of these reports were provided to Ecology.
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The evaluation of the Harem Creek Restoration Project was based on review of information contained in

both the Corps studies and the Boeing studies. Port review included consideration of site uses and
operational history, as well as chemical test results. The Boeing studies included collection and analysis
of 12 soil samples and three groundwater samples. Analytical test results for these samples were all below
Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA) Method A Cleanup Levels. The Corps study was focused on specific
portions of the source area being considered for potential open water disposal. The sampling, including
the compositing of soil samples, was performed in accordance with Puget Sound Dredge Disposal
Authority (PSDDA) protocol for open water disposal.

Although not collected in accordance with typical upland sampling protocol, it is the Port's belief the data
collected by the Corps provides a useful supplement to the Boeing evaluations. The evaluation of the
suitability of the soil was based on MTCA Method A standards. The PSDDA criteria are developed for
open water disposal in a saltwater environment and are not applicable to an upland site. The material
ultimately accepted from the Corps' project satisfied the fill acceptance criteria, and from both a technical
and a regulatory standpoint, represented no unacceptable environmental risk as upland fill.

In 1999, approximately 80,000 cubic yards of soil was brought from the Hamm Creek Restoration Project
to the Third Runway for use as fill. A Senior Port Site Inspector visited the Harem Creek Restoration Site
on two occasions during excavation activities to observe the material being brought into the Third
Runway. In addition, the material was regularly inspected at the Third Runway receiving site.

WSDOT First Avenue Bridge Proiect

In the Fall of 1999, the Port of Seattle received a request from the Washington State Department of
Transportation (WSDOT) to accept soil generated as part of WSDOT's First Avenue Bridge Project.
WSDOT initially provided results for five samples collected throughout the proposed fill material. One
of these samples exceeded the MTCA Method A Cleanup Level for total petroleum hydrocarbons (heavy
oils). Additional sampling in the same area confirmed the presence of heavy oils. Based on these results,
the Port of Seattle designated as not suitable for Third Runway fill the material located where soil sample
data indicated concentrations greater than the fill criteria. The Port agreed to conditionally accept the
remaining project material and, along with WSDOT, developed a program to monitor and test the
material during excavation to confirm the continued compliance with the Third Runway Fill Acceptance
Criteria and to confirm that material from the impacted area was not brought to Port property. Material
from the First Avenue Bridge Project was brought to Port property in Spring 2000. The results of source
sampling activities and confirmational testing demonstrate that soil from the impacted area was not
brought to Port property. In addition, on-site supervision by a Senior Port Site Inspector was provided to
monitor soil excavation, specifically observing any visual or olfactory signs of contamination. At the
request of the Port Site Inspector, the previously identified impacted soil area was flagged so that it would
clearly be distinguished from other site material. WSDOT also had a full-time site inspector at the
excavation site. At the Port's receiving site, a full-time observer observed all loads received from the
First Avenue Bridge Project. Based on these screening and precautionary measures, the Port is confident
that all material accepted from this project satisfied the Fill Acceptance Criteria.

Other Sites

In addition to the Harem Creek and First Avenue South projects, allegations have been made concerning a
pile of dirt with a tire prominently exposed. A photograph of dirt pile and tire has been used as evidence
of the type of material the Port has been accepting for fill. The photograph was taken on Port property,
but it was of a stockpile of excavated material awaiting removal and disposal at a landfill. In fact, not
only was the stockpiled material not to be used for fill, the project involved was not even related to the
Master Plan Update projects.
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Concerns have also been expressed regarding the level of testing for the Airborne Express Prolect. It
should be clarified that at this site Phase I and Phase II studies (including soil sampling), were conducted.
As a standard condition the Port required "That the Port Environmental Department be notified
immediately if there are any unusual conditions such as visually or "smelly" soil." This condition was
not a substitute for the standard testing requirements. Questions were also raised regarding the lack of
documentation at the Lakeland Pit. This site was initially reported to Ecology in 1998 as a state-certified
pit. However, subsequent reports to Ecology clarified that this site was not a state certified pit and
provided appropriate environmental documentation for the site.

GLR4 USE OF FILL FROM MAURY ISLAND

The Port is not proposing to mine material on Maury Island. If an embankment construction contractor
were to propose Glacier NW's Maury Island pit as a fill source for the Third Runway, it would have to
meet all of the specification requirements, as is noted inthe Final Supplemental EIS. This would include
providing all necessary permits for the mining and transportation of the material. It would also require
environmental testing of the material to ensure compliance with project soil acceptance criteria. No
arsenic or lead contaminated materials will be accepted as fill material for the Third Runway. See also
General Response GLR2 and GLR3.

GLR5 CONCERNSWITH WINDSHEAR FROM THE MSE WALL

The proposed mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) retaining wall, its geometry, and its proximity to the
proposed Third Runway have been analyzed and meet all current criteria set forth by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). To further consider wind effects, the nmway design con_actor contacted bridge
design specialists. Bridge design specialists were contacted, because no such specialists beyond that of the
FAA exist concerning runway design requirements. Contacts with bridge design specialists indicated that
the proposed embankment and wall design do not represent unusual wind concerns that do not already
exist at Sea-Tac Airport off the immediate ends of the runway due to the terrain differences particularly
on the north end of the airfield. As such, no unusual wind conditions are expected.

GLR6 ECOLOGY/CORPS REVIEW OF THE MSE WALL

Review of the mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) wall is conducted pursuant to the Corps' authority to
consider the potential impacts of the proposed project on the public interest, pursuant to 33 C.F.R.

§320.4(a) and related regulations. Such review is similar to that undertaken by the Corps for
impoundment structures, the procedure for which is set forth at 33 C.F.R. §325.1(d)(6), which states:

If the activity would involve the co.nsm_ction of an im._undm...entstructure, the applicant may
C reqmreq to .aemonstrate mat the structure complies with established state dam safety

.criteria or mat the.structure has b_,.n desigried by qualified persons and, in appropriate cases,
lnaepenoenuy revlewea tano moainea as me review would inaicate) by similarly qualified
persons.. No specific, design cri+t_ria.a_. to be prescribed nor is an independent detailed
=ngmeermg review to ue mane oy me OlStrlct engineer.

It is the Port's belief that the professional team that is designing the retainingwall is highly qualified for
this work. The design team for the overall Third Runway project consists primarily of three firms:
HNTB (civil engineering), Hart Crowser (geote¢lmical engineering), and Parametnx (stormwater
engineering and wetlands biology). As described in more detail below, a design team was assembled for
the Third Runway retaining walls consisting of these three firms plus others who specialize in retaining
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walls. Prior to starting design of the wall, the Port reviewed eight different types of retaining wall and

more than 60 wall/slope combinations before selecting the proposed MSE wall configurauon.
Professional engineers at Shannon & Wilson Inc independently reviewed the evaluation of alternatives.
Shannon & Wilson is a 47-year-old geotechnical and environmental engineerang firm that has extensive
experience in retaining wall design, Puget Sound soil characteristics, seismic analysis, and foundation
analysis. Shannon & Wilson concluded that the proposed MSE retaining wall is most appropriate for this
site.

The HNTB design team worked with MSE wall experts at the University of Washington (U.W.) and the
Washington State Department of Transportation ONSDOT), and with two professional engineering
associations, to identify firms worldwide that are qualified to design MSE retaining walls. A request for
qualifications was sent out through two MSE associations. Based on its review' of firms" qualifications,
the design team selected The Reinforced Earth Company (RECo) to serve as lead designer for the wall.
RECo's engineers have designed hundreds of MSE walls around the world, including twelve that are
more than 90 feet high. The firm has designed two MSE walls that are as high or higher than the
maximum proposed wall height at the Airport, and both of these have been successfully built and are
performing well.

The proposed MSE walls at the Airport are being designed in accordance with the building code
developed by the American Association of State Transportation Officials. HNTB and Hart Crowser have
reviewed RECo's wall design calculations. The preliminary design plans and supporting calculations
have been provided to the outside reviewers at the U.W. and WSDOT for their review and comment.

In addition to the above, the Port has retained three internationally recognized engineers to form a special
Technical Review Board to review the RECo work. The Board members include:

• Dr. James K. Mitchell, P.E., Distinguished Professor at Virginia Polytechnic University and former
Chair of the Civil Engineering Department at the University of California at Berkeley. Professor
Mitchell is an expert in soil behavior and embankment construction.

• Dr. I.M. Idriss, P.E., Professor of Civil Engineering at the University of California at Davis.
Professor Idnss is a recognized authority on earthquake engineering and on seismic performance of
embankments and MSE walls.

• Dr. Barry Christopher, P.E., and independent geotechnical engineering consultant and internationally
recognized expert in MSE wall design, construction, and performance.

The Technical Review Board was given all the engineering data, design reports, results of calculations,
and wall plans for review and comment. The Board met with the Port's design team to discuss the
investigations and design work, reviewed the preliminary design plans, and prepared a statement to the
Corps and Ecology dated January 25, 2001. The Board stated:

The Board is in general agreement with the design approaches and methodology
employed by the design team on the Third Runway proJect.- The Board further concludes
mat the embankment and MSE wall investigations and technical analyses being
conducted on the project are at an appropriate level of detail and thoroughness deemed
necessary for a _oject of this c.omplexity and are in compliance with current engineering
ana consmactaon moustry practice.

Each of the Board's suggestions has been, or is being, investigated and results to date
support _e original desagn. The Review B.o_..d wi.ll continue to review the design and
eon su'ucuon.approacnes to me project and wall provide further suggestions, as warranted,
t_aseo on mear m-oepm expmaence.

The Port is satisfied that the MSE retaining wall is being designed by qualified persons and that the
design is being reviewed (and modified as the review would indicate) by similarly qualified persons.
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Detailed engineering plans and specifications for the MSE retaining wall are not required in the _40..)
permit process, as specified in 33 C.F.R. §325.1(d). Therefore. the Port believes that it was not necessaQ
to extend the public comment period to allow more time for public review and comment on the
engineering design drawings. Nevertheless, the Port believes that consideration has been given to all
comments filed with the Corps prior to the decision on the §404 permit.

GLR7 INSTREAMFLOWMITIGATION

Several comment letters focused on the related subjects of (l) the storrnwater detention and release
strategy to mitigate low flow hydrologic impacts in Des Moines, Miller and Walker Creeks: (2) whether a
water right was necessary for the stormwater detention and release strategy; (3) impacts on low stream
flow of reduced irrigation in the Miller Creek subbasin; and (4) water rights issues associated with the
Port's Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan (CSMP) and Des Moines Creek stream flow
mitigation using the Port's Tyee Golf Course Well. This general response addresses these related
comments. "

The Port's plan for mitigating stream flow impacts is based upon stormwater detention and controlled
release to mitigate low flow impacts caused by construction of facilities at Sea-Tac Airport. The Port's
Des Moines Creek Augmentation Plan is no longer the Port's primary mitigation proposal within the Des
Moines Creek subbasin because of water right issues that will not be resolved by Ecology's Water
Resources Program in a timeframe to meet the requirements of reasonable assurance for the §401 water
quality certification. In order to set forth the options considered and the current Port approach to
streamflow mitigation, a brief history of the Port's consultations with Ecology regarding stream
mitigation and the evolution of the Port's mitigation plan is set forth below.

History of Stream Flow Mitigation Options.

The Des Moines Creek Basin Planning Committee identified low summer flows as a problem in Des
Moines Creek in its 1997 Basin Plan. The low flows were attributed to development throughout the
basin. To correct this problem, the basin planning committee recommended augmenting stream flows
using groundwater from a Port-owned well. The Planning Committee proposed a minimum flow of one
cfs in the creek. Maintaining the minimum flow with well water would lower the stream temperature by
the introduction of cool groundwater, and would increase the dissolved oxygen content through passive
aeration of the groundwater prior to its introduction into the creek. The Port, through its participation in
the basin planning committee, agreed to allow the Tyee Golf Course well (Ground Water Certificate
2369) (Well No. 1) to be used to implement the basin plan. In that way, water from the well would be
used to restore stream flow reduced over time by basin-wide development. The minimum flow supported
by Well No. 1 would fully mitigate any low stream flow reduction caused by the Port's proposed
construction projects.

Questions were raised about the validity of the water right associated with Well No. 1. The Port acquired
Well No. 1 in 1961 from King County Water District No. 75 (now Nighline Water District) through
condemnation. The lack of clear information from the condemnation has led to questions of whether or
not the water right associated with the well was transferred to the Port at that time. The Port and Highline
Water District reached a negotiated agreement resolving those issues in March 2000. That agreement
confirmed the Port's ownership of Well No. 1 and its associated water right and conveyed any remaining
interest or rights the District may have had in Well No. I to the Port.

Water from Well No. I has been put to beneficial use continually from 1965 through the present. The
water has been used to irrigate a golf course on Port property that is operated under a lease agreement. In
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June 2000, at the suggestion of Ecology staff, the Port filed a change of use application to add to the water

right flow mitigation for Des Moines Creek as a permit'ted use. However, Ecology has not acted on this
change of use application, and is unlikely to do so prior to Ecology's §401 certification decision.
Accordingly, Ecology requested that the Port identify and pursue other sources of water to mitigate the

impacts of the Port's proposed construction projects.

The Port subsequently contacted Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) to discuss the possibility of using SPU
water for flow mitigation. Sea-Tac Airport is an SPU customer, and water could be delivered through the
existing airport/SPU connection. Water could be piped from the airfield to the creek, treated to remove
chlorine, and discharged to the creek. However, Ecology determined that this would require a change to
be made to SPU's water rights claims and/or permits. SPU declined to apply for a change to its water

rights, and withdrew from the discussions at that time. Subsequently, the Port commissioned studies to
design and evaluate stormwater detention facilities that would mitigate low flow impacts to Des Moines.
Miller and Walker Creeks.

The Port's Mitigation Plan for Impacts to Slreamflow

The Port's mitigation plan for impacts to streamflow is to detain stormwater in detention ponds and vaults
and manage its release to mitigate the low flow impacts of Airport improvements on Des Moines, Miller

and Walker Creeks, without the use of additional sources of mitigation water. See Section 6.2 (page 6-3)
of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan (Parametrix, updated December 2000). The Port is
still participating in the Des Moines Creek Basin Planning Committee's effort to use Well No. 1 to

mitigate basin-wide impacts. However, haseflow mitigation is no__ta part of the Port's mitigation plan as
evaluated in the Low Streamflow Analysis (Earth Tech, December 2000).

The Sea-Tac Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies Report (Pacific Groundwater Group, June 19, 2000) and the
Low Streamflow Analysis provide a comprehensive analysis of the hydrologic effects of the proposed
Third Runway fill embankment, proposed stormwater detention ponds and vaults, and changes in water
usage within the buy-out area of the basins. The Low Streamflow Analysis concludes that there will be no

net effect on the low flows of the Des Moines, Miller and Walker Creeks given the changes in runoff
conditions, delayed discharge of water percolating through the runway embankment fill, changes in water
uses within the buy-out areas, and managed release of stormwater from reserved storage facilities. The
analysis of no net streamflow impacts does not include any mitigation water sources for Des Moines,
Miller or Walker Creeks, only changes in runoff conditions and stormwater management. The Port
believes that the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan demonstrates that detention ponds and
vaults and metered discharge will mitigate the effects of the Master Plan Update improvements on low
flows of the three creeks, without the use of additional sources of mitigation water. The Port is still
participating in the Basin Planning Committee's effort to use Well No. 1 to mitigate existing basin-wide
low flow conditions, but not as part of the Section 404/401 permit applications for the Master Plan
Update improvements. The Basin Planning Committee's effort to augment the baseflow of Des Moines
Creek is separate and distinct from the Port's plan to mitigate for the impacts of the construction of those
improvements on Des Moines, Miller and Walker Creeks.

Technical Evaluation of Streamflow Impacts and Mitigation Facilities

The Sea-Tac Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies Report (Pacific Groundwater Group, June 19, 2000) was
prepared for Ecology in order to assess the hydrologic effects of constructing the proposed Third Runway
fill embankment. The report evaluated hydrologic analyses completed up to that time. It also presented
estimates of the hydrologic effects of delayed discharge to Miller Creek and Walker Creek of
precipitation that would infiltrate the runway embankment fill, and summarized the effects of non-

hydrologic factors, specifically discontinued irrigation withdrawals from Miller Creek and discontinued
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discharges of imported water through irrigation and domestic septic systems. Based on the information
available at the time of the report, it was concluded that the delayed fill discharge presented a significant
beneficial factor in supporting summer low flows and that the net effect of discontinued local xs,ithdrawals
and importation of water in the Miller Creek basin were approximately zero. Preparation of this study
was overseen by Ecology, and the results were reviewed by and presented publicly with Ecolo__¢staff.

Hart Crowser later prepared an independent analysis for the Port of the behavior of precipitation
infiltration through the proposed embankment fill (Hart Crowser, October 13, 2000). This analysis
utilized model methods and parameters that differed in some respects from the Pacific Groundwater
Group study. The Hart Crowser results supported the findings of the Pacific Groundwater Group report.
specifically that there would be a delayed discharge of infiltrated water and that this would provide
increased discharge from the fill area during low flow periods in Miller Creek.

The Low Streamflow Analysis (Earth Tech, December 2000) provided a more comprehensive evaluation
of potential low streamflow effects in the three stream systems. The analysis considered the net effects on
low streamflows from (I) changes in storm runoff characteristics; (2) delayed discharge of infiltrated
water percolating through the fill embankment; (3) changes in non-hydrologic water uses within the buy-
out area in the watersheds; and (4) managed release of stormwater from reserved storage facilities.

The EarthTech analysis utilized the results of updated Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran (HSPF)
model simulations from the Comprehensive Slormwater Management Plan that were reviewed by King
County staff working on behalf of the Depa,h=_entof Ecology. The estimates of historic local water
withdrawals were revised downward from earlier estimates based on consultations with former property
owners. The estimates of runoff volume that would percolate into the fill through biofiltration strips
accounted for the reduced infiltration capacity expected to result from direct precipitation on the filter
strips; the infiltration capacity ofbiofiltration swales atop the runway fill were conservatively neglected in
the analysis. The analysis concluded that low flows can be maintained to, or improved above, pre-project
conditions in all three streams with the implementation of the stormwater infrastructureproposed in the
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan reflecting a refined estimate of historic water usage based
on verification with property owners, as updated in Appendix G of the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan), cessation of irrigation and septic system discharges of imported water, delayed
discharge of direct precipitation and pavement runoff through the proposed embankment fill, and the use
of reserved storrnwaterreleases.

The Walker Creek analysis accounts for changes in stormwater flows, the effects of stormwater
management facilities, and delayed discharge of direct precipitation and pavement runoff through the
proposed embankment fill.

The Des Moines Creek analysis accounts for the effects of stormwatermanagement facilities and the use
of reserved stormwater releases, and does not rely on the use of water from Well No. 1 to maintain low
flows.

Miller Creek Water Rights Retirement
¢

Some of the comment letters stated that the Port's acquisition of water rights certificates and claims in the
Miller Creek basin would result in a net decrease to base flows. In fact, this impact is accounted for in the
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan and the design of stormwater detention facilities to
mitigate low flow impacts. The initial estimates of water rights and historic water withdrawals were
revised in the December 2000 Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan (Appendix G, pages G-1
through G-5) following contacts with former propertyowners in the buy-out area. TheLow Streamflow
Analysis concluded that the lowered estimate of water withdrawals in the basin would result in an

estimated reduction in Miller Creek strearnflow of 25,000 gallons per day (0.04 cfs). Low Streamflow
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Analysis at 10. This 0.04 cfs impact is the net effect of both reduced water withdrawals and reduced
importation of water from septic system and irrigation recharge. See Table 8. Low Strean!flow Analysi. at
9. This net effect of 0.04 cfs is included in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan Table 6-
3.a, Summary of Miller Creek Streamflow Effects, as "'Non-Hydrologic Changes." Thus. contrary, to the
positions taken in the comment letters, the lower estimates of water withdrawals prior to the Port's buy-
out of properties in the Miller Creek basin have been accounted for in the Port's streamflow mitigation
plan.

Water Rights for Well No. 1 (Des Moines Creek Augmentation Plan)

Based on the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan as described above, the Des Moines Creek
Augmentation Plan is no longer necessary to mitigate the impacts of Master Plan Update improvements.
However, the Port is still cooperating with the Des Moines Creek Basin Planning Committee to
implement its recommendation that a well and pump system be constructed near South 200 th Street to
augment stream flow impacted by existing development in the basin. The flow augmentation would
improve the existing water quality conditions in the stream during late summer, when low stream flow
contributes to elevated temperatures and low dissolved oxygen levels. This effort will only be possible if
the Department of Ecology approves the Port's application for change of Water Right Certificate No.
2369 to include stream flow mitigation. As part of Ecology's investigation and findings on that change
application, it will make a tentative determination regarding the validity of the Port's water right for Well
No. 1, answering questions raised in comment letters about the validity of the Well No. 1 water right and
its suitability for use for stream flow mitigation. As set forth above, the delayed timing of this
investigation and findings by Ecology led the Port to develop the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan as its primary means of mitigating low flow and water quality impacts to the three
creeks. Ecology's future determination regarding the validity of the Well No. 1 water right is not
essential to a finding of reasonable assurance of compliance with water quality standards for Master Plan
Update improvements, because the Port is basing such compliance on the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan, not the Des Moines Creek Augmentation Plan.

If Ecology approves the Port's water right change application for Well No. 1 (Certificate 2369), the Port
could provide enough streamflow mitigation from Well No. 1 to offset the impacts of both the Master
Plan Update improvements and accomplish the goals of the Basin Plan, making construction of some of
the stormwater detention vaults in the Des Moines Creek subbasin unnecessary. The Port anticipates that
Ecology's §401 certification will provide that Well No. 1 could be used to mitigate low flow and water
quality impacts to Des Moines Creek as an alternative to the construction of some of the detention vaults
in the Des Moines Creek subbasin, if Ecology approves the Well No. 1 water right change application.
However, the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan will provide necessary streamflow
mitigation even in the event that approval is not received.

Storm Water Detention and Release Water Rights Questions

Some comments suggest that the use of retained stormwater in vaults and controlled discharge to the three
creeks would improperly bypass water rights permitting requirements. The Port 16clieves that there is no
statute or case law specifically addressing the requirement for a water right to detain stormwater and
control its discharge to a natural stream or aquifer as a means of mitigating the impacts of the Port's
construction projects. The Port is not aware of any case in which Ecology, the Pollution Control Hearings
Board, or the courts have required a water right to detain stormwater and control its discharge as
mitigation for impacts to stream flow or water quality.

State and federal law requires dischargers of stormwater from construction projects of five acres or
greater to control stormwater discharges. Such discharges may not occur in the absence of a discharge
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permit, and these permits require the development of a site specific stormwater management plan and the
implementation of "'best management practices" to ensure that water quality requirements are met. Many
times these best management practices will include collection and detention of stormwater pnor to
discharge. This requirement has been imposed at thousands of construction sites across the state.

The Port is not aware of any case where Ecology required a water right for such collection and discharge.
This is appropriate, since the purpose of stormwater collection and detention and the purpose of
collection, detention and metered release to augment stream flow is exactly the same- the protection and
maintenance of water quality and streamflows.

A water right is only required ifa person seeks to appropriate water for a beneficial use. RCW 90.03.250.
Except for minimum instream flow water rights established by Ecology, a physical diversion from the
natural channel of the surface waters is required to constitute an "appropriation." The Port intends only to
control stormwaters from artificially created impervious surfaces prior to their entering the natural
channels of the three creeks, not to divert these waters from the natural channels of the three creeks. The

Port's plan to control the discharge of retained stormwaters to the creeks to mitigate the impact of the
Master Plan Update improvements on the water quality and quantity of the creeks during their summer
low flows does not involve a diversion of surface waters or the establishment of a new instream flow

water right. Accordingly, there is no "appropriation" of water involved. If all mitigation of impacts to
surface waters were categorized as "beneficial uses" of water and required a water right permit, the state

would be discouraging the implementation of stormwater management plans in addition to expanding the
backlog of water right applications.

In addition, it is unnecessary to create a water right for the use of detained stormwater to mitigate water
quality and low flow impacts to Miller and Des Moines Creeks, because those creeks are already closed to
further appropriations by Ecology rule. WAC 173-509-040(I). Thus, even if the Port creates additional

flows for these creeks through stormwater detention and controlled discharges, the additional flows would
not be subject to appropriation.

Finally, contrary to the suggestion of several commentors, Washington administrative case law suggests
that water rights cannot be created for stream flow mitigation using detained stormwater. InAuburn
School District No. 408 v. Ecology, 1996 WL 752665 (PCHB Case No. 96-91), the Pollution Control

Hearings Board held that a water right applicant could not offset water captured from impervious surfaces
and infiltrated to ground water against other consumptive uses. The Board held that water captured from
impermeable surfaces would otherwise naturally recharge the system and benefit the base flows of

streams. As a result, no credit was merited or authorized under the Water Code for "returning to nature

what originally belonged to it." Under this reasoning, retaining stormwater and later discharging that
stormwater for streamflow mitigation falls into the category of natural recharge, which would not require
a water right.

GLR 8 SUMMARY OF ENDANGERED SPECIES ISSUES

Since the publication of the Final Supplemental EIS in May of 1997 and the Federal Aviation
Administration's (FA.A) issuance of the Record of Decision on July 3, 1997, the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) and United States Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) have listed as threatened or

endangered two species of fish that are known to exist in streams and other waters in the Puget Sound that
have the potential to be affected by the construction of the Master Plan Update improvements.

The Fish and Wildlife Service, a division of the Department of Interior, and the National Marine Fisheries

Service in the Department of Commerce, share responsibility for administration of the Endangered
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Species Act (ESA). Generally, NMFS possesses ESA jurisdiction over species that spend a majority of
their lives in manne environments (e.g., anadromous salmonids), while FWS is responsible for terrestrial
and freshwater species and migratory birds. NMFS also administers interpretanon of the Magnuson-
Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act, including Amendment 14 provisions for Essential
Fish Habitat.

A species may be classified for protection as "endangered" when it is in danger of extinction _ithin the
foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range. A "'threatened" classification is
provided to those animals and plants likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future
throughout all or a signification portion of their ranges. A "species" includes:

• any species or subspecies of fish, wildlife, or plant
• any variety of plant; and
• any distinct population segment of any vertebrate species that interbreeds when mature.

In applying the definition of "species" to anadromous salmonids, NMFS considers a group of salmonid
populations to constitute a species for purposes of listing if such populations are (a) reproductively
isolated from other conspecific populations; and Co)if such populations represent an important component
of the evolutionary legacy of the biological species. NMFS defines its listing unit as an "evolutionafily
significant unit" or "ESU."

Once a species or critical habitat has been proposed for inclusion on a list of endangered or threatened
species, a notice is published in the Federal Register. The public is offered an opportunity to comment,
and the rule is finalized or withdrawn. Species and critical habitat are listed as threatened or endangered
on the basis of the "best scientific and commercial data available" considering biological status, threats to
existence, and probable recovery. FWS and NMFS (collectively the Services) maintain a list of
"candidate" species that are under review for potential listing.

The Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS considered the effect of the Master Plan Update improvements
at Sea-Tat Airport on the marbled murrelet (Brachyamphus marmoratus). In 1995, a Biological
Assessment (BA) was prepared for bald eagle and peregrine falcon that determined that the Master Plan
Update projects may affect, but were not likely to adversely affect these species. Consultation with the
Services was initiated in 1995, and the Services concurred in the 1995 Biological Assessment's
determination on December 6, 1995.

Subsequently, FWS and NMFS have listed several new species that may occur in the vicinity of Sea-Tac
Airport, including the threatened Coastal/Puget Sound bull trout (Saivelinus confluentus) and threatened
Puget Sound chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha). Section 7 of the ESA requires federal
agencies to ensure that their actions do not jeopardize the continued existence of endangered or threatened
species, or adversely modify their critical habitat.

In April 2000, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) re-initiated consultation with the Services
concerning the impacts of Master Plan Update projects over which FAA possesses discretionary
involvement or control. In accordance with Section 7, the FAA and Corps prepared a second BA for the
proposed Master Plan Update actions. The BA dete,_iined that the Master Plan Update actions may
affect, but are not likely to adversely affect bald eagles, bull trout and chinook salmon. The agencies
further determined that under the range of anticipated conditions, the proposed action would have no
effect on marbled murrelets; however, under unlikely circumstance, the proposed action may affect, but
would not likely adversely affect this species. In accordance with Section 7, this BA was submitted to the
Services in June 2000. Supplements to the BA were submitted in November and December 2000
respectively to update the BA with further stormwater analysis information.
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NMFS also recently established requirements under the Magnuson-Stevens Fisher}" Conservation and

Management Act for federal action agencies to consult over activities that may adversely effect
designated Essential Fish Habitat (EFH). NMFS designated EFH for coastal pelagic fisheries and Pacific
groundfish species, as well as several Pacific salmon species. In accordance with the MSA, the FAA and

Corps prepared an EFI-I assessment in June 2000 analyzing the impacts of proposed Master Plan Update
actions on designated EFH for pelagic fish species and determined that the Master Plan Update projects
were not likely to adversely affect designated EFH. In September 2000, NMFS designated EFH for
several species of salmon, including chinook, coho, pink, and chum salmon. In February. 2000 the FAA

prepared a supplemental EFH analysis and determined that the Master Plan Update projects may
adversely affect coho salmon EFI-I in the short-tetra, but are not likely to adversely effect chinook, coho.
and Pacific Sound pink salmon EFI-I in the long-term.

Chinook and pink salmon have not been documented to occur in the Miller or Des Moines Creek basins

upstream of their discharge with Puget Sound; therefore, construction and operations of the project will
have no adverse effect on freshwater EFH of chinook or pink salmon in the Miller Creek or Des Moines
Creek basins. Coho salmon are present within central and lower reaches of Miller, Walker, and Des
Moines creeks, and may be present in several areas where direct impacts could occur from construction of
habitat improvements (e.g., installation of large woody debris, removal of rock weirs) and/or water

quality alteration from turbidity, suspended sediment, or stormwater chemistry. When the potential
effects of the proposed Master Plan Update improvements on the EFH of coho salmon in the project area
were considered relative to the proposed conservation measures, the Agencies determined that the

proposed action "may adversely effect" coho EFI-I in the short-term, but will be unlikely to adversely
affect coho salmon EFI-I for the long-term and will actually prove beneficial to this species.

GLR9 HIGHLINE SCHOOLS AND NOISE EFFECTS ON SCHOOLS

In 1977, the Port settled a lawsuit with the Highline School District, paying $3.6 million to the District in

exchange for aviation easements over thirteen schools. In the spring of 1992, the District expressed
concern with the impact of aircraft noise on the learning environment in Highline schools. In response,
the Port Commission passed Resolution 3125 that included the Port's commitment to insulate schools

affected by significant aircraft noise. Since 1993, the Port has been insulating buildings at Highline
Community College and completed the insulation of three private schools using standards adopted by the
Federal Aviation Administration.

In 1996, following the Puget Sound Regional Council's resolution A96-01, the Port committed $50

million for a school sound insulation program. This cost was based on the District's 1990 Study and
Survey Report on the condition of their facilities- which indicated total facility needs of $300 million,

including $50 million for noise mitigation. In 1997, the Port offered to jointly ask the State to apply
sales tax money from the development of the Master Plan Update improvements to help fund school
improvement costs. This offer was rejected by the District.

The Port has an outstanding commitment to insulate schools affected by 65 DNL and greater sound
levels. Although negotiations between the Port and Highline School District regarding this work are
ongoing, issues concerning the standards to which the schools would be insulated currently remain
unresolved. The Highline School District commissioned a study and selected a standard that is more
conservative 'than the FAA's standard used across the country. The Port is unable to fund insulation to

the new standard. Congressman Adam Smith has intervened in the negotiations and is attempting to
resolve the remaining disputed issues. The District has recently commissioned a new study of designing
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the schools to the Federal Aviation Administration's standard to understand the differences between the
two standards. The Port continues to stand by its commitment to insulate the affected schools.

GLR10 NOISE CONDITIONS

Existing noise conditions are discussed in theFinal EIS and the Supplemental EIS. Further, the Port has
maintained a longstanding commitment to address existing and future noise conditions from aircraft
operations at Sea-Tat Airport. The Port updated its Part 150 Noise Compatibility Plan in 2000 and issued
a State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) checklist and determination of non-significance for the
recommendations contained in that plan. The Port expects to update its noise plan every five years.

GLR11 AIR POLLUTION CONDITIONS

Since the completion of the Final Supplemental EIS, Ecology has conducted air quality measurements in
the vicinity of the Airport. The results of the carbon monoxide (CO) measurements showed that
concentrations along International Boulevard were lower than modeled predictions completed for the
Final Supplemental EIS. Higher actual CO concentrations were found along 1stAvenue South: however
the emissions are a result of regional traffic not related to Sea-Tat Airport. Measurements of nitrogen
dioxide found concentrations less than the national ambient air quality standards.

The Port continues to cooperate with Public Health- Seattle & King County, the Washington State
Department of Health, and Ecology as they investigate whether pollution from SeaTac Airport affects the
health of nearby residents. Thus far, two reports on that topic have been released. Although those reports
documented a 1992 spike in a type of brain cancer in the area around SeaTac Airport, the reports
concluded the rate is not higher now and that overall cancer risk is normal. However, there are
indications that respiratory diseases are higher around the airport than elsewhere. According to David
Solet, an epidemiologist from Public Health-Seattle & King County, "Smoking and both indoor and
outdoor air pollution are some of the risk factors for these diseases. Unfortunately, we don't have enough
information to know which of the risk factors is most important here."

See also response to Helsell Fett_uilan's December 22, 2000, letter concerning health studies conducted
at other airports.

GLR12 PUBLIC HEARING ONTHE REVISED PERMIT APPLICATION

A number of comments were made regarding the Port's revised §404 permit application, the public notice
issued in connection with that application, the public hearing held regarding the revised application, and
the public comment period following that application.

A Public Hearing on the Port's revised §404 permit application was held January 26 and 27, 2001, at the
Washington State Criminal Justice Training Center. The January 26 hearing went"from 5:30 pm to 10:20
pro, and the January 27 hearing went from 9:00 am to 5:00 pro.

The Public Notice on the revised permit application stated that the list of documents provided in the
Bibliography is a non-inclusive list and that additional information on the project is available at the
Corps' District office.

The public notice was issued December 27, 2000. The standard public comment period is 30 days, but
the public comment period for this project was extended to February 16, 2001, in order to provide
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additional time for public and agency comment. The Comprehensive Szormwater Management Plan was
issued December 2000, and the Public Hearing was held January.26 and 27. 2001.

Revised reports available before the Public Notice was issued on December 27. 2000. include the:
Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis, Natural Resource Management Plan. Wetland

Delineation Report, Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. and the Seattle-Tacoma Master Plan
Update Low Streamflow Analysis.

GLR13 TEMPORARYCONSTRUCTIONINTERCHANGEON SR 509

The Port proposes to construct a temporary construction-only interchange near the existing South 176=
Street overpass to provide construction vehicles direct access from SR 509 to the west side of the Airport.
The half-diamond interchange would consist of an exit ramp from southbound SR 509 to South 176=
Street and an entrance ramp from South 176 = Street to northbound SR 509.

The 1997 Final Supplemental EIS evaluated the construction and use of temporary construction-only
interchanges proposed for the purpose of mitigating traffic-related impacts from hauling fill. The
temporary interchange is discussed in the Federal Aviation Administration's Record of Decision (see
Table 2-7 of Appendix A) on the Master Plan Update improvements, issued on July 3, 1997.

The interchange will be used as part of the fill haul route during construction of the Third Runway. It is a
mitigation measure to reduce surface transportation impacts. It will be dedicated to haul vehicles for the
Third Runway construction and will be removed when construction is complete. The Port will be
responsible for operation and maintenance of temporary and permanent drainage features throughout
construction of the Third Runway project as stated in the Temporary Interchange Design, Construction
and Operation Agreement between the Port and the Washington State Depa,hnent of Transportation.

The Port prepared and issued construction bid documents for the project in March 2000. The Port had re-
evaluated the project and its impacts and believed that there would be no direct or indirect impacts to
waters of the United States from the implementation of the project. The Port issued the bid document
aware that any construction done on uplands related to the Third Runway before a permit decision were
undertaken at the Port's own risk.

As the public learned of the request for bids, a number of letters were written to the Port, Corps, Ecology,
City of SeaTac, and Washington State Department of Transportation demanding that the temporary

interchange project be stopped until the Port received its §404 permit from the Corps. Some suggested
that the temporary interchange construction would directly impact Wetlands 43 and 44, which the writers
maintained were the headwaters of Walker Creek.

In response to the concerns raised in these letters, the Corps asked the Port and its consultants to provide
more information. Site visits were undertaken specifically to investigate the concerns on May 25 and
June 8, 2000. During these visits, it became apparent that the delineation for Wetland 44a was incorrect.

A small area adjacent to the wetland had become saturated due to an un-maintained subsurface drainage
system under SR 509. The Corps conducted a determination and came to the conclusion that this area

was in fact a jurisdictional wetland. Therefore, as designed, the project would have placed fill in 0.011
acre of jurisdictional wetland and would have been subject to approval under the Clean Water Act.

The Port redesigned the project to avoid placing fill in the wetland. To be conservative, even though no
impacts have been identified to surface waters, the Port has also applied for and received a Hydraulic
Project Approval permit from Washington Deparunent of Fish and Wildlife. Currently, the Port is
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awaiting the outcome of its request to Ecology for a modification to its National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System permit before proceeding.

GLR14 INDUSTRIALWASTE SYSTEM (IWS) LAGOON 3 PROJECT

Commcmors contend that the Industrial Waste System (IWS) Lagoon #3 upgrade and expansion project is
being done to accommodate runoff from the Third Runway and therefore should be considered under the
Port's §404 permit application and in connection with the §401 water quality certification process.

The upgrade and expansion of the 1WS Lagoon #3 is independent of construction or operation of the
Master Plan Update improvements, and would be undertaken regardless of the decision on the Port's §404
application. Treated effluent from the Sea-Tac Airport Industrial Wastewater System Treatment Plant
(IWTP) currently discharges to the Midway Sewer outfall into Puget Sound. By June 2004. the Portplans
to discharge the treated effluent from the IWTP to the King County East Division Reclamation Plant in
Renton for further treatment, prior to discharge to Puget Sound. Expansion of Lagoon #3 will provide
greater storage capacity prior to treatment and allow for a more controlled discharge to the King County
Metro sewer system.

The proposed IWS improvements would allow additional areas that generate industrial wastewater to
drain to the IWS rather than to the stormwater system. Runways, taxiways or the future Third Runway do
not generate industrial wastewater. The existing runways and future runway will continue to drain to the
stormwater system. The upgrade and expansion of the IWS was recommended in the Industrial Waste
System and Treatment Plan Engineering Report (December 1995) and theAddendum to 1WS Engineering
Report (April 1998), which evaluated all known, available, and reasonable treatment (AKART) methods
prior to discharge. In addition, special condition #4 of the Port's National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System permit (WA-002465-1) for the IWS requires the Port to use AKART methods to
improve water quality at the Airport.

The Port has completed the cleaning and lining of Lagoons #1 and #2 and will complete the cleaning,
expansion and lining of Lagoon #3 in 2002.

GLR15 COMMENTS CONCERNINGINCOMPLETEINFORMATION

A number of commentors expressed the opinion that "incomplete information" should keep the Corps and
Ecology from being able to make a permit decision. References to "incomplete information" included (1)
frustration over perceived delays regarding formal requests for information from the permitting agencies
and the Port, (2) an "incomplete" Joint Aquatic Resources Permit Application and Public Notice, (3)
various environmental reports prepared by the Port of Seattle that have been revised following the filing
of the Port's permit application and contain "incomplete and misleading" information, and (4) a belief
that the permitting agencies must wait for several pending studies and actions to be completed before they
can make an informed permit decision.
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InformationRequests

Informationrequestsforfederaland stateagencyfilesrelatedtotheMasterPlanUpdate actionshave
come undertheFreedom ofInformationAct forfederalagenciesand thePublicDisclosureAct forthe

stateagenciesand thePort.

Freedom ofInformationAct requests

The Freedom ofInformationAct (FOIA)requiresanagencytodecidewithintenbusinessdayswhetherto

comply witha FOIA requestand toinformthepersonmaking therequestoftheagency'sdecisionand of

theperson'srighttoappeala refusaltoprovideinformationtotheheadoftheagency. An agencymay

takean additionaltendaystorespondtotheinitialrequestortheappealin"unusualcircumstances."An

agencyhas20 daystorespondtoanadministrativeappeal.Iftheagencyupholdsthedecisiontorefuseto

providetheinformation,itmustinformthepersonrequestingitoftherighttoappealtoa federalcourt.

A number ofcomments havemade referencetoFOIA requestsmade totheCorps.The Portisunableto

comment on the specificsof how FOIA requestsforthisprojecthave been processedby the Corps.

However, the Portpresumesthatallresponseshave been providedinaccordancewith theapplicable
regulations.

PublicDisclosureAct (PDA) requests

Stateagenciesarerequiredtorespondtoarequestforpublicrecordswithinfivebusinessdaysofreceipt

oftherequest.The responsemust eitherbe (I)a productionoftherecord,(2)an acknowledgmentof

receiptoftherequestand areasonableestimateofthetimenecessaryforaresponse,or(3)a denialofthe

request.Iftheagencyasksforclarification,therequestingpartymustrespond.Failuretodo so excuses

theagencyfromrespondingtotheunclarifiedrequest.Denialsofrequestsmust be made inwritingand

statespecificallythereasonsforthedenial.The writtenresponsemustidentifythespecificexemptionon

whichtheagencyreliesand abriefexplanationofhow thatexemptionappliestotherecordsrequested.

A number ofcomments havemade referencetoPDA requestsmade toEcology. The Portisunableto

comment on the specificsof how PDA requestsforthisprojecthave been processedby Ecology.

However, thePortpresumesthatallresponseshave been providedinaccordancewith theapplicable
regulations.

PDA requeststothePort

The Porttakesitspublicdisclosureresponsibilitiesseriously.To thePort'sknowledge,allrequestshave
beenhandledappropriatelyandwithintheguidelinessetforthinthePublicRecordsAct.

"Incomplete"Application

Some commentors have contendedthatthe Port's_404 applicationismcompl_te becauseitdoes not

includesufficientinformationto"'generatemeaningfulcomments" on some MasterPlanUpdateprojects.

The Port's§404applicationsetsoutallactivitiesthatthePortplansfortheMasterPlanUpdateprojects.

Inaddition,thePorthasfullydisclosedtheexistenceofPort-sponsorednon-MasterPlanUpdateprojects
and non-PortprojectsinthevicinityofSea-TacAirport,and ithasprovidedtheCorpswiththeavailable

environmentalinformationforthoseprojects.The PortagreesthattheCorps'jurisdictionexceedsa

reviewof thespecificactivitythatu'iggerstheneed fora _404 permitand may includereviewingother

aspectsoftheMasterPlanUpdateprojectsorconsiderationofcumulativeimpacts.
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It is the Port's belief that its application is complete, and includes "sufficient information to give a clear
understanding of the notice and magnitude of the activity to generate meaningful comment." 33 CFR §
325.3. In addition to the material in the application, the Port believes that the Corps has considered, and
made available to the public, information on other projects in the vicinity of the Airport. In some cases.
the projects mentioned by the cornmentor are still in the planning stages and awaiting environmental
review. In others, the Port is not the project sponsor. To the extent known, the Port has provided the
Corps with all required environmental information on these projects and proposals. This information is
available in the Master Plan Update §404 project file for interested members of the public and to assist the
Corps' continuing evaluation of the Master Plan Update projects and consideration of the relationship
between those projects and other Port and non-Port projects in the vicinity of the Airport.

"Incomplete" Public Notice

Some commentors have claimed that the section of the Public Notice that lists relevant documents is
incomplete.

The Project Bibliography section of the 24 Revised Public Notice was intended to be a "non-inclusive
list" of the documents that have been issued since the last public notice which contain the most applicable
information on impacts of the project to waters of the United States. The interested reviewer is referred to
the Corps' project files for more information. The Corps' file for this project (open since 1996) is quite
large. The fact that the Public Notice did not list all of the documents that have been prepared since
November 1999 does not make the Public Notice incomplete.

A listofsomeofthedocumentsreferredtoby theCorpswas putinthePublicNoticeasanaidtothe
publicinpreparingcomments.However,33CFR §325.3doesnotrequirethatan exhaustivelistofeach
and everydocumentpreparedinconnectionwiththeprojectby eitherthePortor itsconsultantsbe
includedinthePublicNotice.Detailedpeerreviewof everyengineeringdocumenton a projectas
complexasthatproposedby thePortisnotwhatisenvisionedby thepubliccommentprocess.Rather,
what 33 CFR §325.3requiresisa "briefdescription"of theprojectto allowthepublicto make
"meaningfulcomment"ontheproposedproject.

"IncompleteandMisleading"EnvironmentalReports

No attempthas been made by thePortor itsconsultantsto misleadthepublicwiththevarious
environmentalreportsthathavebeenprepared.The Portbelievesthatithaspresentedalltheinformation
necessaryforboththeCorpsandEcologytomake informeddecisionsingrantingthesubjectpermits.

Some commcntorshavesuggestedthatthelackofchangesheetsaccompanyingthereviseddocuments
wasa deliberateactofthePorttokeepcommentorsfrombeingabletofindnew informationquickly.In
fact,thedocumentsaredynamicandhavebeenreviseda numberoftimesinresponsetorequestsfrom
agenciesandthepublic.A listoftherevisionshasnotbeenmade,norhassucha !istbeenkeptfromthe
public.

"InformationNotAvailable"toMake InformedPermitDecisions.

Some commentorssuggestedthatseveralpendingstudiesmustbe completedbeforetheagenciescan
makeinformedpermittingdecisions.
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Section401 Certification

The Portbelievesthatthereisno requirementthata §401waterqualiD'certificationbe issuedpriortothe

Corps acceptinga §404 permitapplication.Regulatoryevaluationof the §401 certificationand §404

permitcanoccursimultaneously,whichistheapproachbeingundertakeninthiscase.

HydrologyStudies

Some comments notedthatthehydrologystudiesfundedby thestatelegislatureand preparedunderthe

directionof Ecologywere not mentionedinthe secondRevisedPublicNotice. The resultsof these
studies were used in the revision of the Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analrsis (see Section

5-1) supporting the §404/401 application and the studies are listed in the biblio,m'aphy.

Hazardous Waste Issues: Existing On-Site Aquifer Contamination

Some commentors contended that the Aircraft Hydrant Fueling System (AHFS) project will require the
removal of existing contaminated soils and that this necessitates that the Corps and Ecology must include
a review of on-site soil and aquifer contamination in their permit decision.

The AHFS is meant to replace the aging fueling system at Sea-Tac Airport and to significantly reduce the

use of fueling trucks around the Airport. The AI-IFS has utility independent from the Master Plan Update
projects and will be completed regardless of the other projects.

Because of its independent utility, the AFI-IS project is not included in the Master Plan Update projects
considered under this §404/401 application. Additionally, the project does not have potential impacts to
water of the United States and therefore does not require §404/401 approval.

The AFHS is included in the cumulative impact analysis that has been completed for the Master Plan
Update projects. See GLR19 Cumulative Impacts below.

GLR16 VALIDITY OF THE FEISIFSEIS - SUGGESTIONS THAT A

NEWEIS ORSUPPLEMENTALEIS ISNEEDED

In February 1996, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and Port issued the Final Environmental
Impact Statement for Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma

International Airport (FEIS). On May 13, 1997, the FAA approved the Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-

Tacoma International Airport (FSEIS). A Record of Decision (ROD) was subsequently approved on July
3, 199"/, providing final approval for those FAA actions necessary to approve the proposed Airport
Layout Plan (ALP). The ALP depicts four categories of development at the Airport: (1) a Third Runway
(a new 8500-foot dependent air carrier runway); (2) a 600-foot southerly extension of existing Runway
16L/34R; (3) expanded runway safety areas for Runways 16R and 16L; and (4) certain terminal and
landside improvements scheduled to be completed through the year 2010.

Some commentors have statedthatanothersupplementalEIS is necessarydue to changes,new

information,and thepassageoftimesincetheFEIS and FSEIS were issued.Based on a fullanalysisof
the changes,new information,and passageof time,the Porthas concludedthatthe environmental

documentsareadequateand anothersupplementalEIS isnotrequired.
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Supplemental review under the National Environmental Policy Act ('NEPA) is reserved for "'significant"
project changes. Unless the new circumstances or information present a seriously different picture of the
environmental impact of the proposed project from what was previously envisioned, the information is

not "significant." Marsh v. Oregon Natural Resources Council, 490 U.S. 360, 371 (1989). An agency
need not supplement an EIS every time new information comes to light after the EIS is finalized. ]d.

An agency's decision on whether to prepare a SEIS is subject to the "rule of reason." Marsh. 490 U.S. at
373 (1989). Under the "'rule of reason" standard, an EIS must (1) contain a reasonably thorough
discussion of significant impacts of the probable environmental consequences and (2) the form. content

and preparation of the EIS must foster both informed decision-making and informed public participation.
The requirement is that the agency has taken this procedural and substantive "hard look." Stop H-3
Association v. Dole, 740 F.2d 1442, 1461 (9 _ Cir. 1984). The Port's environmental review documents
meet this standard.

See response to Helsell Fetterman letter of December 22, 2000, for a discussion of the changes and new
information since the FEIS and FSEIS were issued. As described in that response, the Port has taken a

"hard look" and concluded that the changes and new information do not present a seriously different
picture of the environmental impacts from what was envisioned in the previous environmental documents.
In the absence of significant changes and new information, the passage of time alone is not sufficient to
warrant preparation of another supplemental EIS.

Ecology and the Port are subject to requirements of the Washington State Environmental Policy Act
(SEPA) that are similar to NEPA's requirements. In January 2000, the Port issued an EIS addendum
under the Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) entitled Addendum To Final
Environmental Impact Statement and Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement For Proposed
Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. The Port has
assessed the new information regarding affected wetlands and the temporary interchanges under the
standards of SEPA governing when supplementation of an FEIS for an ongoing proposal is required. The
Washington SEPA Rules require a supplemental EIS if there are: (1) substantial changes so that the
proposal is likely to have significant adverse environmental impacts not considered in the previous EIS;
or (2) new information indicating a proposal's probable significant adverse environmental impacts. WAC
197-11-600(3)(b) and (4)(d). The Port's review led to the conclusion that an Addendum was the

appropriate mechanism to address these issues. SEPA does not have time limitations that would affect
the preparation of a Supplemental EIS.

GLR17 CONSIDERATIONOF ALTERNATIVES

Through the Flight Plan and Major Supplemental Airport Study and later through the Master Plan Update
and the associated EIS process, the Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC), the Port, and Federal

Aviation Administration (FAA) have considered the full range of alternatives to the Master Plan Update
projects, including alternatives to the third parallel runway.

The 1989-1992 Flight Plan Study and Flight Plan EIS Considered Regional Alternatives To Meet Air
Transportation Demand

In 1989, the Port and the Puget Sound Regional Council of Governments (the predecessor regional
planning orgimization to PSRC) initiated the Flight Plan Project to study alternatives and recommend

solutions for meeting the region's long-term air transportation needs. See The Flight Plan Project - Final
Environmental Impact Statement (October 1992). As part of the Flight Plan Project, the Final Flight Plan
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Programmatic EIS (FPEIS) analyzed 34 alternative strategies for meeting the region's air transportation
needs. Flight Plan Draft and Final EIS.

At the conclusion of the Flight Plan studies and public process in 1992, the Flight Plan Report concluded
there was a pressing need in the Puget Sound region to meet increasing demand for air transportation
services, and it recommended implementation of a multiple airport system, including the addition of a
new air carrier runway at Sea-Tac Airport. Flight Plan FEIS. An extensive search was conducted of
potential sites for a replacement or supplemental airport, and detailed study was conducted of the most
promising sites. The sites that were studied in detail included Boeing Field, Paine-Field. Arlington
Airport, McChord Air Force Base, and potential new sites in central Pierce County and in the Black Lake
area of Thurston County. Earlier in the study process, other airports and sites were considered and
rejected, including Auburn, Bellingham, Bremerton, Moses Lake, Olympia, Port Angeles, Renton.
Skagit/Bayview, and Tacoma Narrows.

In April 1993, in response to the recommendations in the Flight Plan Study, the PSRC General Assembly
adopted Resolution A-93-03, amending the Regional Transportation Plan to authorize development of a
Third Runway at Sea-Tat Airport (1) unless a supplemental airport site was proven to be feasible to
eliminate the need for a new runway at Sea-Tat Airport, (2) after demand management and system
management programs are achieved or proven not to be feasible, and (3) when noise reduction
performance objectives are scheduled, pursued, and achieved based on independent evaluation and
measurement of noise impacts. See Master Plan FEIS (EIS) Section I (Project Background).

In early 1994, the PSRC conducted the Major Supplemental Airport Feasibility Stud), (MSA) to consider
the feasibility of a major supplemental airport. The PSRC concluded that "there are no feasible sites for a
major supplemental airport within the four-county region" and that further studies of alternative sites
would not be undertaken. PSRCExecutive Board Resolution EB 94-01 (10-27-94).

Following the MSA and other studies, the PSRC Executive Board determined that the region should
continue to support a Third Runway at Sea-Tat Airport. April 25, 1996 Minutes of PSRC Executive
Board. On July 11, 1996, the PSRC General Assembly passed Resolution A-96-02, which amended
Resolution A-93-03 and included a Third Runway at Sea-Tat Airport, with additional noise reduction
measures, in the region's Regional Transportation Plan. The Regional Transportation Plan is a part of
Vision 2020, the region's growth policies and strategies. PSRC Resolution A-96-02.

Flight Plan Programmatic EnvironmentalImpact Statement

The 1992 Flight Plan Programmatic Environmental lmpact Statement (FPEIS) considered site-specific
and programmatic alternatives to construction of a Third Runway at Sea-Tac Airport as possible solutions
to the projected capacity. -These alternatives included:

• No action

• Limited expansion of Sea-Tat Airport

• Expansion of Sea-TacAirport, including a new air carrier runway
* Closure of Sea-Tac Airport and development of a replacement airport

• Multiple airport system involving Sea-Tac Airport and one or more smaller supplemental airports
• A single remote airport to be functionally linked to Sea-TacAirport
• Demand management measures

• New airnavigationandairplanetechnologies
• High-speedgroundtransportation
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The Puget Sound Air Transportation Committee (PSATC) evaluated these system alternatives based on a
series of criteria which included: (1) airspace and the presence of conflicts with other airports or terrain:

(2) operational capacity; (3) accessibility to the region's residents. (4) economic impacts: and (5)
implementation feasibility. The screening process resulted in a recommendation for further study of a
multiple airport system including the addition of a Third Runway at Sea-Tac Airport: a replacement
airport; use of Boeing Field as a close-in rcmot© airport; and continued use of Sca-Tac Airport in
conjunction with demand management, new technologies, and alternate modes of transportation. The
following alternatives were considered and rejected:

No Action - The PSATC rejected the no action alternative because it would not have aleviated the
region's projected air capacity shortfall. Even the most conservative estimates indicated that Sea-Tac
Airport would soon reach its efficient capacity. Delays were projected to be unacceptable, especially
during times of peak travel or inclemant weather. Failure to take action would also have resulted in
negative environmental impacts, including increased air pollution and noise, and could potentially
impact the safety oftbe flying public.

Demand Management - The PSATC considered various demand management strategies, including
optimizing aircraft size and varible ticket pricing, to maximize the efficient use of the existing
airspace capacity. The PSATC concluded that while such stragegies might provide some short-term
relieve while capacity improvements were made, demand management techniques alone would not
solve the region's air transportation problems.

New Technologies - Likewise, the PSATC concluded that new technologies, such as super-sized or
tilt-rotor aircraft can play a role in operational efficiency, but were too speculative and could not be
relied upon to provide sufficient capacity relief and avert the expected shortfall.

High Speed Ground Transportation - The PSATC assumed that high speed ground transportation
could reduce flight operations to Portland, Oregon and Vancover, British Columbia by about one-half
(40,000 operations/year) by the year 2020. Despite this reduction, Sea-Tac Airport would still face a
capacity shortfall of 104,000 operations per year. Moreover, construction of a high speed rail line
would cost approximately $3 billion, which made this alternative the most expensive alternative of
those studied.

A single remote airport at Boeing Field or Moses Lake Airport to be functionally linked to Sea-Tac
Airport - The PSATC concluded that growth would not occur at a remote airport site until the air
capacity delay and its associated cost at Sea-Tac Airport created an impetus for airlines to move their
operations to the remote airfield, which would not occur in the foreseeable future. The PSATC rejected
the Moses Lake remote field option because it would require some form of high-speed ground
transportation link between Sea-Tac and the remote airport. The need for a high-speed ground link
pushed the estimated cost to consu'ucta remote airportat Moses Lake over $3 billion dollars, making it
the most expensive alternative studied. The ground transportationrequirement would also result in
greatly increasedtravel times and reduce the convenient movement of goods and people. The PSATC
rejectedsiting the remote field at Boeing Field because this option would provide only limited capacity
enhancement to Sea-Tat Airportdue to significant airspace conflicts with Sea-Ta¢Airportresulting from
the proximity of the two airports and the alignments of their runways. Also, Boeing Field already
relieves traffic at Sea-Tac Airport by accepting general aviationaircraft.

Closure of Sea-Tat Airport/Replacement Airport - The PSATC rejected the closure of Sea-Tac
Airportand constructionof a large airportcapable of handlingthe region's air transportationneeds. It
concluded that a replacement airportwould come at a significant economic cost and would likely result
in substantialenvironmental impacts, since no replacement sites exist close to urbancenters. Siting the
airport in a ruralareawould increaseurbansprawl,would increasetravel times and associated costs, and
would negatively impact the region's air qualitybecause of increasedvehicle emissions.
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1994 Maior Supplemental Airport Studv

The Major Supplemental Airport Study (MSA) began with an initial list of 40 potential sites and was
developed from numerous sources, including the Flight Plan Project, existing commercial, general
aviation and military airports in the Puget Sound region, and review of US Geological gurvey maps for
level areas large enough to accommodate an airport.

Potential sites for a new regional airport were required to meet a 2,140-acre footprint criterion to
accommodate two parallel, independent runways, with a minimum separation of 2.400 feet. Sites were
classified as unacceptable if significant physical obstructions (major hills, cliffs, and bodies of water)
existed within the footprint that would prohibit development. Approximately 25 sites satisfied the initial
criteria. Six of these sites were then eliminated due to their location outside of the relevant market area.

The 19 remaining sites were then rated for accessibility, instrument approach capability, local airspace.
site construetiun, site expansion potential, noise impacts, and environmental impacts. Major Supplemental
Airport Feasibility Study, Working Paper Three, 3-9 (August 1, 1994). This secondary screening resulted
in a reduction to twelve potential sites.

The wetland impacts, stream impacts, and wildlife habitat impacts reported in the MSA were as follows:

Location Wetlands Stream Wildlife Habitat
Impacts (acres) Impacts (miles) Impacts (acres)

Stanwood 182 4.5 233
Arlington 45 2.3 124
Marysville West 75 6.2 232
Marysville East 185
Bothell/Mill Creek 92 0.0 170
Duvall 104 0.2 121
Redmond 187 1.0 335
Lake Sawyer 39 4.2 179
Enumclaw 83 0.0 92
McChord 166 4.1 196
Frederickson 29 0.0 33
Tanwax Lake 78 0.0 77

Major Supplemental Airport Feasibility Study Preliminary Site Screening (Phase 1) Evaluation. p. 9
(August 1994). Since this initial evaluation of impacts was completed, the Port has undertaken additional
evaluation of the wetland and stream impacts of the Arlington, Lake Sawyer and Frederickson sites. This
supplemental evaluation demonstrated that development of the Arlington site would result inthe impact
to 329 acres of wetlands and 3 miles of stream length, development of the Lake Sawyer site would result
in impacts to 114 acres of wetlands and 5.3 miles of stream length, and development of the Frederickson
site would result in impacts to 101 acres of wetlands and .03 miles of strearn lengtfi.

On October 27, 1994, based on numerous public meetings and hearings and the information set forth in

the FPEIS and MSA, the PSRC adopted Resolution EB 94-01, which concluded that a major
supplemental airport was not feasible. The rationale for the decision included the increased costof a new
airport over the cost of constructing a Third Runway at Sea-Tat Airport, opposition from air carriers to
the concept of a supplemental airport, questions regarding the long-term need for a supplemental airport
in light of emerging transportation technologies, and support from a variety of labor, business and
community groups for the concept of construction of a Third Runway at Sea-Tat Airport. ld. In addition,
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as is set forth in the table above, and as verified in the supplemental analysis of the Arlington. Lake

Sawyer and Frederickson site, evaluation of each of the remaining MSA sites demonstrated that
development of any of those sites would result in more environmental impacts than construction of a
ThirdRunway.

Finally, it should be noted that there has never been a sponsor or identified source of funds for
conslruction of a supplemental airportand that no parry or group intervened daring the Flight Plan Study.
Major Supplemental Airport Study or in any forum since. Neither the lack of a sponsor, nor the
conclusion of the PSRC process appears to have been based on the level of anticipated demand for air
travel in the region.

Sea-Tac AirportMaster Plan Update/EIS

Also in response to the PSATC Flight Plan Study, the Port undertook a comprehensive update to the Sea-
Tac Airport Master Plan to evaluate the long-term facility needs at the airport and to develop an array of
possible improvements for efficiently meeting forecast regional air travel demand to the year 2020. The
Master Plan Update built on planning work undertaken at the Airport during the previous several years
and sought to balance the capacity of the airfield, terminal, roadways, and parking facilities and to
maintain an efficient level of service for the growing passenger and operational demands.

To evaluate the potential environmental impacts and mitigation measures forproposed airport improvements
-including a new runway - the FAA and the Portentered into a memorandum of underslanding to serve as
joint-lead agencies for preparing an environmental impact statement on the Airport Master Plan Update. The
Corps of Engineers served as a cooperating agency for this EIS.

The Master Plan UpdateJEIS reconsidered the broad system alternatives to constructing a new runway at Sea-
Tac Airport, including use of other modes of transportation,use of other existing airports, construction of a
new airport, activity/demand management, use of technology, and delayed or blended alternatives. With
regard to a new runway at Sea-Tac Airport, the Master Plan Update included a detailed analysis of the range
of potential lengths and separations for a new runway. The Master Plan Update evaluated the operational
benefits of the following eight airfield options:

• Do nothing
• 5,200' runway separatedby 1,500' from the existing cast runway
• 5,200' runway separated by 2,500' from the existing east runway
• 7,000' runway separatedby 2,500' from the existing east runway
• 7,000' runway separated by 2,500' from the existing east runway and staggered 1,435' on the north end
• 7,500' runway separated by 2,500' from the existing east runway and staggered 935' on the north end
* 8,500' runway separated by 2,500' from the existing east runway
• 8,500' runway separatedby 3,300' from the existing east runway

A new runway separated less than 2,500 feet from the existing east runway would not p_,_-dt dual poor
weather arrival streams and would thereforenot significantly reduce delay. Options separated by 2,500 feet
would l_hixit dual staggered arrivals, with the types ofai,-ccaf_able to use the runway dependent on its length.
A 5,200 foot runway could only accommodate about 31 percent of the year 2020 Sea-Tac Airport fleet. A
7,000 foot, 7,500 foot, or 8,500 foot runway at 2,500 feet separation would be sufficiently long to
accommodate between 91 - 99 percent (depending on its length) of aircraftusing Sea-Tac Airport in 2020
and would provide substantial delay savings benefits. A few runway separated 3,300' from the east runway
with the use of fast-radar (precision runway monitor) could potentially allow for independent dual
simultaneous (non-staggered) arrival streams duringpoor weather, but would not produce substantially more
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delay savings benefits through the year 2020 planning horizon than would a nmv,_y separated by'2.300 feet.
In addition, a 3,300 foot separation would have greatly increased environmental impacts and construction
costs. Based on these findings, the Master Plan Update and EIS evaluated new nmw_y options separated b.v
2,500feet from the east runway with lengths of 7,000, 7,500, and 8,500 feet.

The EIS focused on the potential environmental impacts and mitigation measures of three Se_Tac Airport
improvement alternativesand the "Do-Nothing" option. Each of the three improvement alternatives include
construction of a new parallel runway with a length up to 8,500 feet and development of a range of landside

support facilities in either the central terminal areaor through the addition of either a north unit terminal or
south unit terminal. The Master Plan Update recommended development of a new two.concourse terminal
building north of the existing terminal, including approximately 2925 new gates and new parking facilities.

FAA Considerationof Alternatives

On July 3, 1997, the FANs Northwest Mountain Region issued its Record of Decision (ROD) for the
Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. On pp. 8- I l of the
ROD, the FAA discussed its analysis of alternatives to the Third Runway. It noted that the FAA has
participated for many years in regional attempts to fred a solution to the Sea-Tac Airport delay problem
through a wide variety of alternatives. The studied alternatives included: development of a replacement
or supplemental airport, the expanded use of existing airports, development of other modes of
transportation, demand and system management alternatives, and use of additional air traffic and flight
technology. The FAA emphasized that it has in recent years made a number of procedural and
technological improvements at Sea-Tac Airport that have increased the efficiency of air traffic flow.
However, the FAA stated

[W'Jehave now exhausted all known available and reasonable improvements of this nature.
Additional technological and procedural alternatives thathave been suggested arenot reasonable
solutions to the defined need. (FAA ROD at p. 8.)

Shorter Runway Alternatives
In the course of deliberations regarding the proposed Third Runway, an alternative was suggested that
involves a shorter runway length (e.g., 6,000 feet to 6,700 feet) that is not aligned with the existing
runways on the north end. Since most of the fill will occur on the north end of the runway, a 6,000 feet
runway could reduce the amount of fill and avoid relocating up to 800 linear feet of Miller Creek. This
alternative has been fully considered. The FAA considered and rejected a shorter-length runway and
approved the proposed 8,500-foot length. FAA ROD at p. 9.

To avoid wetlands and reduce Miller Creek relocation, the shorter runway°snorth threshold would have to be
staggered by approximately 2,500 feet (for a 6,000-foot runway) to 1,800 feet (for 6,700-foot runway). That
is, the north end of the new runway would not be aligned with the north end of the two existing runways, but
would be "staggered" to the south by a considerable distance. O'he two existing runways do not have
staggered north thresholds - they are aligned on the north end.) Under the suggested shorter-rtmway
alternative, the staggered north end is necessary to avoid wetland and sla'eamimpac/s. If the north end were
aligned with the existing runways, the suggested alternative would have no fewer wetland and strema impacts
than the Port's proposed 8,500-foot runway.

A staggered north threshold would not meet the project's purpose. Staggering the north threshold would
prevent certain operations under air waffle control procedures in Instrmnent Hight Rule (IFR) _onditions.
IFR conditions arecommon at Sea-TacAirport, occurringapproximately25 percent of the time. Following
development of the Third Runway, it is important that the airporthave the ability to conduct independent
arrivalsand departuresduringIFR conditions (i.e., departuresfrom the inboardrunway at the same time as
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arrivalson the new ThirdRunway). The ability to conduct independent arrivals and departures is important
to reducing bad weather delay at Sea-Tac Airport. Moreover. this situation would be common (as often at 15
to 17 percent of the time) because the inboard runway, the longest runway at Sea-Tac Airport. is best suited
fordepartures of all aircraft types. In addition, from an airtraffic control perspective, it is preferable totaxi
aircraftacross a runway where depanm_s are occurring (where it is easier to hold the departing planes) rather
than to taxi aircraft across a runway where arrivals are occurring. For both reasons, the situation in which
departures are occurring on the inboardrunway while arrivals are taking place on the new Third Runway
would be a common occurrence at Sea-Tac Airport. Moreover, in orderto reduce aircraftoperation delay at
Sea-Tac Airport it is highly desirablefor the mboarddeparturesand oul_oard arrivals to be"independent" so
that the air traffic controllers do not need to create a temporal separation between each separate depanang and
arriving aircraft.

Under FAA Rules, 2,500 feet is the minimum runway separation for independent takeoffs from the inboard
runway while landings are taking place on the outboard runway. But this is only n-uewhen the ends of the
runways are aligned. If the thresholds an: staggered, additional separation between the two runways is
required.

When the thresholdsare staggered and the approach is to the far threshold, the minimum 2.500-
foot separation (for simultaneous IFR approach and departure) requires an increase of 100 feet
forevery 500 feet of threshold stagger. (FAA Advisory Circular 150/5300-13 Change 5, ¶ 208)

Moreover, this is not a requirement that can be curedby better technology, nor can it be waived, because it is
a safety requirement designed to keep depar_g aircraft a safe distance away from the wake vortices of
arriving aircraft. To maintain the ability to conduct simultaneous IFR approach and departure, which is an
important airfield operating element to reduce poor weather delay at Sea-Tac Airport, the proposed
"alternative" runway would have to be moved to the west by 400 to 500 feet, which would increase its
wetland and stream impacts.

Although the primary function of the new runway is to serve arrivals, which require less runway length than
departures, the new runway must be capable of limited depmm_s duringcertain conditions. "Ibiswill enable
air waffic controllers to offload departures from the primary deparna-erunway during limited peak periods
and during conditions in which the existing runways are unavailable. Limited use of the new runway for
departures will also provide added flexibility for air waffle controllers. Only 50 to 60 percent of the
commercial aircraft typically departing fi'om Sea-Tac Airport could use a 6,000- to 6,700-foot runway for
departures.

Pilots on arriving aircraft have the authority to reject a amway assignment and select a different runway.
Many pilots would refuse to land on a 6,000- to 6,700-foot runway, given the availability of a longer parallel
runway. Technically, according to the _-c_aft flight manuals, a large percentage of aircraft ahnland on a
6,000- to 6,700-foot runway in good weather. However, pilots areultimately responsible for the control of
their aircraftand will fi'equentlyrefuse a shorterrunway length, especially duringbad weather or crosswind
conditions, which are frequentat Sea-Tac Airport. Any time a pilot does so, additional delays and increased
air traffic conU'ollerworkload will result as amving aircraftare routed to holding pat_--rnsand wait their turn
to land on the longer runway. The availability of an &500-foot runway that provides the flexibility to
accommodate virtually all arrivals, regardless of aircrafttype and weather condition, reduces delays.

The suggested shorterrunway would complicate air _,,,inal management, based on routineairtraffic cmtrol
procedures at Sea-Tat Airport. If the new runwaywere less than 8,500 feet in length, certainlong-haultraffic
would have to be segregated fi'om other traffic and re-sequenced into the approach pattern of the existing
longer runway. This procedurewould not only increase controller work load, but it would increase aircraft
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flying time and delays, since aircraft would have to fly further, thereby building delays into the airfield at
Sea-Tat Airport.

For these masons, a shorter runway would not meet the project's purpose and is not a practicable alternative
to an 8,500-foot runway with a north threshold aligned with the existing two runways.

GLR18 DELAYMEASUREMENT

The purpose for the Third Runway project, as articulated in the Final EIS (FEIS), Final Supplemental EIS
(FSEIS) and the Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) Record of Decision is to "'Improve the poor
weather airfield operating capability in a manner that accommodates aircraft activity with an acceptable
level of aircraft delay." One of the by-products of the project is an increase in airfield capacity, as is
discussed extensively in Chapter 2 of the Final Supplemental EIS. As that chapter notes, the capacity of
the two-runway system is about 480,000 annual operations. With the Third Runway and existing air
traffic procedures, the Third Runway would be expected to increase that capacity to about 600,000 to
630,000 annual operations.

The delay analysis presented in the FEIS and FSEIS is the state-of-the-art method for assessing delaysat
a specific airport. At this time, there is no single measure of delay that fully captures all delays attributed
to a particular airport. In the absence of a comprehensive delay measurement system, the most commonly
used method for estimating current and future levels of delay for purposes of considering airport capital
investment decisions is a simulation analysis. Simulation analysis is an industry-accepted methodology
for calculating airport delays that relies on the use of a validated simulation model and actual data on the
existing and future airport operating environment. The FAA's capacity enhancement study provided the
basis for considering delay in the FEIS and FSEIS.

Aircraft delay is one measure of the operating efficiency or performance of an airport system or its
various components. It is defined as the difference between the actual time required for aircraft to pass
through the system (or a component of the system, like the enroute airspace) and the optimal time
achievable without constraints such as poor weather at the destination airport, lack of adequate runway or
taxiway facilities, or airspace interactions with other airports. Aircraft delay results from multiple aircraft
competing for limited facilities and can be influenced by a number of factors, such as:

• Ceiling and Visibility Conditions,
* Airfield Physical Characteristics,
• Air Traffic ControlProcedures, and
• Aircraft Operational Characteristics.

An additional factor in measuring aircraft delay is the fact that aircraft are often delayed at a location that
is not the source of the delay. By means of FAA Central Flow Control Procedures, aircraft are routinely
held at the origin airport rather than in airspace holding patterns during periods of reduced arrival
acceptance rates at the destination airport. Accordingly, when weather conditions..in Seattle preclude the
use of dual approaches, aircraft destined for Sea-Tac are held either at the gate or on the airfield of the
origin airport. Such delays often are attributed to the departure from the origin airport, rather than the
arrival into Sea-Tat Airport.

The metrics t_sed to measure delay vary widely and depend on the intended use of the data. For example,
the FAA's Air Traffic Management Operations System (ATOMS) is an operational and tactical planning
tool used to support decisions about real time air traffic control procedures and the deployment of air
traffic control personnel and other resources. As such, ATOMS is used to collect data on the number of
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flights delayed 15 minutes or more during any one of the four stages of flight: departure, air traffic
management, enroute, and arnval. These four segments coincide with the alr traffic control division of
workload used throughout the National Airspace System (NAS). For example, a flight that incurs 14.5

minutes of delay in the departure phase, 14.5 minutes of delay due to air traffic management, 14.5
minutes enroute and 14.5 in the arrival phases (a total flight delay of 58 minutes) would not be counted as

a delayed flight using the ATOMS methods. Since ATOMS was not designed to assist with decisions
about airport improvements, such as the proposed new runway at Sea-Tac Airport, it does not provide
useful information about the source of a particular delay, nor does it quantify the aggregate minutes of

delay experienced throughout the NAS due to constraints at a particular facility.

On-time performance, as reported through Airline Service Quality Performance (ASQP), is another
measure of system performance that is often confused with delay. In accordance with 14 CFR Pan 234,
certain U.S. airlines are required to report their on-time performance for information to consumers. On-

time performance measures the historical tendency for a flight or group of flights to arrive early, on-time
or late, relative to the flight's scheduled arrival time. Reviewing on-time performance data is an effective
way of planning a trip or evaluating an airline's flight schedule. However, since airlines often add time
into a flight schedule in anticipation of delay and to provide customers with a reasonable expectation of
the arrival time at the destination, on-time performance provides little insight into airport system

performance. Consequently, on-time performance data is not relevant to the determination of
improvements necessary at any airport, including Sea-Tac Airport.

Another commonly used measure of delay is airline performance data, which is often referred to as block
times or "out-off-on-in" times. For each flight, certain airlines record (often electronically) the actual
time in which each aircraft pulls out of a gate (out time), the runway liftoff time (off time), the runway
touchdown time (on time) and the gate arrival time (in time). Measures of aircraft delay for participating
flights can be estimated by comparing this data to a minimum travel time.

Because of the cost of fuel, crew salaries and other direct aircraft operating expenses, airlines, airports

and the FAA recognize that reductions in delay offer the potential to reduce airline operating costs. The
average aircraft operation at Sea-Tac Airport costs $1,604 per hour or $26.73 per minute, according to the
July 1995 Sea-Tac Airport Capacity Enhancement Plan Update. Reduction in delay due to a particular
airport improvement, whether it be less than or greater than fifteen minutes, and regardless of where it is
physically incurred, influences decisions about capital projects like the proposed new parallel runway at
Sea-Tac Airport.

The FAA defines an airport's "practical capacity" according to the National Plan of Integrated Airport
System (NPIAS), which occurs at the level of annual operations in which average delay per operation is
five minutes. This is consistent with the 4-6 minute level of acceptable delay defined in the Final EIS.

The FSEIS also discusses the theoretical maximum capacity at an airport, at a level of annual operations
in which the average delay per operation is 15-20 minutes. However, this does not suggest that delay
levels of this magnitude are acceptable. To the contrary, because of the cost to the airlines and the

inconvenience to the traveling public, delay levels of this magnitude are unacceptable.

It should also be acknowledged that an annual average delay level of 15-20 minutes indicates a wide

variation between the level of delay incurred between good and bad weather conditions (i.e.,
ceiling/visibility above and below 5,000 feet/five statute miles). While good weather delays would likely
remain at acceptable levels, delays during poor weather conditions in which a single approach is used for

arrivals would be well in excess of 20 minutes per operation. In fact, as demand grows, a significant
number of flights either would be delayed well into the nighttime noise abatement period or would be

canceled. Passengers affected by flight cancellations would be accommodated on a later flight or would
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be rerouted through another cirj,. In an3' event, poor weather delays would result m a severe
inconvemence to the traveling public.

To further illustrate the impact of future delay, occasionally' flights are canceled today' during loxv
v_sibility conditions. In most cases, load factors enable airlines to consolidate passengers of canceled
flights onto other flights later in the day. However. this practice will become more difficuh as passenger
demand continues to increase. The "gap" in average delay per operation between good and poor weather
conditions will continue to increase, and, as a result, on-time reliabilitT will continue to worsen,
Passenger demand would therefore continue to be served, albeit at a deteriorating level of service,

GLR19 CUMULATIVEIMPACTS

Since publication of the FEIS and SEIS, more detailed information has become available on other prolects
in the vicinity of the airport. This section lists the most current environmental documentation for these
other projects and briefly highlights the major findings of those documents. This information is relevant
to the consideration of the cumulative impacts of these other projects when combined with the impacts of
the Master Plan Update projects. The following analysis briefly summarizes the significant cumulative
impacts of both non-Port and Port projects with a particular emphasis on impacts to aquatic resources.
The background environmental documents for these projects have been provided to the Corps for
consideration during its ongoing "hard look" review of the Master Plan Update project and for review by
the public.

Cumulative impacts for projects sponsored by the Port and other agencies were considered in the 1996
FEIS, the 1997 FSEIS and other supporting environmental documents. For example, cumulative impacts
have been described in the FEIS III-6, Future Planned Developments and FSEIS Section 4-4-8,
Cumulative Impacts. After publication of the FEIS and FSEIS, cumulative impacts on wetland functions

were discussed in Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis for the Master Plan Update
hnprovements. Parametnx, December 2000, at pp. 4-72 to 4-83. Cumulative impacts arealso discussed in
the January 24, 2000 SEPA Addendum re: Additional Wetland lmpacts and Construction Only
hTterchange, p. 43. Cumulative impacts related to ESA issues are discussed in the Biological Assessment.
June 2000 at pp. 9-17. 9-20, 9-21, 9-23, and 9-24: see also the Port Re-Evaluation Document, November

1999 (discussing cumulative impacts of SR 509/South Access Freeway, Des Moines Creek Regional
Detention Facihty, Link Light Rail project, and potential redevelopment of Borrow Areas).

Projects Sponsored bv Other Agencies

Projects in the airport vicinity sponsored by agencies other than the Port of Seattle are at various stages of
design and implementation. These projects are not expected to cause significant adverse cumulative

impacts that, when considered in relation to the potential impacts of the Master Plan Update projects,
would necessitate preparation of another SEIS.

SR 509/South Access

The Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) is the lead agency for the proposed
extension of State Route 509 south of the Airport. The SR 509/South Access Road project would extend
the SR 509 freeway south from its current terminus at Des Moines Memorial Dr. (near South 1880' Street
to a connection with Interstate 5 and improve related local traffic circulation patterns. Southern access to

the Airport would be provided by construction of a new roadway, the South Access Road, which would
connect the Airport's terminal drives to the SR 509 extension near S. 200th Street.
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Five alternatives are currently under consideration for the locanon the SR 509 extension. WSDOT has
proposed Alternative C2 as the preliminary preferred alternative. Alternative C2 would cross the
southern one-third of the Federal Aviation Admmistranon (FAA) extended object-free zone at the south
end of Runway 16L/34R. The roadway would continue to the southeast and encroach on the nonheas_
comer of Des Moines Creek Park and require the acqmsition of approximately 8.1 acres of parkland.
Continuing toward ]-5, the SR 509 mainline would pass through an area of mobile homes and would join
I-5 in the vicinil],' of South 208th-212th Streets. The length of the extension would be approximately _.3
miles. Improvements along I-5 would continue to the south at least as far as South 272nd Street.

In 1996. WSDOT published a draft programmatic environmental impact statement examining a wide
range of potential roadway alignments for the project. WSDOT subsequently initiated a more detailed.
project specific environmental analysis and Supplemental EIS. The Draft of the EIS is currently expected
to be issued in Fall. 2001. Between February. 2000 and August 2000, WSDOT released updated
information on the project in a number of Discipline Reports in the following areas: Geologa" and Soils.
Water Qualin'; Hazardous Waste," Historical and Archeological Preservation." Relocation: Section 4(/)--
23 U.S.C. ,_ 138 evaluation re." use qf land from public part', recreation area. wildl(fe or waterfowl
refuge, or historic site," Social." Visual Qualin': Vegetation. Wildlife and Fisheries. and Wetlands.
Additional reports covering traffic, noise, and other topics are being prepared.

The potential impacts in several of these areas are summarized below. Readers are referred to the

Discipline Reports for detailed discussion of these and other potential project-related impacts.

Wetlands. Impacts to wetlands and wetland buffers vary depending on the alternative considered, and
impacts could include alteration of existing wetland hydrology and water quality. Thirty-five wetlands or
buffer areas lie within the cut or fill lines of the five Build alternatives. Thirty of these wetlands are
generally isolated slopes or depression systems. Two wetlands occur along the main stem of Des Moines
Creek. Three wetlands have surface water connections to drainages that flow into Des Moines Creek.

Based on the data available in April 2000, the predicted impacts are between 7.7 to 9.29 acres of wetland

impacts and 14.5 to 18.56 acres of buffer impacts. These area totals include both direct, physical impacts
and secondary, impacts such as shading. The predicted impacts are described in more detail in the April
2000, Wetland Discipline Report ("WDR "'). pp. 57-65. Mitigation measures are discussed at WDR. pp.66-70.

Alternative C2 has been proposed by WSDOT as the Preliminary Preferred Alternative. Twenty wetlands
are located near the Alternative C2 alignment. Seven of these wetlands would not experience direct

wetland or buffer impacts from the C2 alignment, but they are located close enough that design
adjustments in the alignment could create some impacts in these areas.

Four Wetlands (designated A, D, F, and G) are associated with the Des Moines Creek corridor. Wetland

A. around the main stem of Des Moines Creek, is a large (6.5 hectare) forested and scrub-shrub system.
Wetland A exhibits moderate wetland functions. Wetland G, extending up Des Moines creek to both

Wetlands F and D, is a disturbed riparian system with moderate to low wetland functions. At the
headwaters of the east fork of Des Moines Creek, Wetland F is a large (11.6 hectare) forested, scrub-
shrub, emergent, and open water system with high functions. The east fork of Des Moines Creek

(Wetland D) is a disturbed riparian area. The low end of this wetland has been engineered as a
storrnwater detention system, while portions of the upper area have moderate function and extensive

seeps that are an important hydrologic source for Des Moines Creek. Wetland B is a large (2.7 hectare)
system above the headwaters of the west tributary of Des Moines Creek. Wetland B has moderate

functions for stormwater control and water quahty improvement and potential for base flow suppon. The
remaining 14 wetlands in the project are depressional or slope systems that are either hydrologically
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isolated or the hydrologic connections were not determined. They" generally' have loxx-to-moderate
functmns.

Environmental Consequences - Construction impacts are both temporary and permanent impacts that

directly affect wetlands through filling or dredging. Operation impacts are _mpacts resuhmg from the
ongoing use of the roadway after construction. Secondar3' impacts are mostly assocmted wnh potentml
alterations to wetlands hydrology, water qualit3', wildlife disturbance, and increased noise.

The primary effect from project construction on the wetland systems would be the permanent fill or
dredge from cut slopes or wetlands and their buffer areas.

Some wetlands would be cleared, graded, and filled for construction of each Build ahernatives. Wetland
buffers would also be affected. See WDF Table 5, p. 58. Additionally. temporary wetland impacts would

occur along vertical wall structures dunng construction. This narrow band of impact adjacent to the walls
would be restored upon completion of construction.

Wetland functions that could be reduced as a result of construction include flood water detention and

retention, flood flow desynchronization, groundwater recharge and discharge, and water quality

improvement. Biological and wildlife support could be affected by reduced production and disruption of
connections among habitats. See WDF Table 4, p. 39. Placement and sizing of culverts, bridges, berms
and other structures that direct the flow of surface water could alter wetland hydrolog3, by diverting,

restricting, or increasing the flow of water in adjacent wetlands. The type and magnitude of construction
impacts would depend on final designs of these structures and stormwater management systems.

Temporary impacts during construction would include clearing and grading. This would expose erodible
soils, increasing the potential for erosion and sediment transport to wetlands. Sedimentation could
degrade water quality by increasing turbidity, suspended solids, and pollutants. If left unmitigated,
sediment deposition in wetlands could reduce floodwater storage capacity, change water depth and flow
patterns, and block water inflow or outflow paths. Large volumes of sediment could damage or destroy
trees by cutting off oxygen to their roots and could bury eggs of aquatic organisms.

Also, if left unmitigated, wetland water quality could be adversely affected during construction as a result
of onsite storage and the use of construction equipment fuel and lubricants.

Wetlands that would not be graded or filled but that are adjacent to areas of construction impact could be
affected by changes in water quantity and water quality. Increased noise and human activity during
construction may cause short-term degradation to wetland wildlife habitat.

All of the Build alternatives will result in an increase in roadway surface, which could alter the hydrologic
functions in the wetlands and streams. Increases for Alternative C2 include a total of 30.8 hectares (76
acres) of road surface in three stream basins: Des Moines Creek Basin, 24.5 hectares (60.5 acres) of road
surface: Massey Creek Basin, 5.5 hectares (13.6 acres) of road surface and Miller Creek Basin 0.8,
hectare (I .9 acres) of road surface.

Operation impacts include possible alteration of existing wetland hydrology and reductions in water
quality and wildlife habitat. Vegetated wetland and adjacent upland areas that currently allow infiltration
of rainwater would be replaced by impervious road surfaces. Resulting increases in volume and rate of
surface water runoff could cause increased fluctuations in water levels. Alteration of the wetlands'

hydrology could change their respective size, plant communities, and wildlife. The extent of these

impacts will be dependent on the ability of the surface water management systems to control flow rates
and preserve water quality.
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Pollutants such as petroleum products, heaxT metals and sediments from the highway surface may be
camed into the wetlands along with stormwater and could negatwely affect wetland funcuons.
Additionally. noise and visual disturbance from vehicular traffic max' impact wildlife breeding, nesting
and feeding.

In addition to the impacts described above that are common to all Build alternatives.building Alternative
C2 would result in additional wetland impacts as summarized in WDR Figure 11. The construction of
Alternative C2 would not cause direct wetland impacts to any Class 1 significant wetlands. Total direct

wetland impacts would equal 3.1 hectares (7.6 acres) of Class 2 wetlands and 0.5 hectare (0.9 acrel of
Class 3 wetlands. Buffer impacts would be 5.9 hectares (14.5 acres).

Wetland impacts will be avoided where possible and reduced through design changes. The roadway
design and use of vertical walls are two measures to avoid unnecessary, wetland impacts. Other desima
features that may be incorporated into the project include design elements to help maintain existing water
flow through wetland systems. Bridges and trestles may be used to minimize the need for filling or
culverts.

Impacted wetlands will be rehabilitated or restored, and wetlands will be replaced through a_eement with
local governments and regulatory agencies. The cities of SeaTac and Des Moines have both enacted "'no
net less" wetland regulations. The project will also meet the mitigation ratios (2:1 for Class I and 2
wetlands, l:l for Class 3 wetlands) of the applicable city regulations.

In addition, the roadway construction will adhere to best management practices ("BMPs") to ensure that
stormwater runoff is collected and treated and that discharge to existing waters is controlled. A

stormwater pollution prevention plan, temporary erosion control plan, and temporary sedimentation
control plan will be implemented to avoid or minimize construction impacts. These plans will likely
include settling ponds, containment berms, silt fences, sediment traps, and seeding of exposed slopes.

In areas where direct wetland impacts are unavoidable, compensation for impacts will be accomplished
through some combination of wetland enhancement, restoration and creation consistent with the POS
Wildlife Hazard Management Plan. See WDR. p. 69. An Initial Mitigation Plan will be prepared for
Alternative C2 and issued as an appendix to the Draft Supplemental EIS. The plan will comply with
NEPA and SEPA and incorporate methods in the interagency Guidelines for Developing Freshwater
Wetlands Mitigation Plans and Proposals and the applicable Sensitive Areas Ordinances.

Operational impacts will be minimized through the design and maintenance of the stormwater
management systems and the use of retention/detention facilities, bioswales, oil separators and other
structures that treat and control the stormwater release rate. Flow spreaders and other energy-defusing
structures could be used to reduce erosion of natural drainage systems during high-flow events.

Vegetation. Wildlife and Fisheries. Several vegetation communities and a wide range of topography,
including three stream basms Miller Creek, Des Moines Creek, and Massey Creek Basins are located
within the project area. Vegetation communities consist of mowed and tmmowed grassland areas along
I-5 and adjacent roads, commercial and residential areas containing primarily non-native species,
wetlands, shrublands, and mixed deciduous/coniferous forest.

No substantial impacts to vegetation or wildlife are anticipated. The primary effects on habitat from road

construction would be the removal of vegetation and increased habitat fragmentation. Wider roads and

new roads could create banners to wildlife movements. Noise could cause wildlife to seek new foraging
or nesting areas. Excavated streams would be restored and wildlife habitat would be mitigated in
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consuhation with the FAA. federal, state, and local agencies. Impacts to vegetation, wildlife and fisheries
vary between the ahernatwes and range from 113 acres to 170.8 acres of impacts to various categories of
natural habitat. March 2000 Vegetation. ll7ldl{fe and Fisheries Discipline Report ( ""VII'FDR "'). pp. 39-4"
(discussing impacts) and pp. 48-50 (discussing mitigation measures).

Water Qualiw. Potential impacts to water quality, could occur from the construction and operation of the
highway. Construction activities would include cleanng of vegetation, demolishing existing roads and
buildings, regrading the existing ground surface, installing culverts at stream crossings, handhng
construction materials, and operating machineD'. If unmitigated, these activities have the potential to
disrupt surface water flows, increase surface runoff volumes, cause erosion and sedimentation m

receiving streams, and increase water temperature in streams. In addition, a variety.' of foreign materials
could enter surface water bodies including sediment, fuel, lubricants, paving oils. construction debris, and
uncured concrete.

Activities and events that could occur during operation of the highway, such as stormwater runoff.
accidental spills, sanding and de-icing, and vegetation control all have the potential to affect surface water

quality. Contaminant concentrations in stormwater coming from the roadway would most likely not
exceed Washington State Water Quality standards due to treatment by selected Best Management
Practices (BMPs).

A number of measures can be taken to reduce the potential impacts on water quality, including integration
of a stormwater management system into the roadway design. Also, WSDOT's Municipal NPDES
permit will require mitigation of potential adverse effects fromthe long-ten_ operation of the road. This
mitigation includes collection of stormwater, control of flow rate, and water quality treatment in
accordance with King County's 1998 Stormwater Management Guidelines, WSDOT's 1995 Stormwater
Management Guidelines and WSDOT's 1999 ESA Stormwater Guidelines. To minimize accumulation of

sediments in streams and wetlands, WSDOT is currently considering the use of thirteen wet vaults,
located along the roadway as necessary to allow collected stormwater to be discharged at natural locations
in the highway's subbasins.

Current Process. The WSDOT planning and environmental assessment for the SR 509/South Access

project is being carried out in close coordination with state and federal regulatory, agencies under the
terms of a "merger agreement." These agencies will be responsible for approval of the 401,404, and

associated permits for the project. Under the terms of the merger agreement, WSDOT meets periodically
with these agencies and discusses project elements and modifications that may reduce or mitigate
environmental impacts. Since the publication of the Discipline Reports, WSDOT has continued to work

with the regulatory agencies to modify their proposal to reduce wetland and buffer impacts.

Central Link Light Rail Transit System

The cumulative impacts of the proposed light rail transit system were considered in the FSEIS, p. 5-I-8.
The Central Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority ("Sound Transit") is proposing construction and
operation of an approximately 25-mile electric light rail system known as the Central Link Light Rail
Transit Project, which will connect to the eastside of the airport. The portion of the project near Sea-Tat
Airport is referred to as "Segment F" in the Central Link Light Rail Transit Project. Final Environmental
hnpact Statement. November 1999.

The preferred ahemative for Segment F is designated Alternative F2.3 Washington Memorial Park,
Elevated east of 28 th Avenue. This alternative includes an elevated line along Tukwila International

Boulevard from 152"a Street, continuing southwest to cross traveling over SR 518, traveling west of
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Washinmon Memorial Park. and connecting to the Airport's North Unit Terminal. The line would then
continue elevated along the west side of International Boulevard, turn southwest to cross 1SS"'Street and
continue elevated along the east side of 28 thAvenue S, to S. 200 tj'Street. Three stations are proposed for
Alternative F2.3 with one alternative stmion and another potential station.

The Alternative F2.3 stations at S. 154th Street. the North Unit Terminal. and S. 18-1t_ Street would

decrease existing impervious surface. The proposed park-and-ride faciliB' at S. 200'" would add 130.600
square feet of impervious surface area if the proposed 630 stalls are constructed. Trackage associated
with this alternative would add an additional 80.000 square feet of new impervious surface along
International Boulevard S., and road widening would add 7.200 square feet of new impervious surface.

Water Resources. None of the Segment F alternative alignments would cause significant impacts to
wetlands. Four of the Project Alternatives would require 0.60 acre of tree removal along the eastern edge

of Washington Memorial Park and the loss of 0.12 acres of forested and palusmne emergent wetland and
0.21 acres of wetland buffer. One alternative would affect Bow Lake (AR.-44) through the loss of less
than 0.01 acre of scrub/shrub wetland and 0.06 acre of wetland buffer, loss of some riparian vegetation
that provides wildlife habitat and water quality functions, and incremental degradation of fish habitat
from in-water piers and clearing of littoral vegetation. Central Link Light Rail FEIS. pp. 4-12 I.

There are a number of options under consideration for construction of the South SeaTac Station (Options
A-F). South SeaTac Station Option A would remove 5.0 acres, and station options B and C would
remove 4.0 acres of trees and dense shrubs. South SeaTac Station options D. E. and F would remove 0.60
acres of urban songbird habitat. No long-term impacts on wetlands or fish habitat are expected under the
other alternatives in Segment F. Alternative F2.3 may effect fish in Bow Lake through the loss of habitat
from cleanng of riparian or littoral vegetation and the placement of piers in the water. Central Link Light
Rail FEIS. pp. 4-124 and 4-125 (Table 4.7-2).

None of these alternatives is expected to affect the bald eagle nesting temtory at Angle Lake. No impacts
on threatened and endangered fish species are expected to result from any of the alternatives in this
segment. Central Link Light Rail FEIS, pp. 4-121, 4-125, 4-126.

The various Alternatives create up to 120,000 square feet of new impervious surface from trackage,
18.000 square feet from road improvements, and 130,600 square feet at the S. 200" Street park-and-ride if
the 950 proposed stalls are constructed.

Alternative F2.3 would add 130,600 sq. ft. of impervious surface area if the proposed 630 stalls are
constructed. Trackage associated with this alternatwe would add 80,000 sq. ft. of impervious surlace
along International Boulevard, and road widening would add an additional 7,200 sq. ft. of new
impervious surface. Stations at S. 154 th St., IMC or NEAT, and S. 184 t_St. would decrease impervious
surface.

Increased impervious surface associated with the proposed S. 200 _ Street park-and-ride facility could
impact local drainage systems and water quality by increasing runoff; however, this project is not
expected to have significant impacts on the East Fork of Des Moines Creek, which lies downstream from

the project. Park-and-ride facilities at S. 154thand S. 160thare proposed at existing developed sites with
100 percent impervious surface and would decrease the total amount of impervious surface area within
the Des Moines Creek watershed, although the amount of pollutant-generating impervious surtaee would
increase.

Mitigation. Mitigation for each project segment will be required to meet the applicable standards of the

local jurisdictions. City of SeaTac regulations, which are based upon the King County Surjace Water
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Design Manual (1998). govern the area that would be impacted by all the ahernat_ves m Segment F
Stormwater detention and treatment and water quality treatment wouldbe provided at the proposed park-

9oth -- 200 tl'and-ride at International Bh'd. and S. 200 '_'Street. and at _o Ave. S. and S. Street to meet KCSWM

Level 2 requirements. Water qualiw treatment would be provided at the S. 154 '+'Street park-and-ride
facilities. Central Link Light Rail FEIS. pp. 4-134 to 4-138.

Regional Stormwater Detention Faeili_"

The potential impacts of the Regional Detention Facility (RDF) were considered in the Preliminara"
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan, June 1998/revised November 1999 at pp. 2-5.2-9. 2-17
(Des Moines Creek basin plan), 3-9, 4-6, 4-7, 4-19, Figures 4-4 and 4-5. and Tables 4-6 and 4-7.
Construction of the RDF is recommended in the Des Moines Creek Basin Plan. which was developed by
the Des Moines Creek Basin Committee. a group comprised of the Port of Seattle, King Count3'. and local

jurisdictions. The Des Moines Creek Plan is intended to improve stormwater runoff management in the
Des Moines Creek basin.

The Des Moines Creek RDF will be located at the head of the west branch of Des Moines Creek at the
Northwest Ponds and is anticipated to provide a total of 180 acre-ft of storage. The facility would

mitigate impacts of stormwater runoff from all past and future (beyond Level 1 of the King CounD'
standards) development in the Des Moines creek watershed. The goal of the project is to stabilize the
flow regime, reduce the channel erosion rate, and restore the salmon habitat for Des Moines Creek.

The three alternatives for the design of the 1LDF facility are described in the November 1, 1999 Des
Moines Creek Regional Capital Improvement Projects Preliminao, Design Report. On November 1,
1999. the Des Moines Creek Basra Committee also published an Addendum to the Des Moines Creel,"

Regional Capital hnprovement Project Preliminan, Design Report ("Addendum "). In the Addendum, the
Des Moines Creek Basin Committee selected the Alternative 2 design option, which is described on page

16 of the Preliminar3' Design Report.

Wetland Impacts: The area proposed for the RDF, the Northwest Ponds, is part of a large wetland system
that includes the ponds themselves, portions of an existing golf course, and extensive areas both northeast
and southwest of the ponds. To accommodate additional water storage necessary for stream protection,

portions of the existing wetland will need to be modified. This modification would include construction
of one or two berms and regrading approximately 11 acres of wetland area. Of this area, roughly five
acres lie within the golf course and are dominated by turf grasses while another two to three acres are
dominated by invasive scrub-shrub species. Although the modifications will disturb some existing plant
communmes, the disturbed areas will remain wetlands, with the exception of the area filled for berms.

To effectively lower the water surface elevations of the ponds, the outlet channel (West Fork Des Moines
Creek) must also be lowered. This will require reconstruction of approximately 2,000 linear feet of
existing channel and the removal of two artificial weirs within that reach. Restoration and enhancement
of the stream channel will include both in-stream and habitat features, such as placement of large, woody
debris and boulders, as well as buffer revegetation. As currently proposed, there will be no permanent
loss of stream function or length as a result of conveyance improvements to the stream for operation of
the facility. Preliminarj_ Design Report. p. 54.

There are three proposed Alternatives for this project. Alternative 2 is the Preferred Alternative.

Alternative 1 impounds the Northwest Ponds by constructing a berm at the existing outlet release control.
A second berm would be constructed at the Approach Light Road with flow release of discharge in the

range of 10-year to 25-year return interval flow rate. The South End Sea-Tat storm drainage (existing
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concrete pipet would be rerouted to the Northwest Ponds. The Flow Bypass System would be connected
to Northwest Ponds at the existing outlet.

Ahemative 2 impounds the Northwest Ponds by constructing a berrn at the existing outlet. A second
berm would be constructed at the Approach Light Road with a flow release control of discharge m the
range of 10-year to 25-year return interval flow rate. The existing cuh'ens at S. 200 '_' St. would be
modified to perform flow rate control for 25-year to 500-year return inter_'al flow rates. East Fork Des
Moines Creek at the Tyee Pond would be diverted to Northwest Pond. The South End Sea-Tac storm

drainage (existing concrete pipe) would be rerouted to the Northwest Ponds, and the Flow Bypass System
would be connected to the existing outlet. Preliminar3, Design Report, page 16.

The berm design for Ahemative 2 could require filling up to I acre of wetland within the golf course.
depending on the final berm design and location. Preliminao' DesigT_Report, page 53. This Ahematwe
would also require reconstruction of approximately 2.000 linear feet of existing channel and the removal
of two artificial weirs that are located within that reach. Restoration and enhancement of the stream

channel would include both insrream habitat features, such as large woody debris and boulders, as well as
buffer revegetation. There would be no permanent loss of stream function or length as a result of the
stream conveyance improvements.

Alternative 3 would not require construction of a berm at the outlet. Instead. the outlet would be
excavated to provide an open conveyance from Northwest Ponds to hydraulic control at the Approach
Light Road. As with the other alternatives, a berm would be constructed at the Approach Light Road with
flow release control of discharge for the storm events up to the 100-year return interval. The culverts at
South 200 t" Street would be modified to perform flow rate control for 100-year to 500-year return interval
flow rates. See Preliminar 3"Design Report. p. 27.

The potential cumulative impact of the RDF project was considered in the Port of Seattle'sPreliminar 3,
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. June 1998/revised December 1999 at pages. 2-5, 2,9. 2-
17 (Des Moines Creek basin plan), 3-9, 4-6, 4-7, 4-19, Figures 4-4 and 4-5, and Tables 4-6 and 4-7,

While the RDF project has undergone continued refinement and environmental analysis since that time,
no significant new information or changes in the project proposal have been identified. Moreover, the

Port believes that the RDF project, if mitigated as proposed, will likely benefit Des Moines Creek by
stabilizing flow rates and is likely to cause only a minimal impact on other aquatic resources in the
vicinity of the Sea-Tat Airport.

City of SeaTac Development Planning

As a condition of the 1997 Interlocal Agreement between the Port and the City of SeaTac, both agencies
have agreed to coordinate development in and around the airport. The proposed Master Plan Update
improvements are consistent with the City's comprehensive plan adopted pursuant to the state Growth
Management Act.

City Center Plan: In November 1999, the City adopted the SeaTac City Center Plan as aSubarea plan to
SeaTac's comprehensive plan. The primary objectives of the City Center Plan include support for
integrated development in the City Center area. creation of a central business district, changes to land use
designations, and location of a Sound Transit light rail station. See SeaTac City Center Plan Final
Supplemental Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, Section 1 (November 1999).

The City. and the Port of Seattle have also entered into a Joint Transportation Study that will include

development of multi-modal travel simulation models to test various combinations of regional Airport
and City-wide development and access alternatives.
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The SeaTac Cin Plan FEIS did not identify an3' unavoidable impacts that affect the environmental

analysis provided for the Port's §40..'; application. For example, the SeaTac Cin" Plan FEIS did not
identi_' any additional wetland impacts, and water impacts were limited to additional stormwater runoff

that wilt be mitigated through compliance with applicable surface water deslgn regulations, stormwater
filtration, and additional landscaping requirements. See SeaTac Cin" Plan FEIS. pp. 1-7 to 1- 13.

Port of Seattle Proiects

The Port has a number of airport improvement projects at various stages of design and implementation.
These projects are not expected to cause significant adverse cumulative impacts that, when considered in
relation to the potential impacts of the Master Plan Update projects, would necessitate preparation of
another SEIS.

South SeaTac Electrical Substation Upgrade

This project will expand the capacity, of the existing South SeaTac Substation by constructing a new
substation next to the existing one and installing apprommately 1.2 miles of 115kV high transmission

lines on segments of South 188 th Street and 28th Avenue South. See SEPA Determination of No,-
Significance: POS SEPA File No. 99-02 (March 1, 1999).

Wetland Impacts: Two shrub and forested wetlands are located 50 feet south and 50 feet east of the
proposed substation site. The wetlands south of the site contain both forested and emergent wetland
habitats. Groundwater seepage into the wetlands dunng the wet season maintains the area as a wetland.
The wetlands lack any distinct surface water inlet or outlet features. The wetlands are considered
Category IV using the WSDOE wetland rating system because of small size, recent disturbance, and
limited biological diversity. The wetlands are rated Class II under the City of SeaTac's sensitive areas
code. Substation SEPA Checklist, pp. 7-8. The proposed project will be designed and constructed in
accordance with City of SeaTac requirements for projects near wetlands. No structures will be
constructed within 65 feet of the wetlands, and measures to minimize erosion, and off-site sediment

transport will be implemented. 1(1.

South Terminal Expansion (Concourse A and related projects)

Much of this project was analyzed under the Master Plan Update FEIS and FSEIS. Changes to the
proposal were discussed in the July 19, 1999 South Terminal Expansion SEPA Checklist. Table I, pp. 3-
11 and considered in a Mitigated Determination of Non-Significance dated July 19, 1999. The project
will be constructed on a previously developed portion of airport property and is expected to include the
following elements: Concourse A Extension, Office Tower Building, Supply Distribution Center on
Concourse A. South Ground Transportation Lot, Public Transit Curb, Gate B Outbound Baggage Facility,
Concourse B Operations Office, relocation of Concourse A tenants and South Satellite Office. Remain
Overnight Aircraft Parking, apron paving, demolition of existing Delta Airlines hanger and construction
of a new Northwest Airlines hanger on the site, Northwest Airlines flight kitchen, aircraft lavatory dump
station replacement, and construction staging area. The project changes do not substantially alter the
Master Plan EIS analysis of potential environmental impacts. See July 19, 1999 South Terminal
Expansion SEPA Checklist, pp. 13-3 I.

Upgrade of Airport Satellite Transit System

This proposal was analyzed in the May 13, 1997 Master Plan FSEIS. The upgrade entails relocation of
the existing north security checkpoint, construction of a new vertical circulation core, improvements to
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the satellite transit system, interior remodeling, and extension of the north end of the mam terminal b\
approximately 75 feet. Project modifications are discussed in the August 23, 1999 SEPA Addendum.
The modifications do not substantially" alter the analysis of significant impacts described m the Master
Plan FSEIS. August 23, 1999 SEPA Addendum, p. 3.

Upgrade and Expansion of Industrial Wastewater System Lagoon #3

This proposal is to clean, line. expand and upgrade an existing wastewater system lagoon. The expanded
lagoon will provide greater industrial wastewater storage capacity prior to treatment in the Port's
Industrial Wastewater System Treatment Plant and allow for controlled discharge to the King County
Metro Sewer line. The proposal received a SEPA Determination of Non-Significance on December 22.
1999.

Wetland Impacts: Two wetland complexes and a stream are located in the immediate site vicinil3.'.
Wetland 28, also known as the Northwest Ponds, is a large diverse Class I wetland located mostly south
of Lagoon #3. The wetland is approximately 35 acres in size and consists of open water, and emergent
and scrub-shrub vegetation. Two arms of Wetland 28 extend north to border both the east and west sides
of Lagoon #3. The west branch of Des Moines Creek originates in Wetland 28 and flows south and west

into Puget Sound. Another wetland complex (IWSA/IWSB) is located north of Lagoon #3. This forested
wetland is approximately 0.67 acres and is divided by a gravel access road.

The project will not involve work in the waters of Wetland 28 or IWSA/IWSB. Work will occur adjacent
to the northern arms of Wetland 28 and IWSA/IWSB. Buffer impacts resulting from the project would be

reviewed by the appropriate regulatory agencies and may require mitigation such as buffer averaging or
replacement. IWS Lagoon #3 Upgrade SEPA Checklist, p. 10. Some groundwater dewatenng is expected
during construction with a maximum dry weather pumping rate of 450 gallons per minute. This
groundwater is not expected to require treatment prior to discharge into the Des Moines Creek tributary,
east of the site. If water quality testing indicates high levels of turbidity, the water may be treated on site
pnor to discharge. As part of the proposed lagoon improvement, a permanent underdrain and pumping
system would be installed to prevent accumulation of groundwater under the lagoon liner system. The
collected water would be discharged into Des Moines Creek. 1WS Lagoon #3 Upgrade SEPA Checklist,
p. ll.

Air Cargo Development Plan (ACDP)

This is a programmatic action. The Air Cargo Development Plan (ACDP) is a 10-year development plan
for facilities and actions recommended to meet the needs of existing air cargo customers at Sea-Tac
Airport. Actions tentatively planned through 2004 include purchasing of airport leases to allow

redevelopment in the north cargo area. constructing four aircraft hardstands in the north cargo area,
constructing freight warehousing in the north cargo area, prepanng a site development plan for property
north of SR 518 (the "L-shaped pareer'), and redeveloping Port building 313 for air cargo. Actions
tentatively planned from 2005 through 2010 include construction of five aircraft hardstands in the north

cargo area, consmacting mail processing and transfer facilities, constructing a non-public bridge across
SR 518 (adjacent to the existing 24a_Ave. S. bridge), and constructing a ground support equipment
storage area. Air Cargo Development Plan SEPA Checklist, p. 3.

Redevelopment of airport property will have little effect on impervious surface area. Development of the
"L-shaped parcel" north of SR 518 will increase impervious surface area because the parcel is currently
undeveloped. Site development of this parcel and the bridge will include stormwater collection anddetention facilities.
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There are no water bodies m the immediate _acmity of the northeast comer of the Airport where the air
cargo facilities recommended in the Plan would be located. The majority of the area is paved and already
developed for airport uses. Preliminary. information indicates that wetlands exist on the "'L-shaped
parcel." Portions of this propenj' would be developed if all of the Plan recommendations are
implemented. As the project is still in the project definition phase, no wetland delineation or

environmental analysis has been undertaken. Air Cargo Development Plan SEPA Checklist. pp. -. 10.

Aircraft Hydrant Fueling System (AHFS)

The AHFS proposal is to install a Jet A underground fuel line concurrent with the planned improvements
to Concourse A. The AHFS would provide single source fuel delivery of.let A fuel at the airpon and a
common infrastructure that would be used by all airlines. The AHFS would replace the current fuehng
operations (primarily truck deliveries) for most commercial passenger aircraft at the Airport. The AHFS
would include cathodic corrosion protection for the underground pipes and a state-of-the-an leak
detection system.

A SEPA determination of non-significance was issued for the project on October 6, 2000. Previously, the
Port had analyzed the need to replace the existing fueling equipment in the Master Plan FEIS. Other

environmental documents that discuss the proposal are listed on page three of the SEPA environmental
checklist for the proposal.

The Major goals of the AI-IFS project include:

• Relieve congestion and increase safety on the terminal apron by significantly reducing the need
for fuel truck trips:

• Improve air quality by reducing air emissions resulting from a reduction in the number of trucks:
• Deliver fuel to aircraft in a more economical and reliable manner:

• Install new equipment and dispose of existing equipment in an environmentally safe manner; and

• Provide increased environmental protection of the aircraft fuel delivery system by installing state-
of-the-art pipelines and leak detection systems.

The AHFS would require removal of some of the old hydrant system piping, fuel lines, hydrants and
infrastructure: installation of new aircraft hydrant fueling system, piping, fuel lines, hydrants, hydrant
pump and pits. The fuel lines will be "'sleeved" (placed inside another pipe) when crossing railroad tracks
or highways. The AHFS would include cathodic protection and a leak detection system. Finally, the
AHFS would require construction of a new fuel farm operations building (4,586 sq. ft.), a concrete pump
pad facility (187 ft. x 32 ft.) and up to two new modular operations buildings (approximately 1,320 sq.ft.).

Water Resource Impacts:

The proposed operation building and pump pad would be constructed on a portion of the existing South
Employee Parking Lot, which is outside of the Des Moines Creek wetland buffer area. No fill or
excavation material for this project will be placed in or removed from any surface water or wetlands. The

project would not cause any surface water withdrawals or diversions. Likewise, no groundwater
w_thdraws or discharges are contemplated for this project. Most of the project area is currently paved and
connected to the Port's Industrial Wastewater System ("IWS"). It is possible, though not anticipated, that
some perched groundwater may be encountered during construction. Environmental Checklist. pp. 15-16(October 5.2000).

The AHFS will be connected to the IWS, which provides stormwater treatment for areas where a fuel spill
could occur. All construction activity would be conducted under a construction SWPPP as required by
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the Ports NFDES permlt. Constructlon runoff would be treated bath BMPs (sedlmentatlon basins, sih
fences, mulching, netting, proper grading and water qualit3, monitonng) to remove turbidlB, sedlmem, or
other materials and a construction Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan will be created. This plan will

draw on the following sources and include all required sedimentation and erosion control features of:

The project specifications:

, The Port of Seattle's Temporary Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan:

• The Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin;
• The King County Surface Water Design Manual;

• Oversight by regulatory agencies: and
• The interlocal agreement between the Port of Seattle and the City of SeaTac.

Approximately 2,500 square feet of construction for the asphalt access road, fence and retaining wall (to
minimize wetland impacts to the north of the access road, would be located 25 feet within the 50 foot.
wetland buffer established by the City of SeaTac. The encroachment into the buffer would eliminate
2,500 square feet of grassland and blackberry. Environmental Checklist. pp. 15-16 (10,'5/00).

Part 150 Noise Compatibili_' Plan

The Port issued a SEPA Determination of Non-Significance for the Part 150 Noise Compatibili_' Plan on
October 20, 2000. The Pan 150 plan consists of a series of actions to reduce noise from ground and flight
operations at the airport. The Plan includes conducting additional studies including a siting stud)' for the
Ground Run-up Enclosure, a siting study for noise wails and recommended changes to runway use and
flight tracks. The Plan also includes descriptions of existing conditions, aircraft operations forecasts.
existing and future noise environment, facilities, operational and land use alternatives, technical reports,
and a community involvement plan.

The Plan is part of the Port's Noise Remedy program, the goal of which is to reduce aircraft and ground
noise at the Airport, reduce noise impacts on the greater Seattle area, and encourage land uses that are
compatible with anticipated aircraft noise exposure.

The plan is anticipated to include the following components:

• Construction of noise barriers in the north cargo area
• Construction of a Ground Run-up Enclosure (GRE)
• Modifying existing maintenance regulations and noise fines
• Implememing a ground power and pre-conditioned air system

• Working with the FAA to develop noise-reducing aircraft arrival patterns, runway use, and glide
slopes,

• Sound insulation of schools in the 65 DNL zone
• Acquisition of mobile home parks in the 70 DNL zone

• Working with local governments on airport noise compatible land use and building codes

Water Resource Impacts. The project will not place or remove fill or dredge materials from surface
waters or wetlands. The project would not require surface water withdrawals or diversions and would not

involve the discharge of waste materials into surface waters. The development of the Ground Run-up
Enclosure (GRE) and noise walls may increase the amount of impervious surface and affect the rate of

stormwater runoff. About l-acre of additional impervious surface would be developed as the base of the

GRE. Runofffrom theproposedGREwouldflow to the Port's IWS system fortreatmentand subsequent
discharge.
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During construcnon the contractor will be required to have a Storrnwater Preventmn Plan m place that
includes temporary erosion control and sedimentation measures. This plan would include bes_
management practices such as diverting surface runoff from erosion-prone areas, mulching, nenmg, and
proper grading.

North End Development Project

The North End Development Project 0VEDP) is in the initial planning stages and would cover primarily
the area north of the existing main terminal. As currently envisioned, the project builds on and includes
the Master Plan Update improvements to construct a North Unit Terminal (which is currently being called
the North End Terminal). The planning conducted to date for this area would include:

• Development of the North End Terminal. with a slight change over what was evaluated by the Master
Plan Update

• Construction of an Transportation Center parking garage with facility for buses and other ground
transportation

• Construction of a Consolidated Rental Car Facilitymgarage for all rental cars

• Construction of an Automated People Movermto connect the rental car facility with the new
terminal, the Transportation Center, and the main terminal.

• Relocation of displaced facilities_post office, cargo buildings, fire station

• Potential development of Port property north of SR 518 to accommodate cargo facilities {as noted in
the Master Plan Update).

Although it appears unlikely at this time that there would be significant increases in either the types or
intensities of environmental impacts from these facilities, planning for these concepts is at an early stage.
Construction is subject to numerous contingencies including planning decisions, potential further
environmental review, Port Commission adoption of a new plan for the area, permitting, and financing. If
it is determined, as planning continues, that it is necessary or advisable under NEPA or SEPA to conduct

additional environmental review, the FAA and/or Port will have the opportunity to conduct additional
review.

North Electrical Substation

The North Electrical Substation received a SEPA Determination of Non-Significance on June 2, 2000.
This DNS was amended on March 6, 2001 to reflect minor project changes. As currently envisioned, the
project involves upgrading and expanding the existing Bow Lake Substation, replacing the North SeaTac
Substation with a smaller facility (the North Main Service Point) and installing an 1,800-foot, 12.5 kV
underground cable system between the Bow Lake Substation and the new North Main Service Point.

The Bow Lake Substation will be rebuilt on property owned by Puget Sound Energy ("PSE"). The North
Main Serrate Point will consist of switch-gear enclosed in a 25-foot by 60-foot building that is 15 feet
tall. The building will be enclosed by a 50-foot by 100-foot fence. The North Main Service Point will be
located just east of the south entrance to the Airport parking garage between the entrance booth and the

northbound Airport circulation road. The proposed 12.5 kV cable system will extend along the north side
of South 176thSt., across International Boulevard and onto Airport property.

No wetlands or water bodies are implicated in the construction of this facility. Stormwater collected at

the North Main Service Point will flow either into the Port's stormwater collection system or industrial
waste system. Catch basins for both systems are located in the area.
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Water System Improvements

The Port proposes to construct water system improvements, including a two-million gallon reservoir.
expansion of an existing booster pump station, and other improvements to the fire and domestic water
distribution svstems at Airport. The reservoir will be constructed on Port-owned land on Host Road, west
of the Washington Memorial Cemetery on the east side of the Airport. This Iocauon is about 350 feet
south of the exlsting water tower. Construction of the reservoir will involve relocating utilities and the

east west portion of Host Road to a point approximately 100 feet north of the new reservoir.

The project will not result in any net increase in the amount of impervious surface over the existing
34,400 square feet. Therefore, there is no expected increase in the amount of stormwater runoff flows to
the Des Molnes, Green or Duwamish basins.

Rainwater from the site will be collected either in the Airport's stormwater drainage system or in the

Industrial Wastewater System. The project will not require work over or in surface waters, and no fill or
dredge material will be placed in or removed from surface waters or wetlands.

Miscellaneous Airport Projects

The following projects are at various stages of the design and planning process. Many have not yet
undergone full environmental review. To the extent that potential environmental impact_ have been
identified, the Port concludes that these impacts will not have significant, adverse, environmental impacts

at Sea-Tac Airport (including impacts on aquatic resources), either separately or in conjuncuon with the
impacts identified for the Master Plan Update projects.

SASA (South Aviation Support Area) - In 1994, the Port prepared an EIS on the then-preferred
alternative for SASA. This preferred alternative included aircraft maintenance. During the Master Plan
Update. SASA was re-defined to include aircraft maintenance, aircraft parking and cargo development..
A final design for the facility has not been completed and thePort is continuing to work on the amount of
each proposed use. There are no new environmental documents for SASA and, before constructing
SASA the Port will update the existing environmental information. Final evaluations of the SASA
facility will take into the SR509/South Access project and the buffering of Des Moines Creek.

TRACON is a radar system used by the FAA to track planes while in flight from approximately 5 to 30
miles from the airport. The TRACON facility would consist of radars and a building to house air traffic
controller radar scopes. Currently, TRACON is located m the FAA space below the tower at Sea-Tac
Airport. However. the TRACON facility has outgrown available space in the tower. The FAA is
currently considenng relocating the TRACON to the west side of the airport below the slope of the new
runway. The Master Plan Update FEIS and FSEIS evaluated this project as being located at the base of
the new air traffic control tower that is under construction. Since the completion of that study, the FA.A
has determined that a site on-airport is not necessary and is conducting a siting evaluatmn, which is
investigating a 19-acre potential site at 8thAve. and 17()thSt.

TRACON is an FAA project, and the FAA will be responsible for construction and environmental
analysis for the project. The FAA has not begun environmental analysis on the site. The target date for
relocating TRACON is the end of 2004. As currently envisioned the site will house two radar antennas, a
building for the air traffic controllers and a parking lot for approximately 1O0 vehicles.

ASDE (Airport Surface Detection Equipment) is radar that looks at runways and taxiways and provides a
picture of location of vehicles and airplanes on the ground during periods of low visibility. The Master
Plan Update EIS called for placing the ASDE on top of the air traffic control tower. Since that time, the
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FAA has learned that there are performance Issues associated with locating this type of radar close to
buildings. The FAA is currently conducting a stung study for this facility, which to date has determined
that the location on top of the new tower could pose visibility issues. Upon selection of a final site, it is
expected that the Port will conduct an additional SEPA review, and the FAA will complete a NEPA
determination.

Logging Activities - The Washington Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Forest Practices Permit
issued on April 27. 2000 was a re-issuance of a DNR permit that was originally issued on February 21.
1998. well before the last public comment period on the Port's §404 permit application. The terms of
1998 and 2000 permits are virtually identical and cover the same land along the west side of the Airport.
The clearing activity covered by the permit is necessary for construction of the Third Runway as
disclosed m the Master Plan EISs. On August 14, 2000, the Port obtained a DNR permit to remove trees
in a small area below 188t" St. and 28 th Avenue South. in the vicinity of the Tyee Pond. The trees to be
logged under the August 2000 permit represent a 0.64% increase in the number of the total board-feet that
will be removed from the site. Both the April 2000 and August 2000 permits prohibit tree removal near
wetlands pending issuance of the §404 permit.

Temporao' Aircraft Parking-Taxiway Stubs- On October 25, 2000, the Port issued a SEPA

Determination of Non-Significance to allow use of some existing Taxiways for aircraft parking until the
taxiways are needed for the Third Runway. No maintenance or de-icing activities will occur to aircraft
parked on the taxiways, and no impacts to aquatic resources are expected to occur from this activlt3,.

SR 518 - The Washington State Department of Transportation is in the process of studying SR51S and
possible upgrades to the roadway and interchanges to improve traffic flow. The study should be available
by late 2001.
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III. RESPONSE TO AGENCY COMMUNICATIONS

The following agency communications were received:

• Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

• Tom Luster memorandum to State Senator Julia Patterson

• Airport Communities Coalition (ACC) communications, including communications from Helsell
Fetterman and technical consultants:

• Citizens Against Sea-Tac Expansion (CASE) communications from Smith & Lowney

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Port's perspective and knowledge.

Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, February 15, 2001

1. The Port is aware of the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe's interest in restoratton of WRIA 09.0050 and
has met with the Muckleshoot Tribe Fisheries Department to ensure that the wetland mitigation planned
in Auburn will complement the Tribe's efforts toward creek restoration.

It is the Port's belief that the Auburn wetland mitigation project would not alter the seasonal distribution
of flow in the tributary. During the over wintering period for salmon, when water tables at the mitigatlon

site are high and precipitation rates exceed infiltration capacity, the wetland would convey and contribute
flow to the creek, as is currently the case. The quantity, of runoff would be expected to be generally
similar to the existing condition. Similar to the existingcondition, in mid-spring when plant growth starts
and precipitation rates decrease, runoff from the site would decrease. By late spring, evapotranspiration.
lowered rainfall, and low ground water tables may drop below the elevation of surface ditches, atwhich
time the area will no longer contribute flow to the creek.

As currently designed, there are no passage barriers to fish movement between the existing drainage
ditches and the planned mitigation. As is currently the case, in the uppermost drainage ditches, passage
conditions are variable, and may depend on periods of heavy rain or flood stages on the Green River.

Tom Luster to Senator Julia Patterson, January 21, 2001

I, The Port's §404 application will require certification of compliance with Washington state water
quality standards under §401 of the Clean Water Act. It is the Port's belief that the Department of Ecology's
certification of compliance with state water quality standards may be based in large pan on the Port's
compliance wlth its National Pollution Discharge Elimination System ('NPDES) permit, issued to the Port by
Ecology under §402 of the Clean Water Act. The NPDES permit contains the requirements that mandate
compliance over time wlth the Clean Water Act's standards, as well as protecting the receiving waters to
which the Port is discharging. The NPDES permit states "Compliance with this permit is deemed compliance
with the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. also known as the Clean Water Act (33 USC §1251, et seq.),
and the Water Pollution Control Act (RCW 90.48)." (NPDES Permit No. WA0002465-I, p. 8)

The Port's NPDES permit was conditioned to comply with water quality standards. Any future NPDES
permits must likewise be conditloned to comply with water quality standards and the anti-degradation
requirements of the Clean Water Act. (WAC 173-201A-060, 173-201A-070, Fact Sheet to NPDES

Permit No. WA-002465-I, pp. 22-23). The Fact Sheet that accompanies the Port's existing N'PDES
Permit states as follows:
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In order to protect existing water quahty and preserve the desL_nated beneficml uses of
Washington's surface waters. WAC 173-201A-060 states that waste discharge permits shall be
conditioned such that the discharge will meet established Surface Water Quality Standards... The
Department has reviewed the ambient water quality, monitonng results gathered by the Port... and
[t]he discharges authorized by this permit should not cause .further degradation which would
interfere with or become injurious to existing beneficial uses. (Fact Sheet, pp. 22-23).

Consistent with this language, in instances where an applicant has an existing §402 permit tan NPDES
permit), compliance with the §402 permit will provide reasonable assurance of comphance with
applicable state water quality standards for all areas covered by the permit. Such compliance provides
"reasonable assurance" of compliance with the state water quality standards sufficient to allow Ecology to
certify compliance with those standards under §401 of the Clean Water Act.

Because the Port is required by the Clean Water Act to obtain NPDES permits for process water
discharges, as well as for industrial and construction stormwater discharges, Ecolog3' has reasonable

assurance that the activity that is the subject of this §401 Certification complies with water qualirs.'
standards. The NPDES permit modification is being sought only to include additional discharge points
and bring additional areas of the Airport within the NPDES permit jurisdiction. This will result in more
protection for receiving waters because those discharges must meet the requirements of the existing
NPDES permit, which has already been conditioned to meet water quality standards.

The Port's compliance with its NPDES permit is an ongoing process under which (l)best management
practices (BMPs) are identified m the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan. (2) BMPs are implemented, (3)
BMPs are inspected and monitored to demonstrate BMP effectiveness, (4) BMP improvements are made
when necessary, and (5) follow-up sampling is used to demonstrate that the improvements are effective. The
Port submits an Annual Stormwater Monitoring Report to Ecology. Ecology reviews this report to ensure

that the Port's discharges are in compliance with the Clean Water Act, and that dscharge conditions actually
protect receiving waters. See also Comprehensive StormwaterManagement Plan (December 2000). Sec. 2.2
"Water Quality Management Standards" (p. 2-5 - 2.6).

In addition to this response, see response to comments #2 and #8 of Smith & Lowney's February 16, 2001letter.

2. With respect to cumulative impacts referred to in this comment, please see General Response GLR19
on the analysis conducted with respect to cumulative impacts of projects undertaken by both the Port and
other parties in and around the area of the Airport.

In response to the commentor's comments regarding the Auburn mitigation site, information responsive
to this comment is contained in the Wetland Delineation Report, Appendix A: Wetland Delineation
Report-Auburn Mitigation Site (Parametnx, December 2000); the Wetland Functional Assessment and

hnpact Analysis. §§ 4.1--4.3 (Parametnx, December 2000); and the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, §§
4.1 and (Parametrix, December 2000).

David Evans and Associates, Inc. performed the original delineation of the Auburn mitigation site in
1995. The Corps made a jurisdictional determination of wetlands based on the David Evans delineation,

the 1996 delineation by Parametrix, and the 1997 field evaluation of the site. At that time, approximately
6.13 acres of emergent wetlands were delineated. In response to new finding of increased amounts of

ground water and recently formed hydric soil conditions, Parametrix performed second delineation of the
site in December 2000. The new findings and delineation results are consistent with the conversion of
former cropland back into wetlands. The December 2000 delineation found three jurisdictional wetlands
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on the site. Wetland 1 extends from the northwest comer of the site to the south-central ponlon of the s_te
and covers 20.45 acres of the site. Wetland 2 is adjacent to Wetland 1. is located In the south-central

port,on of the she. and is about 0.60 acres in size. Wetland 3 is located in the north-central ponton of the
s_te and is about 0.01 acres in size. Wetlands 1 and 2 are Washington State Categor3" IIl wetlands.
Wetland 3 is a Washington State Category IV wetland. The new wetlands are emergent wetlands
cons_stin_ of abandoned farmland that are dominated by invasix'e, non-native _asses. As explained

below, the Mitigation Plan calls for replacement with nanve forest/shrub vegetanon, high-quahr3. nanve
emergent and open water wetlands that will form a Class II intewated wetland system.

The December 2000 Mitigation Plan presents the new information on the wetlands at Auburn and a

summary of proposed mmgation acti,nties. The Mitigation Plan has been revised to account for the
additional wetlands that were found at the site and now includes an increased amount of wetland

enhancement when compared to that presented in the former version of the mitigation plan. The presence
of the new wetland areas bodes well for the ultimate success of the mitigation area because the presence

of existing hydric soils and wetland hydrology allows a greater percentage of the mitigation wetlands to
be enhanced rather than created from upland areas.

Under the current Mitigation Plan, the Port will undertake a wetland construction and enhancement on 65
acres of the 67-acre parcel. The Auburn mitigation site will replace wetlands at minimum of a 2:1

replacement ratio. The mitigation will create a high quality, diverse wetland complex with approxlmately
17.2 acres of forest, 6.0 acres of shrub. 6.2 acres of emergent, 0.6 acre of open water and 19.5 acres of

enhanced emergent wetland habitat. The wetland habitat functions will be further enhanced by providing
approximately 11.9 acres of forested buffers around the perimeter of the site and approximately 4.0 acres
of upland habitat within the interior portion of the site.

The Port has concluded that the changed conditions at the Auburn mitigation site are not significant and
will not cause adverse environmental impacts. The amount and ecological functions of mitigation
wetlands that will ultimately result at the site is the same. The amount of wetland creation has decreased,
but the amount of wetland enhancement has increased because areas that were slated for new wetlands

were determined to be existing wetland and will therefore be enhanced rather than replaced. The amount
of temporary, impacts has increased slightly, but most of these areas will be convened from grassland to
hlgher quality, forest/shrub wetland at the end of the project. A minor increase in permanent impacts

(approximately 0. I acre) is also reported and discussed in the revised Mitigation Plan.

For a response regarding comments on the proposed South Access Road and expansion of SR 509, please
see the discussmn of this project in the General Response GNLR 19, Cumulative Impacts. The SR
509/South Access project, for which the Washington State Department of Transportation is the lead
agency, is independent of the Master Plan Update projects. Its potential cumulative impacts have been
considered in relation to the Master Plan Update projects and other projects in the vicinity of the airport.

In response to the commentor's assertion that there may be as-yet unidentified impacts to Northwest
Ponds. the Port undertook a study of dissolved oxygen (DO) in the Northwest Ponds subsequent to the
commentor's departure from the Department of Ecology. Because multiple factors influence the levels of
dissolved oxygen in Northwest Ponds and Lake Reba (e,g., rainfall, wind, temperature, length of dry
penod, natural organic carbon in runoff and pond sediments), the Cosmopolitan (1999) study was unable
to show any relationship between the application of de-icers and levels of dissolved oxygen m the ponds.
The Port undertook a second study the following winter that reached similar conclusions. The Port has

concluded that given the infrequent and minimal use of ground de-icers at Sea-Tac Airport, further studies
are not likely to change the findings reported thus far.
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The commentor's assertion that the Port is using the Northwest Ponds as an unauthorized mixing zone tot
metals has no basls m fact. The Port has not at-tempted to use the Northwest Ponds as a m_xmg zone.

With respect to the expansion of IWS Lagoon #3, see General Response GLR14, which addresses the

IWS Lagoon #3 expansion. The wetlands around IWS Lagoon #3 have been delineated and the final
plans for expansion of IWS Lagoon #3 avoid any direct wetland .impacts. The Corps has verified that
there are no direct wetland impacts. The project has a dam safety permit. The commentor has asserted
that there may be indirect impacts from the expansion of IWS Lagoon #3. The Port has undertaken an
analysis of the potential for indirect impacts on Wetland #28, from this work. which is included_ page 4-70
of the Wetland Functional Analysis and Impact Assessment Report. Appendix K provides a plan sheet of
the IWS expansion. The commentor is incorrect in asserting that there may be an impact on Wetland _28
arising from the IWS expansion.

3. Please see General Response GLR 16 concerning National Environmental Policy Act comphance.
With respect to the Governor's June 30, 1997 Certification, the Port's Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan "'will not cause changes in the location of the hydrologac divide between Miller and Des
Moines Creeks in a manner that alters the average instrearn flow of either creek." Unlike the situation in
Battle Mountain Gold. under the Port's plans, the amount of acreage drained by Miller and Des Moines
Creeks remains the same as it currently exists.

4. Please see General Response GLR2 concerning fill criteria.

5. See response to comments #2 and #8 of Smith & Lowney's February 16, 2001, letter, and response
to comments #5, #6. #8, and #9 of Water Resources Consulting's February 16, 2001, letter.

6. Please see General Response GLR7 concerning streamflow mitigation, and responses to Rachael
Paschal Osborn's February 15,2001, letter.
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Helsell Fetterman, February 16, 2001 letter

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Ports perspective and knowledge.

1. The Port has not taken actions that would result in a discharge of fill material to waters of the
United States and, accordingly, no permit from the Corps is required for those activmes referenced m the
comment. The Corps has informed the Port that any stockpiling of fill material or other development
activities in advance of a decision on the Port's §404 permit application is being undertaken at the Port's

risk. The Corps has also informed the Port that an3' development activity at Sea-Tac Airport will have no
beanng on the Corps" ultimate decision on the Port's §404 permit application.

2. Comments noted.

3. The comment regarding Ecology's responsibility is noted. See below for specific responses to
comments regarding incomplete or technically deficient information. The Port believes that there are
significant differences between the circumstances involved in the Battle Mountain Gold decision and the
circumstances in this application. For instance:

a. the Port has an existing, individual NDPES permit that regulates all industrial and construction
stormwater and process water discharges as the Airport:

b. in this application, there exists extensive knowledge regarding the affected lands:

c. in this application, detailed stormwater management plans have been prepared and these plans have
been independently reviewed by the King County Drainage Services Section under contract with
Ecology:

d. the Port does not need and is not preparing to build a water treatment plant on a mountain top, as was
done in the Battle Mountain Gold case;

e. the Battle Mountain Gold decision related to an arsenic-leaching gold mine in an undeveloped
mountain environment, as opposed to this application for an additional runway for an existing airport
in a developed urban setting.:

f. unlike the situation in Battle Mountain Gold, the Port is in compliance with its National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit:

g. consistent with the Governor's June 30, 1997 Certification, the Port's plan "will not cause changes in
the location of the hydrologic divide between Miller and Des Moines Creeks in a manner that alters
the average instream flow of either creek." Unlike the situation in Battle Mountain Gold. under the
Port's plans, the amount of acreage drained by Miller and Des Moines Creeks remains the same as it
currently exists: and

h. the Port's plan for instream flow mitigation will maintain stream levels within Miller, Des Moines

and Walker Creeks and provides for maintenance of flow levels in those streams, unlike the
"speculative and uncertain" plan proposed by Battle Mountain Gold.

The Port's NPDES permit requires the Port to develop a stormwater pollution prevention plan, a sediment
and erosion control plan. and site specific monitoring plans for all constructions projects. Moreover,

under its NPDES permit, the Port is required to implement and monitor the best management practices
(BMPs) for its stormwater discharges. The Port has complied with each of those conditions. Monitoring
reports are submitted to Ecology, along with an Annual Stormwater Report, which evaluates the

stormwater monitonng data. Ecology has issued no notice of violation of the Port's existing NPDES
permit. Because the Port has an existing NPDES permit and will be required to have NPDES permits in
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the future, Ecology has "'reasonable assurance" sufficient to certify compliance with state water quahr3
standards.

4. See response to comment 3 above as to how the Port's actions differ from those taken m the
Battle Mountain Gold case.

5. The Port has supplied data and analysis that is sufficient to allow the Corps to make a
determination as to the adequacy of the Port's mitigauon plan. Also see the response to Azous
Environmental Services letter of Februar3' 15, 2001, and Sheldon & Assocmtes letter of February 15.
2001.

6. See response to comment letters from Rachel Paschal Osborn (Februar3" 15. 2001) and Peter
Willing/Water Resources Consulting (February 16. 2001 ).

7. See response to comment letter from Peter Willing/Water Resources Consulting (Februar 3 16.
2001 ).

8. See General Response GLR6 with respect to the Corps' review of the MSE wall design and the
response to the letter from GeoSyntec (February 16, 2001).

9. The existing, and any future NPDES permits must be conditioned to comply with state water
quality, standards and the anti-degradation requirements of the Clean Water Act. WAC 173-201A-060,
173-201A-070, Fact Sheet to NPDES Permit No. WA-002465-1, pp. 22-23. The Fact Sheet that

accompanies the Airport's existing NPDES Permit states as follows: "In order to protect existing water
quality and preserve the designated beneficial uses of Washington's surface waters, WAC 173-20 IA-060
states that waste discharge permits shall be conditioned such that the discharge will meet established
Surface Water Quality Standards .... The Department has reviewed the ambient water quality monitoring
results gathered by the Port ... and [t]he discharges authorized by this permit should not cause further
de_adation which would interfere with or become injurious to existing beneficial uses." (Fact Sheet, pp.
22-23). Because the Port is required by the Clean Water Act to obtain NPDES permits for process water
discharges, as well as for industrial and construction stormwater discharges, the Department of Ecology
has reasonable assurance that the activity that is the subject of the §401 Certification complies with state
water quality standards. The NPDES permit modification is being sought only to include additional
discharge points and bring additional areas of the Airport within the NPDES permit jurisdiction. This
will result in more protection for receiving waters because those discharges must meet the requirements
of the existing NPDES permit, which has been conditioned to meet state water quality standards.

10. Comment noted.

11. See responses to comment letters of Dr. John Strand/Columbia Biological Assessments: Dr. Peter
Willing/Water Resources Consulting: and Dr. Tracy HillmanfBioAnalysts.

12. See responses to comment letters of GeoSyntec Consultants.

13. See responses to comment letters of Dr. Geoffrey Gosling and Dr. Stephen Hockaday.

14. See responses to comment letters of Dr. Geoffrey Gosling and Dr. Stephen Hockaday with
regards to technology, improvements since the FEIS is issued.
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The comment's reference to alternative runway configuranons are addressed in Appendix C to the Federal
Avmtlon Admmlstranon Record Of Declsion For the Master Plan Update Development Actmns Sea-Tac
International Airport. July' 3. 1997 (ROD).

The comment's reference to the option of utilizing alternative airports Is also addressed m the ROD at 3-
4 In addition, the Major Supplemental Airport Study conducted.by the Puget Sound Regional Council
considered 40 different supplemental airport sites and concluded that construction of the Third Runway
was the least environmentally intrusive of the alternatives considered.

15. The Port's §404 application sets out all activities that the Port will undertake as part of the
recommended Master Plan Update improvement projects. In addition, the Port has disclosed the
existence of Port-sponsored non-Master Plan Update projects and non-Port proiects m the vlcim_' of Sea-
Tac Airport. and it has provided the Corps with the available environmental information for those
projects. The Port agrees that the Corps' jurisdiction is broader than simply" reviewing the specific
activity that triggers the need for a §404 permit and may include reviewing other aspects of the Master
Plan Update projects or consideranon of cumulative impacts.

The Port's application is complete, and it includes "sufficient information to give a clear understanding of
the notice and magnitude of the activity to generate meaningful comment.'" 33 CFR §325.3. In addition
to the material in the application, the Corps has considered, and made available to the pubhc, information
on other projects in the vicinity of Sea-Tac Airport. In some cases, the projects mentmned by the
commentor are still in the planning stages and awaiting environmental review and adoption by the Port of
Seattle Commission. In others, the projects are not sponsored by the Port. To the extent "known. the Port
has provided the Corps with environmental information on these projects and proposals. This information
is available in the Master Plan Update §404 project file for interested members of the public and to assist
the Corps" in its continuing "hard look"-evaluation of the Master Plan Update projects and consideration
of their relationships with other Port and non-Port projects in the vicinity of Sea-Tat Airport.

See also General Response GLR1 and GLR19.

16. The Port estimates of the cost of building the third parallel runway is $773 million (estimated in
June 1999). Throughout the planning process, the project has been the subject of extensive consideration
of the project cost and benefits. A requirement of the Federal grant process is the conduct of a benefit
cost evaluation that is included in support of the Port's Letter of Intent application. That benefit cost
evaluation was prepared subject to federal guidelines (dated December 1999, guidelines that finalized
interim guidance adopted by the FAn. in 1997). This guidance, titled "FAA Benefit Cost Analysis
Guidance" was issued by the FA.A's Office of Avianon Policy and Plans and is used "to provide clear and
thorough guidance to airport sponsors on the conduct of project-level benefit-cost analysis (BCA) for
capacity-related airport projects .... Airport sponsors should conform to the general requirements of this
guidance for all BCA's submitted to the FAA."

In 1997. the FA.A estimated that the Project would result in delay savings, to airlines and their passengers,
in excess of $2.7 billion in present value through 2015. These estimated benefits, which may now be

conservative, exceed the $600 million present value of the runway's maintenance costs and updated
capital costs by a ratio of 4.5 to 1.

Helsell Fetterman, January 19, 2001

Notwithstanding the closure of the formal comment period on February 16, 2001, the Corps has continued
to accept and consider comments presented after the close of that comment period, up through the time of
the issuance of the §404 permit.
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Helsell Fetterman, January 17, 2001

Document Request from Corps and referral to Corps attorney- No comment/response from the Port
required.

Helsell Fetterman, January 4, 2001

See General Response GLR6 on the mechanically stabilized earth wall. With regard to the temporar3' SR
509 interchange, sufficient information has been publicly available to allow for meaningful public
comment. This project was discussed in the Final Supplemental Emqromnental Impact Statement
(Section 5-4). The interchange will not involve any discharge of fill matenal into a water of the U.S. and.
accordingly, will not require a §404 permit. Construction of the interchange will include the use of best
management practices to detain, treat, and discharge stormwater as required by Ecology and King Coumy"
stormwater manuals. The interchange will not have significant indirect impacts on wetlands, as
documented in the May 3. 2000, memo from Parametnx to the Corps entitled Anal.vsis q£1ndirect hnpacts
to Wetlands from the Temporar3, SR-509 Interchange. Any new information regarding the interchange
since the issuance of the FSEIS represents only refinement of the project as considered in the FSEIS. not
a wholesale new design or significant new information regarding potential impacts. Further. these issues
were addressed by the Port in its January 2000 addendum under the Washington State Environmental
Policy Act entitled Addendum To Final Environmental Impact Statement and Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement For Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-
Tacoma International Airport.

Helsell Fetterman, December 20, 2000

1. The Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan (December 2000) was issued before the
Public Notice was issued,

2. Fill for the Third Runway may come from a variety of sources. In a cost-competitive process, it
is impossible to know who will provide the best source of material until that bidding process is
completed. All material used as fill for the Third Runway will have to meet the fill quality criteria
approved by the Department of Ecology.

3. See General Response GLR4 concerning Maury Island.

4. With respect to the commentor's reference to a "de-icing study", the Port undertook a study of

dissolved oxygen (DO) in the Northwest Ponds in 1999 (the Cosmopolitan study). Because multiple
factors influence the levels of dissolved oxygen in NW Ponds and Lake Reba (e.g., rainfall, wind,
temperature, length of dry period, natural organic carbon in runoff and pond sediments), the
Cosmopolitan study was unable to show any relationship between the application of de-leers and levels of
dissolved oxygen in the ponds. The Port undertook a second study the following winter that reached
similar conclusions. Given the infrequent and minimal use of de-icers at Sea-Tat Airport, the Port has
concluded that further studies are not likely to change the findings reported thus far.

See General Response GLR6 on mechanically stabilized earth wall with respect to engineering of wall,
peer review of engineering analysis, and design review by the Corps.
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Helsell Fetterman, December 22, 2000

This response is broken into two parts. Initially, the Port will respond generally to ACC's assernon that
supplemental envlronmental review is required under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPAL
Following that general response, the Port will provide a particularized response to the various issues
raised by the Ace. Where muluple issued could be addressed simultaneously, responses to those issues
have been grouped.

NEPA Does Not Require Preparation of Additional Environmental Documents

See General Response GLRI 6. An agency is obligated to prepare a supplemental environmental _mpact
statement if: (1) The agency makes substantial changes in the proposed acnon that are relevant to
environmental concerns: or (2) there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to
environmental concerns that have a bearing on the proposed action or its impacts. 40 C.F.R.

§ 1502.9(c)( 1).

Supplemental review under NEPA is reserved for "significant" project changes. Unless the new
circumstances or informauon present a seriously different picture of the environmental impact of the

proposed project from what was previously envisioned, the information is not "significant." Marsh v.
Oregon Natural Resources Council. 490 U.S. 360, 371 (1989). After an EIS is finalized, an agency need
not supplement an EIS every time new information comes to light. Id.

An agency's decision on whether to prepare a SEIS is subject to the "rule of reason." Marsh, 490 U.S. at
373 (1989). Under the "rule of reason" standard, an EIS must (1) contain a reasonably thorough
discussion of significant impacts of the probable environmental consequences of the proposed project and
(2) the form. content and preparation of the EIS must foster both informed decision-making and informed
public participation. The reqmrement is that the agency has taken both a procedural and substantive
"hard look." Stop H-3 Association v. Dole, 740 F.2d 1442, 1461 (9th Cir. 1984). The Port's
environmental review documents meet this standard.

A relevant example of this rule arose in the case of Airport Neighbors Alliance v. U.S.. 90 F.3d 426 (10 a'
Cir. 1996). In that case, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the Federal Aviation Administration
had not inappropriately ignored cumulative impacts of a proposal when it chose not to analyze possible
future actions postulated in a twenty-year Master Plan. The court acknowledged that the acuons were far
from certain and held that extended analysis would result in a "gross misallocation of resources, would
mvialize NEPA and would diminish its utility in providing useful environmental analysis of major federal
actions that truly affect the environment." 90 F.3d at 433. This case is consistent with a number of other
decisions on this point, including many issued by the 9 thCircuit Court of Appeals. See. e.g.. Price Road
Neighborhood Ass 'n., lnc. v. U. S. Dep 't of Transp., I 13 F.3d 1505, 1510 (9 thCir. 1997) (Court upheld
the decision to issue a FONSI regarding a change in a freeway interchange from tunnels to loop roads,

confirming the Federal Highway Administration's conclusion that the change in design presented no
discernable difference in the level of environmental impacts between the original proposal and the
redesign); Swanson v. United States Forest Service, 87 F.3d 339 (9th Cir. 1996) (ESA hsting of Snake
River Chinook Salmon did not constitute significant new circumstances or information requinng new EIS
for timber sale on Forest Service land); Environmental Coalition ofOjai v. Brown, 72 F.3d 141 I, 1418 (9 th
Cir. 1995) (new research concerning the negative biological effects of radar emissions did not require an
SEIS and the decision to issue FONSI with respect to proposal to construct new radar tower was not
arbitrary and capricious where government had thoroughly evaluated recent scientific developments
regarding the health impacts of radar emissions and determined that its initial conclusions remained

valid); Laguna Greenbelt, lnc. v. United States Department of Transportation, 42 F.3d 517, 529-30 (9 th
Cir. 1994) (decision by the Federal Highway Administration not to prepare an SEIS on proposed new toll
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road was not arbitral" and capricious, notwithstanding the fact that road was proposed for
environmentally sensitive area that was home to endangered spectes).

Responses to Specific Issues:

The remainder of this letter provides specific responses to the issues raised by ACC in its December 22.
2000 letter.

ESA Listing of the Puget Sound Chinook Salmon and Coastal Puget Sound Bull Trout

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) issued its new listing of Chinook salmon on March 24.
1999. and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS) issued its new listing of Bull Trout on November 1.
1999. Both these listings occurred before the end of the last public comment period. Pursuant to the
Endangered Species Act (ESA), a draft Biological Assessment was prepared and publicly' issued in
November 1999 prior to the expiration of the formal public comment period. The November 1999 draft
Biological Assessment concluded that the Master Plan Update actions may affect, but were not likely, to
adversely affect the listed species. Following consultation with NMFS and FWS. a final Biological
Assessment was issued in June 2000. In the final Biological Assessment. the basic facts regarding the
stormwater management plan and potential impacts of stormwater on the species have not changed, nor
have the essential conclusions that the actions are not likely to adversely affect the listed species. In light
of the unchanged circumstances since the last public comment period, and given the Biological
Assessment's conclusion that the development actions are not likely to adversely affect the listed species,
the final Biological Assessment does not constitute significant new application data that affects the

public's review of the proposal to the extent of requiring additional or supplemental review under NEPA.

Potential contamination of groundwater arising from Port projects

The area of the Airport where most aircraft fueling and maintenance operations have been performed is

referred to in the Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA) Ground Water Study as the Airport Operations and
Maintenance Area (AOMA). Within the AOMA, contaminated ground water exists in a number of
localized, discrete sites. The horizontal boundaries of each contaminated ground water site have been

defined by site investigation, and include any migration that might have occurred due to the presence of
utili_' and underground infrastructure within the AOMA.

Within the AOMA, defined areas of contaminated ground water exist in both shallow perched zones and
in the shallow regional aquifer (Qva). The perched zones are isolated and discontinuous, while the Qva is
continuous.

Investigation within the AOMA has demonstrated that existing perched zone contamination has remained
localized, i.e., has not migrated significantly along utility pathways, and remains within the AOMA.
Based on this invesugation and the discontinuous nature of the perched zone. there should be no material

impact from the constructmn of the Third Runway and other infrastructure on existing contaminated
ground water within the perched zone.

No deep infrastructure is planned for the Third Runway. Some deeper infrastructure may be constructed
for other master plan projects (e.g., STS upgrades, North End Development Program, or SASA), but these
would be in locations far from known Qva ground water impacts. Accordingly, there will be no material

impact from the construction of Third Runway and other infrastructure on existing contaminated ground
water in the Qva.
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In addmon, construction within contaminated areas will result in the removal of contaminated soil to

appropriate offsite treatment and disposal facilities. Tills will also be the case where contaminated soil is
excavated in connectior, with construction of utilities and subsurface infrastructure.

Based on the analysis outlined above, the Port anticipates that construction of the Master Plan Update
improvements will have no material _mpact on existing ground water contaminatmn, and there _sno basis
to suspect that existing ground water contaminauon will impact area wetlands, streams, and fish life.

The MTCA Agreed Order referred to in the comment letter was signed in May 1999. As noted above.
current data on contaminated sites within the AOMA demonstrates that ground water contamination has
migrated to only a limited degree from known source areas. As a result, there is no significant risk that
the potential receptors listed in the Agreed Order will be impacted by construction of the Third Runway
or other Master Plan Update improvements.

Need for Additional NEPA Review In Light of New Municipal Air Pollution Studies

Based on the Port's review of the documents referenced and the analysis presented in the Final EIS. the
Port believes that no significant new information has been developed in this field. The comment

references the Preliminar 3, Study and Analysis of Toxic Air Pollutant Emissions and the Resulting Health
Risks Created by These Toxic Emissions In Surrounding Residential Communities (August 2000: City. of
Park Ridge, Illinois). The Park Ridge Study was a reevaluation of existing data already obtained from an
earlier CiD' of Chicago study. The earlier City of Chicago study concluded that onlv 1.6% of volatile

organic compounds within a 10-mile radius could be attributed to O'Hare Airport.

Independent third parties have questioned the significance of the Park Ridge study. See. e.g.. Comments
of Peter Scheff. University, of Illinois Professor of Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences:

"The challenge is to separate the science from the politics- and it is a challenge." Chicago Tribune,
September 5. 2000 O'Hare Emissions Conclusion Cloudy: Scientists Unmoved bv Study as Others Seel_
Action.

In addition, the head of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (Illinois EPA). Thomas Skinner.

noted the lack of scientific or peer review for the Park Ridge study and questioned whether the it actually
added to the reasonable debate on the issue of air quality around ()'Hare. ld.

Preliminary results from a subsequent study conducted by Illinois EPA have confirmed that the
conclusions of the Park Ridge study may have been overstated, finding that control chemicals were not
found in any more significant numbers around O'Hare airport than in control communities located far

away from the airport. Chicago Tribune, November 23, 2000 O'Hare Pollution Isn't Worse Than Areas,
Illinois EPA Says.

Public health-related issued and an evaluation of air pollution health impacts is contained in the Final EIS.
See Final EIS Chapter IV, Section 7.

FAA's construction of TRACON system

TRACON is a radar system used by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to track planes while in

flight from approximately 5 to 30 miles from the Airport, as well as other airports in the region.
Currently, TRACON is located in the tower at Sea-Tac Airport, in space occupied by the FAA. However,

the TRACON facility has outgrown available space in the tower. The FAA is currentiv considering
alternative sites for relocating the TRACON, including a site on the west side of the Airport below the
slope of the new runway. The FAA is investigating a 19-acre potential site at 8thAve. and 170 thSt.
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TRACON _s an FAA project, with independent utility completely apart from any of the Ports Master
Plan Update projects, and the FAA will be responsible for construction and environmental analys_s lbr the
project. It is appropriate to consider the TRACON system separately from the Master Plan Update
projects, because TRACON is not related closely enough to the Master Plan Update projects to be. m
effect, a "'single course of action." See 40 CFR §150.24. The FAA has not begun environmental analysis
on the site. The target date for relocating TRACON is the end of 2004. As currently envisioned, the site
will house two radar antennas, a building for the air traffic controllers and a parking lot lbr approMmately
100 vehicles.

Impacts from the implementation of the Port's Stormwater Management Plan: Gilliam Creek and
Walker Creek; Impact of Stormwater Conveyance to IWS.

All impacts arising from both the construction of stormwater management facilities and the eventual
implementation and Port's Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan have been previously"
evaluated. As the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan makes clear, potential impacts from the
construction of the Port's stormwater management facilities have been anticipated and construction and
best management practices have been developed to reduce those impacts well below the level of
significance. For instance, temporary erosion sediment control measures are being implemented to
minimize the impact from the construction of stormwater facilities. All construction projects are required
to provide a site-specific monitoring plan to Ecology for review and approval. The plan must be
submitted to Ecology at least 30 days prior to the st,an of construction.

In addition, changes to the Port's Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan since issuance of the
FEIS have not been sufficiently significant to warrant additional review under the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The methods of waterqualin, treatment in the current plan, including
bio-swales, filter strips, and other best management practices required by the applicable water quality
manuals, are not significantly different from that considered in the FEIS. Furthermore. the performance
standards to which the water quanti O, plans are designed also are not significantly different from that
considered in the FEIS. As a result of discussions with Ecology and the Corps, the Port has revised the
amount, type. and location of stormwater detention, but these revisions do not change the allowable
volume or rate of water discharge. There are no new wetland impacts from these revisions, and the
revisions do not have significant new environmental impacts that warrant preparation of a supplemental
EIS. Most importantly, there have been no fundamental changes in the Port's proposed treatment and
discharge of stormwater that require preparation of a SEIS.

During the review of the Port's §404 application conducted by NMFS and FWS in connection with the

publication of the Port's Biological Assessment, a question arose regarding potential stormwater impacts
in the Gilliam Creek basin from reconstruction of a water tower. The Port submitted information to the

NMFS and FWS showing that future reconstruction of the water tower will not result in either: (1) the
construction of new impervious surface or (2) a change in land use. Accordingly, there will be no
changes to stormwater in the Gilliam Creek basin and no new impacts on the creek.

Similarly. with regard to Walker Creek, additional information on the temporary SR 509 interchange does
not reflect a new design or significant new environmental impacts.

Finally, there is no significant new data since issuance of the FEIS regarding the Port's conveyance of
stormwater to the Industrial Wastewater System (IWS) lagoons. Diversion of stormwater to the IWS will

not reduce stream baseflows. IWS impacts have been taken into consideration in the overall calculation

of baseflow impacts conducted as part of the Master Plan Update development actions. Similarly,
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diversmn of stormwater to the IWS will not have a negauve impact during storm condmons because
stormwater will be collected, detained, and discharged at pre-development rates,

Cumulative Impacts of other projects in the vicini_"

Please see General Response GLRI9 concerning the analysis conducted with respect to cumulative

impacts of projects undertaken by both the Port and other panics in and around the area of Sea--I'ac
Airport.

Redesign of the temporary SR 509 interchange

See also General Response GLR13. This project was discussed in the Final Supplememal Em'iromnental
hnpact Statement (Section 5-4). The interchange will not involve any discharge of fill material into a
water of the U.S. and. accordingly, will not reqmre a §404 permit. Construction of the interchange will
include the use of best management practices to detain, treat, and discharge storrnwater as required b.v the

Department of Ecology and King County stormwater manuals. The interchange will not have si_ificant
indirect impacts on wetlands, as documented in the May 3. 2000, memo from Parametnx to the Corps
entitled Analysis ql'hzdirect lmpacts to Wetlands from the Temporar3" SR-509 hlterchange. An3' new
information regarding the interchange since issuance of the FSEIS represents only refinement of the

project as considered in the FSEIS, not a wholesale new design or significant new information regarding
potential impacts. Further, these issues were addressed by the Port in its January 2000 addendum under
the Washington State Environmental Policy Act entitled Addendum To Final Enviromnental hnpact
Statement and Final Supplemental Environmental lmpact Statement For Proposed Master Plan Update
Development Actions at Seattle- Tacoma International Airport.

The Port's Fill Acceptance Criteria

See General Response GLR2 concerning fill criteria.

Unnamed tributary, to Miller Creek

Neither the Port nor any other regulatory agencies with jurisdiction have overlooked the "'unnamed
tributary" referred to in this comment letter. The Port, the Corps, Ecology, FWS, NMFS, and WDFW are
all aware of the drainage channels present on the east and west side of 12u' Avenue South, near Parcel
303. Staff from these agencies have visited the low point of 12t)'Avenue South on numerous occasions to
examine drainage channels, Wetland 37, the culvert located beneath 12u'Avenue South, the groundwater
discharge function occurring in the area, the location of the proposed retaining wall, and other project
features.

Channels on the east site of 12thAvenue were determined to be non-wetland waters of the U.S.. and are

mapped and discussed as Channel A and Channel W in Figure 2.3-2 of the Natural Resources Mitigation
Plan (Paramemx 1999). Channel A is a roadside ditch that collects groundwater, stormwater, and
seepage from Wetland 19 from the east side of 12thAvenue and directs it to a culvert at the low point of
12'_'Avenue South. Channel W conveys stormwater and runoff from Wetland 20 to the low point on 12_
Avenue South. The flows that these channels concentrate and discharge via a culvert beneath 12 th
Avenue South enter Wetland 37, on Parcel 303.

Within Wetland 37. the channel conveys flow to the west, about 450 feet to Miller Creek, and is included

in the project analysis as a water of the U.S. because it is a part of Wetland 37. The Corps and other
agencies have observed this channel. Channel conditions, including downcutting of about 12 inches
through wetland soils suggest it has recently formed as a result of uncontrolled stormwater runoff from
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12thAvenue South and other drainage alteranons (i.e. the artificial diversion of water from VCetland 1t) to
Wetland 37).

Overall. drainage conditions in Wetland 37 are described in the Wetland Delineation Report (Paramernx
1999). The funcnons these channels provide to Miller Creek are recognized and reflected m the IVethmd
Functional Assessnlent and hnpact AnaO'sis (Paramemx 1999). In this report, the funcnons of Wetland
37 for export of organic carbon and groundwater exchange are rated "high'" because the Importance of
this channel was recognized and evaluated as part of the overall function of the wetland. The channel
system does not provide direct habitat to fish because of their small size. shallow water depths (1-several
inches), relatively steep grade (5-10 percent), and culvert blockage. The hydrologic functions (i.e. current
and future runoff conditions) of this sub-watershed have been evaluated m the Preliminapn"

Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan (Parametnx 2000). The indirect importance of the
channel functions to fish habitat conditions in Miller Creek is also recognized in the evaluation of
Wetland 37, hence it is rated "high" for Resident/Anadromous Fish.

WDFW has examined the channel system and has requested that the channel functions be addressed m the
Port's mitigation plan. As a result of this request, Section 5.2.3 of theNatural Resource Mitigation Plan
(NRMP) was prepared to address the hydrologic and biologic functions of these channels (Channel A.
Channel W, and the channel located in Wetland 37). As explained in that document, the 1.950 linear feet
of replacement drainage channels (see Figure 5.2-14 of the NRMP) proposed as mitigation will collect
groundwater seepage from the embankment and convey it downslope to Wetland 37 and Miller Creek.

These channels will be protected and shaded with buffers of native vegetation.

Through the major permit modification filed with Ecology on October 20. 2000, the Port has requested
that named and unnamed tributaries, storm drains and other waters of Miller, Des Moines, Walker and

Gilliam Creeks be specifically listed as receiving waters in the current NPDES permit for the Airport.

Impacts of waste handling facilities

Contrary to the assumption in the comment letter, the Port has not constructed and does not operate a
waste treatment facility or waste disposal facility in conjunction with Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update
improvements. Accordingly, the Port cannot respond to this comment.

Both a September 27, 2000, letter from Greg Wingard to Tom Luster and a October 18, 2000, letter from

Richard Poulin to the Port assert the presence of a waste disposal facility at Sea-Tac Airport. However,
no such facihty exists.

The Port has constructed a facility for short-term storage of potentially contaminated fill materials
excavated from on-airport construction sites. The facility allows for sampling and testing of excavated
soil to determine appropriate disposal options. The facility is paved, and drains to the IWS. Appropriate
engineering and related reports for this facility were provided to Ecology in May 2000, prior to
construction. Use of this facility assures that potentially contaminated material excavated during
construction is properly managed, thereby reducing the risk of the release of such materials to the
environment. This is accomplished by virtue of segregation of these materials from the construction site

while the soil is tested and appropriate disposal options are selected and implemented, and management
of these materials by environmental staff using facility-specific management BMPs.

The impacts of construction in known contaminated areas of the Airport has been considered in the

context of the applicable Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA) regulations. Independent MTCA site
assessments and cleanups have been performed, certain contaminated materials have been allowed to
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remain onslte under various MTCA cleanup protocols, and disturbance of such materials by consrrucnon

_sbeing managed consistent with MTCA protocols for handhng contaminated soil.

Impacts from the expansion of IWS Lagoon #3

See General Response GLRI4 concerning IWS Lagoon #3 expansion. This project is required by the
Port's NPDES permit. It is not a part of the Master Plan Update development actions and is not a

significant change in the ,6404 application requiring additional NEPA review.

The IWS project will not fill any wetlands. The project is located on existing fill. near Wetland 28. The
project involves: (1) excavating and creating a berrn to increase the volume of the existing I\VS lagoon 3
from 29 million gallons to 76.5 million gallons, (2) cleaning the existing pond. and (3) linmg the ennre
newly-enlarged pond.

The expansion of IWS Lagoon #3 will create a 12.3-acre, lined lagoon that is not expected to reduce
discharge to Wetland 28 or to Des Moines Creek, because the lagoon is located in an area of _oundwater
discharge, rather than infiltration (Kennedy/,lenks, IWS Lagoon 3 Upgrade Preliminatn" Design Report
1999). Additionally, an underdrain system beneath the lined, treatment lagoon will allow _oundwater
beneath the lagoon to drain to Wetland 28. This system will actually allow more water to reach Wetland
28 and Des Moines Creek. because rainwater and upwelling groundwater that currently reaches unlined
IWS Lagoon #3 is pumped to the Industrial Waste Treatment Plant (IWTP) and discharged outside the
Des Moines Creek basin. All water contained within the IWS Lagoon #3 will be treated in the IWTP and
discharged to Puget Sound or King County's East Division Reclamation Plant at Renton. and therefore
will not affect peak flows in Des Moines Creek.

Wetland hydrology for the wetlands adjacent to IWS Lagoon #3 will be maintained and surface runoff

will be unchanged by the expansion of IWS lagoon 3. Therefore, the project is unlikely to adversely
affect the adJacent wetlands.

Logging, clearing and grading near Miller Creek

The Port will not be logging, cleanng or grading in any wetland areas or buffers prior the issuance of the

._404 permit. All logging activities will be conducted consistent with the Forest Practices Management
Act and under appropriate permits obtained from the Department of Natural Resources (DNR). The Port

has obtained Class IV Special Forest Practices permits for recent logging that has occurred in the vicinity
of Sea-Tac Airport.

The DNR Forest Practices Permit issued on April 27, 2000 was a re-issuance of a DNR permit that was
originally issued on February 21, 1998, well before the last public comment period on the Port's §404
permit application. The terms of 1998 and 2000 permits are virtually identical and cover the same land

along the west side of the airport. The clearing activity covered by the permit is necessary for
construction of the Third Runway, as disclosed in the Master Plan EISs. On August 14, 2000, the Port
obtained a DNR permit to remove trees in a small area below 188 th St. and 28 th Avenue South, in the

vicinit-y of the Tyee Pond. The trees to be logged under the August 2000 permit represent a 0.64%
increase in the number of the total board-feet that will be removed from the site. Both the April 2000 and
August 2000 permits prohibit tree removal near wetlands pending issuance of the §404 permit.

NPDES Violations

The Port is in compliance with its National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit,
which requires the Port to develop a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan, which the Port has prepared
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and submitted, to _mplement best management practices (BMPs) required by that Plan. and to monitor the
effectiveness of those BMPs, as well as momtormg its stormwater discharges, which is ongoing. Ecology
has issued no notice of violation of the Port's NPDES permit. Based on the Port's ongoing comphance
with its NPDES permit. Ecology, has "'reasonable assurance" sufficient to certify compliance wlth state
water qualiD' standards.

Alleged impacts to Gilliam Creek.

There are no Master Plan Update projects being undertaken by the Port within the Gilliam Creek
watershed. Accordingly, there are no projects requinng Corps of Engineers revle_v in that watershed.
Construction activity within the Gilliam Creek watershed will not result in any' increase in zmperx'_ous
surface or change in land use. Accordingly, there will be no changes to stormwater impacts within the
Gilliam Creek basin and no impact on Gilliam Creek.

Impacts to Walker Creek

The impacts to Walker Creek are the same as those that may arise in the Miller Creek and Des Momes
Creek. As is outlined in detail in the Port's Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. and tn the
FEIS and Final Supplemental EIS for the Master Plan Update, those impacts have been anticipated and
mitigated. These same mitigation procedures will minimize any potential impacts to Walker Creek below
the level of significance.

Stream flow augmentation plans

See General Response GLR7 concerning this issue.

Auburn mitigation site

There are no new questions relating to potential flooding events. From the early planning stages for this

mmgation project, the Port has planned to construct this site to become part of the 100-year floodplain.
The project site is designed to provide flood storage capability during rare flooding events, and the
mitigation is designed to accommodate this capability. Similarly, there are no new significant issues
regarding proposed development in the area that warrant a supplemental EIS. Ithas been publicly known
since prior to the Final EIS that the adjoining area was under serious consideration for development. The

Port's mitigation site is designed with buffers to protect the wetlands from potentially incompatible
activities on adjoining properties.

Impacts of the Aircraft Hydrant Fueling System

The Aircraft Hydrant Fueling System (AHFS) proposal is to install a Jet A underground fuel line
concurrent with the planned improvements to Concourse A. The AHFS would provide single source fuel
delivery of Jet A fuel at the airport and a common infrastructure that would be used by all airlines. The
AHFS would replace the current fueling operations (primarily truck deliveries) for most commercial
passenger mrcraft at the Airport. The AHFS would include cathodic corrosion protection for the
underground pipes and a state-of-the-art leak detection system.

A SEPA determination of non-significance was issued for the project on October 6, 2000. Previously, the
Port had discussed the need to replace the existing fueling equipment in the Master Plan Update FEIS and
FSEIS. However when the FEIS and FSEIS were prepared, the AHFS project had not been defined

sufficiently to enable the consideration of the environmental effects of reeonfiguring the existing system.
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Other environmental documents that discuss the proposal are hsted on page three of the SEPA
environmental checkhst for the proposal.

The AHFS would require removal of some of the old hydrant system piping, fuel hnes. hydrants and
infrastructure: installation of new aircraft hydrant fueling system, piping, fuel lines, hydrants, hydranl
pump and pits. The fuel lines will be "sleeved" (placed inside another pipe) when crossing railroad tracks
or highways. The AHFS would include cathodic protection and a leak detection system. Finally'. the
AHFS would require construction of a new fuel farm operations building (4.586 sq. ft.). a concrete pump
pad facility (187 ft. x 32 ft.) and up to two new modular operations buildings (approximately 1320 sq. It. ).

Air quality impacts from the aircraft hydrant fueling system and associated construction actlvmes are
fully addressed in the October 5, 2000 Environmental Checklist. The checklist includes the following
information regarding air quality:

• The primary emissions from the AHFS will be associated with construction and consist primarily' of
nitrogen oxide.

• Total air emissions attributable to construction activities are less than de-mimmus levels under EPA's

General Conformity Rules under the Clean Air Act.

• Air emissions associated with operation of the HFS are expected to result in a net decrease in air
emissions, since the system will eliminate the need for underground storage tanks and individual
airline fueling systems and significantly reduce the number of fuel trucks and truck trips.

• During construction, contractors will be required to comply with the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency's
regulations requiring reasonable precautions be taken to avoid dust emissions.

In addition, the Port has discussed potential air permitting issues for this system with the Puget Sound
Clean Air Agency. The Agency does not require a Notice of Construction permit for installation of an
aircraft fueling hydrant system because of the low volatility of the fuel.

Helsell Fetterman, September 6, 2000

The Port's application was withdrawn. The Public Notice issued December 27, 2000, is for the changes
to the project since the last Public Heanng in November 1999.

Helsell Fetterman, August 14, 2000

A new public notice was issued December 27, 2000, and a Public Hearing was held January 26 and 27,

2001. at the Washington State Criminal Justice Training Center in Burien. The January 26 hearing went
from 5:30 pm to 10:00 pro, and the January 27 heanng went from 9:00 am to 5:00 pro.

Helsell Fetterman, June 30, 2000

Gilliam Creek will not be affected by the construction or operation of the Master Plan Update projects.

Helsell Fetterman, June 22, 2000

See General Response GLRI 3 concerning the Temporary Construction Interchange.
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Helsell Fetterman, June 6, 2000

See General Response GLR 13 concerning the Temporary Construction Interchange on SR509.

Helsell Fetterman, June 2, 2000

Notice of Intent to Sue- no commcnVresponseneeded from the Port.

Helsell Fetterman, May 24, 2000

Comment noted.

Helsell Fetterman, May 15, 2000

See General Response GLR13 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR509.

Helsell Fetterman, May 1, 2000

Notice of Intent to Sue -no comment/response needed from the Port.

Helsell Fetterman,April 28, 2000

See General Response GLRI 3 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR509.

Helsell Fetterman, January 31, 2000

The Port cannot comment on or respond regarding the Corps" handling of Freedom of Information Act
requests.
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Stephen Hockaday --- Pacific Aviation Consulting, February 16, 2001 letter

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Port's perspective and knowledge.

I. The Master Plan Update and the Final EIS (FEIS) and Final Supplemental EIS (FSEIS) gave
thorough consideration to the development of a runway with a length less than 8.500 feet as documented
in Chapter 3 of the FEIS and Chapter 3 of the FSEIS. The Final EIS and FSEIS concluded that there
were minimal differences between the operational performance associated with the shorter versus longer
lengths. However. Appendix C of the Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) 1997 Record of Decislon

(ROD) (Assessment qf Runway Length and Location .[or the Third Parallel Runway) evaluated the
shortening of the runway from the north end. such that the thresholds would not be co-located. As that
analysis found, that operational procedures would lessen the benefit of the Third Runway unless a wider
separation was used. The attachment states:

"A staggered threshold associated with a length less than 8,500 feet on the Third Runway would
reduce the operating capability of the new runway when air traffic control cannot maintain visual
separation between an arriving and departing aircraft. The FAA Air Traffic Control Manual, FAA
Order 7110.65J, Section 5-8-5 states that in order to conduct simultaneous operations between an
aircraft departing on the near runway (existing runway 16L/34R) and an aircraft on final approach to
another staggered runway (new runway), that "The runway centerlines separation exceeds 2,500 feet
by at least 100 feet for each 500 feet that the landingthresholdsare staggered"

As a result, the FAA's ROD found that wetland impacts would actually be greater if the north thresholds
were not co-located. As the wetland impacts are focused on the north end, shortening the runway from
the south does not avoid wetlands. The ROD concludes that shortening the runway to avoid specific
wetlands from the north, "would create operational inefficiencies that are not practicable."

2. The Port has evaluated the design requirements for the airfield, as defined by Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA) guidance. To minimize the amount of fill and embankment size. the proposed
airfield has been designed at the lowest elevations allowable for FAA design requirements (grade over
distance traversed). FAA establishes the grade requirements to ensure the safe operation of aircraft within

the airfield. The proposed design represents the lowest elevation that enables the connecting taxiways
(that connect the existing airfield to the Third Runway) to meet the FAA's airfield design grade
requirements.

3. See General Response GLR17 regarding the consideration of alternatives.

4. The FEIS and FSEIS examined the full range of alternatives. As that analysis indicated, and
found in the FAA's Record of Decision. no alternatives are available that obviate the need for the Third

Runway. The FAA's letter dated 1-23-2001 re-affirms that no technology alternatives obviate the need
for the runway as does the FAA. The FAA reviewed the letters submitted by the Airport Communities
Coalition concerning the use of technology, and prepared a memorandum dated March 29, 2001. As is
noted in that memorandum:

Mr. Geoffrey Gosling discusses a number of research activities that, if successful, might have
application to operations on closely space parallel runways in poor weather. Some of the
technologiesdescribed do not relate to instrumentapproaches or to runways spaced as closely as
Sea-Tac's existing runways. Other technologieshe describes are expected to have some benefit
at Sea-Tac and other airports. For example, the Center TRACON Automation System (CTAS)
optimizes the flow of enroute arrivals and has increased flow rates at locationsby approximately
five percent. Althoughthese technologieswill incrementallyincrease capacity, they will never be
great enough to obviate the need for the third runway.
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The technology suggested by Mr. Gosling that could have significant benefit is Precision Runway
Monitor with Simultaneous offset instrument approach (SOIA) procedures. He notes correctly tnat
this procedure could be used in some meteorological conditions, which at Sea-Tac we estimate to
be about 20 percent of the time. Because of its limitations due to closely spaced runways and
higher weather minimums, SOIA procedures provide incremental improvement to hourly arrival
rates. For example, at San Francisco, the proposed procedure provides 7 additional arrivals per
hour and is projected to be used in weather conditions that occur about 7 percent of the time. An
additional benefit of its application at San Francisco is that the additional flight tracks are over ttle
bay rather than populated areas; this is not the case at Sea-Tat.

In addition, the concept of paired approaches has received no serious consideration for application
in the national airspace system. We believe that even if it were determined to be acceptable, it
would not be useful on Sea-Tac's runways spaced at 800 feet because of the negative impact on
departures and wake vortex considerations.

Mr. Gosling also suggests that technology will resolve wake vortex considerations. Even with
wake vortex detection systems that are currently under development, independent operations on
closely spaced parallels as seen at Sea-Tac, will not be allowed. The limiting factor is that the
wake vortex is a physical disturbance of air due to the dynamics of the wings, along with the shape
and size of the aircraft. There is no technology that would overcome this limitation.

Increased activity at Sea-Tac, with or without a third runway, will mean additional ground
operations. It will be necessary for FAA and the Port of Seattle to take all available steps to
prevent runway incursions. It is not clear that the problemwill be worse withan additionalrunway,
as the operationswillbe handled inaccordance to safe air trafficpractices.

In conclusion,none of Mr. Gosling'ssuggestionsof new technologywill provideadequate capacity
growth to meet the purpose and need for the runway as described in the Final Supplemental EIS.
Most of his proposals are in the research and developmental stages. As he notes, even if
successfullydeveloped and implemented, they would provide only incremental improvements in
capacity; all of which are significantly less than the capacity provided by constructing a third
runway.

5. This comment appears to indicate a belief that if the Master Plan Update improvements are
undertaken at Sea-Tac that the expenditures for those projects would preclude the development of
supplemental airport resources in the Puget Sound Region. The Port believes that this is an inaccurate

presumption. Regardless of whether or not an existing airline begins commercial passenger service at
another airport in the region, the Master Plan Update improvements are needed at Sea-Tac Azrport. As is
documented in the FSEIS, the proposed projects are within the financial capability of the Port of Seattle.
Pursuit of air service at airports such as Paine Field and Boeing Field can occur today, with no or limited
development at those facilities. However, such service has not been shown to be financially viable from
an airline perspective, and as a result has not been successfully launched. It would be incumbent on the

sponsor of a new supplemental airport to secure sufficient funding to make that airport operational.
Because the sponsor would not be the Port of Seattle, it is unlikely that the Port's financial strength (or
weakness) would affect the financial capability of that sponsor. Rather, the financial strength of that new
airport would depend on the passenger marketplace that it could attract and sustain. Based on available
research, the financial success of a supplemental airport would not likely occur until the O&D demand in

the Puget Sound Region reached 10 million enplanements, which is not in the planning horizon of the
Master Plan. This issue of"catchment" is discussed in the Final EIS, page II-9 and II-10.

6. The FAA's 1995 Capacity Enhancement Study Update examined the impacts associated with
interaction between Sea-Tac and Boeing Field (BFI). "i'he interaction with Boeing Field was reflected in

the analysis, as arrivals to Boeing's Runway 13 would require a gap in the amval stream to the proposed
new runway at Sea-Tat during south flow operations. Dunng north flow operations, the impact of the
interaction of BFI is expected to be negligible. The FAA also performed a sensitivity analysis, which
demonstrated additional delay savings would result from eliminating the interaction between BFI and
Sea-Tac Azrport.
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It should also be acknowledged that. like most rehever airport operations in the United States. a_r traffic

control procedures have evolved to mimmize operauonal impacts of the primary commercial alrpon, such
as Sea-Tac. In many cases, procedures are estabhshed so that the reliever airport (Boeing Fleldl Is
subservient to the pnmaD' airport.

7. The FEIS and FSEIS examined safety associated with several factors: automobile traffic levels
and interaction with haul fill traffic, and aircraft accident safety. The aircraft accident sat'er3.' issues are

analyzed in the Final EIS at IV.7-17 through IV.7-22. The Federal Aviation Admmistrauon considered
the impact of the Third runway on runway crossings and determined that no unsafe condmons would
exist. The FEIS states the following with regards to runway crossings:

"The Preferred Alternative would increase the number of runway crossings,as arriving aIrcraft land on
the new parallel runway and then taxi to the terminal/ cargo facilities. This analys_s showed the
average numberof all-weathercrossingswouldchange as follows:"

Number of All-Weather Average
Runway Crossings

Existing With New
Airfield Runway

1993 432 NA
2000 483 695
2010 564 812
2020 619 878

Source:1995CapacityEnhancementPlanDataPackage7, September,1994.

"No direct correlationexists between the increase in runway crossingsand safety, as the separation
standards used by air trafficcontrolwill ensure adequate separationbetween aircraft, and aircraft and
service vehicles. The effect of separation standards will be the experience of delay. The review of
aircraft accidents, incidentsand pilotdeviationsbetween 1984 and 1993 for Sea-Tac show evidence
that the Airport will continue to operate with the same low accident/incident ratios. No direct
correlationshave been found to suggest that increased aircraft operations will adversely affect the
ratios of accidents and incidentsin the future. However, aircraft separation standards used by air
traffic control will continue to ensure adequate separation and safety between aircraft,and service
vehicles. Further, upon constructionof the new air trafficcontrol tower, the ground control position
will be supplemented with another position. Ground control may then be split for inbound and
outboundtraffic or may possiblybe between gate hold/pushback - ground, and movement control-
ground."
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Geoffery Gosling, February 16, 2001 letter

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Port's perspective and kqaowledge.

I. The Final EIS (FEIS) and Final Supplemental EIS (FSEIS) examined the t'ull range of

technological ahematives. As that analysis indicated, no alternatives are available that obviate the need
for the Third Runway. This conclusion was reiterated in the Federal Aviation Admmlstratlon's (F._-k_
Record of Decision (ROD) approving the Master Plan Update projects. The FAA's letter dated January
23. 200 I. re-affirms that no alternatives obviate the need for the runway, based on its review of the recent
advances in aviation technology.. The FAA reviewed the letters submitted b.v the Airport Communmes
Coalition concerning the use of technology, and prepared a memorandum dated March 29, 2001. As is
noted m that memorandum:

Mr. Geoffrey Gosling discusses a number of research activities that, if successful, might have
application to operations on closely space parallel runways in poor weather. Some of the
technologiesdescribeddo not relate to instrumentapproachesor to runways spaced as closely as
Sea-Tac's existingrunways. Other technologieshe describesare expected to have some benefit
at Sea-Tac and other airports. For example, the Center TRACON Automation System (CTAS)
optimizesthe flow of enroute arrivals and has increased flow rates at locations by approximately
five percent. Althoughthese technologieswill incrementallyincrease capacity, they will never be
great enough to obviatethe needfor the thirdrunway.

The technologysuggested by Mr. Gosling that couldhave significantbenefit is Precision Runway
Monitorwith Simultaneousoffset instrumentapproach (SOIA) procedures. He notes correctly that
this procedurecouldbe used in some meteorologicalconditions,which at Sea-Tac we estimate to
be about 20 percent of the time. Because of its limitationsdue to closely spaced runways and
higher weather minimums, SOIA procedures provide incremental improvement to hourly arrival
rates. For example, at San Francisco,the proposed procedureprovides 7 additional arrivals per
hourand is projectedto be used in weather conditionsthat occur about 7 percent of the time. An
additionalbenefit of its applicationat San Franciscois that the additionalflighttracks are over the
bay rather than populatedareas; this is notthe case at Sea-Tac.

In addition,the conceptof pairedapproacheshas received no seriousconsiderationfor application
in the national airspace system. We believe that even if it were determined to be acceptable, it
would not be useful on Sea-Tac's runways spaced at 800 feet because of the negative impact on
departures and wake vortex considerations.

Mr. Gosling also suggests that technologywill resolve wake vortex considerations. Even with
wake vortex detectionsystems that are currently under development, independent operations on
closely spaced parallels as seen at Sea-Tac, will not be allowed. The limitingfactor is that the
wake vortex is a physical disturbanceof air due to the dynamics of the wings,along with the shape
and size of the aircraft. There is no technologythat would overcomethis limitation.

Increased activity at Sea-Tac, with or without a third runway, will mean additional ground
operations. It will be necessary for FAA and the Port of Seattle to take all available steps to
prevent runway incursions. It is not clear that the problemwill be worsewith an additionalrunway,
as the operationswill be handled inaccordanceto safe airtrafficpractices.

In conclusion,none of Mr. Gosling'ssuggestionsof new technologywill provide adequate capacity
growthto meet the purposeand need for the runway as described in the Final Supplemental EIS.
Most of his proposals are in the research and developmental stages. As he notes, even if
successfullydeveloped and implemented,they would provide only incremental improvements in
capacity; all of which are significantlyless than the capacity provided by constructing a third
runway.

2. The FEIS and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Record of Decision (ROD) examined

aircraft accident/safety issues (Final EIS at IV.7-17 through IV.7-22). The evaluation of runway
crossings was based on the FAA's evaluation done as part of the Capacity Enhancement Study. The FAA
considered the impact of the Third runway on runway crossings and determined that no unsafe conditions
would exist. The FEIS states the following with regards to runway crossings:
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"The Preferred Alternative would increase the number of runway crossings,as arriving a_rcraftland on
the new parallel runway and then taxi to the terminal/ cargo facilities. This analys=s snowed tne
average number of all-weather crossings would change as follows:"

Number of All-Weather Average
Runway Crossin,qs

Existing With New
Airfield Runway

1993 432 NA
2000 483 695
2010 564 812
2020 619 878

Source: 1995CapacityEnhancementPlanData Package7, September,1994.

"No direct correlationexists between the increase in runway crossings and safety, as the separation
standards used by air trafficcontrolwillensure adequate separationbetween aircraft, and aircraft and
service vehicles. The effect of separation standards will be the experience of delay. The review of
aircraft accidents, incidentsand pilotdeviations between 1984 and 1993 for Sea-Tac show evidence
that the Airport will continue to operate with the same low accidenUincident ratios. No direct
correlations have been found to suggest that increased aircraft operations will adversely affect the
ratios of accidents and incidentsin the future. However, aircraft separation standards used by air
traffic control will continue to ensure adequate separation and safety between aircraft and service
vehicles. Further, upon constructionof the new air traffic controltower, the ground control position
will be supplemented with another position. Ground control may then be split for inbound and
outbound traffic or may possiblybe between gate hold/push back - ground, and movement control-
ground."

Thus, the FAA considered the issue of runway crossings and the potential effect on runway incursions.
The FAA did not identify any safety issues that would preclude the development of the Third Runway. In
addition. FAA wilt implement appropriate procedures to minimize the risk of runway incursions.

3. See response above regarding safety. It is the Port's belief that the commentors opinions are
based on his belief that the projects purpose is to increase capacity. Rather, as is clearly documented in
the Master Plan, Final EIS, Final Supplemental EIS and Record of Decision (and articulated in the Corps
of Engineers application), the purpose of the additional runway is to address poor weather operating
constraints. Based on the consideration of altematwes, the proposed Third Runway represents the only
reasonable and feasible alternative to achieve that objective.
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Thomas/Lane Associates, February 9, 2001 letter

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Port's perspective and l_owledge.

1. A report similar to the comments submit'ted on this application was submitted by this consultant
as pan of "C1_, of Burien Seattle-Tacoma Airport Master Plan Update Studies Environmental Issues
Mitigation.'" The Port submitted comments on the preliminary draft report in a 3-page letter to the Cirs" of
Bunen dated November 25. 1996 (including a 14-page attachment). That letter (and attachment) were

incorporated in the 1997 Master Plan Update Final Supplemental EIS by reference. See also response to
comment 4J in the 1997 Final Supplemental EIS Appendix F. Many of the comments submitted m the
Burien Mitigauon Study are repeated in this commentor's comments on the 404 application.

The ACC and the City of Burien submitted the Burien Mitigation Study as comments on the Draft

Supplemental EIS. This is the reference on Page 2 of the February 9, 2001 letter noting that the
commentor "reviewed the notes, working papers and spreadsheets prepared as part of my past assimqment
with the City of Bunen."

In general the primary, conclusion of the Burien Mitigation Study is that the benefits and impacts of the
Airpon are disproportionately born within the region. Communities within the immediate airport
environs experience the primary, adverse impact; yet do not recoup an equivalent proportion of benefits.
While the specifics of the degree and amount of impacts are disputed by the Master Plan Update Final
EIS and Final Supplemental EIS, those documents recognize that some impacts fall more heavily on
communities in the immediate airpon environs. Thus, the focus of the review relative to theFinal EIS
and Final Supplemental EIS was:

* Did the Final EIS and/or Final Supplemental EIS fail to recognize significant adverse environmental
impacts: and

. Have reasonable steps been taken to minimize the adverse effects of the proposed improvements.

The Port has reviewed these new comments, as well as Burien Mitigation Study, and determined that the

Final EIS and the Final Supplemental EIS have identified all significant adverse environmental impacts
from the proposed improvements in accord with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Orders 1050.1D
and 5050.4A and applicable National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and State Environmental Policy
Act (SEPA) requirements. In addition, the FAA and the Port have taken reasonable steps, through the
identification of mitigation measures and improvements to the Master Plan Update since issuance of the
Final EIS. to minimize the impacts of the proposed improvements.

It is the Port's belief that the majority of differences in the mitigation between theFinal EIS and the new
comments and the Bunen Mitigation Study relate to noise mitigation. The Final EIS and Final

Supplemental EIS recommend mitigation for significant noise impacts with the 65 DNL noise exposure
contour, the standard used by the FAA for environmental impact studies and Pan 150 Noise
Compatibility. Planning Studies. The Bunch Study advocated the use of quieter noise levels, which failed

to recognize ambient noise levels from other community sources. Further, while the purpose of the study
was to _dentify mitigation associated with the Third Runway, the Bunch Mitigation Study focused on
addressing existing noise impacts outside the 65 DNL noise exposure contour, through easements and
"calculated" real property value losses that were derived from unreported statistical formulas. The new
comments continue to argue that the incorrect baseline for noise was used. See Response 4 below.

Potential impacts on real property values were considered by theFinal EIS, and recalculated as a response
to comment on the Supplemental EIS. As is shown in the response to comment, the Port's existing Noise
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Remedy Pro_am has already' compensated residents if such a loss m properr3" values has actually
occurred. Changes in noise exposure area will be mitigated as part of the noise land use mmgatton
identified in the Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS (see page 5-6-5 of the Final Supplemental EISI.

The Burien Study and the new comments assert that all activity over 380.000 annual operations _s
associated with the operation of the Third Runway. In light of the.annual acuvlr3' accommodated at Sea-
Tac since 1995 (which has been above that threshold), it is the Port's belief that this element of the Bunen

Study and new comments has already been shown to be in error. The comments submitted by
Thomas/Lane on the §404 application disregard the fact that the Final Sltpplemental EIS addressed

activity characteristics associated with the project.

2. The Final EIS and the Final Supplemental EIS document the economic impacts and social

consequences associated with the proposed projects using industry-accepted methodologies. Further.
these sections were prepared to address the specific requirements of the National Environmental Policy
Act and State Environmental Policy Act. It is the Port's conclusion, which is supported b.v the Federal
Aviation Administration's Record of Decision (page 36 and 37), that these consequences are
appropriately documented, disclosed, and where appropriate, mitigated.

3. The socio-economic impact evaluation presented in the Final EIS discusses the Port's position
concerning the probable consequences of the Master Plan Update projects. That analvsis showed that
there would be a slight difference between the "'with Project" and Do-Nothing ahernative (with the
runway and without the runway). Extensive comments have been submitted concerning the forecasts
prepared for the Master Plan Update and the Final Supplemental EIS. Appendix F of the Final
Supplemental EIS provided detailed responses to public and agency comments concerning the forecast
methodology employed in the Final Supplemental EIS. Further, comments concerning the adequacy of
the forecasts were the subject of litigation by the ACC. The court upheld the forecasts and the adequacy
of the Final Supplemental EIS.

The commentor seems to focus on the assumptions associated with the aviation demand forecasts. As is

documented in the Final Supplemental EIS and the Record of Decision, the data used in evaluating the
demand for air transportation is regional population, per capita income and the cost of airfares. The

commentor implies that the evaluation should first identify the possible business/economic suppression as
it relates to population and per capita income, and then assess the demand for air transportation associated
a reduced populatiorvper-capita income with this Do-Nothing scenario. This is not the industry-standard

approach to performing such evaluations, and further, certain environmental methodologies (surface
traffic and air quality) require the analysis to be consistent with regional planning data. Therefore,
information prepared by the metropolitan planning organization (PSRC) was obtained that reflected the

PSRC's estimate of how population and per-capita income are expected to change in the future. This data
was then used to evaluate the unconstrained demand. As is stated in the Final EIS and Final
Supplemental EIS, the proposed improvements will not affect the variables that define demand:
population, per capita income, and airfares. The unconstrained demand includes all of the economic

actwlty and all of the air travel demand that would exist if the Airport could handle all flights and all
passengers who want to use the Airport when they want to use it, without significant delay. Then a
constrained activity level (associated with the Do-Nothing Alternative) is evaluated that reflects the
constraints that the existing facilities have on the ability to accommodate demand.

4. This comment appears to reflect the commentor's review of the noise analysis prepared for the
1996 Final EIS, but does not recognize that the noise analysis was updated in a subsequent 1997 Final
Supplemental EIS.
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The basis for the comment _s that the Final EIS did not identify an3' project related noise effects, as the
forecast demand at that time was less than the operating capability esnmated for the existing airfield.
That information was updated in the Final Supplemental EIS. as was the mmganon associated with the

project. Further the commentor objected to the evaluation of the existing condition, which reflected
Stage 2 (noisier aircraft) than are now required to operate. As the existing condmons represented
conditions in 1994. when Stage 2 aircraft were legally allowed to operate, the3' were reflected in the noise
analysis. Noise condltions for years after 2000. when the Airport Noise and Capacity Act reqmred the
phase-out of these aircraft, reflected the appropriate aircraft fleet mix.

5. It is the Port's belief that this comment fails to reflect the updated analysis prepared after the
1996 Final EIS as documented in the 1997 Final Supplemental EIS, which identified new forecasts and

presented an updated evaluation of the capacity of the two runway and three runway system.

6. The Port estimates the cost of building the third parallel runway will be $773 million testimated

June 1999). Throughout the planning process, the project has been the subject of extensive consideration
of the project cost and benefits. The Federal grant process requires conducting the benefit cost evaluation
that is included in support of the Port's Letter of Intent application. That benefit cost evaluation was
prepared subject to Federal guidelines (dated December 1999 which finalized interim guidance adopted
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in 1997). This guidance, titled "FAA Benefit Cost
Analysis Guidance" was issued by the FA.A's Office of Aviation Policy and Plans and is used "'to provide
clear and thorough guidance to airport sponsors on the conduct of project-level benefit-cost analysis
(BCA) for capaclty-related airport projects... Airport sponsors should conform to the general
requirements of this guidance for all BCA's submitted to the FAA.'"

In 1997, the FAA estimated that the Project would result in delay savings, to airlines and their passengers,
in excess of $2.7 billion in present value through 2015. These estimated benefits, which may now be
conservative, exceed the $600 million present value of the runway's maintenance costs and updated
capital costs by a ratio of 4.5 to 1.

7. The Port continues to assert in general that communities closer to the airport receive benefits
from the airport in greater proportion than communities further away. Those conclusions are borne out by
the socio-economic analysis prepared by the Port as documented in the Final EIS in Chapter IV, section

4. That analysis is based on industry-accepted means of evaluation the socio-economic impact of
airports.

8. Relative to the socio-economic evaluation, the commentor cites specific studies to bolster
conclusions of the direct, indirect, and induced impacts. It is the commentor's hypothesis that proximity
to Sea-Tac has resulted in a reduction in property values (or a slowing of appreciation) as a result of the
project. However, the commentor appropriately notes that such effects were typically felt when the
Airport first began jet service or as a consequence of a large changes in conditions, until such time as

those changes were known and were captured by the marketplace. It is the Port's belief that the report
fails to note several key considerations:

* Jets have operated at Sea-Tat since the early 1960s. By 1970, jet operations exceeded over 100,000
operations per year of the noisy 707-era aircraft. Based on the cited research, the primary adverse
effects on property values would have been experienced at by this time;

• Since the 1960s, adverse environmental impacts of airport operations have declined, as is evidenced

by the noise impact evaluations. Between 1991 and 1994, noise exposure impacts declined 52%.
Thus, if noise exposure was found to have an adverse property value impact, the converse would have
to apply; that appreciatmn has accelerated (or actual losses have been recovered) with reduced noise
exposure.
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• The commentor indicated that the direct impacts (declines m private property values and tax base_

produce indirect impacts Ichanges in land use). Thus. if it is concluded that propen3" value impacts
have not occurred as a result of airport impacts, than chan_es in land use from this cause would no_
occur. Similarly, if changes in land use do not occur, or if local land use planning avoids such
impacts, reduced impacts of changes in communit3' services and adverse impacts from changing
demographics would not occur.

• The commentor provides no explanation or consideration in his analysis for other causes of propert3
value losses, including individual variations in the quality, of construction or upkeep of a home. and
fails to recognize that local jurisdictions are responsible for land use planning. Thus. if it were
concluded that such direct impacts occurred, one solution would be to use local land use planning to
avoid these _mpacts. S_milar comments exist concerning the disproponmnate share of benefits from
the Airport. Local jurisdictions, through their comprehensive planning process influence land uses.
Thus. local jurisdictions are singularly responsible for not "getting their fair share" of socio-economlc
benefits.

The FAA and Port presented a summary of the effect of aircraft noise on prope_ values in Chapter IV.
Section 7 of the Final EIS. That evaluation, as well as the Appendix R document, summanzes the
research that has been conducted concerning noise and property values. As the documentauon notes, no
specialized studies have been conducted specific to Sea-Tat other than that of the commentor. TheFinal
EIS presents the estimated effects of the Master Plan Update projects on property values in Table IV.7-1
on page IV.7-6.
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GeoSyntec Consultants, February 16, 2001 letter

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Port's perspective and knowledge. In
summary, the Port notes the following:

• Design of the walls is being done in accordance with accepted and proven procedures tha_ are
embodied in a nanonally recognized building code:

• Because of the size and importance of this project, the Port has completed extensive explorauon.
testing and analyses, beyond that accomplished for most projects, and the design process is still
ongoing:

• Performance of properly designed and constructed mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) walls in

major earthquakes has been excellent. Based on this experience and incorporation of techniques used
elsewhere that have withstood actual seismic challenges, the Port anticipates that the proposed MSE
wall would withstand reasonable challenges;

• The Port has incorporated independent checks at every significant step in the process, including
involvement of a highly qualified Engineering Technical Revaew Board.

Each of GeoSyntec's comments is specifically addressed below.

1A. Structural Integrity of the MSE Wall Foundation

Support for the mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) wall foundations will be dense and unyielding. The
proposed use of "stone columns" is a form of subgrade improvement that will result in construction of a
structural fill in situ. Use of the stone column technique provides a very, adequate foundation that
provides an alternative to making an open excavation immediately adjacent to Miller Creek and
associated wetlands. This construction method avoids any potential short-term impacts associated with
temporary, construction dewatering.

Stone column construction is typically used to mitigate soils subject to seismic liquefaction, and/or to
improve strength and reduce compressibility of native soils. This type of subgrade improvement is a
widely accepted construction practice that has been used on major projects all over the world.

Stone columns are constructed by replacing soft or weak native soils with densely compacted angular

rock that has much higher shear strength and beanng capacity than the original soils. The technique is
discussed in detail in Appendix L of the Port's Comprehensive Storm Water Management Plan.

Stone column construction is well suited to verification of quality assurance during construction, and
plans for such quality control verification are included in the current Phase 4 construction documents that

have been available for review during the current §404/401 public comment period. The Port notes that
Ecology and the Corps did not receive any comments critical of the proposed construction quality control
and verificauon process for stone column construcuon.

The Port believes that the comment also suggests that design of the MSE walls is based on "limited" site-

specific data. Actually design of the proposed MSE walls is based on more than 90 subsurface bonngs,
cone penetrometer soundings and test pits, as well as an extensive series of in situ and laboratory soils
tests. The exploration and test program generally conforms to standards for design of MSE walls

published by the Federal Highway Administration (Mechanically Stabilized Earth Walls and Reinforced
Soil Slopes Design and Construction Guidelines, SA-96-071, FHWA, 1997) and the code developed for
design of MSE walls by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
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IAASHTO. 1996-2000 "'Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges "' 16th Edition. 1996. with cttm'ent

interim addenda through 2000).

1B. The Size of the MSE Wall is Accurately Reported.

Typical practice for mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) walls and all other types of structure, is to define
their height above ground, i.e. the height of the MSE wall is typically measured from the toe to the top of
the wall face. It is commonplace to design MSE walls that have a sloping ground surface above and
behind the top of the wall face. As recommended in the design guidelines established by American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (A.ASHTO. 1996-2000 "'Standard

Specifications.for Highway Bridges" 16th Edition. 1996. with current interim addenda through 20001.
the sloping ground behind the MSE wall is designed as a surcharge load to the wall and the slope below
the toe of the MSE walt is designed as the wall embedrnent. The weight of the additional earth from the

slope above the MSE wall has been taken into account as a surcharge load as recommended by AASHTO.

The MSE walls proposed by the Port range in maximum height from 50 to 135 feet. The firm designing
these walls. RECo USA. has designed two MSE walls that were built to about the same height as the
maximum proposed wall height at SeaTac: 137 feet high in South Africa and 133 feet high in Hong Kong.
While neither of these two high walls had slopes above them. RECo has completed many such walls.
including those listed below.

There are many tall MSE walls that have been successfully constructed with the sloping ground above the
wall. Some examples are provided in the following table as a comparison to the Port's design. The first
two of the examples, Le Peyrormet AB and Setouehi Country Club. are located in seismically active
regions and have a total height (wall and slope on top) that is greater than the Port's design. Therefore.
the Port's design is not unprecedented height for a wall with a slope on top.
Examples of MSE walls with sloping fill on top of the wall:

t Combined Height of

Country Project Exposed Wall and Slope on

, ! Top (feet)
I Japan Setouchi Country Club 240

France i Le Peyronnet AB 157

USA Proposed SeaTac Third Runway 153
USA US23. Tennessee 122

! Mexico [ Porta Del Sol 104

Japan Highway Route 432 102
Source: RECo. March 2001.

The Port agrees with GeoSyntec that the proposed MSE walls are significant smactures, and is providing
the utmost level of care and attention to detail in the design.
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2. The Port has Conducted Sufficient Laboratory Testing of Soils

Frequency of sampling and testing depends on variability of the soils and tests results, and w_th the level
of experience of the engineer w_th the particular soils. Standard industry practice requires the desima
engineer to exercise professional judgment in determining the scope of exploration prowam and the
frequency of sampling and testing based on examination of varaability of wound conditions and test
results. In the case of the Third Runway, the designers located the spacing of explorations to obtain

samples for characterization of soil conditions and testing to generally conform to recommended FHWA
practice (Mechanically Stabilized Earth Walls and Reinforced Soil Slopes Design and Construction
Guidelines, SA-96-071, FHWA, 1997).

Results of laboratory, consolidated undrained (CU) triaxial tests on samples below the proposed West
MSE Wall are consistent with results of strength tests from samples on other parts of the project. The
laboratory, strength test results also correlate well with the results ofin-situ (field) cone penetration tests
(CPT). It is the professional opinion of the Port's design team that the level and frequency of laboratory
testing is appropriate based on the consistent results observed throughout the entire project site.

The Port's design team has taken a conservative approach in selecting design strength values of soils from
results of both the laboratory and field tests. The shear strength values selected for the external or global
stability analysis and design of the MSE walls are typically lower than those interpreted fromlaboratory
test results. For examples, laboratory CU tnaxial tests on fine-grained soils indicated that the value of
effective friction angles ranged from 32 to 35 degrees, however, an effective friction angle of 32 degrees
was used for the initial design analyses, and this was further reduced to 30 degrees in the latest stability.
verification analyses.

3. The Port has Accurately Interpreted Laboratory Strength Test Results

All the laboratory consolidated undrained (CU) and unconsolidated undrained (UU) tnaxial tests were
performed in accordance with the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standard

procedures. The Port's design team used the procedures ASTM D 2850 "Standard Test Method for
Unconsolidated Undrained Compressive Strength of Cohesive Soils in Triaxial Compression" to
determine UU strength: and ASTM D 4767 "'Standard Test Method for Consolidated Undrained

Compressive Strength of Cohesive Soils in Triaxial Compression" to determine CU strength properties.

The test procedures in both ASTM D 2850 and ASTM D-4767 state that "the test load shall continue to a

minimum of 15% strain, except loading may be stopped when the deviator stress has dropped 20% or
when 5% additional axial strain occurs after a peak in deviator stress." All laboratory tnaxial tests

accomplished for the Third Runway project were terminated at 15% to 20% strain, as required by the
ASTM standards.

The stress path plots in the CU triaxial test results showed essentially no difference in determining the
effective friction angle of soils at 10% to 20% strain, since the stress paths converged on the same
envelope prior to reaching the 10% strain level.

A close examination of the stress-strain curves in both the CU and UU triaxial tests indicates that 14 of
the 37 soil samples (about 38%) showed higher shear strength at 20% strain than at 10% strata. The other

soil samples showed either the same or slightly lower shear strength values at 20% strain compared to
10% strain. The difference in shear strength values at 10% and 20% strata is generally less than 15% and
has already been taken into account in the Port's design. Running the tests to 20% strain demonstrates
there is no significant reduction in strength as strain increases. This demonstrates the soil can tolerate
large deformations without failure and any increase in strength means it will further limit deformations.
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The design strength values of soils were selected based on the laborator3" test results, as well as
consideration of the field cone penetrauon test (CPT) data. The undrained shear strength of soils

interpreted from UU triaxial tests correlates reasonably well with CPT results (Kulha_,.a'. ['.1-t. and Marne.
p. I1.: (1990), Soil Proper O' Manual, Electrical Power Research Institute. EPR1 Report EL-6800J The
selected design strength values of soils for the stability analysis and desima of the MSE walls were
typically lower (more conservative) than those interpreted from laboratory and field test results. For
example, values of undrained shear strength used in the West Wall stabihrv analyses were 1.000 pounds
per square foot (psi) for the soft to medium stiff silt and clay. and 3.500 psf for the stiff to hard silt and
clay. while actual UU strength values from samples at the West Wall location ranged from over 1.300 to
almost 9.300 psf.

4. The Port has Employed Conservative Strength Values in Its Stabili_" Analyses

The Port's design team agrees that the confining pressure used in the preliminary rnaxial tests (about 6
tons per square foot. tsf) is less than the condition that will be produced by the maximum embankment
height (up to about 11 tsf). but notes the range of confining pressures used represents the height range for
much of the embankment. Higher pressures were not used in the preliminary rnaxial tests because of a
limitation in the capacity of testing equipment, but will be completed as part of final design.

The Port's design team used soil strength values that are reasonable and appropriate. The Port's site-
specific tnaxial CU test data produced effective friction values that ranged from 32 to 35 degrees and
show a slightly decreasing trend as the confining pressure increases. Design analyses are based on the

extrapolation of available test data to about 12 tsf, which produced anaverage effective friction angle for
fine-grained soils of approximately 32 degrees. See Figure 1. The Port used 32 degrees as the basis for
design in its global stability analyses. Moreover, subsequent analyses demonstrated factors of safety
greater than 1.0 would result from using even lower values. Thus, the current design provides an
additional margin of safety, due to the use of this conservative angle of friction.

Sea- T:c Third Runway CU Trlaxtal Dam
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In addition to the cheeks described above, the Port's designers also noted that the effective fricuon angle
of fine-grained soils interpreted from laboratory tnaxial tests correlates well with field test (CPT) data
(Lunne, 7".,Christoffersen, H.P., and Tjelta, T.I. (1985). Engineering Use of Piezocone data in l_orth Sea
Clays. Proceedings, 11th ICSMFE, San Francisco, Vol. 2, pp. 907-912; and Senneset, K., danbt_. N., and

Svano, G. (1982). Strength and Deformation Parameters from Cone Penetration Tests. Proceedings,
Second European Symposium of Penetration Testing, Amsterdam, pp. 863-869).
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5. The Port's Liquefaction Analysis Methodolog.v Is Accurate and Supported by the Scientific
Literature.

A spatial analysis of potential liquefaction was completed along with a simulated spatial analvs_s based
on a Monte Carlo type approach (Hart Crowser. 2001. DRAFT Geotechmcal Engineering A,ah-_'es am/
Recommendations. Third Runway Embanlonent. Seattle-Tacoma h,ernational Airport, SeaTa_'. I1_4.

Pages 8 through 10. and A-6 through A-12. March 2001). In some areas, the Port's consultant (Hart
Crowser) did find specific seams or zones of potentially liquefiable soils: in other areas there are only
discrete, isolated samples that analysis indicated are subject to liquefaction, and in these areas Hart
Crowser found no geologic basis for interpolating contiguous liquefiable conditions. Analyses using the
most conservanve interpretation showed stability exceeded the target factor of safety..

Numerous cross sections for both MSE walls and the embankment were analyzed for stability based on

conservative assumptions, using "weak seams" to represent continuous layers of liquefaction-susceptible
soils. In several cases the Port's design analyses generalized liquefiable soils to be more extenswe than

actually exist in order to evaluate the effect on stability and to design the extent of subgrade improvement,
see Figure 2 for example. Figure 2 shows how the Port conservatively modeled a few liquefiable samples
as a continuous layer, for stability analysis.

Generalization of Liquefiable Soil Layer from Discrete Samples
West MSE Wall - Section 178.80
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In addition to stability analysis based on graphical interpolation and extrapolation of liquefiable soils, the
Port's geotechnical engineer considered liquefaction in a statistical manner, to compare general trends in
liquefaction potenual based on four general subdivisions (North MSE Wall, 2H:IV Slope, West MSE
Wall, and South MSE Wall). This comparison included considering the relative distribution of soils that

would liquefy due to different size earthquakes, and what the resulting effect would be on soil strength.
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It is the Port's belief that the commentor did not accurately address the screening criteria used by the Port

to identi_" non-liquefiable soils, and the Port's analvsls has no_._Atincorrectly apphed screening criteria to
identi_' liquefaction susceptible soils. The appropriateness of the Port's analyses is confirmed m the

geotechnical engineenng literature (Seed, H.B.. LM. ldriss, and 1. Arango. 1963. "'Evaluation ot
liquefacnon potential using field pet:formance data, '" Journal of Geotechnical Engineering. ASCE. Io,:
109, No. 3, pp. 458-482," and Perlea, K G.. 2000. "Liquefaction of Cohesive Soils. "' Soil Dynamic and
Liquefaction 2000 Geotechnical Special Publication No. 107, pp. 58-76).

When refemng to soils that do not meet all the screening criteria. Seed et al. (1983) specifically states
that: "Otherwise clayey soils may be considered non-vulnerable to liquefaction." The Port's geotechnical
consultant (Hart Crowser) used this method when they reported that: "'if any one of these criterm was not

met. the soil was deemed non-liquefiable." The commentor's assertion that "'these criterm were
developed for evaluation of materials that are potentially liquefiable, not identification of materials that
are not liquefiable" is not supported by the literature on the subject. It is clear from the literature that the
criteria can be used to exclude as well as include liquefiable soils.

The liquefaction susceptibility, of soils with high fines contents were evaluated using the so-called
"Chinese'" criteria originally developed by Wang in 1979 (see Wang, It:, 1979. "'Some Findings in Soil
Liquefaction ". Water Conservancy and Hydroelectric Power Scientific Research Institute, Beiiing.
China): and later modified for consistency with U.S. practice by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Finn.
W.D.L., Ledbetter, R.H., and Wu, G.. 1994. Liquefaction in siln, soils: Design and analysis. Ground
Failures under Seismic Conditions, Geotechnical Special Publication 44, ASCE, New York, pp. 51-76.).
The Chinese criteria state that soils, which satisfy all of the four following soil conditions are susceptible
to liquefaction:

Fraction finer than 0.005 mm _< 15%

Liquid limit _< 35%
Natural water content _> 0.gLL

Liquidity index < 0.75

If liquefaction susceptibility, requires the satisfaction of all four of these conditions, the lack of any on
condition renders the soil non susceptible to liquefaction.

Additionally, the first of the four criteria above does not refer to "fines content" as assumed by the
commentor. The comment uses the term "fines content" to refer to the "fraction of finer than 0.005 ram"

criteria. The definition of "fines content" may be found in any soil mechanics text, or in ASTM D 653,
which defines "'fines" as the "portion of a soil finer than a No. 200 (0.075 ram) U.S. standard sieve."
There is a tremendous difference in the dynamic behavior of soils finer than 0.075 mm and 0.005 mm.

Finally, the liquefaction analysis does predict liquefaction of soils with fines content of up to 100 percent,
provided the screening criteria are met.

6. The Residual Shear Strength Values Used by the Port's Design Team Are Appropriate.

The preliminary, analyses of the post-liquefaction residual strength prepared by the Port's consultant (Hart
Crowser) were based on the mid-range of the empirical relationship developed by Seed and Harder (Seed,
R.B. and Harder. L.F. "SPT-based analysis of _. clic pore pressure generation and undrained residual

strength, " in J.M. Duncan ed., Proceedings, H. Bolton Seed Memorial Symposium, University of
California, Berkeley, Vol. 2, pp. 351-376. 1990). The empirical relatmnship developed by Seed and
Harder represents the range of conditions where liquefaction has been observed. The mid-range of the
empirical relationship was used to provide an estimate of the soil strength for analysis of stability under
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liquefacnon conditions. The Port's final analvses, however, is based on the relationship developed by
Idnss (ldriss. 1.31. Evaluation of Liquefaction. Potential Consequences and Mitigation..411 (__datt'.
Presented at tancouver Geotechnical Soc_'en'. Vancouver. B. C.. Febralar3" 17. 1998). This curwe t3"plcally

lies between the average and lower fifth of tlae range developed by Seed and Harder (which is comparable
to the quartile or lower third range proposed by the commenter).

Extrapolation of the Seed and Harder data beyond the range of N =16 to 20 is common pracnce. In
stating that extrapolation of residual strength to values above 600 psfrepresents "'a dangerous design step
without any theoretical or expenmentat evidence supporting their interpretation." the commentor _s
ignoring basic principles of soil mechanics and a large body of expenmental evidence on the residual
strength of liquefied soil. Laboratory test data extending back to the 1930s has established that the
ultimate (large-strain) shearing resistance of soils increases with increasing soil denslr3'. There is a well
recognized, unique relationship between large-strain undrained strength and density., a relanonshlp later
formalized as the steady state concept (Castro, G., 1969. Liquefaction of Sands, Hara'ard Soil Mechamcs
Series 87, Harvard Universin.', Cambridge, Massachusetts). Extensive laboratory testing by a variety of
researchers in the U.S. and abroad has shown that the steady state, or residual, strength of laboratory test

specimens increases smoothly and continuously with increasing soil density. Because the standard
penetration test (SPT) resistance of a given soil is also known to increase smoothly and continuously with
increasing density of that soil, residual strength must also increase smoothly and continuously with
increasing SPT resistance, as inferred by the original analyses (refer toGibbs, H.J.. and tt:G. Holt:. 1957.
Research on Determining the Densin, of Sands by Spoon Penetration Testing, Proc. 4th hirer. Conf. Soil
Mech. Found. Eng. (Zurich), VoL 1, p. 126.: and Kulha_.a', Fred H., and Paul W. Marne, 1990. Manual
on Estimating Soil Properties for Foundation Design. EL-6800 Research Project 1493-6. Electric Power
Research hzstitute, Palo Alto, California). The commentor correctly states that the Seed-Harder database
does not contain observed residual strengths greater than 600 psf; it is also true that the database does not
contain residual strength data for SPT resistances greater than 15. The reason for this limitation is quite
simple - there are no documented cases of liquefaction flow failure in sandy soils with SPT resistances
greater than 15.

The corrected soil N-value (N060 increases because the denser sol is more likely to dilate if deformed,
thus exhibiting a much higher strength. However, the maximum strength that any location would be
limited to the drained shear strength of the soil. Experience has shown that (Nt)_ovalues greater than
about 12 to 16 are invariably dilative, and there are no documented cases of liquefaction flow in sandy
soils with SPT resistances greater than 15.

In addition to the original design analysis, which included the extrapolation described above, the Port
repeated the analysis without the extrapolation, as a check during subsequent more specific analyses. In
this check, the Pon's design team limited residual strength to less than or equal to that predicted forsoils
with blow counts of 16 (the limit of the Seed and Harder data) using Idriss' curve (ldriss, 1998) and re-
analyzed stability using the re-calculated post-liquefaction residual strength. For this check, the Port

found that the factors of safety in these stability analyses were greater than 1.1 except in one ponion of
the 2:1 embankment (near runway Station 206+44)) where the FS was 1.01. The Port has planned for
subgrade improvement in that area.+

7. The Port Utilized the Correct Methodology. for Pseudo-Static Analyses

The comment asserts that the Port's pseudo-static (seismic) stability analysis is improper, and that a more
"'proper" analysis should be performed to search for the critical failure surface independently of the static

analysis. However, it is the Port's belief that there is no theoretical justification, or code requirement that
justifies the suggested approach. The pseudo-static approach used by the Port represents the standard of
practice for this type of analysis. Searching for a critical surface with the pseudo-static acceleration
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component included in the search is unreasonably overly-conservatwe, and for this reason _snot reqmred
by design standards such as the code developed for design of MSE walls b.v the American Assocmuon of
State Highwa.v and Transportation Officials (AASHTO. 1996-2000 "'Standard Specilications.t-or Highwaa"
Bridges "', 16th Edition, 1996, with current interim addenda through 20001 and the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA. 1997. Mechanically Stabilized Earth Walls and Reinforced Soil Slopes Design
and Construction Guidelines, SA-96-071).

The Port recognizes that there are inherent limitations in the use of any pseudo-static, hmit equilibrium
type analysis to assess stability of slopes and MSE walls. The Port's engineers have addressed seismic
stability recognizing the limitations in the pseudo-static method through the use of approprmte design
parameters and factors of safety; use of post-liquefaction stability analyses, and in part by using a
completely different approach (finite difference based deformation analysis) to provide an independent
assessment of seismic stability.

The comment goes on to say that "sliding block" type failure surfaces should be considered in the
analysis. The Port's design team did utilize sliding block or irregular surface analyses. (as described in
the reports: Hart Crowser, 2000. "'Preliminan' Stabilita, and Settlement Analyses. Subgrade
hnprovements, MSE Wall Support, Third Runway Project ", Appendix A June 2000: and Hart Crowser.
2000. "Stabilin" Review of RECo 30 % Design - Third Runway Project, "Hart Crowser Memorandunt,
November 9, 2000, (i.e. analysis attachment pages 3, 6, 10 A & B. 11, 15, 17, 20, 28, and 40 through 42).
The reported factors of safety for design include both circular and sliding block (or irregular wedge) type
potential failure surfaces.

Not only did the Port's analyses include analysis of the sliding block type failure mode. many of its

analyses included an artificially extended weak seam to verify that such a layer would not cause
instability. This type of generalization is illustrated in enclosed Figure 2 (previously discussed) and

Figure 3. Figure 3 shows an example of how intermittent isolated zones of peat were consera,atively
generalized into a weak layer, for purposes of the stability analysis.

The proposed subgrade improvement zone below each MSE walls was designed to provide a stable
buttress assuming that there could be some zones of liquefaction or other weak soils below the

embankment that are outside the zone of subgrade improvement. The enclosed Figures 2 and 3 illustrate
specifically how the Port's analysis considered the potential effect of weak layers (liquefaction-
susceptible soils and peat respectively) extending beyond the limits of the modeled cross-section. Since

the proposed subgrade improvement zones were sized to provide a stable buttress to the embankment

under both static and sezsmic conditions, there is no threat of weak soils below the embankment causing
instability of the MSE walls.
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GeoSyntec states that "'computed critical failure surfaces for the seismic case tend to be longer, extending
further back into the slope in order to collect more driving mass." The Port believes that this statement is
correct when the soil stratigraphy allows the failure mass to increase in two dimensions, i.e. to extend to
greater depths as well as farther back into the slope. However, that is not the case here, as the very strong
glacial till provides a lower boundary to realistic potential failure surfaces. Indeed, the hypothetical
critical surface drawn by GeoSyntec on Figure 1 of their review report shows a potential failure surface
that extends only in the horizontal dimension (i.e. back into the slope but not deeper). It is relatively easy
to show that the pseudo-static factor of safety increases when a pseudo-static failure surface of the type
indicated by GeoSyntec extends further back into a given frictional soil.

As previously noted, the continuous peat layer shown in the illustration included in GeoSyntec's review
comment does not actually exist, but was assumed as part of a "worst case" type analysis. Even if this
surface did exist. GeoSyntec's conclusion that the critical pseudo-static failure surface would extend
farther back would extend through the peat would only be accurate in the event that the pseudo-static
analysis was performed incorrectly. Because the peat layer is relatively soft, upward propagating seismic
waves refracted into the peat would, due to the low impedance ratio, have reduced stress amplitudes and
therefore transmit lower driving forces into the potential failure mass. Use of the same pseudo-static
coefficient for the entire potential failure mass would be incorrect.
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8. The Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) is Consistent with Standard Industry
Practices

The comment expresses concern that the seismic environment of the project site has not been properl.v
characterlzed, due to apparent inconsistencies in the PSHA. It is the Port's belief that the mcons_stencles
asserted to exist are not within the PSHA itself, but represent different assumptlons used m the PSHA vs.

the liquefaction analysis.

The commentor states "that the Hart Crowser acceleration response spectra (curves derived from the
PSHA) a_ee remarkably well with the USGS values." and the Port believes that thls is correct. The Port
also believes that the earthquake magnitudes assigned to various recurrence intervals as pan of the
analysis of potential liquefaction are not completely consistent with the referenced USGS pubhcation, h
is the Port's belief that the magnitudes used in the Port's liquefaction analyses are more conservatwe than
the referenced USGS publication.

For the liquefaction analysis only, the Port consultant assigned earthquake magnitude values that
increased for longer recurrence intervals. This is a conservative way to account for the trend that
increasingly larger magnitude earthquakes produce motions of longer duration. Hart Crowser is aware
that a lower magnitude, local, shallow source, such as the Seattle Fault, could produce an equally high
acceleration at the site as a higher magnitude subduction zone source further away. This assumption is
limited to the analysis of potemial liquefaction only, and not pan of the PSHA. The Port's PSHA did not
limit consideration of progressively larger events to the subduction zone.

The conservative assumptions in the liquefaction analysis are not interchangeable with the results from
the PSHA (compare page 4 in Hart Crowser, 2000. "Draft Memorandum: Revised Methods and Results

of Liquefaction Analyses. Third Runway Embanlonent. Sea-Tac International Airport. " with pages 1
through 10 and Fig_tres 3 and 5 in Hart Crowser. 2001 "'Additional Information on the Seismic Design.
Sea-Tac International Airport ", Memorandum to Embankment Technical Review Board. January 25.
2000.

9. Three Time Histories are Being Used on the MSE Project

The commentor's criticism that the Port is using a single time history for this project presumably refers to
a prelimmary design memo (Hart Crowser, 1999, "Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway, Probabilistic Seismic

Ha-ard Anah,sis Results, Memorandum to Jim Thomson. HNTB ". October 9, 19"99) and does not reflect
the fact that three time histories are being used on this project, as recommended by the commentor. (For
information on the two additional time histories, see Hart Crowser, 2001 "Additional Information on the
Seismic Design. Sea- Tac International Airport ", Hart Crowser, January 25, 2000).

The resonant frequency of the proposed MSE wall is not in the relatively "short frequency" (sic) range.
The Port's analysis indicates the characteristic site period for the high wall fl.e., wall sections over 100-ft
high) is on the order of 0.3 to 0.6 seconds, which corresponds to frequencies of 1.7 to 3.3 Hz. These are

not particularly high frequencies. The design team believes the time histories used in the analyses are
appropriate for the proposed construction and conditions at the site.
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10. The MSE Wall Design Team Has Considered and Incorporated Seismic Performance
Criteria into the Design.

The comment suggests that seismic ground motion criteria have not been developed for the prqlect, and
that the commentor could not identify, established seismic performance cnteria.

A number of different size earthquakes were evaluated as pan of selecting the basis of design Ibr the
Third Runway MSE walls. Design is based on a level of ground motion with a return period of around
475 vears. This value was developed using a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) that
incorporates all relevant seismic sources and includes contributions from all earthquake mamaitudes and
distances from the site. As noted in the comment, this is the same cnteria that was used by the Port for

design of other ma3or structures, including buildings that are occupied daily by thousands of alr travel
passengers and hundreds of Port employees. This basis of design is commonly used, and is appropriate.
for structures occupied by humans or where failure could cause great harm.

The commentor disparages the 475-year criterion as the "Code requirement for ordinar3' buildings, e.g.
for residential construction", and says this project is more important than typical residential construcuon.
The Port disagrees, noting that the seismic standard used for the type of buildings where families reside,
is an appropriate standard to use for design of these significant retaining walls.

It is important to clarify what an acceptable factor of safety for the 475-year criterion means in layrnen's
terms. The Port has designed the proposed MSE walls to meet various factors of safety for different
conditions analyzed. Design for the 475-year event is based on satisfactory performance of the proposed
walls, assuming the level of ground motion that has an average return period of 475 years. Further, the
design team has sized the earth reinforcing components for the wall to allow it to handle these maximum
earthquake loads after allowing for the level of corrosion that is expected for steel that has been buried in

the ground for 50 years. Detailed deformation analysis for the maximum height MSE wall indicates
maximum displacement for the wall is on the order of about one foot for this condition. This is

anticipated to cause spalling of the concrete wall facing, but no failure of the reinforcing strips,-no
catastrophic failure of the walls, and no displacement of the wall that would adversely affect Miller
Creek. the integrity of the walls or functioning of the runway.

The Port's proposed design criteria for this project utilizes acceleration at this site which are much greater
than the February 28, 2001 Nisqually Earthquake. While one may argue that another level of earthquake
"should" be used. the simple fact is that the basis of design selected by the Port is the same as that used
for many highway bridges and other major infrastructure. Seismic performance of MSE walls has been
evaluated in a number of studies, both from a theoretical basis and after real earthquakes. See for
instance: Reinforced Earth Company. 1994. "Performance of the Reinforced Earth Structures Near the
Epicenter of the Northridge Earthquake. Januar 3, 17, 1994"; and Kobayashi. K. et al,, 1996. "'The
Per/ormance Of Reinforced Earth Structures in the Vicini_ of Kobe During the Great Hanshin
Earthquake". International Symposium on Earth Reinforcement. Fukukoa. Kyushu, Japan. November
1996. MSE technology is well established, and well-constructed walls of this type have performed well
in seismic events.

Finally, the Port's MSE design is based on the methods specified by AASHTO, but the Port's design team
has also included a number of provisions that go beyond AASHTO requirements. Standard approach to
MSE design _s based on limit equilibrium and ultimate strength type analyses. In addition to the Code

requirements, the design analyses include stress-strain modeling to cheek and verify that deformations are
within acceptable limits and that stresses in reinforcement do not exceed allowable limits.
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11. Use of FLAC for Seismic Analysis is Well Documented in the Scientific Literature

This comment indicates a concern that the finite difference based computer code "'FLAC'" used by the
Port has never been demonstrated to reliably predict seismic deformation of earth structures.
Engineenng literature in this area contradicts thls contention and demonstrates the extensive use of FLAC
for dynamic analysis of earth structures, including comparisons with real earthquakes. Examples of such
hterature, include:

lnel, S., W.H. Roth. attd C. de Rubertis, 1993. "Nonlinear Dv.namic Effective Stress Analysis of Two Cast"
Histories," Proceedings q( the Third International Conference on Case Histories to Geotechical
Engineering pp 1735-1741.

Makdisi, F.I., Z-L Wang, and W.D. Edwards, 2000. "Seismic Stabilio" of New Exchequer Dam and Gated
Spillwqv Structure," Proceedings of the Twentieth Annual USCOLD Lecture Series: Darn O&M Issues-
The Challenge of the 21st Century, pp. 437-458.

Bathurst, R.J. and K. Hatami, 1998. "Seismic Response Analvsis o[ a Geosynthetic-Reit!/brced Soil
Retaining Wall", Geosynthetics International, V. 5 Nos. 1-2, pp. 127-166.

Bathurst, R. J., and K: Hatami, 1999. "Earthquake Response Analysis qf Rein[orced-soil Walls Using
FLAC," Proceedings of the International FLAC Symposium on Numerical Modeling in Geomechanics,
pp. 407-415.

Roth, _I':H., et al. 1993. "Upper San Fernando Dam 1971 Revisited". Annual Conference Proceedings o.[
the Association of State Dam Safe_., Officials. D. IV. Darnton and S.C. Plathbv eds. Lexington, KY pp.
49-60.

FLAC was used (or is being used) for Wickiup Dam in Oregon. Seymour Falls Dam in British Columbia.

Rve Patch Dam in Nevada. and Pineview Dam in Utah. FLAC or similar procedures are being used to
guide design of many earth structures, including both static and seismic analyses.

The Port's design team is very. familiar with research at the University. of Washington that includes use of
FLAC for both static and seismic analyses of MSE wall performance (see for instance Lee, W.F., 1997.
"Numerical Analysis ql" Instrumentation of a Geosynthetic Reinforced Wall," Industrial Fabrics

Association h_ternational: Geos.vnthetics, Iiol. 1, pp. 323-336.). The University of Washington research
has demonstrated the reasonableness of FLAC analyses for seismic analysis of MSE walls based on
comparison with shaking table and centrifuge test results.

Use of FLAC is above and beyond conventional design practice for MSE walls, i.e. the AASHTO Code
that is being used by the Port. Use of this tool by the Port's design team provides an increased level of

understanding regarding walls performance both during construction and service. The Port's design team
selected FLAC as a tool to support the design process after considering capabilities of other dv-namic
modeling programs such as Plaxis and FLUSH. Use of FLAC enables the Port to estimate wall

movement and stresses in the reinforcing for a wide range of conditions from construction through
performance in various size earthquake events, a capability, that is not equally available from alternative
computer models.

The comment also included a number of technical questions that are addressed below:
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• Default consurutive models & elements were used. based on demonstrated performance m FLAC
models of MSE walls:

• Free- field boundaries were established such that their location did not affect the model:

• ProShake was used to calculate site response from bedrock motion to get input/'or base of model:

• Liquefaction deformation analysis was not accomplished in the FLAC analyses to date. but is being
evaluated as a further check on wall performance

• The "composite strength" approach referred to in the comment was part of an analysis of pan of the
2H: 1V embankment, and does not relate to design of the MSE walls. Shear strength of sand layers
underlying the MSE walls was not simply weighted by the residual strength of liquefiable soils. Use
of stone columns will mitigate potential for liquefaction in the areas where ground improvement is
used. Strength of the soils in the subgrade improvement areas has been estimated using performance
on other projects based on the area replacement ratio approach, and will be verified bv testing during
construction.

It is important to understand the fact that FLAC is only one of several tools/techniques used bv the Port's
design team to evaluate the seismic response of the MSE walls. It is also important to emphasize that the
Port is not relying solely upon FLAC for the seismic design, but rather using it as an advanced tool to
confirm and supplement the conclusions given by the more conventional analyses. The b_ggest benefit of
FLAC is to help understand the mechanisms of deformation so that the reasonableness of the limit
equilibrium analyses can be confirmed.

12. No Specific Source has Been Identified for Wall Backfill Material

The comment questioned why the Port has not provided test data from its own borrow sites to verify,
suitability for use as MSE backfill material. However, at this time, the identified borrow areas are not
anticipated by the Port to be used as a source for MSE wall backfill materials.

Regardless of the source of the fill materials, the construction specifications will include provisions to test
MSE wall backfill materials that are proposed for use by the Contractor. Such specifications are likely to
be similar to specifications of the current Port of Seattle Phase 4 construction documents (which were
available for review but were not addressed in these comments). MSE backfill material will, at a

minimum, be tested as required to conform to the AASHTO Code being used for design, and to satisfy
performance requirements discussed in Hart Crowser, 2000. DRAFT Geotechnical lnput into MSE Wall
and Reinforced Slope Design, pages 5 through 12. August 21, 2000. The fines content of the wall backfill

will be limited to more stnngent requirements than the Code, to provide improved drainage for the wall
zone.

13. The HSA Techniques Were Appropriate and Did Not Lead To Erroneous Soil
Characterization

This comment expressed concern that some of the drilling and sampling techniques used by the design
team may not be appropriate and could produce errors in soil characterization. The Port's design team
recognizes the issue raised in the comment but notes that any potential error of the type suggested would
produce conservative results, i.e. it would always tend to make soils seem more susceptible to liquefaction
than thev actually are. Comparison of side-by-side cone penetrometer test (CPT) and SPT blow count (N)

values for parts of the Third Runway project does indicate the N values are lower than might be expected,
so it is likely that there would actually be somewhat less liquefaction due to the design earthquake than
previously anticipated by the Port.
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14. Construction Plans Should Include Instrumentation

The Port's deslgn team agrees with this observation. Momtonng plans were discussed during scopmg
design for the MSE walls, and will be developed at the time final construction plans are prepared.

Monitoring during construction is an important aspect of geotechnical engineering that is very famihar to
the Port's design team. The Port anticipates that the MSE monitonng plans will be developed by the
wall designer (RECo). subject to review and concurrence bv other members of the design team.

In general terms, construction monitoring is anticipated to include: 1) vertical deformation of the wall
subgrade soils: 2) horizontal deformation of the wall submade soils: 3) horizontal deformation of the
remforced wall backfill: 4) horizontal and vertical movement of the wall face. Construcuon observations

and monitoring data will be reviewed dunng construction to verify that the wall is pertbrming tn the
manner anticipated by the designers. This type of monitoring is in addition to constructmn quality control
tests and quality assurance procedures that will be incorporated into the wall & reinforcing component
manufacture and field construction process.

15. Use of HELP Model Is Appropriate

The Port's design team understands the comment's concern about suitability, of the HELP model for
analysis of infiltration into landfills.

For the Third Runway project. HELP was used as part of a detailed hydrologic analysis that included
several different models to analyze different aspects of the effect of the embankment on infiltration and
groundwater recharge. The Port's approach used a model called Rosetta (Schaap, M.G. and W. Bouten,
1996. "Modeling Water Retention Curves of Sandy Soils Using Neural Networks ". Water Resour. Res.
32.3033-3040.), that uses moisture-conductivity-suction relationships based on gradation of the fill
materials, to develop parameter sets that control infiltration and unsaturated percolation into the
embankment. The HELP model was used to stmulate flow through different parts of the embankment,
including the lateral drainage layer at the base of the embankment.

An Ecology consultant, Pacific Groundwater Group. used a different type of computer model and
obtained results that are very close to results produced by the Port's analysis (Pacific Groundwater
Group. 2000. "Sea-Tac Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies Report "',June 19, 2000.)

16. Ecology Review of IWS Lagoon #3 Expansion

Ecology granted the Port a Dam Construction Permit on July 21 st, 2000. In a letter to the Port, Ecology
stated. "The approval is based on the fact that the plans and specifications are acceptable." Ecology also

stated that periodic site visits would be conducted during construction to confirm work is progressing
according to plan. but gave no indication of any other review or independent analysis. See also General
Response GLRl 4.

17. There Will Be No Material Impact On Existing Contaminated Groundwater From the
Construction of the Third Runway.

In the area of the Airport where most aircraft fueling and maintenance operations have been performed
(called. for the Model Toxtcs Control Act Ground Water Study, the Airport Operations and Maintenance
Area, AOMA) contaminated ground water exists in a number of localized, discrete sites. The horizontal

boundaries of each contaminated ground water site are defined by site investigation data, and include any
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miwration that might have occurred due to the presence of utility and underground infrastructure tha_
crisscross the entire AOMA.

Within the AOMA, defined areas of contaminated ground water exist in both shallow perched zones and
in the shallow regional aquifer (Qva). The perched zones are isolated and discontinuous, while the Qva ts
continuous, the uppermost aquifer of regional extent in the tarpon vlcinl .ty.

Underground infrastructure and utilities are typically, constructed at higher elevations than the location of
the perched zones within the AOMA. Despite the numerous underground infrastructure and utitmes that
could influence perched ground water contamination in the AOMA, investigation data demonstrate that
existing perched zone contamination has remained localized, i.e., has not migrated significantly along
utilit3' pathways, and remains well within the AOMA. Given this result, together with the discontinuous
nature of the perched zone, the Port expects expect no material impact from the construction of Third
Runway and other infrastructure on existing contaminated ground water in the perched zone.

Underground infrastructures are rarely constructed at depths where impact to the Qva is likely, but do
exist (e.g. the satellite subway and baggage system tunnels). In one instance, AOMA Qva contamination
migration has been impacted somewhat by the presence of deep infrastructure, but still remains localized

and well within the AOMA. No such deep infrastructure is planned for the Third Runway. Some deeper
infrastructure may be constructed for other Master Plan projects (e.g., STS upgrades or SASA), but these
would be in locations far from known Qva ground water impacts. Therefore, the Port expects no material

impact from the construction of Third Runway and other infrastructure on existing contaminatedground
water in the Qva. In addition, construction within contaminated areas will include monitonng and
remediation consistent with MTCA and other applicable environmental regulation. Such remediatmn
may include the removal of contaminated soil to appropriate offsite treatment and disposal facilities.
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Azous Environmental Sciences, February 16, 2001 letter

The responses in th_s section have been prepared from the Port's perspective and tmowledge.

The Corps has reviewed these responses and the Port is in the process of refining thezr responses to
incorporate suggestions made by the Corps.

1. Informauon regarding the area of wetland loss, functions provided by" the impacted wetlands.
mitigation to replace and/or restore those impacted functions, and the cumulative effects of the Port's
proposed Master Plan Update improvements is available and the Port has provided this mtormauon m
numerous documents, including the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Chapters 3, 4. 5. 6. and 7).
Wetland Functional Assessment and hnpact Analysis (Chapters 3 and 4). Final Supplemental

Environmental bnpact Statement, Final Environmental lmpact Statement, and Biological Assessment.

2. Analyses of wetland functions being impacted as a result of the Master Plan Update
_mprovements are presented in detail in the Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis report
and are summarized in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. As explained in Chapters 3.4, 5 and 7 of

the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, the mitigation plan has been designed to replace the wetland area
and functions, which will be impacted by the project. The mitigation plan has been designed to replace
the suite of functions impacted by the project, for example, organic carbon export, resident and
anadromous fish habitat, nutrient/sediment trapping, flood storage, groundwater exchange, passerine
birds, etc. (see Table 30-3 of the Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis: Chapters 3, 4, 5.
and 7 of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan).

3. Evaluations of permanent and temporary impacts are based on methods described in the Wetland
Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis report, It is the Port's belief that these methods and the
criteria for determining impacts are consistent with agency guidance and are based on an analysis of the
specific areas impacted by project construction, the timing of construction, construction methods, pre and
post-project wetland conditions, and the operation of the projects,

4. Cumulative effects are discussed in the Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis
report at Section 4.4. In addiuon, the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan includes discussions of
cumulative effects related to each of the mitigation projects (Chapters 5 and 7). See also General
Response GLR19 concerning cumulauve impacts.

5. The documents submitted in connection with the Public Notice issued for the Port's revised §404
permit application and supporting references provide the Corps and Ecology with extensive analysis and
information on which to make informed and reasonable decisions as to whether the Master Plan Update
projects meet §404 and §401 criteria. For a response to the commentor's assertion that information is
missing from the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, Biological Assessment, and Wetland Functional
Assessment and lmpact Analysis documents, see responses to other Azous Environmental Services'
comment numbers 6, 9.10, t4, 19, 23-26. 43, and 47-49 below.

6. The 2000 Natural Resource Mitigation Plan provides specific additions and enhancements to the
mitigation plan in response to agency comments (see Table 4.1-3 on page 4-10, Natural Resource
Mitigation Plan). These additions m the quantity and quality of mitigation are related to the functional

impacts of the projects on wetlancis and streams, and provide increased assurance that the mitigation will
compensate for project impacts.

The mitigation proposed by the Port has been specifically targeted at replacing functions impacted by the
project that are described in the Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis report. For each
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mitigation project, the A:atural Resource _titigation Plan provides mitigation goals, ob3ectlves, and
performance standards that define specific ecological functions reqmred to mitigate wetland and stream
impacts (Chapters 5.6. and 7). Chapter 4. Table 4.1-1 (pages 4-2 though 4..4). and Table 4.1-2 (pages 4-7
though 4-9) of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan also summarize how the project impacts are
mmgated.

7. The commentor's analysis of the Port's functional assessment lumps the five rankmgs used by the
Port into two functional rankings. The Port believes the comment fails to provide sczentific .lUStificauon
for why rankings of"low, .... low-moderate." and "moderate" should be reassigned to a single ranking of
"low to moderate." Likewise. the rankings of "'moderate-high'" and "high'" are reassigned to a single
ranking of "moderate-high" in the comment. It is the Port's belief that this re-ranking is not supported by
objective scientific criteria and alters the Port's actual data and the conclusions that can be drawn from
that data, as well as obscuring important information that is present in the Port's analysis. For example.
the commentor's Figure 1 purportedly demonstrates that for two functions, groundwater exchange and
nutrient/sediment trapping, more highly ranked wetlands are being impacted than low ranking wetlands.
However, most of the wetlands in the lower category for nutrient/sediment trapping actually are ranked
"moderate" for that function in the Port's analysis (Table 3-3 page 3-5, Wetland Functional Assessment
and lmpact Analysis). For groundwater exchange, most of the wetlands in the lower category rank qow"
for the function. In this example, the commentor's analysis treats low ranking and moderate ranking
wetlands the same. The use of only two functional rankings in Figure 1 results in a less than accurate
picture of the relative functional ranking of wetlands being impacted.

The Port's analysis provides detailed information on the relative ranking of each function for each

wetland being impacted by the project (Table 3-3 page 3-5, Wetland Functional Assessment and hnpact
Analysis). This information allows for detailed analysis of the types of functions being impacted and the
relative level of functional impact for each wetland. The Port has used this information, not only in the
impact analysis, but also to design mitigation that replaces, restores, and enhances functions relative to
existing conditions.

8. It is the Port's belief that the percentages of wetland acres lost reported by the commentor are

based on assumptions that are not supported by the record, and do not reflect the actual acreage of lost
wetlands. Likewise. the commentor's ranking system does not reflect actual wetland conditions. Also,
see response to Comment 7 above.

9. The commentor's evaluations and conclusions regarding the targeted functions of the mitigation
site do not reflect the goals and objectives stated in theNatural Resource Mitigation Plan (Chapters 4, 5,
6, and 7) for each mitigation project. The Natural Resource Mitigation Plan provides mitigation goals,
objectives, and performance standards that define specific ecological functions required to mitigate
wetland and stream impacts. Chapter 4, Table 4.1-I (pages 4-2 though 4-4), and Table 4.1-2 (page 4--7)
of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan also summarize how the project impacts are mitigated. These
tables identify mitigation in-basin and out-of basin to mitigate for the suite of wetland functions impacted
by the project. Waterfowl habitat and flood storage are not the primary functions targeted for
replacement in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, and they are not referenced as such in Table 1.3-I
or pages 1-1 and 1-2 of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan.

The mitigation plan is designed to replace, restore, and/or enhance all wetland functions impacted by the
project, as clearly explained in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. Furthermore, it is the Port's belief

that the mitigation as designed will restore degraded wetland, stream, and stream buffer areas to higher
levels of ecological function for the broad range of functions impacted. For example, the proposed
mitigation will restore wetlands adjacent to Miller and Des Moines Creeks that are currently dominated
by turfgrass or farmland wath forested or shrub vegetation, greatly increasing organic carbon export,
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nurnent and sediment trapping, and amphibian habitat functions. This acuon will create some habitat for

passenne birds and small mammals, and will eliminate some waterfowl habitat. The wetland mmgauon
along Miller Creek. including the riparian buffer enhancement and the Miller Creek msrream
enhancements, will improve habitat for resident and anadromous fish. when compared to existing
conditions.

The functions that are the focus of the mitigation plan proposed for the Miller and Des Momes Creek
basins are:
• res_denvanadromous fish habitat

• amphibian habitat
• export of organic matter

• sedimenunument trapping
• groundwater exchange

• flood storage (minor component at Vacca Farm)

The selected mitigation sites and design approaches will generally provide these functions at moderate to
high levels.

The functions targeted for restoration at the off-site mitigation at Auburn include all of the above. (except
resident and anadromous fish habitat)plus:

• waterfowl habitat

• passenne bird habitat
• small mammal habitat

Flood storage is a minor, but important function restored at the Vacca Farm site and flood storage
functions will be established at the Auburn Mitigation site. but are ancillary to the greater concerns for
wildlife habitat. Waterfowl (i.e. avian) habitat replacement is a component of the Auburn mitigation site,
but not of the on-site mitigation. Creation or enhancement of wetlands in the Airport environs will be
subject to the requirements of the August 2000 Wildlife Hazard Management Plan, which contains
procedures for minimizing hazardous wildlife-attractants. Even though avian habitat replacement is one
of the goals of the Auburn mitigation site, most of the Auburn mitigation will replace, restore and

enhance high quality forested and shrub wetlands. These wetlands are designed to function at high levels
for passenne bird habitat, waterfowl, amphibian habitat, small mammal habitat, nutrient and sediment
trapping, groundwater exchange and flood storage.

10. It is the Port's belief that the commentor's Figure 2 does not present new information on the
scope of wetland impacts. The Natural Resource Mitigation Plan Table 3.1-2 (page 3-6) shows the
relative impacts to Class II, III and IV wetlands from the Master Plan Update improvements. This
Natural Resource Mitigation Plan table illustrates that in the Miller Creek basin, 14.37 acres of wetlands

will be impacted. 8.37 acres (58 percent) of this area is Class II wetlands, 5.03 acres (35 percent) is Class
III. and 0.97 acres (7 percent) is Class IV.

11. It is the Port's belief that the analysis presented in the comment does not contradict the statements

made in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan and Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analvsis
report. These documents state that the wetlands to be eliminated are degraded, and their ability to provide
most of the functions analyzed is significantly reduced because of the historical wetland degradation.

The commentor's observations relating to the loss of Category Ii wetlands cannot be extended to
determine the loss of wetland functions because Ecology's rating system is not a functmnal assessment

system. For example, Class II wetlands can be degraded functionally, and receive a low or low to
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moderate rating for one or more functional categories. This is the case for wetlands filled m the Vaccz
Farm area (which are degraded by farming and draining) and Wetlands 1S. 37 (which have been degraded

due to grazing, residential development, ditching, and logging).

The project mitigation for wetland impacts to all wetland categones (Category IV. II1. and II) focuses on
efforts to restore and enhance functions in degraded Category II wetlands (the Vacca Farm area. wetlands

riparian to Miller Creek. and the Tyee Valley Golf Course).

12. The mitigation proposed by the Port is designed to replace and enhance the funcuon of impacted
wetland habitat.

Much of the forested and emergent habitat being impacted is degraded - forested habitats lack mature
trees and native understory vegetation, while most emergent wetlands consist largely of lawns or golf
course turf. The mmgation plan will replace the functions of these wetlands by replacing degraded
farmland, emergent turf grass lawns, or golf course turf with forested or forested/shrub wetlands. Further
mitigation, especially in buffer areas, will restore a native shrub layer and increase tree density in areas
that are partially treed areas of residential landscaping.

The substantial off-site mitigation being proposed includes large areas of forested wetland and upland
habitats. The Auburn wetland mitigation, approximately 36 acres of forested wetland. 6 acres of
emergent wetland and 6 acres of shrub wetland will be restored/enhanced. This mitigation will convert
upland and Category III wetlands to Category II wetlands.

Constraints at the Tyee and Vacca Farm mitigation sites related to wildlife hazards limit the areas that can
be restored as forested or emergent wetland; therefore, the Tyee site and portions of the Vacca Farm site
are dominated by shrub wetlands. However, in-basin mitigation includes approximately 15 acres of
forested wetlands, and 10 acres of shrub wetlands. Overall, the mitigation design includes mostly
forested wetland (about 51 acres), with smaller amounts of shrub (about 16 acres) and emergent (about 6
acres) wetland.

13. The proposed mitigation complies with Clean Water Act §404 guidelines. As described above,
the mitigatlon is designed to replace all functions impacted by project including:

• Resident/anadromous fish habitat (on-site)

• Amphibian habitat (on-site and off-site)

• Sediment/nutrient trapping (on-site and off-site)
• Organic carbon export (primarily on-site)

• Small mammal habitat (primarily off-site)

• Passerine bird habitat (primarily off-site)
• Waterfowl habitat (off-site)

As explained above, mitigation in the Des Moines and Miller Creek basins is not limited to creating
scrub-shrub wetland. Flood plain restoration is a minor component of the Vacca Farm mitigation project,
and must be included in the plan due to engineering designs for the Third Runway that reqmre placing fill
m the existing floodplain. Floodplain habitat restoration at this site will also replace important
sediment/nutrient trapping, amphibian, and small mammal habitat.

14. The Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis report and supporting documents

identify how permanent, temporary, and indirect impacts to wetlands were evaluated (Chapter 2;
Appendices A through K).
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As is explained below, the Port believes the commentor's statements regarding the pro.)ect design.

potentml wetland _mpacts. and the scientific evidence m the record does not support mmgat_on measures.
particularly for Wetlands 18 and 37. It is also the Port's belief that the commentor has based conclusions
on an incomplete review of project materials and incorrect assumptions regarding project deslma, potentml
wetland impacts, and mitigation measures. As a result, the record does not support conclusions made
regarding temporary, and indirect impacts to wetlands, especially Wetlands 18 and 37.

15. The Port believes that the commentor's position that the acres of wetland lost are commensurate
with the proportion of functions provided by that acreage is valid in the case of Wetlands 1S. 37. R I. A I2
and other wetlands partially impacted by the Master Plan Update projects. However. the comment
disregards the Port's impact analysis and justification for why this determination is valid.leading to the
commentor's incorrect conclusion that the impacts of the project have been underesumated. The Port

believes that to properly conduct the analysis, consideration of each of the habitat (fish. bird. waterfowl.
amphibian, small mammals), hydrologic (groundwater exchange, flood storage, nutrient, sediment
trapping), or other function (organic matter export) is required, as was done in the Natural Resource
Mitigation Plan (Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7).

The Port's approach of considering the impact proportional to the loss of wetland area is conservative and
protective of wetland resources. Moreover, project information demonstrates that for several wetland
functions, reductions in wetland size will result in little or no impact to wetland functions. For example.
Wetlands 18 and 37 are rated as moderate and high, respectively, for resident and anadromous fish
functions. This rating reflects the location of the wetlands adjacent to Miller Creek where wetland
vegetation adjacent to the stream provides sediment/nutrient trapping, shade, and direct input of organic
matter to the stream. Since project impacts will not remove overhanging vegetation or alter the stream
channel in this location, fish habitat functions of the wetland will not change significantly. Because the
project will not fill floodplain in this location, the floodplain functions of these wetlands will also remain
unchanged.

Wetlands 18 and 37 provide high function for groundwater exchange (much of the wetlands are sites of

groundwater discharge and provide baseflow functions to Miller Creek). The Port's analyses demonstrate
that the project and its mitigation will not significantly alter the baseflow functions of the area. The
combination of embankment design, stormwater management, and replacement drainage channels will
maintain the base flow functions that Wetlands 18 and 37 provide. These analyses also indicate that the
distribution of baseflow function is likely to be extended later into the summer months, and the function
may thus increase.

Wetlands 18 and 37 provide high function for export of carbon to Miller Creek because of the riparian
location, drainage channels, and roadside ditches associated with the wetlands that carry organic matter to
the creek. Because project mitigation will replace these ditches and channels on a 1 to 1 basis, and

vegetate their buffers with native tree and shrub wetland or riparian vegetation, the organic matter export
functions of the wetlands would remain similar to their predeveiopment condition. Over time (3-10
years), this function could increase, as all the replacement channels will contain native forest and shrub

vegetation along their margins, whereas now, roadside ditches are bordered by mowed grass.

For passerine bird. waterfowl, amphibian, and small mammal habitat functions, the assumption that
functional losses are proportiunal to the loss of wetland area is justified. These wetlands contain

relatively uniform emergent, shrub, and forest habitat types that will be lost proponionallyas a result of
fill. The Port believes this assumption is conservative however, because for both wetlands, the eastern

portions that are subject to fill have also been subject to more recent vegetation cleanng. The vegetation
in the eastern area typically provides somewhat less habitat value for wildlife than the vegetation in the
western portions of the wetland that are riparian to Miller Creek. Thus, pasture grasses and soft rush
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typically dominate the affected emergent communities, t,hile the wetter emergent communmes tha_
would not be filled contain small-fruited bulrush and skunk cabbage, Some shrub communmes that will

be filled consist pnmarily of blackberr3", while those that will not be filled include _eater amounts of
t'illow and red osier dogwood. The forested areas to be filled are typically young alder (10-20 years of

age). while those preserved include some more mature alder and tall black cottonwood trees. The
analysis of habitat impacts is also conservative because, as a result of the project:

• existing demmental impacts to habitat functions (human use, vegetation management. _azmg. and
domestic pets) will be removed.

• remaining wetland and buffer areas will be enhanced t, lth native vegetation, and
• the remaining wetland will be incorporated into the Miller Creek Buffer mitigation area.

Nutrient and sediment trapping functions in the remaimng portions of the wetland will remain and the

replacement drainage channels will provide biofiltration functions. As a result of the construction of the
Master Plan Update improvements, existing development that lacks stormwater management facilities and
generates non-point pollution will be replaced by project improvements. These improvements will
contain stormwater management facilities that will further assure that wetland losses do not result m

water quality impacts.

16. The Port believes that the commentor's contention that a 1.4-acre wetland (the remaining size of

Wetland 18 and 37) would not provide significant ecological functions is not supported by the field
observations of wetland functions and discussion above. A review of the data in the Natural Resource

Mitigation Plan Tables 1-2 (page 1-10) and 3-3 (page 3-5) shows that many wetlands much smaller than
1.4 acres have functional ratings as high or higher than Wetlands 18 and 37.

Ecology's rating system responds variously to wetland areas in classifying wetlands into one of four
categories (Categories II, III, and IV for wetlands in the Master Plan Update project area). An example of
hot' Ecology's wetland rating can be independent of wetland area I is the distinction between certain
Category III and Category IV wetlands. Per the rating system, any wetland, regardless of hot"
diminutive, is at least a Category III wetland if it is hydrologically connected to another stream, wetland,
or pond. Alternatively, an isolated wetland as large as 2 acres can meet the criteria of a Category IV
wetland. These ratings must be assigned independent of any specific evaluation of all the wetland
functions that a functional assessment similar to that completed by the Port's would provide. While the
rating approach helps identify a general ecological value that a wetland may provide, it cannot be used to
infer what the specific functional performance of a wetland may be. Thus, the Port believes that the

commentor's conclusion that "smaller wetlands are less highly rated than the larger wetlands" is not
reflective of how the functional assessment was completed, or of its results. In short, wetland functional
performance is not necessarily affected by wetland size.

The Port believes that the commentor's hypothesis that by reducing the size of a wetland, one removes
significant value in greater proportion than the percentage of lost wetland area is not borne out by an
oblectwe evaluatmn of the pertinent data. Furthermore. this hypothesis cannot be predicted using the
Department of Ecology rating system as an accurate predictor of wetland function.

The Port has not assumed that "wetlands have uniform conditions" and recognizes that the degree of
internal diversity is often correlated to the functional performance they may provide. As discussed in
reports and above, each impact area has been assessed for habitat conditions and other indicators of

A careful study of the rating system will indicate that there are many other criteria used to rate wetlands that are
independent of wetland area.
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various wetland functmns. The impact assessment _sbased on these site-specific determmauons, and not
on assumptions.

17. The impact assessment for Wetlands 18 and 37 is discussed in detail above, and similar analyses

were completed for Wetland A12 and Wetland R1. Wetland A12 is a 0.I 1-acre Categorj. II1 shrub
dominated wetland. Using Department of Ecology cntena, the specific features found m this wetland
indicate it does not provide significant wildlife habitat. The scrub-shrub vegetatmn and adjacent habitat
around portions of the wetland allow it to provide "low to moderate" habitat function for passerine b_rds.
A wetland of this size is likely unable to support all life history function of even a single pair of breeding
birds, and it is s_mply a part of the overall upland habitat matrix available to birds and small mammats.
With no unique habitat features lost and no loss of surface water, the wetland remaining after consrrucuon
and mitigation (i.e., incorporation into the Miller Creek buffer) would continue to provide the same
(although proportionately less) habitat functions. The analysis is conservative, because as shown on
Sheet STIA-XXX-L5 of Appendix B to the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, both the wetland and
buffer would be enhanced with native vegetation.

Wetland A 12 was rated "high" for groundwater support functions. As demonstrated by the analysis of the
embankment and mmgation for impacts on baseflow, groundwater functmns of this wetland will remain
following construction. The wetland was rated "moderate to high" for nutrient and sediment trapping
functions. Considenng loss of this function proportional to loss of wetland area is justified because
following construction and mitigation, existing upslope development lacking stormwater facilities will be
removed and the stormwater management facilities planned for the project will retain nutrients and
sediments. The Ecology rating for this wetland (Category III) would not change following construction.

As explained on page 4-62 of the Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Anah,sis report, Wetland
R1 would remain functional following construction of the Master Plan Update improvements. The "low-

moderate" habitat function for passerine birds and small mammals would be maintained or enhanced by
the removal of adjacent houses, wetland enhancement, and re-vegetation of buffer areas. The remaining
portion of the wetland fringing the stream would continue to provide organic matter inputs to the stream,

and this function would be enhanced by the buffer enhancement plantings. The fill of portions of the
wetland would not alter groundwater exchange and flood storage capabilities of the remaining wetland, as
the remaining wetland would continue to receive floodwaters, groundwater inputs, retain nutrients, and
trap sediments. The Ecology rating of this wetland (Category III) would not change as a result of the
project.

18. All temporary and permanent wetland impacts are identified and accounted for in the Natural

Resource Mitigation Plan, including temporary disturbances from construction (Table 3.1-3 page 3-6).
Where temporary construction impacts are indirect (i.e. noise disturbance of wildlife) the areas of impact
are not quantified. The Port believes that given the existing noise, human, and pet disturbances in the
project area, the adaptation of existing wildlife to urban environments, and the temporary nature of the
impact, substantial changes in wildlife use are not anticipated.

Wetlands 18, 37, R1 and A12 have been evaluated for fill impacts, indirect impacts, and temporary
construction (both direct and indirect) impacts. These impacts are accurately determined and listed in the
project documents. The scientafic analysis used in determining these impacts is conservative and is
discussed in the reports, as well as in the responses above.

19. The timeline for construction in Wetland 18 is anticipated to be last approximately 4 to 5 years;

the exact duration will depend on construction timing and the need to manage and treat stormwater dunng
construction. However, it is important to note that the Port has considered impacts to Wetland 18 in the
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Pond E footprint and drainage channels located upslope of the pond to be permanent impacts and
mmganon for these _mpacts is part of the mmgation for permanent _mpacts (See Appendix D. Sheet C5 )

The timeline for construction near Wetland 37 is expected to range from 1 to 2 years.

The permanent stormwater detention ponds will not be excavated in wetlands, as the resultant mtercepnon
of groundwater would result in lost storage capacity.. Rather. the3' will be bermed facihties, generally
constructed above the elevation of the existing ground (cross-sections are provided in the Comprehensive
Stormwater Management Plan. Appendix D).

The Natural Resource Mitigation Plan identifies a detailed restoration plan to mingate these temporar'y
impacts (see Section 5.2.4.12 page 5-120). The plan will involve, as necessary, "'tilling or disking of the
soils to loosen compacted soils and the addition of soil amendments" to ensure a suitable planting
medium.

Obviously, the lifecycles of relatively sedentary or immobile animals using the wetland will be disrupted.
Insects and other immobile invertebrates will be likely be killed or displaced. The wetlands are rated low
as habitat for amphibians, but if amphibians are present dunng non-breeding penods, the3' will be
disrupted until new habitat is provided. Birds and small mammals are expected to leave the portions of
wetlands where temporary construction impacts occur. There are no unique habitat features in these
areas, and the wetlands are populated by common species of wildlife that are expected to occur m both
upland and wetland habitat throughout the urbanized project area. There is no evidence that these impacts
are likely to result in eliminating entire populations of wildlife in the vicinity of the Airport.

The delay in providing the replacement functions of the emergent and shrub wetlands is likely to occur in
several years to a decade. The delay in providing replacement habitat functions for the early succession
alder forests are about 1-2 decades. Groundwater discharge functions will be replaced within 1 year.
Water qualiD' functions will largely be replaced upon stabilization of soil surfaces hydro-seeding (up to 1-
year), but minor additional increases m this function would occur over a longer time frame as shrub and
emergent vegetation matures. Organic matter export functions would be restored over a 2-10 year time
frame as woody vegetation begins to encroach over replacement drainage channels.

20. The Port believes that the commentor's conclusion that it would take more than 50 years for
temporar 3, impacts to be restored is unsupportable because the affected wetlands have been subjected to
on-going habitat and other disturbances for extended time frames. As a result of those impacts, they do
not support the mature plant or animal communities that would require more than 50 years to restore.
Where present, alder forest and shrub thickets range from 10- 30 years of age. The rationale for how
remaining portions of Wetlands 18, 37, A12 and R1 will remain functional is discussed above.

All wetland impacts of the project are correctly reported and fully mitigated.

21. Cumulative impacts have been addressed in the project analysis. See General Response GLR19
for a discussion of cumulative impacts. The analysis concludes that impacts of the Master Plan Update
projects are mltigated through the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan and the Natural
Resource Mitigation Plan. Because potential impacts to wetland and stream functions are mitigated, it is
the Port's belief that the Master Plan Update does not contribute to cumulative wetland impacts. The
analysis further concludes that other projects that may result in filling of wetlands will be required to meet
standards of the Clean Water Act, State Environmental Policy Act, National Environmental Policy Act,
and local wetland protection ordinances. For approval, the projects will be required to mitigate wetland
impacts, so cumulative loss of wetland function is not anticipated.
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The Master Plan Update projects impact 18.37 acres of existing de m-aded wetland.

• In-basin mmgation will provide 25.21 acres of wetland restoration/enhancement and 41.80 acres of
upland buffers enhancement.

• Out-of-basin mitigation will provide 29.28 acres of wetland restoration and creauon. 19.50 acres of
wetland enhancement, and 15.90 acres of upland buffer enhancement.

22. In order to meet permitting requirements, impacts to wetland area. wetland functions, and
beneficial uses of surface waters must be avoided or fully mitigated. Thus. there are no cumulative
impacts to wetlands or surface waters. It is unreasonable to presume that future projects will be able to
fill wetlands and not mitigate for this impact. Consequently, future projects that invoh'e fill impacts to
wetlands will not contribute to cumulative impacts.

23. The Final Environmental hnpact Statement and Final Supplemental Environmental hnpact
Statement have evaluated upland and wetland wildlife habitat and vegetation. Based on the low quality of
most forest, shrub, and grassland habitats that would be altered by the project, as well as the use of this
habitat by common wildlife species widely adapted to suburban/urban environments, the Final
Environmental lmpact Statement and Final Supplemental Environmental lmpact Statement determined
that significant impacts to wildlife habitat or populations would not occur. It is the Port's belief that the

Master Plan Update projects are not contributing to cumulative impacts on these wildlife species.

24. The Port's analysis demonstrates that watershed-dependent wetland functions will be fully
mitigated in the impacted watersheds. Potential impacts to Miller, Des Moines, and Walker Creeks are

evaluated and fully mitigated. Thus. no cumulative impacts are expected to result from the project. The
establishment of avian habitat mitigation in Auburn provides adequate mitigation for bird species that
currently use habitat near Sea-Tac Airport. Also, as recognized in the Norman Wildlife comment letter,
these species are dispersed over the landscape and occur in many urban habitats. The analysis unit for
highly mobile bird species adapted to urban habitats should not be small watersheds, but is a much
broader region.

Project impacts on chinook salmon have been addressed in the Biological Assessment.

25. The localized impacts to wetlands and streams have been evaluated in the Final Environmental

hnpact Statement and Final Supplemental Environmental lmpact Statement, and mitigation for these
impacts is the subject of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. The mitigation in basin for filling 18.37
acres of existing degraded wetland includes providing in-basin, 25.21 acres of wetland

restoration/enhancement and 41.80 acres of upland buffers enhancement. Additional mitigation _s
provided out of basin. The complete mitigation, designed to replace wetland functions potentially lost by
the Master Plan Update projects, will effectively assure that localized and cumulative impacts of the
project do not occur.

26. The comment fails to consider data presented in Table 1-3 (page 1-15) of the Wetland Functional

Assessment and lmpact Analysis report and the wetland functions that will be replaced through mitigation.See response to comment 24.

27. It is the Port's belief that the commentor's consideration of cumulative impacts fails to include

the data provided regarding wetlands in the project area and the benefits that mitigation provides in
mitigating for the impacts of the Master Plan Update projects to wetland functions.

28. As part of the planning and permitting of the Master Plan Update projects, the Port has avoided

and mitigated wetland impacts per Clean Water Act requirements (see theNatural Resource Mitigation
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Plan Table 4.1-I and Table 4.1-21. These acnons, coupled with the extensive stormwater managemen_

facilities provided to protect stream resources (see the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan)
demonstrate that the Port, and the resource agencies, are taking steps to protect both Miller and Des
Momes Creeks.

29. As discussed above, the mitigation proposed by the Port prevents de m-adanon of the Miller.
Walker, and Des Moines Creek watersheds.
The Port's consultants have followed requirements of the Federal Aviation Administration's Record of
Decision regarding mitigation of wetland impacts, which reqmres that the Advisor3.' Circular 150'5200-
33. entitled Hazardous Wildlife Attractants On 01"Near Airports(5/1�97), be followed. In implementing

this requirement, the Port. its consultants, and the Federal Aviation Administration have determined the
proposed in-basin mitigation is acceptable where existing wildlife hazards are reduced, and where the
ability, to manage the mitigation areas for wildlife hazards is retained, consistent with the procedures
outlined in Section 10 of the August 2000 Wildlil'e Hazard Management Plan.

30. It is the Port's belief that the commentor has mis-stated the conclusions contained in Section 3.4

of the Wildlife Hazard Management Plan. The l_ldlife Hazard Management Plan identifies a wide
vanety of avian and non-avian species that contribute to wildlife hazards at the Airport. Review of
Section 1.2. Table 3.1, Section 3.2, and Section 3.4, Table 2 indicates that wildlife hazards at the Airport

are not limited to geese and waterfowl. Table 6-2, page 6-8 of the Biological Assessment lists wildlife
that have been struck by aircraft near Sea-Tac Airport runways. The table indicates that several avian
species that use a wide variety of wetland and upland communities are of concern at the Airport. The
statement that forested wetlands with closed forest canopies "do not cause safety concerns" is not
supported bv the experiences of wildlife management professionals at Sea-Tac Airport, or other a_rports
around the country. This habitat type can support a wide variety of birds that forage near the Airport
operations area. including large raptor species.

Wildlife management at Sea-Tac Airport is complex because of the individual requirements of particular
species, interactions between predator and prey species, and the variety of micro-environments necessary
to sustain populations of the variety of bird species while foraging or nesting. Thus, effective wildlife
management requires more than just removing "preferred habitat," which in many cases may include
jurisd_cnonal wetlands and open water habitats that are subject to regulatory protections. Section 10 of
the Wildlife Hazard Management Plan establishes procedures for minimizing wildlife hazards from the
proposed on-site mitigation.

Much of Site 8 is already used for mitigation, as it has been incorporated into the on-site Miller Creek
buffer enhancement area. Additional mitigation at Site 12 is not needed because, as discussed above, the
on-site wetland, stream, and stormwater mitigation actions mitigate for the loss of wetland functions. Site

12 is located within about 1,800 feet of the proposed new runway, and creating wetlands here would not
comply with the Federal Aviation Administration's Advisory Circular 150/5200-33, or with the Federal
Avmtion Administration's Record of Decision for the project.

The bird strike record (Table 6-2, page 6-8 of the Biological Assessment) indicates that a wide variety of
birds, which use a wide variety of habitats (including forested wetlands) are subject to aircraft collisions

at Sea-Tac Airport. The eommentor concludes that bird species using wetlands at Site 12 would not "fly
as high as the runway would be in relation to the wetlands:" however, this statement is not supported bythe data.

31. The runway embankment affects the eastern portion of Site 8. Much of the remaining portion of
Site 8 is incorporated into the on-site mitigation, in a manner acceptable to the Federal Aviation
Administration's concerns regarding wildlife attraetants.
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32. The Pon has used other sites to mitigate, in-basin, tbr the impacts to wetland functions potentially

xmpacted by the Master Plan Update improvements. This miugatmn protects and enhances salmon
bearing streams.

33. The Port's mitigation proposal mitigates in-basin for wetland impacts. There are no requirements
to mitigate for habitat impacts associated with alteration of low quality uplandvegetat_on. There are no
substantial "remnant natural sites" that provide undisturbed high quality habitat in the prqlect area that are
not already protected by their wetland status.

34. The potential organic carbon export function was considered in the impact assessment, and
mitigation is designed to specifically replace these functions in both the Miller and Des Momes Creek
watersheds. In Miller Creek, converting plowed farmland to shrub wetlands will change the existing
system, in which orgamc matter export to the creek is low (due to annual harvest of crops) to a high-
export, shrub wetland linked directly to the creek through its floodplain and through overhanging woody
vegetation. Also in the Miller Creek watershed, replacement drainage channels that are lined with
overhanging woody vegetation will replace roadside ditches. The replacement channels will also convex'
organic matter to downslope areas and Miller Creek.

In Des Moines creek, mitigation will convert mowed golf course wetlands to shrub-dominated wetlands.
This will conven a system where organic matter export to the creek is low (due to penodic mowing of
grass and removmg residues from the area) to a high export shrub wetland linked directly to the creek
through its floodplain and through overhanging woody vegetation.

Further, in both the Miller Creek and Des Moines creek watersheds, enhancement of riparian buffers will
increase the density and diversity of vegetation contributing organic matter to the currently sparsely
vegetated creek channels.

35. There are no sedge meadows that will be filled by the project, and the emergent wetlands to be
filled are typically mowed lawns, golf course areas, or pasture. Organic matter from agricultural
operations, lawns and golf courses is typically removed from the site and never reaches wetlands or

streams. Replacing these areas with forested and/or dense shrub wetlands will increase organic carbon
export, when compared to existing conditions. Replacing existing non-native wetland vegetation with
nauve wetlandiriparian species will also result in increased organic carbon export. Establishment of
sedge meadows at Vacca Farm or Tyee Golf Course mitigation sites is not proposed because these sites
are not wet enough to support native wetland sedge communities in the long term.

The proposed mitigation will replace and enhance carbon matter inputs to wetlands and streams. The

Vacca Farm, Miller Creek riparian wetland enhancement, Miller Creek buffer enhancement, and Tyee
wetland mitigation areas will all deliver organic matter to in-basin streams.

36. Organic carbon export functions of wetlands have been considered and fully mitigated by
restoration of riparian wetland and buffers. The restoration will increase the export functions of the

currently degraded area and replace the functions lost through Master Plan Update project construction.
Nitrogen cycling, eutrophication in the shoreline environment, and food web shifts would not occur.

In addition to. mitigating for carbon export functions, the project will also remove existing land uses from

both watersheds that are likely to contribute nitrogen and other chemicals to the creeks. Proposed
mitigation will remove a golf course, septic systems, lawns, gardens, agricultural land, and a plant
nursery, all likely sources of nutrient inputs to surface water.
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The mmgauon will reduce current levels of nutrient inputs to in-basin aquatic systems because of
increased sediment and nutrient trapping functions assocmted with restoration of the Vacca Farm and
Tyee Valley Golf Course.

The replacement drainage channels will enhance inputs and transport of organic matter compared to the
existing roadside ditches. The drainage channels will have forested/shrub banks that will contribute litter
to the channels and ultimately to the wetland and streams.

37. As is explained above in detail, it is the Port's belief that a shift in food webs will not result from
the construction of the Master Plan Update improvements.

38. As is explained above in detail, organic carbon inputs will not decrease. As a result, it Is the
Port's belief that the commentor's concerns regarding dissolved organic carbon, metal availabiht3'.
toxicity to salmon, and stormwater discharges would not occur.

39. The borrow sites are former residential neighborhoods that are covered by a varieta, of vegetation
types, including blackberry, abandoned residential landscaping, and remnant areas of second Wowth
forests. The borrow areas will not be completely cleared of vegetation. For example, in man3' cases
wetlands have been preserved and buffers will be left around the perimeter and adjacent to wetlands.

Upon completion of excavation, the borrow areas will be reclaimed to a stable land surface configuration
and revegetated. The base of the borrow areas will be revegetated and will have gently sloping grades.
which will locally enhance infiltration. The existing, relatively impermeable glacial till surficialsoils will
be removed. As a result, the post-mining condition of the borrow areas will allow for enhanced

infiltration rates relative to the pre-mining conditions and are expected to remain high following
excavation. The removal of forest vegetation and replacement with herbaceous and/or shrub vegetation
will reduce evapotranspiration losses, potentially making more water available to infiltration due to a
reduction in evapotranspiration. Without forest vegetation, soil water will be available for infiltration
earlier in the fall and later during the spnng months than is currently likely, losses of precipitation due to
interception by a tree canopy would also decrease, and the overall precipitation contribution to
groundwater would likely be increased.

Evaporranspiration from the Borrow Areas will not be "eliminated." Following excavation, the Borrow
Areas will be revegetated in accordance with an approved reclamation plan. The growth of this
vegetation will result in evapotranspiration.

40. Performance standards reflect that the wetlands referenced in this comment are maintained by
marginal wetland hydrology that is present during the winter and early spnng months. In addition to the
observation of hydrologic conditions in these wetlands, the vegetation and soil conditions also indicate

the wetlands are subjected to early season saturation. The performance standard is thus planned to
maintain the existing hydrologic conditions in the wetland.

There are no plans to "extend and prolong the hydroperiod of wetlands that are currently fed by shallow
groundwater." Appendix D of the Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis report describes
and illustrates contingency measures to convey groundwater to wetlands in Borrow Area 3. Wetland

hydrology in Borrow Area 1 is maintained by avoiding excavation in them (thus maintaining the perching
soil conditions), and avoiding their upslope watersheds (for Wetlands 48 and BI5). For Wetlands B4 and

B12. seasonal hydrology will be preserved by avoiding excavation of their perching soil layer and the
grading plan, which provides and upslope infiltration and positive drainage.
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41. It is the Port's belief that the performance standard will maintain wetland funcuons because it
mamtains the existing baseline condmons m these wetlands tke.. the performance standard reflects the
B,pmal duration that these wetlands expenence wetland hydrology).

If "uplands" experienced saturated soils into March or April. the3' would meet the wetland hydrology
criteria, support wetland vegetation, and likely be classified as such. A large percentage of wetlands m
the Northwest. and all of the wetlands of concern near the Borrow Areas. lack saturated soils during the
late sprang and summer months. Performance standards for these wetlands reflect obsera'atmns that the
wetlands lose the wetland hydrology parameter in early to mid spnng, once rainfall rates decrease and
increased evapotransp_ration results in consumption of soil moisture.

42. This performance standard is based on maintaining the existing hydroperiod and hydrology of
these wetlands. These wetlands currently begin drying in March when evapotranspiratmn begins, and do
not support species that require water into the middle of June.

For example, for Wetland 30, which retains saturated soils longer than the other wetlands, the

performance standard is standing water from December through May (i.e., the resident amphibmn
breeding season) in years of normal rainfall.

43. Some aquatic dependent species may require water to be present through the second week in
June; however, this is not true for the species that occur in these wetlands, nor is it true of existing
conditions in these wetlands.

The proposed mitigation will provide existing water to wetlands: hydroperiods will not be changed,
baseflows in Des Moines Creek will be maintained.

Hydrological impacts of excavating borrow areas have been extensively evaluated and are minimal, as
documented in Appendices C and D of the Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis and
Section 5.3.3 page 5-142 through 5-145 of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan.

44. No work has occurred in wetlands.

Work that is occurnng in upland areas is being conducted so as to be protective of nearby wetlands.
Wetland protection acuons include:

• A minimum 50-foot buffer between all construction activities and wetland boundaries

• Installation of silt fences, straw bales and other best management practices to protect water quality inwetlands

• Installation of security fences around wetlands

Extensive analysis of impacts from fill to hydrology of nearby wetlands has determined that such impactsare minimal and/or beneficial.

Most of the wetlands near construction clearing activities are Class III or IV: (Class III: Wetlands 12, 13,
15, RI, WI, W2, 19: Class IV: 23, 63). These Class III/IV wetlands lack significant habitat for wildlife

species, so impacts to wildlife from construction would be minimal. Significant clearing has not occurred
near Class II wetlands (i.e., 18 and 52) that would result in isolation from other contiguous habitats. For
example, although construction is taking place near Wetland 18, this wetland is still contiguous with
habitat to the north, south and west.

45. See response to Comment 44 above.
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46. There are no hsted species that occur in these forested habltats in the pro.lec_ area. Asexplamed
above, the work has not resulted in slgnificant impacts to biologlca] or physical funcuons provlded by the
wetlands. There is no evidence of damage to regulated wetland areas, and the Port has not clrcumvented

any permit processes by engaging in the pre-construction activmes.

47. The Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Section 5.2.3 and Appendix D) identifies ho_ seepage
flows will be collected and distributed to wetlands, as explained further below.

48. The collection and diversion of seepage flows to wetlands is shown in the drawings and exptamed
in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Section 5.2.3 and Appendix D) and Wetland Functional

Assessment and hnpact Analysis report (Section 4,3,2.4 page 4-41 through 4-#4). See further comments
below in Response _t49.

49. Movement of water through the fill and mechanically stabilized earth wall has been evaluated

extensively. Several studies and technical memoranda have been prepared detailing how water will flow
through embankment fill and mechanically stabilized earth wall maintaining wetland hydrology

downslope. Additionally, shallow groundwater will continue to support wetlands and Miller Creek west
of the mechanically stabilized earth wall and embankment.

Documents that describe and substantiate that the hydrology of the wetlands located dovenslope of the
embankment and walt are:

• Sea-Tac Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies Report (Pacific Groundwater Group) - This report was
funded by the Washington State Department of Ecology

• Geotechnical Report (Hart Crowser 1999)

• Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact report (Parametrix, Inc. 2000)

The Natural Resource Mitigation Plan describes and illustrates how water will be discharged to the
downslope wetlands. The replacement drainage channels are described in Section 5.2.3 of the Nantral
Resource Mitigation Plan. Design details showing the channel grades, cross sections and flow dispersal
trenches are shown in Appendix D (Sheet C8) of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. Additionally,
page 28 in Appendix B of the Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis report (Parametrix,
Inc. 2000) describes facilities to maintain water supplies to wetlands located downslope of the
embankment and mechanically stabilized earth wall that assure the function of the downslope wetlands
and mitigation.

The replacement drainage channels will be located west of the mechanically stabilized earth wall,
embankment, and security road. These channels will serve to collect seepage water diverted from the
inner collection swale or seeps from the embankment underdrain. The inner collection swale will serve to
collect water from the embankment, mechanically stabilized earth wall, and security road. Water from
this inner collection swale will be conveyed under the security road to the replacement drainage channels,
and ultimately to the wetlands located west of the project area. Water within these channels will be
directed to wetlands to maintain hydrology.

The design sheets convey the required information regarding project mitigation. Segment C and Segment
D of the replacement drainage channels are north flowing. Segment C conveys water to Wetland 37;
Segment D conveys water to Wetland R9 and A13.

Appendices A and B of the Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis report identifies the
design and purpose of the temporary erosion and sedimentation control swales and the inner collection

swale. The Appendices make clear that, following construction, portions of the temporary erosion and
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sed_mentauon control swale will be incorporated into the replacement drainage channels. These swales
will serve to collect and direct construcuon runoff to sedimentanon ponds. Water from these ponds will

be pumped to stormwater treatment and detention ponds and discharged to Miller Creek at existing
outfalls.

The swale sho_'n in Pond D on Sheet C6 is the temporary, erosion and sedimentation control swale that
will be constructed prior to the construction of stormwater Pond D. This temporars" erosion and
sedimentation control ditch would be used only during initial construcnon and construction staging. Prior
to completion of the project, Pond D will be constructed in the footprint sho_'n. When this pond is
constructed, the portion of the swale within the ultimate boundary, of the detention pond will be removed.
The finished grading plan for Pond D is shown in Appendix I of the Wetland Functional Assessment and
Impact Analysis report.

The channel segments identified in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan mitigation are the minimum
channel lengths required to replace channel lengths being impacted. The remainder of the channels
shown on plan sheets with buffers may also collect seepage water from the embankment or the inner
collection swale. The additional lengths of channel provide flexibility, in how and where the seepage
water _s discharged to the wetlands and Miller Creek, if during monitoring and adaptive management.
contingency needs are identified.

The grading plans that are part of Appendix D (Sheet C8) of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan show
the temporary, erosion and sedimentation control ditch to be 2-3 feet deep in upland portions adjacent to
Wetland 18 and 37. This ditch is about 1 foot deep where it crosses Wetland 18 and 37. The ditch is
designed to be as shallow as possible because the wetland areas it crosses are areas of ground water

discharge, and there is no need or desire to collect shallow groundwater from wetlands. By constructing
the ditch shallow across wetlands, the amount of groundwater collected in the stormwater ponds during
the winter months when it is at the surface will be minimized, as will potential impacts to wetlands.

As described in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, the temporary ponds will be restored to their pre-
construction topography by regrading and backfilling with soil similar to the soils excavated. Shallow

groundwater and seeps that feed Wetland 18 and 37 will be maintained through construction of the
underdrain, collection swales, and replacement drainage channels.

The 1-foot contours provided on the design drawings show that the replacement drainage channel depths
are 0-3 feet in depth. The relationship of the swales to the downslope wetlands can also be determined
from the grading plan. Where the swale crosses wetlands, the west side of the swale is shown to be at

elevation of the wetland. Thus, water collected by the swale can disperse into the wetland.

Sheet C8 of Appendix D to the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan shows flow dispersal trenches. The

flow dispersal trenches are not designed for infiltration. They are designed to allow water to disperse
over broad areas into wetlands. They are designed to avoid concentrating water in wetlands, and
represent an improvement in the existing condition where the culverts beneath 12 Avenue South
concentrate water in several localized areas of Wetland 18, 37, and 44.

The potential impact of permanent stormwater detention ponds on the hydrology of downslope wetlands
has been analyzed in the Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis report (See Section
4.3.2.12 and Appendix I). Groundwater data for this area in relation to the ground elevation is shown in

Appendix I and discussed in the Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis report. Because of
the excavation, a small indirect impact to the uppermost section of Wetland 39 could occur where the
pond is excavated below the elevation of the wetland. Pond D has been designed to infiltrate water into
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the soil and with an additional orifice to discharge treated stormwater to the wetland: based on this desl,,."n.

the indirect impact may not occur.

50. See response to the GeoSyntec Consultants" February 16. 2001. letter.
There is no reason to suspect that the mechanically stabilized earth wall will be detrimental to lbrest and
shrub wetlands located more than 50 feet away from its base, or Miller Creek. located more than 100 fee_
from its base.

The plants and animals found in the project area are widely distributed across a ver3" broad array of micro
and macro-climates over their large geographical ranges. They are expected to occur from lowland areas
of Puget Sound, through the Cascade foothills, and typically from northern Oregon into southern British
Columbia. Many species, however, have even broader geographic ranges, extending into and over the
Cascade mountains, into warmer and more arid regions of Oregon. or into wetter and cooler regions of
British Columbia. Even if minor microclimatic changes were to occur near the wall, they would not be

substantial enough to affect species distributions or their biology.

The wall would increase shading of the creek by up to 15 minutes daily. This would not be expected to
significantly affect the wetland or creek environment, as a tree and shrub canopy already provides shade
to wetlands and the creek. The wetland and riparian area of Wetland 37 may receive amphibian use due
to the extended period of soil saturation and shallow (less than 2 inches deep) ponding that occurs on the
site. The site conditions would not be expected to support amphibian breeding,

Even if amphibians do breed in the area, and even if the wall were to delay the phenoiogy (i.e. egg
development, metamorphosis, etc.) by "a few weeks," impacts to the species would be unlikely. The
commentor argues that if eggs were to develop later in the year, they would be at greater risk to drying
conditions in the wetlands, yet all hydrologic analysis of groundwater movement into wetlands adjacent
to the embankment have found the period of discharge to the wetlands will be extended into the summer
months. But even if temperatures were cooler and egg development delayed, the cooler temperatures
themselves would promote and extended the wetland hydroperiod because evapotranspiration losses by
vegetation in the wetland would be reduced.

The commentor also argues thai the wall impacts of "cooler temperatures created by the wall from
shading effects" at some point and for unexplained reasons will shift to "creating higher summer
temperatures" that could impact stream temperatures and biota. While the wall could retain heat, the
presence of a forest and shrub canopy over wetlands and streams will block transfer of radiant heat to the

stream. If warming were to occur, air convection would further limit impacts by promoting warm air to
rise up away from the creek and wetlands.

51. As explained in several responses above, the key in-basin mitigation for the project includes:

• Stormwater and water quality management to protect the creeks and aquatic systems;

• Design of the embankment fill to allow groundwater discharge to continue to support downslope
wetlands and aquatic systems;

• Replacement of filled flood-storage volume;

• Restoration of stream buffers to enhance and restore aquatic habitat;

• Restoration and enhancement to provide physical and biological functions that replace specific
functions affected by fill:

• Off-site mitigation to fully replace avian habitat function.
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52. See responses above regarding mitigation for wetland wildlife habitat functions at remote
locations to comply with the Federal Aviation Admmlsrranon Advisor3"s Circular 150"5200 33 and to
mimmize the safety risk the traveling public.

As explained m several responses above, the mitigation as a whole will be timed, designed and located in
a manner to provide equal or better biological functions than currently exist.

53. The Port is proposing a combination of ponds and vaults to detain stormwater for the prq)ect.
Stormwater vaults will not attract, trap. or provide habitat to wildlife for severalreasons. Where open
water is present for short duration, storm water ponds will be netted to prevent use by' birds. Vegetation
management in stormwater ponds (frequent mowing) will further reduce use by birds and other wildlife.
Since stormwater ponds are not "'wet ponds" they will lack aquatic habitat that could attract amphibians.
Stormwater ponds would not be accessible to fish due to the gradient flow conditions of outfall pipes and
will be managed according to the Wildlife Hazard Management Plan, which may' include the use of
netting to prevent use by birds.

54. The habitat and ecological value of wetland mitigation at Vacca Farm is explained above. The
peat soil at the Vacca Farm site is identified as "Rifle" peat, a fibrous, woody peat. It forms in
depressions on glacial outwash soil seraes such as the Vashon advance outwash (a medium dense sand
soil series mapped in the vicinity of the Miller Creek Valley). The characteristics of the peat include
moderate permeability, (for example, the Soil Conservation Service estimates the permeability of similar
peat soils to be on the order of 0.63 to 2 inches per hour). An estimate of field capacity, based on the Soil
Conservation Service data is 0.4 inches/inch, indicating that a considerable amount of the soil moisture

will be retained after gravity drainage from the peat has ceased. In comparison, the underlying dense
sand in the outwash matenal has permeability estimated at less than 1.4 inches per hour, and an available
water capacity about 0.1 inches/inch.

The quantity of peat removed that could potentially provide water storage is 10,000 ey, and represents a
potennal volume of 108.000 cubic feet of water if filled to capacity. Assuming the total porosity of the
peat is 0.8. the peat could store 108,000 cubic feet of water [10,000 x 27 x (0.8- 0.4) = 108,000]. If the
rate of release to the creek were uniform over the dry months (May-September), the average daily flow
would be on the order of 0.008 cfs [108,000 cubic feet/(160 days x 24 hours x 60 minutes x 60 seconds) =

0.008]. This estimate is high because it neglects the evapotranspiration losses of water to the atmosphere
instead of the creek and the timing of release of water from the peat to the stream.

The timing of the release of water stored in the peat is not likely to be uniform throughout the summer-
most release would occur dunng late spring and early summer, pnor to minimum stream flows. In fact,
the observations of irrigation on the site during the summer months indicated that due to

evapotranspiration and a relatively rapid release rate, water storage in surface peats is beneath field

capacity by early summer. Thus. the potential impact of peat excavation on low stream flows is likely
considerably less than 0.008 cfs, which is immeasurable and insignificant compared to the lcfs minimum

flow of the creek. However, the potential minor losses in lowflow due to peat excavation are mitigated by
removal of water withdrawals from Miller Creek.

55. Wetland hydrology at the Vacca Farm site is supported by high groundwater elevations, with
minor contributions from overbank flows.

The wetland will not receive water only during extreme storm events (see Section 5.1.1.6 and Section

5.1.2.6. page 5-31 of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan). The channel is designed to overtop its
banks at flows greater than annual peak flows. In addition, the wetlands are largely maintained by a high
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wround water table on the site that is present due to groundwater discharge and not flooding by the creek
channel.

Micro-topographic features have always been planned as a design feature of the Vacca Farm mitlgauon as
explained in the )Vatural Resource Mitigation Plan (Section 5.1.2.7, page 5-34). Details showing the
construction of m_cro-topographic features were added to the plan sets of theNatural Resource Mitigation
Plan in response to a request from the Department of Ecology, (Appendix A. Sheet C7. I ).

The wetland mitigation at Vacca Farm is not designed to convex' water and maintenance of wetland
functions is not reliant on the wetland "conveying" water. The wetland isnot designed to pond water for

long duration.

The floodplain is designed to drain water back to the creek channel as flows in it subside and to prevent
long-duration ponding on the floodplain that could attract hazard wildlife. In conjunctmn with the dense
forested/shrub wetland vegetation to be planted, the design of the floodplain and swale will allow
floodwaters to drain off the site without attracting hazard wildlife.

See the responses to the Sheldon & Associates February 15, 2001, letter for a full explanation of the
channel design, peat soils, and geotextile 'liner.'

56. It is the Port's belief that the impacts alleged in this comment will be avoided through the use of

temporary erosion and sedimentation control measures, fill criteria, or mitigated as described in the
Natural Resource Mitigation Plan.

57. Indicators such as existing vegetation, soils and hydrology provide the basis for determining if

wetland hydrology is sufficient to maintain existing habitat functions post-project.

See response to Sheldon & Associates February, 15, 2001, letter on pre-project monitoring.

58. The Port believes the reviewer's remarks regarding fill of perennial seeps are clarified below.
The portions of Wetland 44 where permanent fill will occur (0.26 acres located on Parcels 490 and 494)
are located upslope of any perennial seep or streams (see Map 14, Appendix D, of the Wetland
Delineation Report). In this location, a portion of the wetland is conveyed as charmelized flow, primarily
due to stormwater runoff from streets that is concentrated by ditches and culverts. During winter months,
some interflow (shallow soil water) also seeps into this portion of the channel.

The two channels referenced by the reviewer are mapped as perennial on Parcel 496 in the Wetland
Delineation Report. Upslope of Parcel 496, where fill will occur (on Parcels 494 and 493) the channels
are correctly mapped as intermittent. It is the Port's belief that permanent fill will not extend westward
from Parcel 494 or 493 to Parcel 496, and thus will not be placed in channels with perennial flow.

The project wilt eliminate unmanaged stormwater runoff generated by 12th Avenue South from entering
the wetland. In the future, stormwater runoff from the Third Runway and Master Plan Update projects
will be collected, treated to meet water quality requirements, and released gradually from detention
facilities to reduce peak streamflows in Walker Creek. Thus, filling of 0.26 acres of Wetland 44 would
not impact the water quality or the peak flow conditions in Wetland 44, Wetland 43, or in Walker Creek.

The groundwater discharge functions of Wetland 44 will be will be maintained by the design of the

embankment fill, as described in the several hydrologic evaluations of the embankment and responses
above. The embankment design will allow groundwater to infiltrate into the embankment and recharge
aquifers m the soils beneath it. This water would move subsurface, eventually discharging to Walker
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Creek or its associated wetlands. The hydrologic delay caused by' water moving through the embankmenI
fill. would _mprove the hydrologic condmon of Wetland 44 because addmonal woundwater would be
discharged to the wetland dunng the late spnng and early summer months than currently occurs. Thus.
fill of 0.26 acres of Wetland 44 would not negatively' impact the groundwater discharge funcuons th_s
wetland provides to Walker Creek.

Temporary impacts to Wetland 44 would result from stormwater management facilmes needed during
construcnon. The temporary impacts that would occur on Parcels 493 and 496 are where a small

perennial seep is present and on Parcel 485 where a second intermittent channel is present. The
temporary uses of these areas for stormwater management are designed to protect water qualit 3' (by
removing sediments and turbldits,) and to prevent hydrologic alteration (by preventing alteranons to
groundwater gradients and by discharging treated (clean) runoff back to the wetland).

59. Mapping of the Walker Creek channel west of highway 509 was removed because the channel
location is not known and is discontinuous (there is no channel at Des Moines Memorial Drive). The

channel cannot be discerned from existing aerial photographs, and historical photowaphs suggest the
creek was confined to an agricultural ditch.

60. See response to #,58 above.

61. The Port has complied with Clean Water Act 404 guidelines to avoid, minimize and mitieate for
unavoidable impacts (see Chapters 3 and 4, specifically Table 4.1-1, page 4-2. of the _¢atural
Resource Mitigation Plan).

See responses to comments above.
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BioAnalysts Inc., February 14, 2001 letter

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Port's perspecnve and knowledge.

1. The Low Stream Flow Anah'sis repon provides a detailed analysis of predicted low stream flow

impacts. Mitigation, proposed in the form of stored stormwater, is.described in the report (see page 15 of
the Low Stream Flow Analysis report).

2. The Des Moines Creek well is not proposed to mitigate low stream flow impacts: therefore there

is no potential for drawdown of upper aquifers. The Port's well is not located in the upper aquifer:
consequently, there is no anticipated impact on streamflows.

3. The potential hydrologic impacts of the borrow areas were not evaluated in the Comprehensive
Stormwater Management Plan because the Port believes that the modifications are considered temporary
and reversible, as opposed to the construction of permanent new impervious areas and airport facilities.
The Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis, Appendices C and D. evaluate the potential

impacts of the excavation of the borrow sources on wetlands, propose a plan for avoiding or mitigating
those impacts, and address the post-excavation topography and drainage facilities in the areas of the
borrow sources. The feasibility of stormwater control in the borrow areas is not an issue, based on the
lack of limitations regarding location and feasibility of stormwater facilities in borrow areas, e.g.. land
areas, wetland impacts, or size requirements. Infiltration facilities are feasible in the ,types of soils found
in the borrow areas, allowing for the mitigation of potential base flow impacts. See also, response to
comment #21 of Northwest Hydraulics Consultants" February, 15, 2001, letter..

The borrow area hydrology will be altered somewhat by the short-term change of landcover from
residential area (with impervious area limited to old roads) and forested slopes to a reclaimed landscape
with altered surface soil properties. While the complex interaction of surface runoff, interflow,
groundwater discharge, and evapotranspiration will be modified, the conversion of rainfall to surface
runoff (rather than infiltration) that occurs when impervious surfaces are constructed will not occur.
Therefore. significant increased runoffor decreased infiltration from the site is unlikely. Interflow will be
reduced in areas where the till cap is removed. This will increase groundwater recharge and may increase
in areas where ourwash is removed. Evapotranspiration will likely decrease due to the removal of the tree

cover, and therefore would increase the amount of water available for interflow and groundwater
recharge. Surface runoff will likely decrease with the removal of existing impervious roads and well-
defined drainage flow paths. The area will be re-vegetated after the borrow material is removed. This
will restore the evapotranspiration and infiltration functions to the site.

4. Model calibration and low stream flow mitigation design is under review by King County. Model
calibration, reserve low stream flow volumes, and live storage volumes will be confirmed as part of this
review.

5. The storage-discharge analysis presented in Section 4.2.2 (page 4-7) and Appendix Z of the
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan demonstrates that no untreated flows would occur in the
50-year King County RunoffTime Series period of record and no overflows would occur to Miller or Des
Moines Creek. The Industrial Wastewater System lagoons are in the Des Moines Creek basin; the Port

believes that if there is an overflow, it would not drain to Miller Creek. In fact, modeling showed that
there would be no predicted overflow with future buiidout at a processing rate of just 3.1 mgd, which is

78 percent of treatment capacity and less than one-half of outfall capacity. Additional treatment capacity
may be available when all known available and reasonable treatment has been implemented. In the event

of an unusually large storm that exceeds any storms of the past 50 years, storm water would be very dilute
and unlikely to impact the stream system. The available pollutants would not increase during a large
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storm. The loading rates would be constant: as a result, more precipitanon would provide more dilution.
For example, the design storm reqmred by Ecology _s the two-year storm, which is considered reasonabl.v
protective of receiving waters. The 25-year design storm and the demonstrated modeling md_cate that
unmmgated water quality _mpacts are unlikely.

6. Long-term storage of water is the basic concept of werponds and wetvaults, which are pollutant
removal best management practices. Stormwater that flows to the detention facilmes and reserved
stormwater storage has been treated by best management practices before it flows to the vaults "Dead"
sediment storage would be provided so that water drawn from the facilities would not re-entrain
remaining settled matenal, if any. Water would be stored in underground vaults, which would keep water
sufficiently cool. Reaeration will be accomplished for the small flow from the facilities using aeration
systems such as dnp towers or cascades over roughened surfaces.

7. The swales proposed at the foot of the embankment will collect runoff from the slope of the

embankment and the security access road. The road is considered non-pollution generating surface due to
the infrequent automobile use (one vehicle per hour). Runoff from the runway does not drain to the
swates. Furthermore, biofiltration swales and filter strips are standard best management practices
recommended by the both King County Surface Water Design Manual (1998) and the draft Ecology
Manual as treatment for stormwater. Such best management practices take advantage of the binding
capaciD' of soil particles along with the organic and inorganic ligands in soils to render the chemicals
inert. These bound chemicals will either not be able to enter the biological compa_zment, or if the 3' do.
the3' will be unavailable to exert "harmful consequences."

8. The range of buffer widths for the riparian buffer along Miller Creek are clearly shown in several
figures and plan sheets in the December 2000 Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. Figures 4.1-3, 5.2-1,
Appendix F, and Appendix B, Sheet C2 of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan all clearly show where
the buffer is 100 ft. where the buffer is less than 100 ft, and where the buffer has been increased to more

than 100 ft to allow for buffer averaging for the areas less than 100 ft. The minimum buffer width is 50

feet. The City. of Sea-Tac requires 100 ft buffers for Class 2 streams with salmonids. Buffer averaging is
allowed by the CiD' of Sea-Tat Sensitive Areas Ordinance.

9. Details showing the number, location, and general size of the large, woody debris (LWD) features

in Miller Creek are provided in the plan sheets included with the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan
(Appendix B. Sheets C3 through C6 and Sheet C10) and in Figures included in Section 5.2.2.7 in the

Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. In addition, Section 5.2.2.7 includes a discussion of the types of wood
to be used (i.e.. Western red cedar, Western hemlock, Douglas fir). The Port has designed LWD features

to conform to Washington Department offish and Wildlife guidelines that are targeted at providing large,
woody debris features that create a variety of flow and habitat types for fish. In addition, the design was
discussed with Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife biologists prior to submitting the Hydraulic

Project Approval application, and the design will be consistent with the conditions of the Hydraulic
Project Approval permit. The LWD is designed to be stable in the stream and to rely on natural

anchoring, such as burying LWD, in preference to conventional anchoring methods (e.g., cables),
although it will be anchored in some circumstances, as shown on the plans. Also, many of the logs will
be oversized in relation to stream power (i.e., larger than the sizes that are moved by the stream now
during high flows) and are unlikely to move dunng high flows. Finally, LWD will be maintained in the
longer-term as a result of the mmgation planting of the riparian buffer with native deciduous and conifer

tree species to create a forested riparian zone that will eventually provide an on-going source of new
LWD to the channel.

10. Under §402 of the federal Clean Water Act and Washington State regulations, WAC 173-201A-

160(3)(d), the Port believes that it is in compliance with its National Pollution Discharge Elimination
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System permit which is the regulatory permit that assures "activities which generate stormwater" are m
compliance with state water quality standards. The toxicity testing conducted m accordance with the
permit using sensmve aquatic organisms and following Environmental Protecuon Agency (EPA)
protocols, showed that undiluted stormwater (100 percent stormwater) from three of four tested outfalls is
not toxic to aquatic life. Of particular note is the fact that stormwater from SDS3 was not toxic. Not only
does this drainage basin constitute one of the largest at Sea-Tac Airport. it is also most representative of
future taxlways and runways. It is important to note that water quality criteria are derived by EPA using
relatively "clean" water that does not contain constituents such as particulate matter, as well as the
organic and inorganic ligands in surface water and stormwater that compete and complex with the metals
to reduce their toxicity. This reduced bioavailability of metals in stormwater is corroborated by the
studies of Leckie and Davis (1979), Borgman and Ralph (1983), Verweij et al (1992). Welsh et al 1993.
MacRae et al (1999), suggesting that for many surface waters, it is likely that numerical crlterm are
overprotective.

With regard to Endangered Species Act species, the Biological Assessment completed for the Master Plan
Update projects (Parametnx, 2000) used modeling techniques to predict the transport of constituents m
Sea-Tac Airport stormwater from the outfalls to the mouths of Miller and Des Moines creeks, where
listed fish are expected to be. The Biological Assessment (see Table 7-10, page 7-21 ) concluded that none
of the concentrations predicted to occur over a 49-year period would result in any significant adverse
effects to chinook salmon or bull trout. The Port believes that there are several reasons for this: First.

zinc concentrations are predicted to be below the adverse affects level for these fish at the mouth of both
creeks. Second. copper concentrations are also predicted to be below the adverse affects level for bull

trout at the mouth of both creeks. For chinook salmon, copper concentrations at or near the copper
toxicity value are predicted to occur for such short durations (0.2 to 2 non-contiguous days over 49 years)
that the), will not pose adverse effects to chinook salmon. Furthermore, it is important to note that the
toxicity tests used to derive adverse affects data for both copper and zinc are based on 96-hour exposure
periods. It is unlikely that either salmon or bull trout will remain in the creek mouths for 96 consecutive
hours.

Finally, a lack of impact from Sea-Tac Airport stormwater downstream of the outfalls is demonstrated by

the results of instream toxicity screening studies reported in the Port's Biological Assessment. Section
7.1.3.3, page 7-24. Bioassay screening tests using instream samples from Miller Creek and Des Moines
Creek downstream of Sea-Tat Airport stormwater outfalls has demonstrated no toxicity to either fathead
minnows or the invertebrate, Daphnia pulex. For all tests, there was 100 percent survival of the test
organisms in 1O0 percent stream sample. It should be noted that the invertebrate,Daphnia pulex, is more

sensitive than salmonids to copper. For example, Daphnia pulex is five times more sensitive to copper at
an adjusted hardness of 50 ppm than is chinook salmon. Accordingly, the fact that the bioassay screening
showed no toxicity for Daphnia pulex downsu'eam of the Sea-Tat Airport stormwater outfalls
demonstrates that there is no risk of toxicity for any salmonids that might occur in these same streams.

11. The Port believes that the Master Plan Update projects will not reduce minimum stream flows

and will not create increased periods of high flows (see the Comprehensive Stormwater Management
Plan). Consequently, fish habitat conditions in the creek will not be altered. There is no need to evaluate
the minimum flow requirements for fish species in the creeks because these flows will not be decreased

by the projects. The fish will continue to experience the same flow regime that is currently present, and
their reanng or spawning habitat will not decrease. Their ability to migrate or move within the creek will
also remain the same.

In the relocated section of Miller Creek, a minimum water depth of 0.25 feet is provided to prevent
stranding of fish. However, the new channel reach will also provide rearing and spawning habitat. Water
depths of up to 2 feet will be present, and the presence of log weirs, large woody debris, and root wads
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will create habitat diversity. More informauon on the habitat quahty of the relocated channel reach Is

provided in response _11 of the Columbia Biological Assessment February 16. 200 l, letter.

12. The assertion that the channel will go dr3.' by flowing through highly permeable "'spawning

gravel" stream material is incorrect. The material specifications include fine sands and silts to
specifically avoid the problems asserted by the comment. The actual range will consist of silt. sand.
pebbles and gravel, ranging from 4"' maximum, 25-50 percent less than 0.25 inches. 10-20 percent sand or
smaller, and up to 5 percent silt.

13. See General Responses GLR2 and GLR3 concerning fill criteria and soil contamination.

14. The Port believes the potential impacts and benefits of relocating Miller Creek near the Vacca

Farm are adequately addressed in several evaluations. The ecological condition of the creek, the fish
habitat it provides, and its fisheries use has been evaluated and summarized m several documents.
Therefore, additional information regarding stream habitat quality is not needed to identi_' potential

impacts of the proposed project to Miller, Walker or Des Moines creeks.

Miller Creek is described and evaluated in the Final and Supplemental Environmental hnpact

Statements(Appendix F), a Stream Survea, for Miller Creek, the Biological Assessment. the Sea-Tat
Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies (Section 3.4.1), the Wetland Delineation Report (Section 3.1.1). the
Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis report, and the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan
(Section 2.2.1.1). These reports describe existing stream (including habitat and fish use) potential project

impacts, and project mitigation. The baseline information and evaluations contained in these reports
provide an adequate technical basis for evaluating impacts to fish and other aquatic life.

15. The Port is proposing to monitor a range of features and evaluate mitigation actions. These
include in-stream habitat features, riparian buffer conditions, and biotic integrity using the benthic index
of biotic integrity (BIBI). The BIBI score is a multivariate index that measures the response of benthic
macromvertebrates to variables in a stream's and watershed's biological and physical condition. The
model is regionally based on reference data collected on streams similar to, and including, Des Moines
and Miller Creek. Because the BIBI score is strongly affected by watershed and stream level processes, it
may be ineffective in measuring the invertebrate response to specific actions at a specific site. It does,
however, provide a powerful tool for assessing overall stream health. Additionally, the BIBI monitoring
results will provide guidance for both stream-level and watershed level factors that influence stream
health and a regional perspective for enhancements to urban streams in the Puget Sound.

16. Short-term effects on coho habitat are described as short-term water quality impacts (increased
turbidity and sediments) that could occur during construction if temporary sedimentation and erosion
control best management practices were not effective. The duration of these impacts, if they were to
occur, would be episodic, and limited to the construction period for the stream enhancement work
(expected to be one construction season). Limiting construction to the summer months, construction

monitoring, and the turbidity standards that the Port must meet under its National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System permit reduce the probability that such impacts will occur. If it were to occur, repair
of and/or additional best management practices would reduce the duration of the impact. It is unlikely
these short-term impacts could significantly affect the populatmns of fish in the creek.

17. Operation of the Industrial Wastewater System will not change from baseline conditions, so the

Master Plan Update projects will not alter existing fish or benthic habitat in the vicinity, of the Industrial
Wastewater System outfall. As explained in theBiologtcal Assessment (see Table 7-11, page 7-21 ) and

Essential Fish Habitat analysis, fish are not exposed to toxic conditions at the outfall because of high
discharge velocities that exceed their swimming speeds. In the vicinity of marine outfalls, only limited
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areas of benthic habitat is exposed to wastewater discharges because the water is a lower densiv," than salt
water, which estabhshes a vertical plume. If benthic prey were to move outside hmlted areas of
contaminated sediment, their small numbers relative to the total forage base utilized by fish would resuh
m no effect.

18. Proposed mitigation that retrofits water quality best management practices, reduces flood flo_vs.
and enhances creek buffers all will serve to improve conditions and enhance surv_val. _-,ro_-th. and
abundance of fish and other aquatic organisms.

19. The Biological Assessmettt (see page 7-19) assessed potential water qualirs' impacts to the
estuaries of Des Moines and Miller Creek and the nearshore environment at these locations. Water

qua]it3' analysis presented in the Biological Assessment demonstrates that the determination of "may'
affect, unlikely to adversely affect" is correct.

20. The Biologzcal Assessment (see Page 7-19) assessed potential water quali W impacts to the
estuaries of Des Moines and Miller Creek and the nearshore environment at these locations. Water

qualiu' analysis presented in the Biological Assessment demonstrates that the determination of "may
affect, unlikely to adversely affect" is correct.
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Columbia Biological Assessments, February 16, 2001 letter

The responses in this se,_tion have been prepared from the Port's perspective and kno_vledge.

The Port's evaluations have documented the use of Miller, Walker. and Des Moines creeks as aquanc
habitat, and evaluated potential impacts of the project to fish habitat, wetland habltat, riparmn areas, water

quahD', and stream hydrology. The findings of these studies have been used to design and plan extensive
mmgation to prevent sLmaificant adverse impacts to fish and aquatic habitat and to restore or enhance
ecological conditions in portions of the creeks that cross Port property.

I. The existing Miller Creek channel to be relocated is a linear ditched channel with a unitbrm cross
section. The rxparian vegetation is predominately reed canarygrass and blackberry that provides little
shading of the channel. The Port believes that immediately after construction, the relocated channel will
likely have no less shading than the channel in its current condition. A few years of new Wowth will
significantly improve shading of this channel reach. In addition, new woody debris (where none _s in place
now) will improve re-aeration of the stream and enhance dissolved oxygen levels immediately Ibltowing
construction.

The stream channel will not go dr3.' by flowing through highly permeable "spmxaaing wax'el" stream
material. The material specifications include fine sands and silts to specifically avoid the potential
concerns that were mentioned by the commentor. The flow depths calculated in the Natural Resource
Mitigation Plan will be met. These flow depths are based on open channel calculations for the proposed
relocated stream, in the event that design standards are not met and the stream is not providing approprmte
habitat. Table 5.1-7 of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan provides performance standards and
contingency measures that can be implemented to remedy the situation.

Water table elevations were monitored in the Vacca Farm area as shown in Table 5.1-10 of the Natural

Resource Mitigation Plan. The elevations indicate that minimum static water table elevations will be at
approximately 261 feet. The proposed channel flow line (as defined by the log sills) varies through the
reach but is at the same approx,mate elevation as the minimum water table elevation. In addition, drainage
ditches and tile in the farmed area will be abandoned, which is likely to increase water table elevations at
the site.

The proposed stream is at approximately the same elevation as the existing channel (the pools will be
deeper). The new channel is therefore likely to intercept the water table in the same way as the existing
channel, which means that the creek will not "drain" from its channel into the peat.

2. See the General Responses GLR2 through GLR4 as well as the detailed responses below.

3. See detailed responses below.

4. See response below.

5. The proposed modification to the Port's National Pollution Disposal Elimination System
(NPDES) permit addresses modifications to the Port-owned property to which the permit applies, and
clarifies the receiving waters to which the Port discharges. The provisions of the NPDES permit will
apply to areas included in the boundary modifications proposed in the major modification, It is the Port's
belief that the modification will not have an adverse influence on the receiving streams.

6. See General Response GLR7.
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- Onl'¢ one new stormwater discharge location outfall will be constructed near Miller Creek. and it
(xlillenter the creek reside a concrete box cutven under S. 157thStreet. All other stormwater discharges to
Miller Creek will utilize existing outfalls. The Level 2 flow controls are specifically" designed to control
erosive flow durations and peaks, and will not cause an increase in scour. Construction impacts, habxtat
effects, and mmgation are the same as those for other elements of the Master Plan Update. described in
the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan and the Biological Assessment. The effects of
operation of the stormwater facilities on fish habitat are described in the Biological Assessment.

8. Flow reductions have been evaluated using well-calibrated hydrologic models that are capable of

evaluating hydrologic water balance in watersheds. Evaluation of hydrologic changes that may occur and
are limited by the application of the Hydrologic Simulation Pro_am-Fortran (HSPF) model are
conservatively evaluated using appropriate accepted methods. The predicted effects are veto" small.

All three streams in the project area drop below 1 cubic feet per second (cfs) in most summers. The
additional flow reduction caused by the Master Plan Update projects, if any, will be mitigated as
described in the Low Strean!flow Analysis report (see page 15).

9. See response #49 below.

10. It is the Port's belief that the potential impacts and benefits of relocating Miller Creek near the
Vacca Farm are adequately addressed in several documents that discuss the ecological condition of the
creek, the fish habitat it provides, and its fisheries use. Therefore. additional information regarding
stream habitat quality, is not needed to identify potential impacts of the proposed project to Miller. Walker
or Des Momes creeks.

Miller Creek is described and evaluated in Appendix F of the Final and Supplemental Enviromnental
Impact Statements. a Stream Survey for Miller Creek, the Biological Assessment, Section 3.4.1 in the Sea-
Tac Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies, Section 3.1.1 in the Wetland Delineation Report. the Wetland
F_nctional Assessment and bnpact Analysis report, and Section 2.2.1.1 in the Natural Resource
Mitigation Plan. These reports describe existing stream (including habitat and fish use) potential project
impacts, and project mitigation. The baseline information and evaluations contained in these reports
provide an adequate technical basis for evaluating impacts to fish and other aquatic life.

Following construction of the relocated channel, the creek would be expected to be used immediately by
fish. Over a short period of time, food webs including bacteria, algae, and aquatic macro- and micro-
invertebrates would be expected to colonize the stream and provide forage resources to fish. The nature
and complexity of the food web would increase over time. especially as the stream channel becomes
shaded by riparian vegetation. The relatively dense planting, and rapid growth rates of riparian vegetauon
will help minimize the length of time needed for the channel to reach maturity.

The Port has addressed the magnitude of impacts to Miller Creek based on the above-referenced

documents and has determined that the project, as mitigated, would not significantly impact the aquatic
habitat of Miller Creek. The Miller Creek plan to relocate the creek channel considers the hydrologic,
topographic, and geologic constraints of the site and is designed to improve fish and riparian habitat
conditions.

11. It is the Port's belief that the habitat requirements for cutthroat trout are welt documented. The
Miller Creek relocation has been designed to meet these habitat requirements within the limitations of the

stream hydrology, and the nearly level topography and soil conditions of the area. Habitat requirements
for cutthroat trout are generally similar to those of coho salmon (Glova 1978), which may also use this
reach of Miller Creek. Fisheries use of the upper portion of Miller Creek is discussed in the Biological
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.4ssessment Section 4 and the Natural Resource Mittgation Plan. Since cutthroat are resd_ent and nearly

ub_qultous m urban streams of the greater Seattle area (Muto and Shefler 1983: Lucchett_ and
Fuerstenberg 1992: Ludwa et al. 1997: Serl 1999). the relocated channel of Miller Creek. as designed. _s
likely' to be capable of supporting the species.

Because cutthroat trout are resident in the upper reaches of Miller Creek. the relocated reach must provide

adequate habitat (cover. water depths, velocity, etc.), suitable water temperatures, sufficient food
resources, and spawning habitat to sustain them through their fr-y, juvenile and adult stages (Glger 10-'2:
Bustard and Narver 1975: Glova 1978: Wydoski and W-hlmey 1979: Bisson et al. 1988).

Coastal cutthroat trout fry. require low velocity, shallow water that is usually associated with backwater or

dammed pools. They are also found in side channels and along the margins of pool and riffle habitats
(Giger 1972: Trotter 1989). During winter months or other periods of high flows and cold-water
temperatures, juvenile coastal cutthroat habitat use is shifted to low velocity, deeper pools or to the stream
substrate. Under these conditions, the young fish are torpid and seek cover under rocks, tree roots, logs.
debris, and in log jams (June 1981: Trotter 1989; Flosi et. al. 1994). During other seasons, preferred
habitats are primary pools or backwater eddies in association with an undercut bank. submerged tree
roots, or branches and logs (June 1981: Trotter 1989). Root wad, large wood accumulations, and whole

trees provide escape cover and can be used to create primary pools. Treetops, branches, and other small
woody debris provide especially good summer cover for coastal cutthroat (June 1981: Flosi et. al. 1994).

Juvenile cutthroat are normally found in relatively slow current or pool habitats, and prefer water
temperatures within the range of 48 to 60° F (Wydoski and Whimey 1979: Trotter 1989: Heggenes et al.
1991: Flosi et. al. 1994). The channel depths (0.25 to 2 feet) and velocities (0.5 to 2.5 feet per second)
reported in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan are expected to meet habitat requirements for fr_, and
juvenile trout, in addition, log weirs, large woody debris, and root wads are included in the design to
promote habitat diversity for rearing.

Cutthroat trout spawn in substrates that range from coarse sand to walnut-sized gravel, but prefer
substrates in the 5 to 25 mm range (Cramer 1940: Trotter 1989: Hall et al. 1997). To meet spawning
requirements, a mixture of coarse sand to small gravel will be placed in the relocated channel reach. The
quali_' of the spawning substrate may be reduced if fine sediments accumulate within it (Waters 1995L
To maintain spawning substrates, channel widths have been designed to maintain water velocities that
prevent fine sediment deposition. In addition, structures that develop pools for rearing habitat usually
improve spawning reaches by trapping gravel, and creating hydraulic conditions that keep fine sediments
in suspension (Flosi et. al. 1998). In-stream log weirs, large woody debris, and root wads are thus
included in the design to promote spawning and reproduction.

A canopy of riparian vegetation should cover approximately 80 percent of the stream channel to maintain
suitable water temperatures and to provide insect or other organic matter inputs (Flosi et. al. 1994). The
Miller Creek project is designed to provide a multi-storied riparian vegetation area to provide shade,
woody debris, and orgamc nutrients to the stream.

12. The existing Miller Creek channel that is slated for relocation is a linear ditched channel of

uniform cross section. The riparian vegetation is predominantly reed canarygrass and blackberry that
offers little shading of the channel. Immediately after construction, the relocated channel will likely have
no less shading than the channel in its current condition. A few years of new growth will significantly
Improve shading of this channel reach. In addition, new woody debris (where none is in place now) will

improve re-aeration of the stream and enhance dissolved oxygen levels immediately following
construction.
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13. In addition to channel configuration, slope, and roughness: channel hydraulics m the relocated
reach of Miller Creek are influenced by high water table and downstream water surface elevanons. The
ex_stm-, channel has a s_milar channel cross-section that meets the flow depth criteria. It _s the Port's

belief that the flow depths, as described in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. will be met In the
event that design standards are not met and the stream is not providing appropriate habitat. Table 5.1 -, of
the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan provides performance standards and contingency' measures that can
be implemented to correct the deficiency.

14. It is the Port's belief that the channel will not go dry. by' flowing through highly permeable

"'spawning gravel" stream material. The material specifications include fine sands and silts to specifically
avoid such problems. The actual range will consist of silt, sand, pebbles and gravel, ranging fi'om 4""
maximum. 25-50 percent less than 0.25 inches. 10-20 percent sand or smaller, and up to 5 percent silt.
The gravel size range referenced in the comment refers to a performance goal in the mitiganon plan for
_avel sizes in stream riffles. Fine materials would not normally be found in riffles.

15. See response to comment #13 above.

16. The purpose for placing the geo-textile material in the streambed is to facilitate construction of
the stream channel in the peat. The fabric is not waterproof or impermeable, and will freely allow water
exchange between the peat and stream substrate. As described above, the water table is at or near the
stream flow line even in the dry, months, which means that the water will not "disappear" into the peat. If
that were the case, the existing stream, which also partially constructed in peat, would not be present. The
Vacca Farm area and its peat soils is an area of groundwater discharge which, when combined with its fiat
topography, has allowed development of wetlands and peat soils.

17. Some settlement of the stream gravel and displacement of the peat is expected. The stream banks
are intended to supply gravel to the stream if settling occurs. The plans show that there will be holes cut
into the fabric. This demonstrates that there was no intent (orproject need) to provide an impermeable
barrier under the creek.

18. The proposed stream restoration projects included removal of "hardened" banks, rip-rap, and
other channel encroachments. These encroachments into the channel, if not hardened, are susceptible to
erosion because they tend to constrict the channel, increase flow velocity, and cause channel down

cutting, which further decreases bank stability. The channel enhancements, after removing the
encroachments, includes restoring a more natural channel section (with increased channel width and
reduced streambank slopes) that are less susceptible to erosion, and placement of biodegradable matting
to hold the bank and soil in place until plant establishment. While woody debris may cause localized
sediment and substrate displacement, incorporation of woody debris into the stream structure also
enhances sediment deposition, and reduces channel energy. The significant improvements that can be
gained from enhancing the stream channel will offset any short-term, localized sediment movement.
Channel enhancements, when combined with the proposed hydrologic improvements that will reduce the
magmtude and frequency of channel-forming flows, will improve the overall health of the stream.

19. Temporary, erosion and sedimentation control measures for the Miller Creek enhancements are
shown on Appendix B of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (2000), Sheets TEl, TE2, TE3, and TE4.

20-26. See response to General Response GLR2 and GLR3 concerning fill criteria.

27. Under §402 of the federal Clean Water Act and Washington State regulations, WAC 173-201A-
160(3)(d), the Port believes that it is in compliance with its National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit which is the regulatory permit that assures "activities which generate
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stormwater'" are in compliance with state water quality standards. The Port has consc_entlously reported

the quality of its stormwater in accordance with its NPDES permit. The permit does not contain effluent
limits for stormwater. The statement that "'metals copper and zinc are of particular concern" _s no_
substantiated by the results of whole effluent toxicity. (WET) testing conducted by the Port in accordance
with its NPDES permit. These tests, conducted using sensitive aquatic organisms following
Environmental Protection Agency protocols, have shown that undiluted stormwater (100°o stormwater/
from three of four tested outfalls is not toxic to aquatic life. (For the one outfall where toxicity" has been
suggested, the Port undertook additional WET testing beyond that required by its current NPDES pernw,
and quickly, initiated an investigative study, to identify, and remove the likely' source}. Of particular note l_
the fact that stormwater from SDS3 was not toxic. Not only does this drainage basin constitute one of the
largest at Sea-Tac Airport, it is also most representative of future taxiways and runways.

28. The criteria for copper and zinc is for dissolved metals, not for total metals concentration. In
addition, those criteria are hardness dependent and will therefore vaB, based on the hardness of the
receiving waters, a fact that is not noted in the comment. Finally. as was noted in response to the
previous comment, the results of whole effluent toxicity testing conducted by the Port demonstrate that
the stormwater discharge from Sea-Tac Airport is not toxic.

29. See response to comment #27 above.

The results of instream toxicity, screening studies reported in the Port's Biological Assessment
(Parametrix, 2000) (see Section 7.1.3.3, page 7-24) demonstrate that stormwater from Sea-Tac Airport
does not add to toxicity levels in Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek. These instream screening toxicity
tests are an integral part of ongoing water quality studies being conducted by the Port in support of an
adaptive management approach. Bioassay screening tests using instream samples from Miller Creek and
Des Moines Creek downstream of Sea-Tac Airport stormwater outfalls has demonstrated no toxicity to
fathead minnows or the invertebrate, Daphnia pulex. For all tests, there was 100 percent survival of the
test organisms in 100 % stream sample.

30. The Port is in compliance with its National Pollution Discharge Elimination System permit. This
regulator5' permit assures that "activities which generate stormwater'" are in compliance with state water
quality standards (toxic metals criteria). Also see response to comment #27.

31. In the Biological Assessment (see page 7-19) completed for the Master Plan Update projects
(Parametrix. 2000). modeling techniques were used to predict the transport of constituents in Sea-Tac
Airport stormwater from the outfalls to the mouths of Miller and Des Moines creeks where listed fish are
most likely to be found. The Biological Assessment (see Table 7-10, page 7-21) concluded that none of

the concentrations predicted to occur at these locations over a 49-year period, would result in any
significant adverse effects to chinook salmon or bull trout. There are several reasons for this conclusion.
First, zinc concentrations are predicted to be below the adverse affects level for these fish at the mouth of
both creeks. Second, copper concentrations are also predicted to be below the adverse affects level for

bull trout at the mouth of both creeks. For chinook salmon, copper concentrations at or near the copper
toxicity value are predicted to occur for such short durations (0.2 to 2 non-contiguous days over 49 years)
that they will not pose adverse effects to chinook salmon. It is important to note that the toxicity tests
used to derive adverse affects data for both copper and zinc are based on 96-hour exposure periods, and it
is unlikely that either salmon or bull trout will remain in the creek mouths for 96 consecutive hours.

As discussed in response to comment #29, a lack of impact from Sea-Tac Airport stormwater downstream

of the outfalls is demonstrated by the results of instream toxicity screening studies reported in the Port's
Biological Assessment (see Table 7-14, page 7-24). Bioassay screening tests using instream samples from
Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek downstream of Sea-Tat Airport stormwater outfalls has
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demonstrated no toxlcil2..'to either fathead minnows or the invertebrate. Daphnia pule.v. For all tests, there

was 100 percent sur_'ival of the test organisms in a 100 percent stream sample. The invertebrate Dapizni,:

pulex is five times more sensitive to copper at an adjusted hardness of 50 ppm than is chinook salmon.

32. See response to comment #27 for discussion of toxic metals criteria.

As discussed in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan, Section 7. copper and zinc
concentrations in stormwater from Sea-Tac Airport in the future will either be unchanged or lower than
the environmental baseline as a result of increased water quali_" treatment and detention. The quaht3 of
stormwater from Sea-Tac Airport is anticipated to improve in the future for several reasons. F_rst. areas
where stormwater is currently not treated will be retrofitted to improve water quality. Second. for areas
with new impervious surfaces, stormwater will be detained and treated. WAC 173-201 A-160(3)(d) states
that "the primary means to be used for requiring compliance with the [water quality] standards shall be
through best management practices required in waste discharge permits, rules, orders, and d_rect_ves
issued by the department for activities which generate stormwater pollution." As with the Port's current
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System permit, future compliance with water quality standards
will be achieved through implementation of best management practices.

33. See response to comment #27 above for a discussion of stormwater data and toxics criterm. See
response to comment #31 concerning the lack of impact from copper and zinc in stormwater.

34. Glycol based fluids are only used to deice aircraft, and stormwater associated with that actiw_'
drains to the Industrial Wastewater Treatment System. The Port terminated the use of glycols on the
runways and taxiways in 1992 and now uses more environmentally compatible, acetate-based
compounds.

Aircraft deicing and anti-icing fluids are categorized into four types: Type I, Type II. Type III. and Type
IV (USEPA 2000). These fluids contain ethylene or propylene glycol, water, and additives. Type I is the
most commonly used fluid and is used primarily for aircraft de-icing; Types II, III. and IV are used for
aircraft anti-icing. Toxicity data presented in USEPA (2000) for these fluids supports the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service Classification System rating of "relatively harmless" for the Type I fluids (e.g., a 96-hr
LC50 for the rainbow trout of 17,000 mg/L and for the water flea, a 48-h EC50 of 44,000 rag/L).
Additionally. the ethylene glycol used to deice aircraft is not considered a dangerous waste. In September
1995, the Port applied for certification of the waste aircraft deicing fluids generated at the Airport under
WAC 173-303-075. The application included static acute fish and acute oral rat bioassays in accordance
with the requirements of WAC 173-303-110(3)(b). On October 20, 1995, based on the results of the

bioassays. Ecology certified that waste aircraft deicing fluids containing ethylene glycol generated at Sea-
Tac Airport are not dangerous wastes,

35. Because multiple factors influence the levels of dissolved oxygen in NW Ponds and Lake Reba
(e.g.. rainfall, wind, temperature, length of dry period, natural organic carbon in runoff and pond
sediments), the Cosmopolitan (1999) study was unable to show any relationship between the application
of de-icers and levels of dissolved oxygen in the ponds. The Port undertook a second study the following
winter that reached similar conclusions.

36. As a result of the high solubility in water of potassium acetate (2530 g/L at 20°C) and sodium
acetate (365 g/L at 20°C) and low partition coefficients (e.g., sodium acetate log P(oct) of-4.22), acetate
based de-icers will not adhere to the soil and sediment.

37. The utility of using conductivity as a tracer for the deicers is clearly demonstrated in a second

dissolved oxygen study conducted by the Port (POS, November 2000, Volume 1 Report). This study
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specifically measured the presence of potassium, sodium, and calcium ions. unique tracers oi" potassmm
acetate, sodium acetate, and calcaum acetate-based deicers, respectively, that contribute to conductwltJ.
Increased levels of these specific ions above background (i.e.. sampling conducted during "'non-delcmg'"
events) traced the passage of the deicing chemical through the two systems.

38. The Port concludes that given the infrequent and minimal use of de-icers at Sea-Tat Airport (as
acknowledged by the commentor m referring to the second dissoh'ed oxygen study I. further studies are
not likely to change the findings reported thus far.

39. See response to comment #5 above.

40. As noted above in the response to comment #27, sampling at the outfalts has demonstrated that
undiluted stormwater from Sea-Tac Airport meets all applicable toxicitj,' limits. Dilution In receiving

waters or sampling with mixing zones would only further reduce any potential toxicity.

41, See General Response GLR7 concerning instream flow mitigation,

42, See General Response GLR7 concerning instream flow mitigation.

43. See General Response GLR7 concerning mstream flow mitigation.

44. See General Response GLR7 concerning instream flow mltigatlon.

45. See General Response GLR7 concerning instream flow mitigation

46. See General Response GLR7 concerning instream flow mitigation

47. Flow reductions have been evaluated using welt-calibrated hydrologic models that are capable of
evaluating hydrologic water balance in watersheds, Evaluanon of hydrologic changes that may occur and
are limited by the application of the Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran (HSPF) model are
conservatively evaluated using appropnate accepted methods. The predicted effects are very small.

48. The potential flow impacts from all of the Master Plan Update projects is evaluated in the
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan (see Appendix A) at points do_nstream of Sea-Tac
Airport, which combines the cumulative impact of changes in individual subbasins. In all downstream
compliance points, the Level 2 flow control standard is met or exceeded.

49. An aquatic ecological risk assessment would not provide any additional information that would

be applicable in determining compliance with water quality, standards. Activities currently being
conducted by the Port under the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit (e.g.,
Best Management Practices implementation and Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan monitoring) are
sufficient to make such a determination. Furthermore. it is important to note that the toxicity tests
conducted by the Port under the current NPDES permit do test for the potential effects from multiple
chemicals. Since the samples tested are (undiluted} stormwater, they inherently consist of multiple
constituents that will include all the conventional water quality parameters, and any chemicals that might
be there.
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Northwest Hydraulics Consultants, February 15, 2001 letter

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Port's perspective and knowledge.

1. It is the Port's belief that stormwater standards are described in the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan. Water quantity (flow) control standards are described in Section 2.1. Water quality
management standards are described in Section 2.2. Changes to the described standards are subject to the
review and approval of Ecology.

2. The Port believes the stormwater plans provided in the Comprehensive Stornlwater Management
Plan provide appropriate detail to evaluate potential stormwater impacts from the Master Plan Update
projects. The protection standards are clearly detailed, and the plan shows the feasibilitj' of providing the
mitigation required to comply with the standards. In the event that modifications to the plan are necessary
due to project adjustments or unanticipated field conditions, the modifications are subject to review and
approval by Ecology. The standards would remain unchanged, even if the mechanism for meeting those
standards were changed.

3. As part of the §401 certification process, Ecology engaged King County, as a consultant to review
and comment on the Port's Conlprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. The Port has addressed all of
the comments of the King County reviewers and, based on King County's review and the Port's response
to the Count-y's comments, Ecology has reasonable assurance the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan will comply with state water quality standards.

4. The Port, as a Washington municipal corporation, need not post a bond to guarantee completion
of the stormwater management facilities planned as part of the Master Plan Update improvements. As a
political subdivision of the State. the Port enjoys the benefits of RCW 4.92.080, which exempts the State
from bond requirements.

As described in Section 7.1.5.1 of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. the cost estimate
for the 12.6 acre-foot vault described in Appendix M is for a vault if it were to be constructed in a

completely built-out area {access freeways in subbasin SDE-4). The cost estimate is presented to
demonstrate that retrofitting of this specific area is not reasonably practicable. This cost estimate does not
apply to areas of new construction.

5. The expansion of Industrial Wastewater System Lagoon 3 is under construction and will be
completed no later than 2003. to provide at least 72.0 mg of storage, as indicated in Table 4-2 of the
Conlprehensive Stornlwater Managenlent Plan. While construction is not complete, the plans have been

bid and under construction for one season. The contractor has not identified any issue about completing
the construction as designed.

The Industrial Wastewater System is already treating wastewater at the rate of 4.0 mgd (the "future" rate
described in the Conlprehensive Stormwater Management Plan Table 4-2). The discharge line has
capacity in excess of the treatment rate. Lagoons 1 and 2 contain 1.6 mg and 3.3 mg, indicated in
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan Table 4-2. Thus, the future treatment rate and storage
capacity data stated in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan are fully supported.

As stated in Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan Section 7.5, "the recommended AKART (all
"known available and reasonable treatment) alternative is to discharge treated effluent from the Industrial
Wastewater Treatment Plant to the King County DNR East Division Reclamation Plant at Renton

(EDRPR). This alternative will eliminate or reduce Industrial Wastewater System discharge to Puget
Sound. Industrial wastewater system flows will continue to be treated by the Industrial Wastewater
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Treatment Plant to remove oil and wease as well as total suspended solids before flowing to the EDRPR.'"
The marine outfal] will be retained and will continue to be permitted, and will be available Ibr d_schargc.

if necessary, to allow discharge of flows m excess of the maximum rate accepted by the EDRPR. The
storage-discharge analysis presented in Section 4.2.2 and Appendix Z demonstrates that no untreated
flows would occur in the 50-year King County. Runoff Time Series period of record and no overflows
would occur to Miller or Des Moines Creek. In fact. modeling showed that there would be no predicted
overflow with future buildout at a processing rate of just 3.1 mgd. which is 78 percent of treatment

capacity and less than one-half of outfall capacity. Addmonal treatment capacity may be available when
all known available and reasonable treatment (AKART) has been implemented.

6. It is the Port's belief that the Industrial Wastewater System lagoon complies with the siting
standards of the Federal Aviation Administration's Advisory Circular 150,/5200-33. As required by' the
Circular. wildlife hazard mitigation techniques such as surface aerators, netting, and/or covers will be
employed at the new Industrial Wastewater System lagoon. The site will be monitored and adaptively
managed as described in the Wildlife Hazard Management Plan to eliminate and minimize wildlife
hazards to aircraft. A key difference between constructing the Industrial Wastewater System lagoons and
new wetland mitigation within 10.000 feet of runways is that wildlife and habitat management at
mitigation sites is contrary to the mitigation objectives and reduces the effectiveness of the mingation.
For these reasons, even though the Ports wetland mitigation proposes on-site mitigation to fully' mitigate
the non-habitat wetland impacts, off-site mitigation is proposed to mitigate avian habitat at a locanon
where there is no potential for wildlife or habitat management to reduce aviation hazards.

7. The Industrial Wastewater System is already treating at the rate of 4.0 mgd. which demonstrates
feasible treatment rates. Negotiations are on-going to determine the allowable rates of Industrial
Wastewater System discharge that can be routed to the King County DNR East Division Reclamation
Plant at Renton (EDRPR). Routing water to EDRPR does not diminish the amount of treatment capacity
that has already been proven, but instead simply provides an alternative discharge location. Under any
future scenario, if operational requirements dictate a change in treatment, processing rate. outfall capacity,
or other changes that could potentially increase surface water discharges to Miller or Des Moines Creeks.

the Port would be obligated to evaluate potential impacts, obtain necessary permits, and provide
mitigation.

8. The release rate evaluated in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan is the proposed
rate for the Industrial Wastewater System. As described above in Response #7. any changes to the
treatment rate would be evaluated for impacts to the storm drainage system.

9. The Port will operate the Industrial Wastewater System in a manner consistent with the Port's
NPDES permit and any conditions imposed by Ecology in its approved §401 certification. In the event
that the processing rate or operations change, the Port would evaluate impacts, if any, on surface waters

and seek approval from Ecology if modifications to the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan
are needed.

10. The increase in storage capacity will be accomplished by expanding Industrial Wastewater
System Lagoon 3, an existing facility. Runoff from small storms is stored in Lagoons 1 and 2, which are
netted to prevent bird attraction. Runoff from larger storms would require the use of Lagoon 3. Bird
attraction during larger storms is less of a concern, because open water will form in many other
depressional areas as well, thus reducing the likelihood of bird attraction specifically to Lagoon 3. As
required by Advisory Circular 150/5200-33, wildlife hazard mitigation techniques such as surface
aerators will be employed at Lagoon 3. The site will be monitored and adaptively managed as described
in the Wildlife Hazard Management Plan.
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l l. The tables referenced in the comment indicate live storage volume modeled and available for
runoff control. Reserved storage is not included m the live storage calculanons and _s therelbre no,,
included in the referenced tables.

The list of low stream flow mitigation on page 6-6 of the Comprehensive Stormwater Managemeltt Piap_
describes the Port's proposed mmgation. The Tvee Golf Course well is not a "'proposed" flox_
augmentation source to mitigate the Port's low stream flow impacts. See General Response GLR - on
instream flow mitigation. The discussion on page 6-10 of the Comprehensive Stormu'ater 3[an,t,-ument
Pla_r describes the Des Moines Creek Basin Committee proposal for flow mitigation. The Ltnr Stream
Flow analysis concluded that low flow impacts from the development of the Master Plan Update prolects
could be mmgated by the reserved stormwater storage. This will not conflict with King Count3s plans to
also have a well available to mitigate existing impacts.

12. The collection and storage of surface water in underground facilities (e.g.. cisterns) is not a new
concept: this practice has historically been used to store water for many uses. Long-term storage of water
is the basic concept of wetponds and wetvaults, which are considered pollutant removal best management
practices. Stormwater that flows to the detention facilities and reserved stormwater storage has been
treated by best management practices before it flows to the vaults. "Dead" sediment storage would be
provided, so that water drawn from the facilities would not re-entrain remaining settled material, if any.
Reaeration will be accomplished for the small flow from the facilities using passive aeration systems such
as drip towers or cascades over roughened surfaces.

Exhibit C151 incorrectly labels Vault G1 with a required volume of 9.2 acre-ft. As reported in the
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan Table 6-2 and Appendix A, the actual required volume is
7.4 acre-ft, which is provided in live storage in Vault G1.

The required low stream flow mitigation design is under review by King County. Rese_,e and live
storage volumes will be confirmed as part of this review.

13. The Des Moines Creek calibration is under review by King County. The model has been

calibrated and checked against the King Coun .ty Gage 11F. Review of the SDS3 gage during the period
in question shows that the recorded hourly low flows approach 0.06 cfs (and the corresponding calibrated
flows are very close to 0.00 cfs). Thus, even if the monitoring device has been in error, the correction for
that error would have been insignificant.

14. The area of noncontiguous groundwater included in the model (512 acres) is measured from

interpretation of best available data. Additional interpretation of the information may yield different
results by different reviewers. In addition, groundwater areas can change in area depending on seasons,
variations between different climate years, and human factors such as water withdrawals. The evaluation

of groundwater area used in the model was based on professional judgment and an evaluation of the
significance Of groundwater areas on calibration results.

15. The selection of a locauon to calibrate a model is subjective. Calibration of the models used for

this analysis emphasized matching overall watershed conditions, and therefore utilized the lower gages.

16. Data from gage 42C is being used to improve the Walker Creek model, Preliminary results
suggest that this data will enhance the calibration of the model.

17. It is difficult to quantify the size of the groundwater basin discharging to a particular point.
Groundwater basins do not necessarily correspond to the surface basins defined by topography. The 630
acres used in the model resulted in an approximate match with measured low flow volumes.
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18. Irnganon runoff from the golf course or leakage from the Industrial Wastewater S\'stem lagoon
does not have any influence on the Walker Creek base flows, based on the fact that both are located m the
Des Moines Creek surface water and groundwater basins some distance from the Walker Creek basra.

19. In preparing the plot of observed daily flows from the 1998 embankment fill for February 1qq9.
measurements of pond volume were not made ever3' day. On those days where no actual measurement
was taken, the 'observed' daily flow was recorded as "'zero." This does not mean that there were no
inflows to the pond, but instead reflects days when no pond volume was measured.

20. The existing Industrial Wastewater System lagoons were shown in the calibration and future
development models as water features. There is no change in the modeling input for the lagoons from pre
development to post development. The expansion of Lagoon 3 and lining of the expansion area was not
included in the modeling because it is not a Master Plan Update project. Moreover. the hnmg area
(approximately 5 acres) is insignificant compared to the total impervious area and the relatively' small
impacts on low stream flows. Modeling of the Industrial Wastewater System lagoon areas will be
modified to reflect the lining.

21. The potential hydrologic impacts of the borrow areas were not evaluated in the Comprehensive
Stormwater Management Plan because the Port believes that modifications are considered temporar'y and
reversible, as opposed to the construction of permanent new impervious areas and airport facilities.
However. the Port believes that it is inaccurate for the commenter to assert that the hydrologic impacts of
the use of the borrow sources have not been evaluated. As noted in the comment, the Wetland Functional

Assessment and hnpact Analysis, Appendices C and D, evaluate the potential impacts of the excavation of
the borrow sources on wetlands, propose a plan for avoiding or mitigating those impacts, and address the
post-excavanon topography and drainage facilities in the areas of the borrow sources. Appendix C
specifically states that "[m]itigation [of impacts from Borrow Area 1] will also include the use of a stream
setback averaging 200 feet to protect Des Moines Creek from the potential impacts of borrow
development acnvities." In addition. Appendix D makes clear that the drainage swale designed for use in
Borrow Area 3 will ameliorate the changes in groundwater flow that are anticipated to occur as a result of
the excavation of that Borrow Area. Finally, "'reclamanon of the borrow area[s] wilt be accomplished in
accordance with Washington Department of Natural Resources criteria and the Port of Seattle landscape
plans. Once final grades have been established, the drainage swale and adjacent slopes will be protected
from erosion using the same techniques demonstrated to be effective by the embankment construction to
date. The excavanon slopes will be dressed and hydroseeded with a bonded fber matrix. The swale will

be protected with erosion control matting until grass is established as part of the post-excavation site
reclamation." Appendix D at page 8.

The feasibiliw of stormwater control in the borrow areas is not an issue, based on the lack of limitations

regarding location and feasibility of stormwater facilities in borrow areas, e.g., land areas, wetland
impacts, or size requirements. Infiltration facilities are feasible in the types of soils found in the borrow
areas, allowing for the mitigation of potential base flow impacts.

Field investigations and soil classification conducted in the borrow areas, along with a comparison of soil
gradation tests from field samples indicate that groundwater infiltration will increase in Borrow Areas 3
and 4 because more permeable soils will be exposed, while Borrow Area 1 may show reduced infiltration.
As noted above, development and reclamation plans for Borrow Area 1 will include measures to enhance
on-site infiltration (e.g., terraced slopes and benches) to the extent this is necessary.

Field investigations and soil classification conducted in the borrow areas, along with a comparison of soil
gradation tests from field samples indicate that groundwater infiltration will increase in Borrow Areas 3
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and 4 because more permeable soils will be exposed, while Borrow Area I ma.v show reduced infiltration.
As noted above, development and reclamation plans for Borrow Areas 1.3 and 4 will include measures to
enhance on-site infiltration (e,g.. terraced slopes and benches) to the extent this is necessary. These plans
will be submitted to the appropriate permitting agencies for review.

22. Review of air photos of the borrow areas demonstrate .that much of the area was formerly
neighborhoods acquired by the Port in past mitigation buy-outs. Much of the soil was modified (soil or
organic materials removed) when the area was residential. Nevertheless. hydrologic modifications
described will occur, although to a lesser degree than described in the comment.

While it is possible in some instances that grading would reduce surface infiltration, it is more likely that
the removal of less-permeable perching layers and till will in fact increase the potential for infilrranon and
recharge that could increase baseflows to Des Moines Creek.

23. The Port believes the "headwaters" of Des Moines Creek are misrepresented in the comment as
the borrow area locations. The west branch of Des Moines Creek originates as a well-defined, dredged
channel from Northwest Ponds (the drainage area of which extends about a mile north of the Northwest

Ponds), which are located approximately one-half mile upstream of 200 thStreet. The east branch of Des

Moines Creek originates in drainage channels (with a drainage basin extending approximately 0.7 miles
north of the lake) flowing to Bow Lake, which is located approximately 1 mile north of 200th Street.

24. See response to Comment 21 above.

25. The Port believes there is no basis for asserting that there will be adverse impacts from the
borrow areas. Mitigation, if necessary, can be provided in the borrow areas with no impacts to operations
or borrow area feasibility.

26. Refer to Technical Appendix B, Volume 3, of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan.

27. The Low Streamflow Anah'sis report did not include supplemental Hydrologic Simulation
Pro_am-Fortran (HSPF) analyses. The Low Strea,!flow Analysis report used results from the HSPF

analyses contained in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. Refer to the Comprehensive
Stormwater Management Plan technical appendices A and B for HSPF input sequences.

28. See response to comment #14 above regarding groundwater basins.

29. See response to comments 19, and 21 above.

30. See response to comment #20, on Industrial Wastewater System lagoon lining.

31. The Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran (HSPF) modeling includes the baseflow impact to
all creeks due to new impervious surface constructed since 1994. The diversions to the Industria]

Wastewater System area since 1994 are evaluated in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan
comparison of 1994 conditions with 2006 conditions.

32. See responses to comments 23, 24 and 25 regarding the borrow areas. The borrow areas are not
forested headwaters of Des Moines Creek.

33. The models used were described in the Low Streamflow Analysis report (pages 2-7). The
Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran (HSPF) modeling for the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan was used for the low streamflow analysis. As a result, there are no differences in the
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modeling for the two analyses. All permanent hydrologic impacts related to the Master Plan Update werc
evaluated.

34. The Port believes the commentor compared the matrix conductivlt3 used m the Pacific
Groundwater Group's analysis to the INFILT parameter in the Hydrologic Simulation Prog'ram-Fortran
(HSPF) model developed for the Comprehensive Stormwater. Management Pla_l. However. tbr
comparison to HSPF model parameters, it is more appropnate to compare the HSPF INTILT parameter to
the hydraulic conductivity of the bulk fill (Kbulk). It should also be recognized that Kbulk is not exactly

equal"to INFILT. Pacific Groundwater Group's Kbulk value of 0.085 in/hr (6x 10-5 cm.sec) compares to
the HSPF INFILT value of 0.02 in/hr. Based on this companson, the difference is less than implied by
the commentor. However, differences do exist between the amount of infiltration allowed by the two
models. The following paragraphs explain the origins of the various values and application of results of

the analysis.

The hydraulic conductivity used for the secondary, recharge analysis was based on a database of
measurements by others, and well-established algorithms that use soil particle size distribution. In this
case, the percents of sand and silt expected of the entire fill were calculated based on geotechnical
engmeenng plans for the fill. The resulting percents of sand and silt were considered representatlve of the
soil matrix between gravel and cobbles. No flow was assumed to occur through the gravel/cobble
fraction of the fill. As a result, the bulk hydraulic conductivity was lower than the matrix conductiviryby
the formula:

Kbulk = Kmatrix * (1-gravel fraction)

Where:

Kbulk =bulk hydraulic conductivity,
Kmatrix = marnx hydraulic conductivity

In this case Kmatrix = 1.35x10-4 cm./sec, Kbulk = 6x10-5 cm/sec, and gravel fraction = 0.55.

INFILT for the Third Runway fill was established based on calibration of the HSPF model to Phase I fill
runoff data spanning a one-month period in Februars., 2000. At that time the Phase I fill had been
contoured, densified by rolling, and treated to reduce erosion. It was virtually free of vegetation except
on the slope.

The difference between the HSPF calibration result and the hydraulic conductivity implied by the particle
size distribution was recognized at the time the secondary recharge analysis was performed. However, it
was the opinion of more than one hydrogeologist that runoff from the completed fill would likely be less
than suggested by the limited Phase I runoff monitoring data. It was recognized that stormwater designs
based on the HSPF model would therefore overestimate as-built runoff, underestimate infiltration, and

therefore overestimate impacts to streams in low flow periods. Because of the resulting conservative
stormwater component designs, the HSPF model was not altered and the secondary recharge analysis
proceeded independently.

35. A sensitivity analysis was performed in the Pacific Groundwater Group's secondary recharge
analysis using reasonable assumptions for the widths of the infiltration filter strips (30 and 75 feet).
Reducing Kbulk causes a reduction in estimated secondary recharge and increasing the filter-strip width
causes an increase in the volume of water infiltrated (and a reduction in rate due to the increased

infiltration area). By reducing the modeled Kbulk to a value equal to the HSPF model parameter (0.02
in/hr), estimated secondary recharge would be reduced by about 55% for a 75-foot filter strip (from about
22 to 10 in/yr) and by about 75% for a 30-foot filter strip (from about 48 to 12 irdyr). The secondary
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recharge values estimated with the HSPF INrFILT values used for Kbulk (10-12 m'5"rl are less than will
likely occur under the eventual built condition.

36. Dam safety desig'n procedures defined in WAC 173-175 are followed for pond designs. All

ponds requiring the Dam Safety review will incorporate that review process into the design process. It
Dam Safe_' review is required, plans will be finalized in compliance with those regulations. All ponds
constructed thus far have been exempt from a dam safeu, review.

37. See response to comment #36 above.

38. A geotechnical report for stability, and constructability of the vaults will be completed as pan of
final design. Significant geotechnical evaluation of the embankment will be completed, as reqmred to
conform to all applicable regulatory, requirements.

39. The depth requirement to which this comment refers is listed in the King Count5' Stormwater
Design Manual under the heading "Access Reqmrements." The specified depth is not a structural

requirement. No depth limit is stated in the requirements under the heading "'Structural Stabilit,,','" on
page 5-37 of the King County Storrnwater Design Manual.

The Port maintains its own facilities. Due to the size and scale of operations at the Sea-Tac Airport, the

Port is able to provide the necessary, equipment to access and maintain these vaults.

Cast-in-place vaults will be designed and stamped by a licensed structural engineer,

40, The stormwater detention facilities will be constructed and operated consistent with the Port's

Wildlife Hazard Management Plan. Standards for stormwater facilities are included in the Wildl!fe
Hazard Management Plan. If the facilities fail to meet those standards, there are viable and feasible
alternatives to retrofit the facilities to reduce wildlife attraction. Since the 1980's, the Port has staffed a

full time wildlife biologist at the airport to assist in reducing and managing wildlife hazards.
Accordingly, in the event of a problem, mitigation will be identified and implemented.

41. The Port believes the details described in the comment are included in plans at the appropriate

level of design progress. The Port has a systematic, critical construction plan review process. Plans are
reviewed at multiple design milestones by more than eight qualified Port environmental staff and
consultants. In addition, the Port's individual National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit requires significantly more extensive planning, implementation, and monitoring than the
requirements of most construction sites in the state of Washington. Most construction sites in
Washington are permitted under the General NPDES Permit for Construction Stormwater. The Port's
NPDES permit requires that site-specific monitoring plans be prepared for construction projects. The
Port is also required, through the Governor's Certification, to provide third-party oversight of all Master
Plan Update construction activities for temporary erosion and sedimentation control. This third-party
oversight is a condition of the Port's NPDES permit. The Port has a full-time temporary erosmn and
sedimentation control expert on staff, and monitors each of the construction sites as required by site-
specific monitoring plans approved by Ecology. Problems found at the North Employee Parking Lot
construction site in 1997 were effectively resolved to allow completion of the site during the wet season
with no further problems.

The Port's temporary erosion and sedimentation control design and implementation procedures currently

have more than three years of proven performance on large earth embankment projects, including one of
the wettest winters on record, Facilities such as pumps, swales, and treatment ponds have been
constructed and operated with no uncontrolled discharges.
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Temporary, erosion and sedimentanon control is most effectively implemented with a sound, detailed
plan. overseen and monitored by experts, adjusted and adapted to unique condmons at each s_te, using
new and mnovanve techmques. "The Port's approach to temporar3,' erosion and sedimentation control ibr
Master Plan Update projects meets all of these requirements.

42. Detailed temporar3' erosion and sedimentation control plans will be developed prior to
construction, as reqmred by the Port's National Pollution Discharge Elimination System permit. Also see

response to Comment --.41above.

43. See response to comment #,42 above.

44. See response to comment #42 above.

45. Temporary erosion and sedimentation control facilities will be in place as long as they are
needed. Depending on the location in the construction and drainage basin, some facihties will be needed
for one construction season, while others may be needed for the life of the construction (approximately 6

years).

46. As described in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Section 5.2.3 pages 5-101 through 5-106),

following construction, the outer drainage channels will serve to collect and convey seepage water to
wetlands located downslope of the embankment. The temporary, construction use is to collectrunoff from
the construction area for diversion to a sedimentation pond and treatment. Temporar3' and permanent

impacts to wetlands resulting from these channels have been evaluated in the Wetland Functional
Assessment and Impacts Anah,sis report (Section 4.2; Table 4-5, on page 4-13).

47. Pond A and the adjacent pump pit are located in wetlands because this is the lowest part of the
west-side construction area and the point to which storm water will flow during construction. These

ponds are part of the temporary erosion and sedimentation control system protecting Miller Creek from
potential short-term construction impacts. These ponds will be removed as soon as the adjacent disturbed
ground can be revegetated and sediment is no longer a risk.

The geotextile lining is not intended to keep groundwater out of the pond, and there is some potential for
Tempora_ Pond A to intercept a portion of the shallow groundwater that in part maintains the hydrology
of Wetland 37a. We conservatively estimate the potential flow from natural groundwater into the empty'
pond would be on the order of 2 to 10 gpm (0.005 to 0.022 cfs). The area of wetland potentially impacted
by this would be limited to between 20 and 50 feet downsiope of Pond A. This volume of flow is
insignificant to the wetland as a whole, except possibly during the late summer months.

It is _mportant to note that the impact to wetland hydrology would be seasonal and temporary. The pond
only needs to be pumped out when it is needed for temporary storage of storm water, typically only
during the period of say October to April. Impact in winter is expected to be minimal since other
hydrologic inflows will likely be sufficient to maintain moisture levels within the surficial wetland soils

irrespective of any drainage effects due to Pond A. Impacts would be potentially greater in the summer, if
the pond was drawn down and intercepted shallow groundwater flow that is feeding downslope wetland.
However, the Port has no plans (and no need) to operate the pond except during storm events.

A management solution the Port proposes is to maintain water in the pond during the summer, when little
or no stormwater retention capacity is needed. This would reduce or eliminate the drainage effect on the
adjacent wetland. If necessary, management of pond levels throughout the year could be tied to
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anticipated weather conditions, with the water level only drawn down by pumping when storms are
expected.

Based on the results of further analysis, an alternative management proposal for Pond A being considered
by the Port includes placing a sheet-pile wall (or cofferdam) around the pond to isolate it from the
_roundwater flow that is sustaining Wetland 37a. In this alternative, sheet piles would be installed to the

top of the glacial till at an anticipated average depth of 15 feet belot ground surface. The sheet piles
would prevent groundwater from entering Pond A. and thus prevent drawdown of _oundwater levels in
the adjacent wetland.

The cofferdam would divert some local shallot' groundwater riot,, forcing diverted water around the ends
of the cofferdam, and possibly lowering water levels in the wetland area downslope of the pond as a

consequence. To mitigate this. a collector/distributor trench filled with gravel (a "French drain") will be
built around the outside of the cofferdam. The French drain will collect shallow groundwater that would

otherwise tend to mound on the upslope side of the cofferdam, and conduct it around to the downslope
side of the cofferdam. The water in this gravel-filled trench will be available to maintain water levels in
the shallot' wetland soils, with no volume reduction or delay to the seepage, and no introduction of
charmelized surface-water riot, in the wetland.

48. The Port has successfully completed and implemented complex temporary erosion and

sedimentation control plans for its embankment projects. The Port's National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System permit already requires the detail and performance recommended in the comment.
which is not typically required by applicants reviewed under the King County and Ecology Stormwater
Management manuals.

49. The surface water runoff from the mechanically stabilized earth wall will be conducted laterally
in the wall terraces to catch basins. The catch basins are part of the storm drainage system that includes
piping and energy dissipation before delivery to the various detention facilities.

50. The Port's design includes engineering input on the embankment failure at the Tetluride Airport.
The factors that contributed to the failure at Telluride include:

• Failure to recognize the potential dangers of constructing embankment fill slopes atop old debris
slides and other indicators of geologic instability. The natural slopes at the Third Runway site are
stable by comparison:

• The Telluride construction site was in extreme topography near the top of a mountain in the Rockies,
with steep slopes subject to instability, and very different from the Puget Sound lowlands:

• Failure to include in the embankment design adequate drainage to prevent the buildup of pore
pressure, which was blamed as the primary cause of failure at Telluride. The Third Runway project
includes a substantial drainage blanket designed expressly to prevent such dangerous build-up of pore
pressures:

• The Telluride embankment materials were composed of weak shales and residual soils, which are
prone to swelling. In contrast, the glacial materials that will be used at the Third Runway site are
inherently stronger and more geologically stable:

• The location of the Telluride fill above a fault helped exacerbate seepage problems and contributed to
the embankment failure. Such conditions are no___tpresent at the Third Runway site;

The relevant lessons of the Tellunde Airport embankment failure have been fully incorporated in the
Third Runway embankment design.
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51. The Port believes the use of 1998 stormwater runoff data for the Phase 1 embankment likely

skews the results toward low infiltration rates, when the bulk of the fill is m fact expected to have
infiltration rates in excess of at least 0.19 inch per hour. The skew is deliberate m that it over-emphasizes
stormwater runoff from the embankment, and ensures that stormwater management infrastructure _s
conservatively designed. However, the Hydrologic Simulation Prowam-Forrran (HSPF) will not yield
reliable results for expected rates of infiltration and groundwater recharge through thick unsaturated zones
such as created by" the embankment fill, because HSPF is prxmaril.v a surface flow analvs_s tool. not ._
_oundwater flow model.

The fill infiltration modeling in the Pacific Groundwater Group report is more concerned with
understanding impacts to aquifers, and uses higher infiltration rates than does HSPF. These higher rates
are more consistent with the expected water transmission properties of the fill. and the surface of the fill

under long-term conditions (grassed, with wormholes and other macro porosir3." that will encourage
infiltration). The Pacific Groundwater Group results support comparable modeling work on embankment
infiltration performed by the Port (see Appendix C. Embankment Infiltration and Seepage Studies. Draft
Geotechnical Engineering Analyses and Recommendations. Third Runway Embankment. pages C-1
through C-12Hart Crowser, December 4, 2000). Similar rates of infiltration used by Hart Crowser are

also conservative in addressing the likelihood for perched zones of saturation to occur within the fill.

The embankment design considers observed fill drainage characteristics as well as analysis of infiltrauon

on fill stability, and incorporates appropriate measures such as using relatively high conductivity' soils for
the outer part of permanent embankment slopes.

52. The bench drainage channels have been designed to conduct 200 percent of the peak flow for the
100-year. 24-hour storm event. Cloudburst rainfall and horizontal rainfall fall well within these sizingcriteria.

53. The potential impact of permanent stormwater detention ponds on the hydrology of downslope
wetlands has been analyzed in the Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis report (see
Section 4.3.2.12 pages 4-64 through 4-67; and Appendix I). Groundwater data for this area, in relation to
the ground elevation, is shown m Appendix I and discussed in the Wetland Functional Assessment and

hnpact Anah,sis report. Because of the excavation, a small indirect impact to the uppermost section of
Wetland 39 could occur where the pond is excavated below the elevation of the wetland. However, Pond

D has been designed to infiltrate water into the soil and with an additional orifice to discharge treated
stormwater to the wetland as a means of preventing such an indirect impact.

All pond designs and temporary and permanent erosion and sediment controls include a site-specific
evaluation. A primary aspect of pond siting involves test borings and test pits in the proposed locations.
Standard pond design methods are followed in each case. Design of each pond proceeds from the site-
specific data so that the pond is designed to be above the observed water table levels at each site.

54. The areas described as Vacca Farm and the Miller Creek relocation sites are landscapes that have
been heavily altered by decades of human impacts. The changes include watershed development with
houses, roads, and commercial development: channelizing Miller Creek: excavations in the Miller Creek

Detention Facility. and construction of the facility; Lora Lake excavation; farming and farm drainage; and
land clearing in the floodplain. It is difficult to replicate a natural system that retains existing habitat
(small stream habitat) when that habitat probably did not exist prior to human alterations and other factors
influencing this habitat [watershed development) are present. However, the proposed Miller Creek
relocation, considering many of the limitations of the project area, will replace the limited natural
functions that this highly altered portion of Miller Creek provides, and restore many functions that havebeen lost by previous actions.
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For example, the existing stream channel is actually located on the edge of the floodplain, several feet
above the existing bottom of the "'valley" through which the channel flows. If the channel were
constructed m the bottom of the floodplain with the low profile and flat floodplain, it would lose

definmon and no longer function as a section of stream channel that is present nosy. It ls thereIbre
necessary to construct a channel with "buih-up'" walls to define the.flog channel.

The 5.24 acre-feet of 100-year floodplain storage will mitigate the loss of 100-year floodplain storage as
described in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Table 4.1-2 page 4-7: Section 5.1.2 pages 5-26
through 5-43). The relative floodplain storage is matched at each depth of flooding depth, thereby
mmgatmg impacts of small floods. The relocated channel has increased conveyance capacity when
compared to the existing channel. The area through which Miller Creek will be relocated is a broad,

shallow backwater area that stores flood flow even during less frequent events. The proposed channel
will convey flows as indicated in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Sections 5.1.1.2 and 5.1.1.6
pages 5-5 through 5-16). and spill over to the floodplain with flows in excess 40 cfs. which is less than

the mean annual flog' (See page 5-12 and Table 5.4-1). The relocated channel and the floodplain "'swale"
are connected at the south end of the new creek, which is the point that will control the water surface level
in the floodplain. The area draining to this point includes drainage from Des Moines Memorial Drive,
Lora Lake, and overflow from the new channel.

The channel will overflow with flows in excess of 40 cfs. The 100-year flood elevation in the viciniw of
the relocated channel represents a large shallow backwater area that could be characterized as more of a

"lake" than a conventional streamside floodplain. The floodplain will receive water from other sources as
well as overflow from the creek channel. Natural levees that separate the main channel from the
floodplains are frequently found in nature.

55. See response to #54 above.

56. The channel design is virtually unchanged from the previous Natural Resource Mitigation Plan
(Section 5.1.1 in Parametnx. August 1999). Changes in text were primarily a result of questions and
comments from reviewers that required clarification. The assertion that the channel will go dr3' by
flowing through highly permeable stream material is incorrect. The gravel specifications include fine
sands and silts to specifically avoid the problems that were asserted by the reviewer.

Channel hydraulics in the relocated reach of Miller Creek are influenced by high water table and
downstream water surface elevations, in addition to the channel configuration, slope, and roughness. The
existing channel has a similar channel cross-section that meets the flow depth criteria. The flow depths,
as described in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Section 5.1.1.6 page 5-12) are expected to be met.
In the event that design standards are not met and the stream is not providing appropriate habitat, Table
5.1-7 (page 5-21) of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan provides performance standards and
contingency measures that can be implemented.
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Norman Wildlife Consulting, February 16, 2001 letter

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Port's perspective and l_owledge.

1. This comment is simply a summary, of the more detailed comments contained in the commentor's
letter. A response to each of those specific comments is provided below.

2, It is the Port's belief that much of the analysis and data presented in this letter is irrelevant to the
Master Plan Update or its environmental impacts. In other cases, the data or arguments have already' been
considered in the Final Environmental lmpact Statement, Final Supplemental Environmental lmpact
Statement. Biological Assessment. Wetland Functional Assessment and hnpact Analysis report, or other
analyses of the Master Plan Update improvements. Finally, the Port believes that the comments fail to
acknowledge the benefits the off-site mitigation project in Auburn will have on listed species (bald eagle).
and a wide variety, of other avian, aquatic, and terrestrial wildlife.

3. The Final Environmental lmpact Statement, Final Supplemental Environmental bnpact Statement
and supporting documents correctly identify the types of wildlife habitat that will be impacted near Sea-
Tac Airport. Common wildlife species using these habitats are also identified. The Port believes the
Master Plan Update projects will not affect any habitat types that are uncommon or scarce in Puget Sound
lowlands, and the habitat areas that are altered have been moderately to heavily modified by historical and
on-going human development and activities. As identified in theFinal Environmental hnpact Statement,
Final Supplemental Environmental lmpact Statement, and other reports, this degradation substantially
reduces the value of the habitat to a wide variety of wildlife. Based on the habitat alterations and wildlife

relationships discussed in the Final Environmental lmpact Statement and Final Supplemental
Enviromnental hnpact Statement, no significant impacts to wildlife populations and quality upland habitat
will occur.

Substantial mitigation will be provided in connection with the Master Plan Update improvements that will
benefit both migratory and non-migratory birds. This mitigation is consistent with approaches suggested
by the Partners in Flight management plan.

The mitigation establishes significant habitat areas that will be restored and protected from future human
disturbance. While the primary goal of these areas is to protect streams and wetlands, they will also
benefit and provide habitat for migratory birds. The on-site mitigation will be managed for potential
wildlife hazards consistent with the I_ldlife Hazard Management Plan (Chapter 10) and restrictive
covenants identified in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Appendix F). In addition to on-site
mitigation, the project provides significant off-site mitigation for the benefit of terrestrial wildlife,

primarily avian species. This habitat will benefit a wide variety of terrestrial and aquatic wildlife by
restoring abandoned farmland to native wetland and upland plant communities.

4. The Biological Assessment provides accurate and adequate information on which the Endangered
Species Act analysis is based. For both bald eagles and marbled murrelets, the Biological Assessment
(see Section 6) considered the fact that the listed species are in the action area. The analysis evaluated
potential effects from habitat alterations, disturbances from construction, and potential strikes with
aircraft.

Mitigation to protect forage habitat of listed species that forage in Puget Sound and the estuaries of Miller

and Des Moines Creeks is substantial, and includes extensive stormwater management to prevent water
quality degradation and hydrologic impacts (see Section 8 of the Biological Assessment).
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5. The boundaries of the Angle Lake bald eagle nesting territory, as identified by the Washington

Department of Fish and Wildlife. can be used to identify.' the mare use areas of the Angle Lake bald eagle.
This includes Angle Lake and portions of the Green River Valley to the east.

The Biological Assessment (see Section 6.1.1.1 and page K-A-2 in Appendix B) acknaowledges that Angle
Lake bald eagles will likely move across Sea-Tac Airport. These movements are presumed to occur
during both breeding and non-breeding seasons. Eagles are unlikely to spend significant periods or"tlme
foraging in habitats affected by construction at Sea-Tac Airport. because these habitats would not support
preferred prey and are subject to considerable human use.

6. The inacnve eagle nest near Angle Lake has been fully considered in the Biological Assessment
(see Secnon 6.1.1.1 and Appendix B). The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife locates and
monitors bald eagle nests annually, and information on nesting eagles from 1995 through 1999 was
collected by the Department.

For protection of the species, the law requires that the Port not accurately display the nest location of
threatened and endangered species in public documents.

The distance of the Angle Lake nesting temtory from the project site is 1,000ft. at its closest point. The
distance of the Angle Lake nest (which has been inactive from 1995 through 1999) to the prqlect site is
approximately I mile. at its closest point, and 3 miles at its farthest point. The Master Plan Update
projects are thus beyond bald eagle management areas required near active nest sites.

The suggestion that "large area for foraging at the open upland and associated wetlands south and west of
the runways" are available to eagles is incorrect. The open area referred to is the Tyee Valley Golf
Course. which receives high levels of human use dunng daylight hours year-round. For this reason, the
area is not suitable foraging habitat. Further:

(1) The nesting territory identified by the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (which the
agency defines as the area used by a given eagle pair for conducting their regular activities- i.e.,
nesting, foraging and perching) does not include Sea-Tac Airport property, including the golf course.
Due to their small size. the open water wetlands at Sea-Tac Airport (i.e. Wetland 28 and Lake Reba)
provide marginal bald eagle foraging habitat, and wil] not be altered by the Master Plan Update
projects. Eagle foraging habitat is present at Angle Lake and Puget Sound, and these areas will not be
altered by the Master Plan Update projects.

(2) Open uplands do not provide significant bald eagle foraging habitat for eagles within Puget Sound.
Eagles in the Puget Sound forage primarily on waterfowl and fish (Knight et at, 1990 report over 96
percent of an eagles" diet was fish and birds, primarily water birds: Watson and Pierce 1998 report
that about 97 percent of observed eagle foraging attempts were for fish or water birds), and
consequently, the "open upland" does not provide significant foraging habitat for bald eagles.

The proposed Master Plan Update projects will not result in removal of high quality bald eagle nesting
and foraging habitat, since eagles nest and forage adjacent to open water bodies, which are not affected by
those improvements. The projects will thus not affect the potential for increases in eagle populations near
Sea-Tac Airport. The off-site mitiganon project in Auburn will provide forage and nesting habitat for
over wintering and breeding eagles.

7. The Angle Lake nest is located approximately one mile from the nearest Master Plan Update
project site. This nest is beyond the bald eagle management zone of 0.50 miles of nests within the line of

sight disturbance and 0.25 miles when the nest is not within the line of sight (Bald Eagle Recovery Plan
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FWS 1986). Consequently. disturbance to eagle nests would not occur from proJect actlvmes. For eagies
foraging at the Angle Lake. nesting terratory would be over 1.000 ft from the project construction
activmes located outside the terntorj'. At this distance, construction noises are not expected to affect the
foraging eagles, which are already adapted to traffic noises from Highway 99. Interstate 5. and other
streets close to Angle Lake, human activl ,ty on the Lake. and at the King Count3.' Park.

Since the project will not alter any habitat within the nesting territory, or habitat near the temtor3 likely to
provide significant forage to eagles, there is not a reasonable expectation that eagles would alter their
forage area. The mmgation at Auburn mmgation could provide additional forage for eagles.

As discussed in the Final Environmental hnpact Statement and Final Supplemental Enviromnental
hnpact Statement for the project, the primary purpose of the Third Runway is to reduce delay during poor
weather and not to increase the overall operations capacity of Sea-Tac Airport. However, regardless of
whether the Third Runway is built, air traffic at Sea-Tac Airport will increase. Notwithstanding this fact.
the project will not contribute to increased probability of eagle-aircraft strikes because it will not increase
the baseline operations that occur with or without the runway, and thus will not increase any potentml
effects to eagles. Given this fact. the Endangered Species Act determination of"mav affect, unlikely to
adversely affect" is appropriate. Since studies have failed to observe behavioral responses from eagles to
nearby commercial aircraft, a biological endpoint (i.e. significant reductions in survival or reproductive
success) that could be measured is considered to be unreasonable.

The Port believes that the contention in the comment that eagle prey is shifting to upland and scavenged
species is unsupported by the cited literature. The citation of Knight et al. (1990) provides no reformation
to justify statements that eagle prey is shifting to upland and scavenged species. The cited data presents
no trend analysis that shows eagle diets over time and provides no comparison of urban to non-urban
environments. Further, for birds in Puget Sound, the data indicated only one incident of scavenging, and
four of predation on mammals. For Puget Sound eagles, nearly all birds were found to be water birds,
with only four terrestraal birds taken as prey. Norman et al. (1989) provides no evidence to support
statements that eagle prey is shifting to upland or scavenged species. The fact that eagles prey on heron
colonies has no significance, since there are no heron colonies that will be affected by the Master Plan
Update projects. The Port cannot respond regarding the unpublished data cited in the letter, since these
data have not been made available for review by the Port.

8. In the Puget Sound region, eagles migrate along rivers and along shorelines (Watson and Pierce
1998). Because the affected areas occur more than 1.5 miles from shorelines and rivers and because the

project will not increase baseline aircraft conditions over these areas, the Master Plan Update projects will
not affect eagle migration corridors.

The Biological Assessment (see Section 6.1.1.2) considers that over wintering eagles may use the Green
River and _ts riparian habitat. The Biologtcal Assessment proposes conservation measures (to limit
construcuon at this s_te to between May 31 to October 31 ) to avoid over wintering period.

As noted above, the primary purpose of the Master Plan Update projects is to reduce poor weather delay,
Accordingly. the Port believes the probability, of a bald eagle-airplane strike will not increase as a result
of Master Plan Update projects.

Off-site wetland mitigation is proposed to reduce the potential for bird-aircraft strikes, to meet Federal

Aviation Administration safety requirements, and to comply with the requirements of the Federal
Aviation Administration's Record Of Decision for the project. Off-site mitigation will assure that areas

developed for wetland and habitat mitigation will not create aviation hazards or be subject to habitat
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management requirements necessary to ehmmate aviauon hazards. This approach not only _mproves
avaatlon saferj, but also improves the safevy ofraptors and other wildlife in the vicmlrv of the alrport.

The Biological Assessment assumes that there is a potential for colhslons between bald eagles and
aircraft. Because eagles occur in low numbers _compared to other raptors, waterfowl, and flocking b_rds).
the probabili_' that an eagle will be struck by aircraft is considered very unlikely.

9. As noted above, the primary purpose of the Master Plan Update projects is to reduce bad weather
delay and consequently, it is the Port's belief that the chance of a bald eagle-airplane strike will not
increase as a result of Master Plan Update projects. Accordingly. the Endangered Species Act
determination of "may affect, unlikely to adversely affect" is appropriate.

10. Even if currents were present, eagles would not be expected to use them to forage over Sea-Tac
Airport because the airport operation area does not provide significant forage habitat for eagles. As
shown by Knight et. al (1990), only a small percentage of eagle diets consist of terrestrxal blrds or
mammals that would be expected to occur on the airport operation area.

11. The Biological Assessment states that it is currently unknown whether marbled murrelet fl_ght
routes cross aircraft/departure zones at Sea-Tac Airport (see Section 6.2.1 ). However, it is known that no
aircraft strikes for these birds have been recorded between 1979 and 1997. Combined with the

observation that breeding marbled murrelet pairs have not been observed in the marine waters near the
Airport since 1990, the Biological Assessment determined that the potential for marbled murrelet strike is
extremely remote at best (see Section 6.2.1). As noted above for bald eagles, the purpose of the Master
Plan Update projects is not to increase aircraft operations, and consequently, the chance of a marbled
murrelet-airplane strike will not increase as a result of Master Plan Update projects. Regardless of the
flight paths of murrelets relative to Sea-Tac Airport approach and departure zones, the proposed action
will not result in an increased risk of an aircraft strike. The Biological Assessment's determination of
"may affect, unlikely to adversely affect" is thus appropriate.

The Biological Assessment has considered that marbled murrelets use areas of Puget Sound near Sea-Tac
Airport and has considered this use in the effects determination. The Biological Assessment considered
potential strike impacts (see Section 6.2.1) and the potential impacts to their forage habitat and their prey
base that occurs in estuarine and nearshore areas at Miller and Des Moines Creek (see Sections 6.2.1, 7,

and 9.4). Because of water quality, and hydrologic mitigation provided and explained in the Biological
Assessment. baseline conditions in these habitats would not be altered and the Biological Assessment's
determination of "may affect, unlikely to adversely affect" is appropriate.

12. The Biological Assessment identified marbled murrelets using mamne shorelines near Vashon
Island. Commencement Bay, and other areas (see Section 6.2). Accordingly, it is the Port's belief that
additional surveys or further documentation would not provide significant new information that would
change the Endangered Species Act determinations for the project.

13. Regardless of the number and timing of foraging murrelets in marine waters near the project, the
Biological Assessment demonstrates that this forage habitat or the prey base of murrelets will not be

altered (see Sections 6.2.1, 7, and 9.4). Thus, murrelets that forage in coastal areas near the project site
will not be affected. Since construction areas related to the Master Plan Update projects are nearly 1.5
miles from foraging areas, disturbance from construction activities will have no effect on these birds. The
Biological Assessment's determination of "may affect, not likely to adversely affect" is therefore
appropriate.
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14. As stated above, the presence of foraging murrelets during summer m marine waters near the

project site was considered and addressed in the Biological Assessment (see Section 6.2). Murrelets tha_
forage in coastal areas near the project site will not be affected, as the site is nearly 1.5 miles fi'om

foraging areas, and hence disturbance from construction activities will have no effect on these birds.

15. Although not directly known, the Biological Assessment presumed that marbled murrelets could

fly across Sea-Tac Airport and be subjected to potential aircraft strikes, and recognized the occurrence or
critical habitat about 35 miles east of Sea-Tac Airport (see Section 6.2.1 ).

The Biological Assessment presents significant conserwation measures that would protect estuar3 and
nearshore water qualiw (see Section 8). These would thus protect potential marbled murrelet ibrage
habitat and forage species.

16. The analysis of potential aircraft-murrelet strikes is probability, based. While necessarily"

subjective, it considers that uncommon or rare species that do not occupy habitat at Sea-Tac Airport (,such
as murreletst are less likely to be struck than other species. Common species (geese. ducks, starlings,
hawks, etc.) that frequently occupy habitat on or near Sea-Tac Airport are more likely to be struck (see
Table 6.2 in Secnon 6.2.1 ). Even though the probability that any single bird will be struck by an aircraft

near Sea-Tac Airport is very, low. the fact that birds are struck creates aviation hazards that the Port and
the Federal Aviation Administration are mandated to control.

The Port does not survey areas beyond the airport operations area for bird strikes, The Port records bird
strikes and evaluates strike hazards in a systematic manner that meets Federal Aviation Administration
requirements. Runways are systematically searched three times daily for bird remains (the Federal
Aviation Administration requires one search daily). Staff from the U.S. Department of A_iculture's
Wildlife Sere'ices Division spends about 20 hours per week on the airfield managing wildlife hazards and
evaluating wildlife use, response to management actions, etc. Wildlife remains are labeled and retained
for positive identification by the Port wildlife biologist (if necessary, they are sent to the Smithsonian
Institution for identification). The daily observations and control actions are recorded on reporting forms.
Bird strikes are recorded on wildlife incident reports and filed on Federal Aviation Administration Form
5200-7 (and are summarized in Table 6.2 in Section 6.2.1 of the Biological Assessment).

For various reasons, the numbers and types of birds struck by aircraft at Sea-Tac Airport or any other
aarport cannot be accurately determined.

17. No wetland, stream, and upland habitats closer than 1.5 miles from Puget Sound will be altered
by the Master Plan Update projects. Accordingly, the project will not result in the loss of any shoreline
habitat (upland or otherwise).

18. As stated above, the project will not destroy shoreline upland habitat. The project sites are over
1.5 miles from shoreline habitat.

Consistent with statements made in the comment, the tendency for many migratory (and resident) birds to
disperse widely and use urban habitat for breeding and migration demonstrates that migration corridors
will not be eliminated and that large amounts of marginal urban habitat suitable for use by migrating birds
will remain following Master Plan Update project development. Since urban habitats similar to those

being eliminated are common in Puget Sound and the Sea-Tac A_rport vicinity, significant impacts on the
regional populations of birds are unlikely.

The Final Environmental lmpact Statement, Final Supplemental Environmental lmpact Statement and
other documents evaluate habitat areas altered by Master Plan Update projects and correctly report these
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areas as marginal habitat. Consequently'. the proposed action will not have a s_gnificant effect on the

population of these bird species m the region.

19, The impacted 700 acres does not provide high quality wildlife habitat. Approximately 300 of the

roughly 700 acres are managed grasslands associated with the airport operations area and a golf course.
w]th low habitat value. Approximately gOacres are low quality shrub habitat rjqalcally consisting of non-
native Himalayan blackberry, that provides limited habitat value to a small number of bird species. The
remaining areas of impact (early successional deciduous and coniferous forest) tj'plcally' occur m ibrmer
residential neighborhoods. In these areas, development has eliminated native understorv shrub and
herbaceous vegetation, snags, downed logs, or other habitat features that reduces their suitabilitj" to
wildlife. The forest understory is typically colonized by non-native plants (both the shrub and herbaceous
layersl and is fragmented by streets or more highly developed areas that further reduce thexr habitat
suitability.

20. The Port believes the upland and wetland habitat that will be altered by Master Plan Update
projects does not provide replacement habitat for the loss of estuanne habitat lost at Elliott Bay and
Commencement Bay. Nearly' all bird species present in the estuarme habitats of Commencement Bay or

Elliot Bay are unable to use the upland or palustnne wetland habitat types that would be altered by Master
Plan Update projects at Sea-Tac Airport. The Sea-Tac Airport habitats do not provide the nesting.
foraging, and resting conditions required by these species that are adapted to marine or estuarine habitats.

21. Within the project area, the Miller Creek and Des Moines creek corridors provide relatively low
quality, wildlife habitat as they generally lack undisturbed buffers that are dominated by native vegetation
and substantial human disturbance. The project will involve an overall improvement in the riparian
habitat along these creeks, due to the enhancement of approximately 50 acres of riparian habitat in this
area. The Master Plan Update projects will not alter or degrade any estuarine or nearshore habitat.

The comment letter lists over 50 species (Table 3) from marine, estuanne, open water wetlands and other
habitat types. Many of those species rely on habitat that is very, different from that affected by the Master
Plan Update projects. Of the remaining species, habitat quality limits use of the project area. and

approximately 20 percent of these remaining species are unlikely to regularly use the project area for
nesting. These species likely use the project area only briefly during migration.

The Final Environmental lmpact Statement data and text descriptions identify 56 bird species as
occurring in the affected project area, not 42 species. The additional 14 species identified in theFinal
Environmental hnpact Statement and that are excluded from Table 3 in the comment are: green heron,
American wigeon. Barrow's goldeneye, northern hamer, American coot. long-billed dowitcher, glaucous-
winged gull. olive-sided flycatcher, barn swallow, Swainson's thrush, orange-crowned warbler, yellow
warbler. American goldfinch, and American crow.

The Port has provided detailed responses below regarding the 17 species of concern that the comment
states will be impacted by the loss of upland habitat:

Band-tailed pigeon: Although the band-tailed pigeon is in decline, the main threat to the species appears
to be habitat loss and direct human-caused mortality in Central America (Audubon 2001). In urban parks
and gardens in western Washington, the species is actually becoming more common (Audubon 2001).
Consequently, loss of habitat due to the proposed action is not expected to significantly affect the species.

Belted kingfisher: Belted kingfishers use wetland habitats with open water components. Wetlands that

will be impacted by the Master Plan Update improvements do not provide suitable kingfisher habitat.
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Pileated woodpecker: As stated m Appendix M of the Final Environmental hnpact Statement. pileated
woodpeckers have been obser_'ed in the approximately 1ST-acre deciduous forest in the central poruon of
the South Borrow Area. Under the proposed action, some of this forested area would be removed. Loss
of this acreage will not have a significant effect on pileated woodpeckers regionally, as large tracts of

their preferred habltat, mature coniferous forests, will be unaffected.

Barn swallow, tree swallow, cliff swallow, willow flycatcher, black-capped chickadee, bushm, oranee-

cro_naed warbler, song sparrow, white-crowned sparrow, black-headed m'osbeak, Wilson's warbler.
American goldfinch: These species are all common in suburban environments. Abundant habitat outside
of the project area will remain for these species following construction of Master Plan Update prqlects.
because the birds are widely distributed in urban and non-urban areas throughout Puget Sound.

Swainson's thrush: This species occurs in coniferous and mixed forests with dense under_o_xh. The
majorit 3, of the acreage impacted by the proposed action does not contain adequate cover to provide
habitat for the species. Habitat in the project area that will be impacted contains marginal nesting habitat
for species, and these areas are most likely used for foraging habitat during migration. Remaining habitat
in nearby areas outside of the project area will provide foraging habitat. Suitable Swainson's thrush
nesting habitat in the low-elevation coniferous forests of western Washington will be unaffected.

Hutton's vireo: This species is a resident of mixed forests with evergreens and oaks. with moderate to
dense canopy cover (Davis 1995). Most of the habitat impacted by the Master Plan Update projects does
not contain adequate canopy cover to provide habitat for the species. Because only a small amount of
marginal Hurton's vireo habitat will be impacted by the proposed action, the project will not have a
significant affect on the species.

Concerning the comment that eight additional species of concern occur at Sea-Tac Airport:

Sharp-shinned hawk and Cooper's hawk: Loss of forest represents loss of habitat for these species.
However. forest types impacted under the proposed action (i.e., young, deciduous forest) are relatively
common in the Puget Sound region and adequate habitat outside the project area will remain for these
species.

Northern harrier. American kestrel and western meadowlark: Harriers, kestrels, and meadowlarks prefer
open habitats. Approximately two-thirds of the existing unmanaged grassland habitat will remain upon
completion of the proposed action. Although some existing managed grassland will be impacted, the total
acreage of managed grasslands will increase overall (due to creation of new managed grassland areas).

Common nighthawk: This species nests in open areas and forages in a wide variety of habitats (Csuti et.
A1. 1997). By increasing the amount of open habitat, the project will increase the amount of nighthawk
nesting habitat. Some loss of foraging habitat will occur where areas are paved and similarly developed.
However. given the wide variety of foraging habitat that this species will use, foraging habitat is not
expected to be a limiting factor for this species, and other habitat in surrounding areas will remain as
tbragmg areas.

Vaux's swift: This species uses a wide variety of habitats where suitable cavities (i.e., dead trees,

chimneys) are available (Smith et al. 1997). Removal of trees and abandoned houses (with chimneys)
will reduce available cavities for this species, although remaining trees within and near the project site
will continue to provide caviues for the species.
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Streaked homed lark: This species has been extirpated from most of the Puget Trough. and no breeding
records Ibr the species are present in the project vlcinit-5 (Smith et al. 1997). Use of the project area is
likely limited to occasional fly-overs and stop-overs dunng migration.

22. It is the Port's belief that the analysis of habitat impacts to birds provided by the Final
Environmental ]mpact Statement. Final Supplemental Enviromnental lmpact Statement and supporting
documents meets National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA} and State Environmental Pohcv ,Act
(SEPA) requirements. Consistent with NEPA and SEPA, all significant impacts to habita_ have been
analyzed and mitigated where necessary, and in a manner consistent with applicable law and Federal
Aviation Administration Advisory Circular 150/5200-33.

23. The bird-aircraft strike record at Sea-Tac Airport demonstrates that wildlife hazards exist at Sea-
Tac Airport (see Table 6.2 in Section 6.2.1). The Port, Federal Aviation Administration. and U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Wildlife Services Division have recognized wildlife hazards at Sea-Tac
Airport since at least 1977. Since the 1980's, the Port has staffed a full time wildlife biologist at the
airport to assist in reducing and managing wildlife hazards.

The Port routinely scares or removes wildlife from the airport operations area, and manages habitat to
reduce its potential to attract wildlife. In recognition of wildlife hazards at Sea-Tac Airport. and
consistent with Federal Aviation Administration Advisory Circular 150/5200-33. the Port will construct
wetland mitigation for habitat functions more than 10,000 feet from all runways at Sea-Tac Airport. The
Federal Aviation Administration has approved on-site mitigation involving wetland restoration where this
action reduces wildlife hazards (primarily converting areas used by waterfowl and other flocking birds to
shrub dominated areas that do not provide water fowl habitat). Because the Port must maintain the ability
to manage wildlife hazards in these mitigation areas, they are subjected to habitat management actions as
identified in the Wildlife Hazard Management Plan. Habitat mitigation for the Master Plan Update
projects has required off-site habitat that will not be managed to reduce its habitat value for certain
wildlife species.

24. The Port's Wildlife Hazard Management Plan and wildlife management program meet Federal

Aviation Administration requirements. An ecological study of wildlife habitat near Sea-Tac Airport was
initiated in 2000. The Wildlife Hazard Management Plan will be updated to reflect the findings of that
survey.

25. It is the Port's belief that there is no need or requirement to differentiate these data. Bird strike

reporting at Sea-Tac Airport follows Federal Aviation Administration guidelines, which considers dead
birds found on runways to be "strikes."

The Port must manage wildlife hazards near Sea-Tac Airport regardless of whether the wildlife originates
from habitat on-s_te or from other locations. However. since habitats close to the airport are more likely
to result in wildlife hazards than more distant habitat areas, creating habitat areas within 10,000 feet of

runways that cannot be managed to control hazards (because of protection as a mitigation site) is
unacceptable to Federal Aviation Administration, the Port, and public safety.

26. The Federal Aviation Administration issued a Record of Decision for the Master Plan Update
improvements that considered all comments received by the public and government agencies. The
Federal Aviation Administration, as the federal agency responsible for aviation safety, identified in the
Record of Decision the need for off-site wetland mitigation.

Creating new wetlands on-site as habitat mitigation would create aviation hazards. On-site wetland

mitigation would be required to exceed the area of wetland impacts. The Natural Resource Mitigation
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Plan proposes mit_gauon that exceeds a 3:1 replacement ratio, and thus would create new habnat m
excess of baseline requirements. New mitigation would be reqmred to be of h2gher habnat valuethan
areas of habitat impacted and thus would support greater quantities of wildlife. In addmon, new
mmgat2on would be subject to protection by permitting agencies, so the abiliD' to manage habnat and
wildlife in the interest of avlauon safer3" would be reduced.

27. Any wildlife-aircraft strike represents a significant risk to aircraft safety, and sufficient strikes
occur at Sea-Tac Airport for w_idtife management actions to be implemented. Sea-Tac Air'pol-t records
bird strikes and evaluates strike hazards in a systematic manner that meets Federal Aviation
Administrauon requirements (see the summary in Table 6.2 in Section 6,2.1 of the Biological
Assessment). Runways are systematically searched three times daily for bird remains (the Federal
Avmtion Administration requires one search daily). Staff from the U.S. Department of Agriculture's
Wildlife Services Division spends about 20 hours per week on the airfield managing wildlife hazards and
evaluating wildlife use, response to management actions, etc. Wildlife remains are labeled and retained

for positive identification by the Port wildlife biologist (if necessary, they are sent to the Smithsonian
Institution for identification). The daily observations and control actions are recorded on reporting tbrrns.
Bird strikes are recorded on wildlife incident reports and filed on Federal Aviation Administration Form
5200-7.

The procedures for assessing wildlife hazards and for implementing management of wildlife hazards are
identified in the Wildli[e Hazard Management Plan. The Wildl(fe Hazard Management Plan has been
reviewed by Federal Aviation Administration and approved as part of the FAA's certification of Sea-Tac
Airport.

28. Because of the location of Sea-Tac Airport on a plateau east of Puget Sound. local and airfield

topography may result in uplifting air currents that enhance soaring of some birds. If prey is available on
the airport operations area, birds could use these uplifts and forage over the airport operations area for
extended periods. As is currently the case, management of prey species on the airport operations area and
other wildlife management actions are implemented to minimize soaring and foraging birds near the
airport operations area. regardless of whether they are using uplifts or not.

29. The restoration and revegetation of stream buffers and riparian wetlands would increase input of
organic matter to Miller and Des Moines creeks. No reductions in organic matter in the downstream
estuaries would occur.

30. As stated, runoff conditions from the project site would be controlled, and stormwater

management systems and other mitigation would prevent increases in peak flows and reductions in low

flow. Constructing new stormwater management facilities to treat developed areas that currently lack
them would further improve the hydrology of the creeks.

Coupled with improved riparian conditions that would increase organic matter inputs to the creek,
hydrologic changes are unlikely to significantly reduce the delivery of organic matter to the estuaries.
Therefore, the estuarine food webs will not be altered as a result of the project.

Greater production and export of organic matter to the creeks is expected because of converting farm and
golf course areas (where plant production is currently removed from riparian areas and floodplains) to
highly productive shrub vegetation types. Further enhancement will occur when vegetation density is
increased in riparian buffers that are currently lawn.
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Rachel Paschal Osborn, February 15, 2001 letter

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Ports perspective and knowledge.

1. In response to the assertion that the Port's construction of the Master Plan Update improvements
will reduce late summer flows in Miller. Des Moines and Walker Creeks, please see General Response

GLRT. Insrream Flow Mitigation.

The Sea-Tat Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies Report (Pacific Groundwater Group. June 19. 20001 and
the Low StreamlTow'Anah'sis provide a comprehensive analysis of the hydrologic effects of the proposed

Third Runway fill embankment, proposed stormwater detention ponds and vaults, and changes m water
usage within the buy-out area of the basins, The Low StreamtTow Analysis (see Tables 11. 12, and 131
concludes that there will be no net effect on the low flows of the Des Moines, Miller and Walker Creeks

given the changes in runoff conditions, delayed discharge of water percolating through the runway
embankment fill. changes in water uses within the buy-out areas, and managed release of stormwater
from reserved storage facilities. The analysis of no net streamflow impacts does not include any
mitigation water sources for Des Moines, Miller or Walker Creeks. only changes in runoff conditions
and stormwater management. The Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan and Low StrealpllTow
Analysis (see Tables 1I, 12, and 13) demonstrate that detention ponds and vaults and metered discharge
will "mitigate the effects of the Master Plan Update improvements on low flows of the three creeks
without the use of additional sources of mitigation water.

2. General Response GLR7 concerning Instream Flow Mitigation addresses the comment's assertion
that there has been no analysis or credible mitigation response, as well as the fact that detention and
controlled release of stormwater to mitigate low flows will not require a new water right.

3. The comment's assertion that the Port has employed only "speculative plans and concept-only

desi_ms" does not comport with the record.

As set forth in detail in General Response GLR7, the Port believes that it has provided detailed technical
evaluation of streamflow impacts, see Sea-Tac Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies Report (Pacific
Groundwater Group. June 19, 2000). This report was prepared for the Department of Ecology in order to
assess the hydrologic effects of constructing the proposed Third Runway fill embankment, and evaluated
the hydrologic analyses completed up to that time. Based on the information available at the time of the
report, it was concluded that the delayed fill discharge presented a significant beneficial factor in
supporting summer low flows and that the net effect of discontinued local withdrawals and importation of
water in the Miller Creek basin were approximately zero. Preparation of this study was overseen by the
Department of Ecology, and the results were reviewed by and presented publicly with Ecology staff.

Hart Crowser later prepared an independent analysis for the Port of the behavior of precipitation
infiltration through the proposed embankment fill (Hart Crowser, October 13, 2000). This analysis
utilized model methods and parameters that differed in some respects from the Pacific Groundwater

Group study, The Hart Crowser results supported the findings of the Pacific Groundwater Group report,
specifically that there would be a delayed discharge of infiltrated water and that this would provide
increased discharge from the fill area during low flow periods in Miller Creek.

The Low Stream/7ow Analysis report (Earth Tech, December 2000) provided a more comprehensive
evaluation of potential low streamflow effects in the three stream systems. The analysis considered the
net effects on low streamflows from (1) changes in storm runoff characteristics; (2) delayed discharge of
infiltrated water percolating through the fill embankment; (3) changes in non-hydrologic water uses
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within the buy-out area m the watersheds: and (4) managed release of stormwater from reseraed storage
facilities.

The EanhTech analvsls utilized the results of updated Hydrologic Simulation Pro_am-Forrran (HSPF_
model simulations from the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan that were reviewed by" King
Count3., _taff working on behalf of the Department of Ecology. The estimates o£ historic local water
withdrawals were revised downward from earlier estimates based on consultations with former propen3
owners. The estimates of runoff volume which would percolate into the fill through biofiltranon strips
accounted for the reduced infiltration capacil-y expected to result from direct preclp_tauon on the filter
strips: the infiltration capaci .ty of biofiltration swales atop the runway fill were consera'anvely neglected in
the analysis. The analysis concluded that low flows could be maintained to, or improved above, pre-
project conditions in all three streams with the implementation of the stormwater infrastructure proposed
in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan.

* The Miller Creek analysis accounts for changes in stormwater flows, the effects of storrnwater
management facilities, cessation of water withdrawals under local water rights (it reflects a refined
estimate of historic water usage based on verification with property, owners, as updated in Appendix
G of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan), cessation of irrigation and septic system
discharges of imported water, delayed discharge of direct precipitation and pavement runoff through
the proposed embankment fill. and the use of reserved stormwater releases.

• The Walker Creek analysis accounts for changes in stormwater flows, the effects of stormwater

management facilities, and delayed discharge of direct precipitation and pavement runoff through the
proposed embankment fill.

• The Des Moines Creek analysis accounts for the effects of stormwater management facilities and the
use of reserved stormwater releases, and it does not rely on the use of the Tyee Golf Course well to
maintain low flows.

4. The commentor contends that the Port has failed to offer a valid water right or credible source of
water for mitigation and that this prevents Ecology from having reasonable assurance of the validity, and
efficacy of the Port's instream flow mitigation plans. However. as is elaborated in detail in the General

Response GLR7, Instream Flow Mitigation, and as described above, based on the Comprehensive
Stopvnwater Management Plan, the Des Moines Creek Augmentation Plan is no longer necessary to
mitigate the impacts of the proposed Airport improvements. Despite this fact, the Port continues to
cooperate with the Des Moines Creek Basin Planning Committee to implement its recommendation that a

well and pump system be constructed near South 200 th Street to augment stream flow impacted by
existing, development in the basin. The flow augmentation would improve the existing water quality
conditions in the stream during late summer when low stream flow contributes to elevated temperatures
and low dissolved oxygen levels. The commentor is correct, however, that this effort will only be
possible if Ecology approves the Port's application for change of water right certificate 2369 to include

stream flow mmgation. As part of Ecology's investigation and findings on that change application, it will
make a tentative determination regarding the validity of the Port's water right for Well No. 1, which
would answer the questions raised in comment letters about the validity of the Well No. 1 water right and
its suitability for use for stream flow mitigation.

The delayed, timing of this investigation and findings by Ecology led the Port to develop the
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan as its primary means of mitigating low flow and water
quality impacts to the three creeks. Now that the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan has been

developed, Ecology's future determination regarding the validity of the Well No. 1 water right is not
essential to a finding under Clean Water Act §401 of reasonable assurance of compliance with water
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qualir3' standards for Master Plan Update improvements and mitigation, because the Port is basing such
comphance on the Comprehensive Stormwater ]_lanagement Plan. not the Des /tloine._ _'_l't't'h

Augmentation Plan.

5. The comment contains an extended discussion of state water qualir3' standards as they apply to
Miller, Des Moines and Walker Creeks, as well as the ease law supporting the use of condmons by
Ecology on §401 certificatmns. The Port acknowledges the efficacy of the state's water quality standards.
as well as Ecology's ability to enforce those standards and to employ conditions mns if401 cemficanon
to assure that state water quatity standards are met. The Port intends to comply with all applicable legal
requirements.

6. The commentor's assertion that the Port does not have a "'credible water source" for its

augmentation plans assumes that a new water right is necessary when that is not the case. There _s no

need for the Port to obtain a new water right for detention of storrnwater to mitigate the _mpacts of the
construction of the Master Plan Update improvements. In addition, the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan and Low Stream/low Anah,sis demonstrate that an Ecology decision on the Port's
water right change applicatmn for the Tyee Golf Course well (Certificate 2369) is not necessary lbr the
Port's instream flow mitigation plan to be successful.

7. For responses to the comments of Dr. Peter Willing. Water Resources Consulting: Bill Roseboom
and Dr. Malcom Leytham, Northwest Hydraulics Consultants: Dr. John Strand of Columbia Biological
Assessments: and Dr. Tracy Hilhnan. BioAnalysts; please see the individual responses to each of those
comment letters.

8. For a response on the asserted technical deficiencies of the Port's Instream Flow Mitigation Plan,

please see response to comment #3 above, as well as General Response GLR7, Instream Flow Mmgation.

9. For a response to the commentor's assertion that the Port has not selected a means for mitigating
low summer flows in Des Moines, Walker and Miller Creeks, please see response to comment #3 above,
as well as General Response GLR7, Instream Flow Mitigation.

10. The Port believes the commentor's repeated assertion that the Port'sLow StreamtTow Anah'sis
report indicates that the Miller Creek water rights retirement will result in a net decrease in streamflow

does not comport with the actual results of that analysis, nor with the Comprehe,sive Stormwater

Management Plan, and other subsequent technical analyses of the Port's instream flow mitigation plans.
See response to comment #3 above, as well as General Response GLR7, Instream Flow Mitigation.

11. For a response to the assertion of water rights issues associated with the Tyee Golf Course well,
please see response to comment #4 above.

12. See response to comment #10 above.

13. The comment asserts that the Port has not identified whether the release of stormwater for

instream flow mitigation will be "managed/active" or passive infiltration. The Comprehensive
Stormwater Management Plan and Low Streamflow Anah,sis outline how the use of detention ponds and
vaults and metered discharge will mitigate the effects oI"the Master Plan Update improvements on low
flows of Miller. Walker and Des Moines Creeks without the use of additional sources of mitigation water.
Also, see response to comment #3 above.

14. The Port believes that the comrnentor's assertion that a water right is required for stormwater

detention for the sole purpose of mitigating the impacts from the construction of Master Plan Update
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improvements _s at odds with the applicable starutor3' and case law. as well as the apphcable regulatzons.
See also General Response GLRT. See also response to comments 4 and 6 above.

15. The commentor has asserted that the impacts from the retirement of Miller Creek water rights
will be insufficient to mitigate base flows on that creek and claims in the Miller Creek basra would result
m a net decrease to base flows. In fact, this impact is accounted for in the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan and the design of stormwater detennon facilities to mitigate loxv flow mapacts. The
imtial estimates of water rights and historic water withdrawals were revised in the December 2000

Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan (Appendix G) following contacts wlth former property
owners in the buy-out area. The Low Streamt7ow Anal.vsis report concluded that the lowered estimate of
water withdrawals in the basin would result in an estimated reduction in Miller Creek streamflo_v of

25.000 gallons per day (0.04 cfs). Low Strean!lTow Anah,sis at 10. This 0.04 cfs impact is the net effect
of both reduced water withdrawals and reduced importation of water from septic system and _rrigat_on
recharge. See Table 8. Low Strean_ow Analysis, at 9. This net effect of 0.04 cfs is included m the

Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan Table 6-3.a, Summary qf Miller Creek StreamtTow Effects.
as "Non-Hydrologic Changes." Contrary to the suggestions of this comment, the Port's low streamflox_

mitigauon plan for Miller Creek accounts for lower estimates of water withdrawals prior to the Port's
buy-out of properties in the Miller Creek basin.

16. For a response on comments regarding active versus passive release of stormwater for mitigation
purposes, please see response to comment #12 above, as well as General Response GLR7. Instream Flow
Mitigation.
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Sheldon & Associates, February 15, 2001 letter

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Port's perspective and kmowtedge.

The Corps has reviewed these responses and the Port is in the process of refining their responses to
incorporate suggestions made by the Corps.

1. The Port believes that the movement of water through the fill and mechanically stabilized earth

wall has been properly analyzed. Several studies and technical memoranda have been prepared demihng
how water will flow through embankment fill to recharge groundwater or be collected and rransmmed

through the mechanically stabilized earth wall to maintain the hydrology of doxxaaslope wetlands.
Documents that describe and substantiate that the hydrology of the wetlands located downslope of the
embankment and wall will be maintained include:

• Sea-Tac Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies Report (Pacific Groundwater Group 2000). This report was
funded by the Washington State Department of Ecology

• Geotechnical Report (Hart Crowser 1999)
• Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis report (Paramernx, Inc. 2000)

• Seattle-Tacoma Airport Master Plan Update Low Streamflow Analysis (Pacific Groundwater Group
2000)

Wetlands located downslope of the embankment are maintained by groundwater discharge seeps located
beneath them and at their margins, seasonal periods of shallow interflow, and (in the case of Wetland 18,
37. and 4.4 some channelized flow).

2. The primary purpose of the drainage layer at the base of the embankment fill is to prevent the
build-up of excess pore pressures in the overlying fill material by preventing the development of fully
saturated conditions at the base of the fill. The drainage layer accomplishes this by providing a high-
permeability pathway that allows drainage to occur to the toe of the embankment if the rate of infiltration
and seepage through the embankment exceeds the permeability of the underlying native soils.

The primary hydrologic source for the wetlands (groundwater discharging through a shallow aquifer) will
remain in place. Groundwater will continue to recharge the shallow aquifer located beneath and east of
the embankment and pass beneath the embankment before discharging to the wetlands. The weight of the
embankment on the aquifer will result in some compression of the soil structure beneath it, the resulting
reductions in porosity, void ratio, and permeability are conservatively estimated to be less than 5 percent
under the maximum height of the fill (Sea-Tat Third Runway-Aquifer Compaction, letter, to the Port
from Hart Crowser, December 9, 1998) and so the groundwater flow will continue largely unimpeded.

Most of the wetlands that will remain downslope of the embankment are fed by groundwater flow from
the shallow aquifer, which surfaces as seeps in these wetland areas. The groundwater flow in the shallow
aquifer is sustained from the area to the east (primarily the areas east of the Third Runway), and currently
flows through the subsurface materials that will form the foundation for the embankment. These soils
will almost entirely remain undisturbed by construction. Excavation will occur only in limited areas

where low-permeability, wetland soils are present. In these areas, soils will be replaced (typically 1 to 3
feet below existing ground surface) with more permeable drain material.

A secondary hydrologic source for downslope wetlands is interflow from the existing slopes above the
wetlands. The interflow component supporting wetland hydrology lost due to embankment construction
will be replaced by collecting seepage water from the underdrain conveying it to the outer swale and
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downslope wetlands. Recharge calculations show that more water will be available from this source than
is currently the case under existing conditions, and that _t will occur for a longer duration than currently

Both these factors are expected to extend the hydroperiod of the wetland, and improve rather than detract
from the current condiuon of the wetland.

Another function of the drainage layer is to prevent the build-up of excess pore pressures m the overlying

fill material, by preventing the development of fully' saturated conditions at the base of the fill. I_ does
this by providing a high-permeability pathway that allows water to flow to the toe of the embankment if
the rate of infiltration and seepage through the embankment exceeds the permeability of the underlying
native soils. The drainage layer also allows existing channelized surface and seepage flow to be collected
and directed to downslope wetlands.

3. The System is Designed to Prevent Rock Underdrain Clogging. The underdrain is designed
and constructed in a manner that expressly avoids the build-up of particulates within the dram rock. The

grain-size distribution of the Group 1A material that are specified for drain construction meets the
standard civil engineering requirements for performance as a filter medium (i.e.. it is designed not to clog
when exposed to seepage from the proposed embankment soils). Part of the design requirement for this
layer is to avoid clogging if exposed to the invasion of soil particles into the filter medium. Filters of this
type have been used successfully for more than 50 years, and are specified for a wide range of civil
engineering (Soil Mechanics in Engineering Practice, Terzaghi & Peck. 1948: ibid, 3rd Edition Terzaghi,
Peck, & Mesri, 1996).

The material placed in the backfill zone behind the mechanically stabilized earth wall will be _anular
Group 1A or IB material that will be relatively free-draining and will therefore allow water to drain from
behind the engineered wall without build-up of excess pore pressures. Design requirements for the
embankment address the invasion of soil particles into the filter medium, as discussed above, and
groundwater movement would not move particles to the extent that the drainage layer would clog.

4. Fill Infiltration. See response #34 in the Northwest Hydraulic's February 15, 2001. letter.

5, Constantly Saturated Underdrain. There will not be a constantly saturated underdrain beneath
the embankment or mechanically stabilized earth wall. The capacity of the underdrain to transmit lateral
flow substantially exceeds the ability of fill to convey flow into the drain and the volume of water that
would be directed to it. Therefore, the drain would not be constantly saturated, except in places where it
is picking up subsurface seeps from below the embankment. This may occur m limited areas, typically
where there are existing seeps and wetlands that will be buried beneath the fill. The drainage layer will be
thickened in these areas to further reduce the likelihood of saturation. A key purpose of the drain is to
prevent the build-up of positive pore pressures in the embankment. This could occur if the base of the fill
was allowed to become saturated: the drain is designed to prevent this from happening, and thus to avoid
potential instability.

6. Shallow Groundwater Flow to Wetlands. As explained above, it is the Port's belief that the
embankment design will allow shallow groundwater flow to downslope wetlands to continue. The lateral
groundwater flow regime in the existing subsurface shallow aquifer will not be affected by the wall or the
underdrain since, as the commenter correctly observes, the drain will be largely constructed on the natural
ground surface, well above the underlying groundwater (except where the embankment is constructed
over wetlands and seeps). Subgrade improvements will rely on free-draining backfill or gravel and will
not impede groundwater flow, as discussed in Appendix L of the Port's Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan. The primary hydrologic source to the existing wetlands and Miller Creek- i.e.,
shallow groundwater flow - will therefore be maintained. Pacific Groundwater Group and Hart Crowser

both predict that the hydrologic source to the existing wetlands and Miller Creek will be enhanced by the
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increased time of travel for water infiltrating into and passing through the through the embankment fill

prior to moving into exisung soil layers.

7. Uniform Fill Blanket. The embankment design includes a drainage laver for its full length and

width. The drawings (e.g.. as shown in the Port's Phase 4 construction drawmgst show that the
underdrain will be placed as a continuous layer (minimum thickness: 3 feet) of Group 1A material
beneath the base of the embankment. Groundwater from upland areas will continue to flow {as 1_does

now) thorough the existing soils beneath the embankment. As a result, the presumed interTuptlon to the
hydrology of the wetlands and Miller Creek the commenter has posited will not occur.

8. Reintroduction of Water. While the Port plans to use infiltration facilities for the disposal of

stormwater as pan of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. it is largely' _oundwater

seepage water from the underdrain {as observed in Phases 1 and 2 of embankment construction) that will
be collected by the replacement drainage swale for dispersal to the wetlands. This relatively steady" flow
will in fact enhance the wetland hydrology, because it will increase the length and duration of the

hydroperiod, potentially improving the condition and function of downstream wetlands.

The adequacy of plans showing the distribution of water to from drainage channels to wetlands is
addressed in response #13 below.

9. The Port believes the existing wetlands located west of the embankment already, receive
channelized flow (see descriptions of channels on pages 3-18, 3-20, 3-21. in the Wetland Deli_eatioll

Report, in Chapter 3 of the Wetland Functional Assessment and bnpact Analysis, pages 5-100 and 5-101
in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. and letter to Eric Stockdale (21 September 2000)). The
channels, in part. convey water from Wetlands 19 and 20 to Wetlands 18 and 37. Ditches along 12t_'
Avenue South also convey channelized flow to Wetlands 18 and 37. Channelized flow also occurs in
Wetland 39, 44, R9, where runoff is concentrated by topography, streets, driveways, or culverts. The

purpose of the replacement drainage channels is to maintain this existing hydrologic condition, including
the channelized flow to Wetland 18, 37,and 44. The channels also provide contingency options to

augment wetland hydrology if monitoring demonstrates the wetland hydrology must be supplemented
elsewhere.

As demonstrated in the above responses, groundwater required to maintain seep wetlands located west of
the embankment will continue and a collection system to collect interflow and channelized flow will
further maintain wetland conditions. This drainage system is designed to maintain existing hydrologic
conditions, and includes new channels that will convey existing surface flows and replace existing
channels. The replacement channels will disperse flow over a broader area than the existing ditches and
culverts that they replace, so increase in channelization would not occur. The maintenance of these
varying sources of hydrology will maintain seep areas in the wetlands, and assure that reductions in the
size of these wetlands do not occur.

The existing ground surface below the embankment will be left largely undisturbed prior to fill
placement. Shallow interflow seeps, expressed where perching layers surface on the slope, will continue
to discharge into the underdrain, or will continue to flow downslope within the subsurface soils below the
underdrain. Areas of soft soils that need to be removed to provide embankment foundation support will be
backfilled with free-draining sand and gravel hydraulically connected to the underdrain. In this way,
existing seepage into the wetlands that are filled will continue to be available as seepage through the
underdrain. This water will flow down gradient to the west, and eventually reach downslope wetlands
and Miller Creek. If reduced wetland hydrology is observed dunng construction and/or post-construction

monitoring, contingency actions including additional flow dispersion, and would be implemented
adaptive management techniques would be implemented to ensure downslope wetlands maintain the
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appropriate hydropenod required to maintain existing functions. The 10-year momtormg plan and
adapuve management approach will be instrumental m assuring maintenance of the wetland hydrology.

Because hydrologic conditions will be maintained in downslope wetlands (i.e. the t'etlands will continue
to receive groundwater seepage and channelized flow) nutrient dynamic m the t'etlands following
construcuon will be mmilar to current conditions. The removal of pollutmn generating surfaces and

incorporating the wetlands located t'est of the embankment within the Miller Creek Wetland and R_parmn
Buffer Area will reduce anthropogenic sources of nutrients to the wetlands. Removing non-point

pollution sources from lawns, parking areas, septic systems, fertilizers, and other sources t'ill enhance
wetlands and uplands in the Lora Lake/Vacca Farm area. Additionally. planting nanve trees and shrubs,

removing areas of invamve non-native plant species, and monitonng the success of the enhancement will
enhance the area. For example, the wetlands at the Vacca Farm site will shift from a wetland dominated
by bare ground, Himalayan blackberry, and soft rush, to a native shrub-dominated wetlands with areas of
cedar trees. This shift in plant communities will increase sediment trapping, and organic matter input

from the wetland complex to the creek.

As described in Appendix B of the Wetland Functional Assessment and hnpact AnaO'sis (Parametrlx, Inc.
2000). subgrade improvements will be composed of permeable soils (mostly gravels) and will act like
outwash soils, not till. Subgrade improvements also include stone columns, which will be installed to
strengthen the native soils beneath parts of the embankment. The stone columns that will be installed to
strengthen the native soils beneath pans of the embankment will also act like outwash soils.

10. As explained above, no "complete change in the hydroperiod of the wetlands" is expected to

occur. The plan does not require water to be "metered from a storm pond outfall into an infiltration
trench.TM

The embankment design and its potential impacts to wetland hydrology have been the subject of
independent reviews. These evaluations, summarized in the Wetland Functional Assessment and hnpact
Anah'sis report, have found that the delay in water movement through the embankment would extend the
period of groundwater discharge from the area and that this could benefit lot' flow conditions in Miller
Creek and downslope wetlands.

11. Appendices A and B of the Wetland Functional Assessment and hnpact Anah'sis report identifies
the design and purpose of the temporary, erosion and sedimentation control (TESC) swales and the inner

collection swale. The Appendices shot, that portions of the TESC swale, following construction, are
incorporated into the replacement drainage channels. These swales will serve to collect and direct

construction runoff to sedimentation ponds. Water from these ponds will be pumped to stormwater
treatment and detention ponds and discharged to Miller Creek at existing outfalls.

The inner collection swale will serve to collect water from the embankment, mechanically stabilized earth
wall. and security road. Water from this inner collection swale will be conveyed under the security road
to the replacement drainage channels, and ultimately to the wetlands located west of the project area.

The paved security road located west of the embankment will have limited use (approximately one
vehicle per hour) and is thus not classified as a pollution-generating surface according to King County
Stormwater Management standards. Therefore, runoff from the road that reaches either the inner

collection swale or the replacement drainage channels is expected to meet water quality criteria. No
anticipated impact is expected to occur as a result of mixing runoff from the embankment, the Perimeter

_ForWetland39. potential_mpactsto theuppermostportionof the wetland(0.02 acres)aremitigatedusinghydrologyfroma
stormwaterdetentmnpond.
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Road. or the mechanically stabilized earth wall with ground water collected by the replacement drainage
channel.

The replacement drainage channels will be located west of the mechanically stabilized earth wall.
embankment, and securiw road. These channels will serve to collect seepage diverted from the tuner

collection swale or seeps from the embankment underdrain. Water within these channels will be d_rected
to wetlands to help maintain their hydrology.

12. Wetlands not linked to the replacement drainage channels will continue to receive water vza
shallow groundwater that will be recharged as water infiltrates through the embankment and into the
existing subsoils that will remain. Additionally, riparian wetlands not associated with the replacement
drainage channels will continue to receive water through overbank flow from Miller Creek. The changes
in the hydrologic conditions related to the embankment are discussed in detail above.

13. It is the Port's belief that the design sheet C6 in Appendix D illustrates the required informanon

regarding project mitigation. As the reviewer has correctly determined, Segment C and Segment D of the
replacement drainage channels are north flowing. Segment C conveys water to Wetland 37. Segment D
convevs water to Wetland R9 and A13. The swale located upslope of these areas continues to Pond D,
but this segment is not part of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. as identified in the documents.

The swale shown in Pond D on Sheet C6 in Appendix D is the temporary, erosion and sedimentation
control (TESC) swale that will be constructed prior to the construction of stormwater Pond D. This
TESC swale will be used only during initial construction and construction staging. Prior to completion of
the project. Pond D will be constructed in the footprint shown on this sheet. When this pond is
constructed, the portion of the swale in its ultimate boundaries will be removed. The finished grading
plan for Pond D is shown in Appendix I of the Wetland Functional Assessment and bnpact Analysis
Report.

The drainage channel segments identified in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan mitigation are the
minimum channel lengths required to replace channel lengths being impacted (pages 5-100 and 5-100).
The remainder of the channels shown on plan sheets with buffers may also collect seepage water from the
embankment or the inner collection swale and are also part of the mitigation. The additional lengths of
channel provide flexibility in how and where the seepage water is discharged to the wetlands and Miller
Creek, if redirection is deemed warranted dunng the monitoring program.

The l-foot contours provided on the design drawings show that the replacement drainage channel depths
are 0-3 feet in depth. The relationship of the swales to the downslope wetlands can also be determined
from the grading plan. Where the swale crosses wetlands, the west side of the swale is shown to be at the

eievatmn of the wetland. Thus, water collected by the swale can disperse into the downslope wetland.
The distribution of water o the wetlands from the drainage channels will occur over a broader area than is

found where culverts currently concentrate flows, and increases in channelization in the remaining
wetlands are not expected.

The drainage swales located upslope of the mitigation channels are not part of the project mitigation.
These channels are located in areas that generally lacked seeps and wetlands; thus they are expected to be
dry much of the time.

14. As discussed above, the Port believes the project will not transform "downslope wetlands from

seep driven wetland systems (groundwater discharge zones) to wetlands that are driven by surface water
input."
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There are no infihration swales sho_'n m the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan design drawings and no
mfiltrataon swales are planned or reqmred to maintain wetland hydrology. Sheet C$ of Appendix D to the
Natural Resource 3litigation Plan shows flow d_spersal trenches. The flow d_spersal trenches are not
designed for infiltranon. They are designed to allow water to disperse over broad areas into wetlands, and
they are designed to avoid concentrating water in wetlands.

All wetlands impacts identified in Chapter 3 of the Wetland Functional Assessment amt Impact .-lnai_wt.,
(Parametnx. Inc. 2000) have been properly calculated. These calculatmns include all constructlon

activities m wetlands, including the impact of the replacement drainage channels. Appendix D (Sheets
C5 and C6) of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan identi_, the impacts of these channels to wetlands.

15. The Port believes the mmgation does not depend on a constructed infiltration system to maintain
proper hydrology in wetlands located west of the embankment. Saturation of the soils at the flow

dispersal facilities will demonstrate that the reintroduction of water is occurnng as planned and the water

transmission capacity of the soil has been reached. This condition will be beneficial to downslope
wetlands, and may even cause an increase in the size and improvement in condition of the affected

wetlands. This saturation is expected to continue well into the dry. summer months, due to the buffering
effect of the thick vadose zone created by the embankment.

16. Significant technical details required to understand how mitigation will be constructed are
included in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, Appendices, and associated reports.

17. The design drawings in Appendix A show that the relocated segment of Miller Creek will be
lined with geotextile fabric. The use of geotextile fabric as part of the relocatmn project is also identified
in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan text (Figure 5.1-3. and page 5-14).

18. The proposed geotextile fabric is highly permeable, and is designed to permit groundwater
exchange-'. Because the geotextile fabric will be permeable, the Port believes that the stream will not be

hydrologically isolated from the high groundwater table or the underlying peat soils. The geotextile will
facilitate constructability of the channel in the peat soils.

There is no concern regarding the disappearance of water into organic soils, as monitoring reported in the
Natural Resource Mitigation Plan demonstrates that a high water table is present on the site and that the
elevation of the stream channel will be very close to the elevation of the groundwater.

An "open water pond" would not occur on the site (except during flood events) because existing and
proposed grades allow surface water drainage of area through the south end of the Vacca Farm area.

19. The following discussion responds to the commentor's concerns regarding the function of the
Vacca Farm Restoration project as a natural floodplain. During floods greater than the mean annual

flood, the low channel bank that defines the west side of the stream channel (Sheet C5, Appendix A) will

be overtopped by flood flows. At these t_mes, floodwaters would move from the channel laterally across
the floodplain, submerging low-lying areas of the floodplain located to the west. In addition to overbank

flooding from the creek, "backwater" flooding could occur by floodwater overtopping the existing creek
banks downstream of the relocated segment. Backwater flooding is a natural condition that is present
along many large and small stream systems (another example is shown in Figure 7.2--4 of theNatural

Resource Mmgation Plan that maps the backwater floodplain area near the off-site mitigation). During

-'Geotextile liners are bv definition permeable, unless identified as "impermeable geomembrane liner". The
geotextile's permeability of 60 toI l0 aallons per minute per square foot is much greater than that of theunderlying peat.
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flood events smaller that the 1-vear flood, much of the floodplain would flood as a result of a backwater
condition. As correctly pointed" out. the floodplain area ls desimaed to drain freely to the south tbllowmg
flood events. Thus. floodwaters flow through the entire floodplain and wetland restoration area.

Chapter 5. Section 5.1.1.6 describes the estimated flooding frequency. The channel has been desl,..naed to
overtop its banks at flows greater than 40 cfs. which occur approximately once a year during annual peak
flows. This frequency of flood event is not an "extreme event' and the deslg'n provides a d_rect
hydrologic connection bem'een the wetland floodplain and the stream channel.

The funcuon of the creek channel, and whether or not it is lined, are independent from the desi=o'nof the

adjacent floodplain. The post-construction topography will allow floodwater to pond until the flow m the
creek recedes, thereby providing a direct connection to the floodplain and channel.

Also see response #24 of the Northwest Hydraulic's February 15,2001. letter.

20. It is the Port's belief that the Miller Creek relocation has been designed using appropriate and

current standard engineering practices for topographic, geologic, hydrologic, and ecological conditions
found in the Vacca Farm area. Because of the unique characteristics of the site. general conclusions about
other sites, which have different site conditions, design approaches, and permit standards are not directly

applicable to the Miller Creek design.

The Port recently examined the creek relocation project on North Creek in Bothell (March 15. 2001)
during a rainstorm (about 0.7 inches measured in nearby Redmond). The creek was observed
overtopping the channel banks in several locations within the mitigation site, flooding portions of the
adjacent wetlands. Based on examination of pre-project aerial photographs and the recent site conditions.
it appears that this project has successfully enhanced a previously ditched stream channel by creating
floodplain wetlands and natural channel conditions. The site differs from that planned by the Port in that
it the North Creek site includes food control levees, which are not part of the Port's proposal.

21. The Miller Creek relocation site design responds to existing site specific hydrologic, geologic,
ecological, and topographical conditions of the area. The project design meets requirements to maintain a
creek channel with fish habitat, replace lost floodplain area, restore wetlands, and provide water quality
benefits.

22. The Port believes that design and establishment of the creek channel and floodplain on the Vacca
Farm site have been substantiated during the development of the mitigation plan. The bearing strength of
peat. potential erodability of peat, other soil conditions, groundwater conditions, and channel hydraulics
have been considered in the Miller Creek design, and the design approach with the geotextile liner is
determined to be stable, without adversely affecting groundwater movement. Because the Vacca Farm
floodplain already floods in a backwater condition, and the relocation project will not alter this feature,
even if the relocated creek section failed to overtop its bank, the natural flood storage functions of the
restored wetland would be realized.

Currently, there is no direct surface water connection between the Miller Creek stream channel or

associated wetlands and floodplain. The stream is channelized and currently overflows its banks with at
least a 2-year frequency. The new channel will be designed to allow the creekto overtop its banks with
approximately 1-year frequency, thus improving the hydrologic connection to the floodplain.
Additionally, the current design will create a forested and shrub riparian buffer, which will increase shade
to the creek, decrease temperatures, and provide an increase in organic material.
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The Miller Creek floodplain has a high _oundwater table. Excavation in the floodplain soil will enhance
m-oundwater saturation throughout the upper soil horizon within the floodplain, thus improving wetland
hydrology'. Supporting data on groundwater elevauon in this area are provided in the.Vatural/_c'.vottrcc
Mitigation Plan.

23. The reviewer correctly identifies that the installation of logs will involve cutting of the geotextile
fabric. However. since the geotextile fabric is permeable (see above), there are no deslg-n, operauonal, or
reliabiliD' consequences to this approach. All geotextile fabric used during stream construcuon will be

permeable: therefore, there will be a direct connection with the groundwater and "'springing a leak'" as not
•"Iconce/71.

24. The flood frequency of the wetland is described above, as is the ability of the permeable
geotextile fabric to permit groundwater movement. The wetland and areas of high groundwater west of
the stream are currently and will continue to be maintained by high groundwater conditions. Maintenance
of wetlands in this area is not dependent upon floodwater, and peat soils would not be expected to torm in
wetlands that were maintained solely by floodwater.

The stream will flood its banks in less than an extreme 100-year flood event. The proposed channel will
convey flows as indicated in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. and spill over to the floodplain with
flows in excess 40 cfs. which is less than the mean annual flow (See page 5-12 and Table 5.4-1). The
relocated channel and the floodplain "swale" are connected at the south end of the new creek, which is the

point that will control the water surface level in the floodplain. The area draining to this point also
includes drainage from Des Moines Memorial Drive, Lora Lake, as well as overflow from the new
channel.

The 100-year flood elevation in the vicinity of the relocated channel currently forms a broad shallow
backwater area rather than simply fringing the creek channel.

25. Geotextile fabric will be permeable; as a result, the Port believes that groundwater will be able to
seep into the stream channel and supplement stream flow during low flow periods.

26. The Natural Resource Mitigation Plan identifies temporary, impacts to wetlands in areas where
wetlands can be avoided bv the finished project, yet, to accommodate facilities to manage construction
stormwater during the Initial construction phase, they will be temporarily modified (Chapter 3, page 3-6).
Because these _mpacts are temporary, they are not classified as permanent. Upon completion of
construction, the wetland areas will be restored to pre-construction conditions. Chapter 2 of the Wetland
Functional Assessment and hnpact Analvsis (Parametnx, Inc. 2000) describes how these impacts were
calculated and explains them in detail (see especially Section 2 and Section 4.2). Additionally, Chapter 5
Section 5.2.4 of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan describes the temporary construction related

impacts of the Third Runway embankment and how those impacts were calculated. The temporary
construction related impacts located outside the project footpnnt are identified in the Technical

Memorandum Temporary lmpacts to Wetlands during Third Runway Embankment Construction (HNTB
1999) (Appendix A of the Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis (Parametrix, Inc. 2000)).

Where temporary fill in wetlands results in small fragments of remaining wetlands, the remaining wetland
area has been considered permanently impacted, and tabulated in Table 3.1-1 (page 3-2). This includes

Wetlands A5, A6, A8.35, A18, portions of Wetland 18, and portions of Wetland A12. Where, following
construction, the impacted wetlands could be restored and integrated into adjacent wetland areas or buffer

mitigation, impacts were considered temporary because, in these areas, the full suite of existing wetlandfunctions could be restored.
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27. The Port believes that the evaluation of temporar3" sediment control ponds as a temporar3 _mpact

is appropnate. These facilities are temporary, are not a permanent feature of the project, and will not
cause permanent impacts to do_aastream wetlands. The temporar3" stormwater ponds are located at
critical elevations relative to project construction activities, as explained in Appendix A of the l|'etland
Functional Assessment and bnpact Analysis. The stormwater pond locations are at the vet3." lowest
elevations adjacent to the embankment so construction runoff from the all upslope areas can be collected
and treated. Where located in wetlands (i.e. Wetlands 18. 37, and 44) the collection ponds will collect
construction runoff prior to it being pumping upslope to the treatment systems. One benefit of th_s
approach is to reduce the area of temporary impacts. The conveyance of runoff to these systems is m part
via the temporary, erosion and sedimentation control swale shown on plan sheets, w_th addmonal
conveyances from the embankment itself likely.

The depth for Pond A was set to limit the amount of direct wetland impact dunng construction and so that
the combination of storage volume and pump capacity provides the ability to collect and transfer at least
twice the anticipated stormwater volume to the upstream treatment ponds. A more shallow depth would
require use of additional land and increase temporary impacts to Wetland 37.

The geotextile lining of the pond is permeable, and not intended to keep groundwater out of the pond. It
is anticipated that Temporary Pond A would intercept a small portion of the shallow _oundwater that

flows to Wetland 37a. Dunng periods of pond operation (October through March). some groundwater
would be collected from the pond with stormwater, treated, and discharged to Miller Creek, upstream of
the wetland.

During the October through March period, when the pond may be in operation, wetland vegetation is
generally dormant and would not be affected by minor changes in soil moisture, were it to occur.
However, there is unlikely to be any significant change in soil moisture or saturation downslope of the
pond because pond operations would occur during the wet season when ample precipitation would
maintain saturation in the downslope soils. During the summer months, when the pond is not in
operation, seepage water would drain to the pond from the upsiope (east) side. This water would collect
in the bottom of the pond, but would also be able to flow through the permeable liner and infiltrate to the
adjacent wetland soils through the downslope (west) side. Operation of the pond in this manner is not
anucipated to result in any temporary or long-term impact to the vegetation or habitat conditions in

Wetland 37 or to Miller Creek because hydrologic conditions in the wetland or creek would not change.

28. Two sedimentation ponds (Ponds A and E) will be installed within a portion of Wetlands 18 and

37, and the restoration of these areas is described in detail in tbeNatural Resource Mitigation Plan (See
Section 5.2.4, starting on page 5- I 11; and Appendix D). The temporary ponds are to be constructed in
areas of groundwater discharge, and not where wetlands occur on impervious perching layers. Since

groundwater discharge maintains the wetlands in these areas, maintaining interflow during or after
construction will not be required (in these groundwater discharge areas, soils saturated to the surface

throughout the rainy season prevent interflow). For this reason, and because no significant excavation
will occur dunng pond construction, there is no need to recreate impervious subsurface layers.

Wetlands 18 and 37 will be restored to pre-construction topography by removing fill used to create berms

and backfilling the pond with native soil that is similar in texture to the soil removed during excavation.
The requirements for treating soils during restoration of these areas are identified in Section 5.2.4.6 (page
5-114) of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. If the disturbed areas are treated as described, soil

conditions will be suitable for the growth of wetland plants and sufficiently friable and permeable to
allow groundwater discharges to continue.
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29. The Port believes that the information the commenter has requested is part of the Pubhc Notice

The potential impact of permanent stormwater detention ponds on the hydrology of downslope wetlands
has been analyzed in the l$'etland Functional Assessment and bnpact Analysis report (See Section

4.3.2.12 and Appendix I). Groundwater data for this area. in relation to the _ound elevation is sho_'n m
Appendix I and discussed m the Wetland Functional Assessment and bnpact Analysis report. Because of
the excavation, a small indirect impact to the uppmrnost section .of Wetland 39 could occur where the

pond is excavated below the elevation of the wetland. Because Pond D has been desimaed to infiltrate
water into the soil, and with an additional orifice to discharge treated stormwater to the wetland, the

potential indirect impact may not occur.

30. Permanent wetland impacts were assumed for the portion of Wetland AI2 that is crossed b.v lhe
temporary erosion and sedimentation control swale. The area where the swale runs through Wetland A 12
was calculated as a permanent impact (0.08 acre). The area west of the swale (0.03 acre) will remain a
wetland because of groundwater seepage and the replacement drainage channel that conveys water to the
remaining portion of the wetland. Additionally, this wetland area will be enhanced through planting
native trees and shrubs thus maintaining the primary functions of this wetland.

The Natural Resource Mitigation Plan describes and illustrates how water will be discharged to the
downslope wetlands. The replacement drainage channels are described in Section 5.2.3 of the Natural
Resource Mitigation Plan (page 5-100 through 5-111). Design details showing the channel grades, cross
sections and flow dispersal trenches are shown in Appendix D (Sheet C8) of the Natural Resource

Mitigation Plan. Additionally, page 28 in Appendix B of the Wetland Functional Assessment and hnpact
Analysis (Parametrix, Inc. 2000) describes facilities to maintain water supplies to wetlands located
downslope of the embankment and mechanically stabilized earth wall that assure the function of the
downslope wetlands and mitigataon.

As described in the Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Anah'sis report, temporary, wetland
impacts will not occur for the duration of the project. Section 4.2.3 of the Wetland Functional
Assessment and lmpact Anah'sis report states that "'these temporary _mpacts will be approximately one to
two construction seasons". Appendix A of this report also describes the type of temporary impacts and
that. for Wetland 37, they will be during a 1-2 years timeframe (see page 4, Temporary Construction
hnpacts to Wetlands). Similar timeframes will occur for other temporary impacts, but the exact timing
depends on the time of year construction is started, weather conditions, and other factors.

31. Based on hydrogeologic findings and field observations, the remaining wetlands downslope of
the embankment are located in areas where groundwater discharge is occurnng and they are not fed by
shallow mterflow. Numerous geotechnical explorations have been conducted for this project and these
explorations are sufficient to design the permanent stormwater ponds and assess downstream impacts.
Appendix I of the Wetland Functional Assessment and hnpact Anah,sis report (Parametrix, Inc. 2000)
show cross sections of the permanent stormwater ponds m relation to groundwater and ground surface
elevations. Section 4.3.2.12 of this report evaluates the potential impact of the embankment on
downslope wetlands.

32. The grading plans that are part of Appendix D (Sheet C8) of the Natural Resource Mitigation
Plan show the temporary erosion and sedimentation control swale to be 2-3 feet deep in upland portions
adjacent to Wetland 18 and 37. This swale is about I foot deep where it crosses Wetland 18 and 37. The
swale is designed to be as shallow as possible where it crosses wetlands. By using a shallow swale across

the wetlands, the amount of groundwater collected in the stormwater ponds during the winter months will
be minimized, as are potential impacts to downslope wetlands.
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As described in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, the temporary ponds will be restored the pre-
construction topography by regrading and backfilhng x_ith soil slmilar to those excavated [page 5-111
through 5-120: Figure 5.2-17). Shallow groundwater and seeps that feed Wetland 18 and 37 will be
maintained through construction of the underdrain, collection swales, and replacement drainage channels.

33. The replacement drainage channel is considered to be a temporary impact, except where the
design drawings indicate the impact is permanent (Appendix D of the Natural Resource ,_litigation Plan].
The channel is designed to be nearly flat. shallow, and broad where it enters Wetlands 1S and 3". For
these reasons, and the emergent and shrub vegetation planted in and near it. the channel will replace the
wetland functions that will be temporarily lost during construction.

34. The Port believes all wetland impacts are accounted for in the above-referenced documents. The
calculation of permanent, temporary, and indirect wetland impacts are discussed above and m responses
to the Azous Environmental's February 16, 2001. letter.

35. It is the Port's belief that post-construction groundwater monitoring data is not necessar3" to

establish hydrology performance standards and to evaluate potential impacts to the wetlands located
downslope of the project. As described in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan in Section 5.2.3 the Port
will monitor the hydrology in downslope wetlands on a monthly basis during years 0 through 5, 3'ear 7,
year 9, and year and 10 (page 5-119). Within these wetlands, the depth from the ground surface to the
static water table will be measured. The data will be used to determine if wetland areas downsiope of the
embankment continue to experience wetland hydrology, and if present, whether the duration of soil
saturation is sufficient to maintain the existing wetland plant communities and the existing hydric soil
conditions observed at various locations in the wetland.

This is a scientifically valid monitoring approach. The data collected from hydrologic observations can
be related to the wetland indicator status of wetland plants, the information on vegetation tolerance of
various hydrologic regimes, and the intensity of reducing soil conditions (i.e. iron reduction (creating
mottled and gleyed soil colors) or organic matter accumulation). This analysis provides insight into the
long-term hydrologic regime that the wetland has developed under, and will provide an objective

methodology for determining whether the post-construction hydrology observed through monitoring can
reasonably be expected to continue to support the wetland soils and vegetation observed.

The evaluation parameters used m this monitoring approach are superior to pre-construction groundwater
monitoring because the criteria based on vegetation and soil conditions are free of short-term variation
and aberrant conditions. For example, if preexisting groundwater data existed for two years, the
_mplication is that adequate information is available to establish a performance standard for ground water
elevation. However, in reality, since precipitation is different each year, there is no real way to relate a
change in ground water elevation to a precipitation trend or a project impact. Relying solely upon
hydrologic data to determine whether the wetland is functioning is problematic because hydrologic data is
not always conclusive and can be misleading. For example, hydroperiod within a particular wetland is not
the same each year and can vary statistically according to climate and antecedent conditions?

Baseline wetland hydrology data have been gathered during wetland delineations, during geotechnical
explorations, and during periodic site investigations. Performance standards for downslope wetlands have
been developed based upon existing wetland hydrology and observatmns of soil types (see page 5-108
and 5-118 of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan for complete performance standards). The monitoring
standards proposed for the areas are as follows:

3Mitsch, William J. and James G. Gosselink. 1993. Wetlands. Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York.
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• Flo_sng water will be present in the lower pornons of the replacement drainage channels from
December to June in years of normal rainfall.

• Wetland areas with predominantly organic soils (Portions of Wetland 1S. 37a. R14a. Al-lb. and .g4a)
'_511have soils saturated in the upper part to mid-June in years of normal rainfall.

• Other wetlands with predominantly mineral soils will have soils saturated in the upper part to midApril
in years of normal rainfall.

Using these performance standards, as well as data gathered after standard groundwater monitonng wells
are installed, it will be possible to identify if the drainage channel features or shallow _oundwater is not
supporting the downslope wetlands as anticipated.

If the results of the hydrologic monitoring reveals that wetlands located downslope of the embankment
are not exhibiting wetland hydrology, during the growing season (in years of normal rain/all) then the
reason for the absence of anticipated wetland hydrology will be determined and contingency measures
employed.

Due to the land acquisition process between the Port and the private landowners within the acquisition
area, property access to the wetlands of concern has been sporadic throughout delineation process.
Access to some property began in the spring of 1998, but most areas were not available until late 1998 or

early 1999. Several landowners refused entry to the Port or their representatives until the property, was
sold (e.g. Parcel 177 sold 12/14/1999). Others allowed the Port access only for the short period of time
required to delineate wetlands on the parcel (e.g. Parcel 302 and 303). Therefore, consistent and
repetitive hydrological measurements within all wetlands were not possible until recently.

36. See response to comment #35.

37. The Port believes that it is following applicable regulations and procedures to assure no net loss

of wetland area or function occurs. Many of the mitigation projects evaluated in the King County study
failed to meet performance standards because the wetlands had inadequate hydrology; did not contain
appropriate plants adapted site conditions; were planted with non-native plants; were not maintained: or
because the mitigation plans were not properly implemented. In many cases there was a lack of proper

weed management or there was a failure to monitor the wetland mitigation site. Some mitigation sites
were never built.

To ensure that the Port's mitigation is successful, each mitigation project has been carefully planned to
avoid the problems listed above. The Port's project also incorporate many of the recommendations of the
King County study. For example, the Port has obtained over four years of hydrologic data at the Auburn

site. This data, as well as other detailed analysis contained in the Auburn Mitigation Site Draft
Hydrologic Report (Parametnx 1997) provides the necessary information to construct the wetland

mitigation site and obtain the desired water levels. This approach is consistent with the findings by King
County that adequate hydrology is one of the most important aspect of wetland creation. As a

contingency, if optimal water levels are not obtained, simple modifications (i.e., adjustments of outlet

control structures) may be made to adjust water levels to desired depths. These weirs provide flexibility
to ensure that water levels match the ecological requirements of the proposed plantings.

Following recommendations of the King County study, a temporary irrigation system will be installed at

mitigation sties (Auburn, Vacca Farm, portions of the Miller Creek buffer, and Tyee Valley Golf Course)
to enhance survivability and growth during the first two years following planting.
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As recommended by the King Count3' stud3', plants to be installed at the mitigation sites are native and
have been selected based upon their tolerance to the hy'drolog_c regime for the mmgatlon site. For
instance. Oregon white ash. red alder, black cononwood and western red cedar have been chosen to be
components of the mitigation areas because they can tolerate the seasonally saturated soils that occur or
will be established on mitigation sites.

Following the findings of the King County study, the Port has planned a topsoil mix at the mitigation sites
that is appropriate for the planned vegetation communities. For example, as described m Chapters 5 and
7 of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Parametnx, Inc. 2000), the top layer of soil would be mixed
with compost to provide rich soil to promote rapid plant establishment. In addition, soils that may be
compacted dunng construction would be amended and/or scarified to provide a friable soil structure
suitable for plant establishment.

As required by Ecology and the Corps, the Port has prepared and will implement detailed monitoring
plans to determine if the mitigation is successful. Monitonng will continue for ten years (five years
longer than the monitoring period recommend by King County). The Port will extend this monitonng
period if, after ten years, the performance standards for the mitigation sites are not met.

Also, in accordance with the King County recommendations, the Port has made pre-project topographic
surveys of the mitigation areas. Post-construction topographic surveys will be made to ensure that the
planned topography was achieved.

The Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Parametrix, Inc. 2000) identifies that a site-specific weed
management strategy will be implemented pages 4-24 and 4-25). These strategies would be used to
reduce the percentage of non-native invasive plant species colonizing the planted areas to ensure the
survivability of the planted species.

The King Counb' report identifies, that with incorporation of some of the above planning and design
methods into mitigation projects, wetland mitigation success would increase. Since the Port has already
implemented the significant recommendations made by King County and involved Department of
Ecology. Corps of Engineers, Environmental Protection Agency, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

experts in the mmgation design process, a high probability of success exists for the mitigation projects.

A number of wetland and stream mitigation projects have been successfully planned, implemented, and
monitored m the Puget Sound area. The following projects are similar to the mitigation the Port is
proposing and demonstrate that wetland mitigation can be successful:

• Metro West Point Wastewater treatment facility. (wetland creation)

• Emerald Downs wetland mitigation in Kent (wetland and stream restoration)

• U.W. Branch Campus-Bothell (wetland creation and stream restoration)
• Metro wastewater treatment facility in Kent (wetland creation)
• Paine Field (wetland creation)

• Boeing Longacres (wetland creation)

38. The Port believes plans submitted by the Port contain the requisite technical information needed
by the reviewing agencies to reach a permit decision.

Comment noted.

The evaluation of permanent, temporary, and indirect impacts is described in detail in project report,
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responses provided above, and in responses to the A.zous Environmental's February 16. 2001. letter.

It is the Port's belief that the proposed plan and permit application sufficiently mitigates the identified
impacts.

39. The Port believes the documents submitted by the Port and its consultants provide sufficient data
and analysis for reviewing staff to evaluate the project impacts and the adequacy of the mitigation Io
offset them. Plan submittals show detailed mitigation desimas and explanations and provide sufficient
information to support the conclusion that the stream and wetland mitigation should function to meet the

design goals. The plans also provide detailed momtonng plans that are based on evaluating entbrceable
contingency standards. For each mitigation element, a variety of contingency actions are provided, so
that corrective action alternatives can be immediately implemented in the unlikely event that the desired
wetland functions are not achieved by the initial mitigation plan a particular site.
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Water Resource Consulting, February 16, 2001 letter

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Port's perspective and Lmowledge.

1. The Master Plan Update proposes to increase impervious area in the Des Moines. Miller. and
Walker Creek basins by approximately 307 acres (see Table 4,1 in the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan) total for all three basins. This number does reflect the impervious area reduction in
the Miller and Walker Creek basins that _ill result from the acquisition and demolition of houses m areas
outside of the new Master Plan Update construcnon area. There is no diversion from the Storm Drain
System to the Industrial Wastewater System in the Miller Creek basin (or in the Walker Creek basin]/br
the Master Plan Update, nor is diversion to the Industrial Wastewater System "'the plan'" for stormwater
management at the airport. However. there was a diversion of surface runoffto the Industrial Wastet'ater

System in the Miller Creek basin that has been implemented under the National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System permit as a best management practice to reduce industrial stormwater discharge to
Miller Creek. This diversion change is included in the Comprehensive Stonnwater Management Plan
because it occurred after the base year (1994). Approximately 78 percent of the new impervious areas
will be directed to stormwater detention facilities or infiltration that fiot,s to surface streams.

While the project changes the exact location of the hydrologic divide between Miller, Walker. and Des

Moines creeks, the basin area of each subbasin affected does not change. See also response to Tom
Luster's memorandum January 21,2001, to State Senator Julia Patterson.

2. Biofiltration stormwater treatment best management practices (bioswales and filter strips) have
been in use for at least 10 years in Washington. Biofiltration is specified in the King County and draft
Ecology stormwater management manuals, both of which represent state-of-the-practice. The draft
Ecology Manual specifies biofiltration for applications such as streets and highways (i.e.. similar
application to runways), specifically to target pollutants such as total suspended solids, oil and grease, and
metals.

Biofiltration swales and filter strips are not means of "disposal" as asserted in the comment. Furthermore,

biofiltration swales and filter strips are standard best management practices (BMPs) recommended by the
King County Surface Water Design Manual (1998) and the draft Ecology Manual as treatment for

stormwater. Such BMPs take advantage of the binding capacity of soil particles and the organic and
inorganic ligands in soils, to render the chemicals inert. These bound chemicals will either not be able to

enter the biological compartment, or if they do, they will be unavailable to exert "'harmful consequences".

3. Models are the best means available to predict the potential for changes to the system. Models

calibrated to include low flows, such as those described in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management
Plan (Appendix B), are based on actual flow data. It is an acceptable and appropriate approach to
evaluate the predicted changes in low stream flow and mitigate potential changes. Low flow mitigation
responds to predicted changes in the system and provides mitigation; existing impacts are beyond the
purview of stormwater impacts caused by the Master Plan Update.

With regard to calibration, refer to Technical Appendix B, Volume 3. of the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan.

4. The Port has successfully mitigated construction impacts at the Airport for the past three years.
The Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan describes the erosion and sedimentation controls that
have successfully been used, and which will continue to control and contain sediment (see Section 7.7.6

and Appendix R). The Port is not aware of any evidence that Master Plan Update improvements wouldmobilize contaminants.
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5. Washington State retaliations state that "'the pnmar3 means to be used for requinng comphance

with the [water quality] standards shall be through best management practices (emphasis added_ required
in waste discharge permits, rules, orders, and directives issued by the department.tbr activities which

generate stormwater pollution'" (emphasis added) (WAC 173-201 A- 160(3)(d).

The Port is in compliance with its National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NrPDES) permit.

issued under §402 of the federal Clean Water Act and Washington State regulations. \VAC 173-201A-
160(3)(d). The Port's NPDES permit is the regulatory permit that assures "'activities which generate
stormwater" are in compliance with state water quality standards. This comment indicates" a /bcus on
"end of the pipe" measurements that have not had the benefit of dilution. However. the citation in the
comment allows for dilution "after consideration of disposal site dilution and dispersion ...". The data

obtained by the Port is "end of pipe" data. Such data does not demonstrate violation of water quahry
standards in the receiving water body. By employing best management practices pnor to discharging its
stormwater, the Port is using all known available and reasonable remediation treatment (AKART).
Compliance with state water quality standards in such circumstances should be measured in the receiving

waters using appropriate mixing zones and dilution within those waters. Moreover, the data is stormwater
data, which cannot be used absent consideration of storm events to determine compliance with water
quality standards.

In compliance with its NPDES permit, the Port tested the toxicity of its stormwater discharges directly
using whole effluent toxicity (WET) testing. These tests, conducted using sensitive aquatic organisms
following Environmental Protection Agency protocols, have shown that undiluted stormwater (100
percent stormwater) from three of four tested outfalls is not toxic to aquatic life. Of particular note is the
fact that stormwater from SDS3 drainage basin was not toxic. This 149-acre drainage basin is the largest
at Airport and is representative of future taxiways and runways. For the ouffall that reported levels
outside the WET range, the Port has identified the source of the pollutant that caused toxicity-- a metal
roof. This problem can be fixed and the Port is taking steps to do so.

In addition to the WET testing, the Port has conducted a Water Effects Ratio (WER) bench screening
analysis to estimate whether metals criteria should be adjusted for site-specific characteristics pursuant to
WAC 173-201 A-040(3), note dd, which authorizes such analysis. The result of this analysis showed that
the stormwater would not exceed potential site-specific standards.

The Port's NPDES permit requires monitoring of all Port storm drains that drain areas associated with
industrial activity. Five years of permit-required monitoring from Port stormwater outfalls has shown that
airfield runoff has concentrations of pollutants lower than typical urban runoff in the Seattle metropolitan
area. Moreover, it is anticipated that implementation of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management
Plan (see Section 7) will improve stormwater quality.

6. The Port believes the streams being referred to are Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek. It should
be noted that of the _ o, Des Moines is the only one listed, and it is listed only for fecal coliform, not
metals.

See previous response regarding compliance with water quality standards for metals.

Furthermore, the Fact Sheet issued with the Port's NPDES permit states "The Department has reviewed
the ambient water quality monitoring results gathered by the Port..." and "The discharges authorized by

this permit should not cause further degradation which would interfere with or become injurious to
existing beneficial uses" (Fact Sheet p.23).
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7. The balance of water imported and exported from the basin has been evaluated m the Lo_
Strean!tTow Analysis report.

The Des Moines Creek Basin Plan does not intend to mitigate future Port Impacts. nor does the Port rely
on the Basin Plan to mitigate its proposed project. See Response to General Comments -'12 on insrream
flow mitigation.

8. Examples of successful pollutant identification and best management practices response are
described in the Annual Stormwater Monitoring Reports submitted to Ecology.

See previous response to comment #5 regarding water quality issues raised in this comment.

The Port has embraced an adaptive management approach promoted by' regulator3.' agencies elsewhere
since it describes a workable approach to managing storrnwater quality.

9. See response to comment #2 above regarding biofiltration best management practices (BMPs).

Scientific studies have demonstrated that biofiltration BMPs effectively remove other pollutants besides
sediment. In 1992, King County (then Metro) published a document entitled Biofiltration Swale

Performance. Recommendations, and Design Considerations: this guidance document was funded in part
by Department of Ecology. Using design criteria reflected in the current King County and Department of
Ecology manuals, this document reported removals of 83 percent total suspended solids, 75 percent oil
and grease/total petroleum hydrocarbon, 67 percent total lead, 63 percent total zinc, 46 percent total
copper, and 30 percent dissolved zinc (dissolved copper was not reported).

As acknowledged by the commentor, the best management practices proposed for use by the Port are
from the King County Basic Water Quality menu. As designed, these BMPs take advantage of the
binding capacity of soil particles and the organic and inorganic ligands in soil to render the chemicals

inert. These bound chemicals will either not be able to enter the biological compartment, or if they do,
they will be unavailable to exert adverse effects.

10. Table 4-6 describes Sea-Tat Airport subbasins as they will be configured forfitture conditions.

The point of the table is to ident_, future treatment needs. The table reports both existing untreated
pollution-generating impervious surface (PGIS) and future (new) PGIS. Thus, 91.2 acres of "PGIS Not
Fully Treated" does not yet exist:

SDN6: 4.1 acres
SDW1, SDW2: 55.1 acres
SDS7: 32 acres

Without these 91.2 acres, the current untreated PGIS totals approximately 166 acres. Also, SDN6,
SDWl, and SDW2 are not in the Sea-Tac Airport land area now. Subtracting these 59.2 acres from the
total future PGIS yields approximately 511.3 acres of total current PGIS.

166 ac/511.3 ac -- 0.32.

11. Rooftops are addressed in Section 7.4 of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. This

section includes procedures for identification and treatment of rooftops that act as pollution generating
impervious surfaces (PGIS). This process has identified rooftops in subbasin SDN-I that act as PGIS;
Tables 4-6 and 7-8 account for this PGIS, and treatment of this PGIS is discussed in Comprehensive
Stormwater Management Plan Sections 7.1.4.1 and 7.4.
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Whole effluent toxicity (WET) tests have been conducted for the purpose of describing the qualiw of
stormwater from SDN1 subbasin. The test results and subsequent source tracing chelation techmques

suggested that zinc from two metal roofs is the suspected source of toxicit3" obsen'ed in the tests. Based
on this suggested source, the Port is proactively undertaking an invesugation and Is taking steps to
address this identified problem. It should also be noted that the rooftops represent a ver3' limited area of
the storm drain system (approximately 0.5 percent) and are not representative of Master Plan Update
projects that will not use zinc-treated roofing materials.

12. Ground truthing and examination of plans has showed actual existing bioswale base widths to be
greater than 6 feet.

The existing bioswales were sized in accordance with the King County Manual. As stated in foomote (a)
of Table 4-7, the sizing assumption of 960 square feet of bioswale area per acre of pollution generating

imperwious surfaces assumed undetained runoff. With the exception of those existing swales in the future
South Aviation Support Area, the existing bioswales are located downgradient of detention facilities, and
are thus smaller than the unit size of 960 square feet per acre.

13. Average and median data were used to demonstrate that conversion from (a) untreated runoff
from developed residential areas to (b) treated runoff from runways and taxiways will not degrade water
quality. The median data were the best available regional data, and Sea-Tac Airport data were reported as
median data for an equivalent comparison.

Table 4-8 of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan was updated to reflect the addition of
current data. Because pollutant concen_ations are on decreasing trends, the median values thus
decreased.

14. Relevant data are reported in the Annual Stormwater Monitoring Reports submitted to Ecology.

15. See response regarding compliance with state water quality standards above: the comparisons
between the concentrations of pollutants in runoff at Sea-Tat Airport and urban runoff were presented to
demonstrate that land use conversions from untreated residential areas to treated runways and taxiways
will not degrade water quality.

16. No conclusions were changed regarding sources of fecal contamination. The August 2000
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan described a microbial source tracing study performed in
Des Moines Creek by King County (Des Moines Creek Basin Plan, 1997). which reported, "despite the
number of unmatched strains, the data strongly imply a higher human proportion of fecal strains
downstream of residential unsewered areas."

This secuon of the December 2000 Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan was updated to include
additional information about Port studies that had been reported after the August 2000 Draft
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. The new data was published in the 2000 Annual

Stormwater Monitonng Report, which was referenced in the December 2000 Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan).

17. Total suspended solids data are provided for informational purposes, as it is relevant to potential
effects on fish habitat, Turbidity data are also reported.

18. Although the Industrial Wastewater System treats at variable rates, it provides full treatment up to
its maximum treatment rate. The commentor's reference to "higher values that would be collected during
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storm events" does not comport with the record, because nearly" all water collected and treated by the

Industrial Wastewater System is generated dunng storms: runoff is stored m the lagoons and treated lbr
up to several days after storms. The Discharge Monitoring Reports are representauve of the Industrml
Wastewater System treatment performance.

The analysis shows zero overflow events in a 50-year period based on full capacity operation of the
wastewater treatment system as opposed to "'settling." as stated in the comment. In fact. the analysis
demonstrated that the treatment rate could be reduced from 4.0 mgd to 3.1 mgd before a single overflow
occurred in the King County Runoff Time Series period of record (see Table 4-2 m the Comprehensive
Stormwater Management Plan).

19. See response immediately above. No overflows occurred in the 50-year King County Runoff
Time Series period of record, including a margin for reduced treatment capacit3".

The increase in storage capacity will be accomplished by expanding Lagoon 3, an existing thcilitv.
Runoff from small storms is stored in Lagoons 1 and 2, which are netted to prevent bird attraction.
Runoff from larger storms would require the use of Lagoon 3. Bird attraction dunng larger storms is less
of a concern, because open water will form m many other depressional areas as well, thus reducing the
likelihood of bird attraction specifically to Lagoon 3. As required by Federal Aviation Administration
Advisory Circular 150/5200-33, wildlife hazard mitigation techniques such as surface aerators will be
employed at Lagoon 3. The site will be monitored and adaptively managed.

20. See previous responses to comment #5 on compliance with state water quality standards.

21. The South Aviation Support Area detention facility, performance analysis (Hydrologic Simulation
Program-Fortran (HSPF) and King County Runoff Time Series (KCRTS) is included with the similar

analyses of other detention facilities in Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan Appendix A.

22. The draft Ecology Storrnwater Manual requires application of stormwater requirements to the

maximum extent practicable for the entire site. Section 7.1.5 demonstrates that retrofitting of some
existing areas is not currently practicable. The relative benefit of retrofitting these areas would not justin,
the expense of $188,000 per acre.

See previous responses to comment #5 with respect to compliance with the National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System permit and a lack of toxicity seen in directly testing 100 percent (undiluted)stormwater.

23. The King County Manual states that uncoated metal rooftops are considered pollution-generating
impervious surfaces (PGIS). The King County Manual does not state specific treatment best management
practices (BMPs) for rooftop runoff, only that all PGIS be routed through a treatment BMP in the

designated water quality menu. The most appropriate practicable BMP will be applied to treat these
rooftops, either a coating or a treatment BMP.

24-35. See General Response GLR7, Instream Flow Mitigation.

36. The collection and storage of surface water in underground facilities (e.g., cisterns) is not a new

concept: this practice has historically been used to store water for many uses, including drinking. Long-
term storage of water is the basic concept of wetponds and wetvaults, which are pollutantremovai BMPs.
"Dead" sediment storage would be provided, so that water drawn from the facilities would not re-entrain

settled material. If necessary, reaeration can be accomplished for the small flow from the facilities, likely
using passive aeration systems such as drip towers or cascades over roughened surfaces.
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37. It is the Port's belief that there is tmcertaint3" in the apphcation of all predictwe models: however.
the degree of uncertaint3' is reduced through the process of model calibration. The Hydrologic Simulation
Program-Fortran (HSPF) model was calibrated using the recorded flow data available. The calibration of
the HSPF model is presented in the Comprehenswe Stormwater Management Plan, Volume 3,
Appendices B I (Des Moines Creek) and B2 (Miller/Walker Creek) and was not, therefore, reiterated in
the Low Strean_ow Anal)'sis report.

The comment misrepresents how the model results were used. and this is imponant when characterizing
the significance of model uncertainty. The analysis results were not used to establish target flows tbr the
stream systems, but rather they were used to estimate the low streamflow impacts from the proposed
project to guide the design of mitigation measures. Therefore. the de_ee of uncertainty in model results
would apply strictly to the proposed mitigation: the uncertainty would amount to a percentage of a small
percentage of the total low flow in the stream systems. To place the uncertainty of the flow estimates m
context, the low flow volumes in the streams are dominated by hydrologic and geohydrologic responses
to conditions that lie outside the Sea-Tac Airport area.

38. Tables were provided by Paramemx in a November 28, 2000, memorandum.

39. The Low Strean_ow Analysis report specifically considered wetting of filter strips from direct
precipitation at:

• p. 10, item 3, where total water input to the filter strip includes runoff from pavement plus direct
rainfall on the filter strip.

• p. I 1. 1_' and 2"dparagraphs, references to consideration of direct rainfall on filter strips in assessing
infiltration capacity

• Figures 1, 2 and 3, plots of"rainfall on filter strip"

Page 15paragraph 1refers to incident precipitation being considered m Figures 4, 5 and 6.

40. The Port has acknowledged that some environmental contamination has occurred in the fifty-plus
years of operations at the Airport. The Port and its tenants continue to work with Ecology under the
Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA) to monitor and remediate contamination within the Airport
Operations and Maintenance Area (AOMA) and elsewhere at the Airport. In addition, the Port is
complying with the MTCA Agreed Order that it entered into with Ecology on May 25, 1999. Under the
Agreed Order, the Port is studying groundwater contamination at the A_rport.

As described in the May 1999 Agreed Order, the AOMA is the area of the Airport where most aircraft
fueling and maintenance operations have historically occurred. Within the AOMA, contaminated
groundwater exists in several localized, discrete sites. The boundaries of the contaminated groundwater
have been defined by site investigation data that were obtained through the placement and sampling of
groundwater monitoring wells. Ground water monitonng continues where appropnate. The factual record
does not support the commentor's assertions regarding existing soil contaminauon. Known contaminated
sites at the airport are managed consistent with MTCA.

41. Construction of the Aircraft Hydrant Fueling System (AFS) should not accelerate the migration
of soil or groundwater contamination. For example, contrary to the commentor's assertion, the AFS will
not be constructed with porous backfill material. The estimated volume of soil excavated for construction

of the AFS is 45,000 cubic yards, and the system piping backfill will mostly consist of controlled density
fill (a lean concrete mix that is relatively impermeable), rather than soil or sand backfill materials. The
AFS routing crosses several known contaminated areas. Each of these areas has been, or will be,
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investigated, characterized, and managed consistent with MTCA. Construction activ_r3 that encounters
contamination in kno_,n contaminated areas will be conducted such that contammauon management and

contractor activitT are consistent with MTCA and other applicable environmental regulatmns. In the
event that unanticipated contamination is encountered dunng construction acttvzt3., contammatmn
management and contractor activi B' will be consistent with MTCA reqmrements, and mvesttgatmn and
characterization of the encountered contamination will be performed as appropriate.

42. It is the Port's belief that construction of the Master Plan Update improvements wdl not result in
preferred pathways for contaminant migration. Within the Airport Operations and Maintenance Area
(AOMA), areas of contaminated groundwater exist in both shallow perched zones and in the shallow
regional aquifer (Qva). The perched zones are isolated and discontinuous, while the Qva is continuous.

Evidence collected from individual site investigations within the AOMA have demonstrated that existing
perched zone contamination has remained localized within the AOMA and that it has not m_grated
significantly along constructed utilities or infrastructure, despite the very significant densit3" of such
underground facilities in the AOMA. The results of the previous investigations and the discontinuous
nature of the perched zones, support the conclusion that construction activity should not materially impact
the migration of the existing perched zone contamination.

Similarly, evidence collected from individual site investigations within the AOMA have also

demonstrated that existing Qva aquifer contamination remains localized, despite the presence of several
facilities that have been constructed at depth within the AOMA. There is no evidence that the Qva
contamination has migrated significantly, and the available evidence demonstrates that it remains located
well within the AOMA. Accordingly, construction of other infrastructure should not create a contaminant

pathway that would accelerate the off-site migration of the existing contamination in the Qva aquifer.

43. As noted above, contaminated sites are managed in accordance with the Model Toxics Control

Act (MTCA), using typical MTCA site management techniques. With respect to the Crawford
remediation, as described clearly in the remediation documentation, contaminated soil was bioremediated;

the resulting soil was determined to be clean in accordance with MTCA, and was beneficially reused by
being combined with other soil for use as fill. Crawford soil that was not fully bioremediated was
removed for appropriate offsite treatment.

44. To date, the Port has spent over $I,000,000 to comply with the Agreed Order and to complete the
groundwater study. Project work is ongoing, currently awaiting required approvals and additional input
from Ecology in anticipation of the next funding approval cycle. The Master Plan Update improvements
and the MTCA groundwater study are distinct projects with separate funding sources.
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Smith and Lowney, February 16, 2001 letter

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Port's perspectlx'e and kTaowledge.

1. The commentor is correct in the statement that the Corps must ensure that the Master Plan Update
projects conform to the Washington State Implementation Plan. In accord with 40 CFR Part 91, a
conformity evaluation was prepared and the Master Plan Update projects were shown to conform to the
State Implementation Plan (SIP). The Federal Aviation Administration (FA._,) made a conformln"
finding, documented in the Record of Decision (ROD) at pages 22- 24). The F.,kA's finding was

supported by letters from Ecology, dated June 23, 1997, by the US Enxaronmental Protection Agency
(EPA), dated July 23, 1997, and by the Puget Sound Air Pollution Control Agency. dated July 23, 1997
(copy provided in Appendix E of the ROD).

40 CFR 93.157(a) states: "The conformity status of a Federal action automatically lapses 5 }'ears from
the date a final conformity determination is reported under Sec. 93.155. unless the Federal action has been
completed or a continuous program has been commenced to implement that Federal action within a

reasonable time." As the conformity timeline will not lapse until July 3, 2002, this finding is still valid.

40 CFR Part 93.157(c) further states "If, after the conformity determination is made, the Federal action is
changed so that there is an increase in the total of direct and indirect emissions, above the levels in Sec.
93.153(b), a new conformity determination is required." The Port has continued to assess the progress of
the Master Plan Update projects and found that emissions are equal to or less then the de-minimis
threshold.

The Final Conformity Analysis. presented in Appendix B of the Final EIS, noted the following emissions
for the peak year of project-related emissions:

Peak Year Project Emissions (tons per year)
FSEIS/ROD Emissions CO NOx VOC
Operating emission (127) (28) (12)
Construction emission 99 118 18

Total (28) 90 6

De-minimls threshold 100 1O0 100

Because the emissions were less than the de-minimis thresholds, the FAA determined that the project
conformed to the SIP, as enabled by 40 CFR Part 93.

With changes that have occurred in the Master Plan Update, as noted in the Introduction to the Response
to Comments, the Port has re-calculated the construction emissions. Based on those calculations, such
that the total direct and indirect emissions are estimated as:

Peak Year Project Emissions (tons per year)
Revised Emissions C,,O NOx VOC

Operating emission (127) (28) (12)
Construction emission 116 121 24

Total ( I 1) 93 1-2

De-minimis threshold 100 100 100

The Final Supplemental EIS Appendix B estimated that the peak year of emissions would occur in 2000,
primarily due to construction activity. As the peak year of construction emissions has been identified as
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associated with the fill haul for the Third Runway.. that peak year is now estimated to occur m either 2002
or 2003. Therefore. the emissions noted above reflect that the peak 3'ear of emissions would noxx occur _

years later than earlier estimated. However as the emissions remain less than the de-mtmm_s threshold.
the projects continue to conform to the SIP.

It is the Port's belief that because the emissions have not increased above de-minim_s as a result of

changes in the project, no further analysis is required.

2. The Port is in compliance with its National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)

permit issued under Section 402 of the Federal Clean Water Act and Washington State regulations. WAC
173-201A-160(3)(d). The Port's N'PDES permit is the regulatory permit that assures that "'activines

which generate stormwater'" comply with state water quality standards. This comment indlcates a locus
on "end of the pipe" measurements that have not had the benefit of dilution. However. the citation in the
comment allows for dilution "'after consideration of disposal site dilution and dispersion ...'" The data

collected by the Port of Seattle is "end of pipe" data, which does not demonstrate violation of water

quality standards in the receiving water body. By employing best management practices (BMPs) prior to
discharging its stormwater, the Port is using all know_a available and reasonable treatment (.MCM_,T)and
therefore entitled to dilution in determining compliance with water quality standards. Moreover, the data
is stormwater data, which cannot be used absent consideration of storm events to determine compliance

with water quality standards.

In compliance with its NPDES permit, the Port has tested the toxicity of its stormwater discharges
directly using whole effluent toxicity (WET) testing. These tests, conducted using sensitive aquatic
organisms following EPA protocols, have shown that undiluted stormwater (100 percent stormwater)
from three of four tested outfalls is not toxic to aquatic life. Of particular note is the fact that stormwater
from SDS3 drainage basin was not toxic. This 149-acre drainage basin is the largest at Airport and is

representative of future taxiways and runways. For the outfall that produced measurements outside the
acceptable WET range, the Port has identified the source of the pollutant that caused toxicity-- a metal
roof. This problem can be fixed and the Port is taking steps to do so.

In addition to the WET testing, the Port has conducted a Water Effects Ratio (WER) bench screening

analysis to estimate whether metals criteria should be adjusted for site-specific characteristics pursuant to
WAC 173-201A-040(3), note dd, which authorizes such analysis. The result of this analysis showed that
the stormwater would not exceed potential site-specific standards.

It is also important to note that water quality criteria are derived using relatively "'clean" laboratory water
that does not contain constituents such as particulate matter, as well as the organic and inorganic ligands
m surface water and stormwater that compete and combine with the metals to reduce their toxicity. This
reduced bioavailability of metals has been corroborated elsewhere and for many surface waters.

The Port's NPDES permit requires monitoring of all Port storm drains that drain areas associated with
industrial activity. Five years of permit-required monitoring from Port stormwater outfalls has shown that
airfield runoff has concentrations of pollutants lower than typical urban runoff in the Seattle metropolitan

area. Moreover, it is anticipated that implementation of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management
Plan will improve stormwater quality.

The Port believes the commentor has assumed that the proposed future activities will generate increased
concentrations of copper, zinc, and lead in Airport stormwater. As discussed in the Final EIS, metal
concentrations in stormwater from Airport in the future will either be unchanged or lower than the
environmental baseline, as a result of increased water quality treatment and detention. Areas where
stormwater is currently not treated will be retrofitted to improve water quality. In addition, for areas with
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new impervious surfaces, smrmwater will be detained and treated. WAC 173-201 A-160(3)(d_ states tha_
"the primary means to be used for requiring compliance with the [water qualit3.'] standards shall be
through best management practices required in waste discharge permits, rules, orders, and dlrectives
issued by the department for activities which generate stormwater pollution." As with the Port's current
NPDES permit, future compliance with water quality standards will be achieved through implementation
of best management practices (BMPs), as required by State re malations.

3. The "'secondary effects" that are discussed will be addressed as described in the Comprt'ht'nsivt'

Stormwater Management Plan. These effects refer to stormwater runoff expected from new project areas.
many of which are located where existing stormwater discharges occur (in residential areas, for example_.
Washington State regulatmns state "the primary means to be used for requiring compliance with the
[water quality] standards shall be through best management practices." WAC 173-201A-160(3)(a_.
Consistent with this regulation, the Port's NPDES permit regulates stormwater discharges from the
Airport through the use of BMPs. The Comprehensive Stormwater Mmmgement Plan (see Section 7.1
and Table 7-8) describes the BMPs proposed by the Port. In addition, existing Airport areas without
BMPs in place will be retrofit with BMPs, thereby improving water quality, in a manner intended by the
NPDES permit.

4. See response to comment 2 above. The Port's NPDES permit does not require monitoring for
hardness. The data reported in the Annual Stormwater Monitoring Report are total recoverable metals in
Sea-Tac's Airport's stormwater discharge, while the state water quality standards are based on dissolved

metals. Therefore, the reported data cannot be directly compared to the State water quality standards.

5. See response to comments 2 and 4 above.

6. See response to comments 2 and 4 above.

7. The proposed modification to the Port's NPDES permit addresses modifications to the Port-

owned property to which the permit applies, and clarifies the receiving waters to which the Port
discharges. All of the areas covered by the Master Plan Update, with the exception of the SR 509
Temporary Construction interchange, are already covered by the Port's NPDES permit. Construction of
the 509 Interchange work has not started and will not start until the modification has been issued. The

permit includes provisions more stringent than the NPDES general construction permit, and includes a

monitoring requirement. Inclusion of the SR 509 Temporary. Interchange area in the permit coverage area
increases the requirements for compliance with N'PDES. See also General Response GLR13 concerning
SR 509.

8. See response to comment 2 above. Additionally, the data collected by the Port of Seattle is "end

of pipe" data, which does not demonstrate violation of water quality standards in the receiving water
body. By employing BMPs prior to discharging its stormwater, the Port is using all known available and
reasonable treatment (AKART). Compliance with state water quality standards in such circumstances
should be measured in the receiving waters using appropriate mixing zones and dilution within those
waters. Moreover, the data is stormwater data, which cannot be used absent consideration of storm events
to determine compliance with water quality standards. Ecology has reasonable assurance that state water

quality standards will be met. Finally, the proposed NPDES permit modification identifies discharge
points and subjects additional areas of the Port to compliance with the NPDES permit. For that reason,
the modification will improve protection of water quality at the Airport.

9. See response to comments 2 and 8 above. Based on the Port's compliance with its NPDES
permit, the results of testing and analysis reported above, and the water quality protections included in the
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Port's Conwrehensive Stormwater Management Plan Isee Section 7). Ecolo_" has reasonable assurance
that state water quality standards will be met.

Des Moines Creek is listed on the 303(d) list for fecal coliform bacteraa only.

10. Mitigation for wetland impacts is designed to mitigate for the suite of wetland functions impacted by
the project. The mitigation plan is designed to replace, restore, and/or enhance all wetland functions
impacted by the project, as clearly explained in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Chapter 4).
Furthermore, the mitigation as designed will restore degraded wetland, stream, and stream buffer areas to

higher levels of ecological function for the broad range of functions impacted. For example, the proposed
mitigation will restore wetlands adjacent to Miller and Des Moines Creeks that are currently dominated
by turfgrass or farmland, with forested or shrub vegetation, greatly increasing organic carbon export,
nutrient and sediment trapping, and amphibian habitat functions (Sections 5.1.1.5.1.2. 5.1.3.5.2.1.5.3.1.

and 5.3.2). This action will create some habitat for passenne birds and small mammals, and will
eliminate some waterfowl habitat. The wetland mitigation along Miller Creek. including the riparian
buffer enhancement and the Miller Creek instream enhancements will all improve habitat for resident and
anadromous fish compared to existing conditions (Section 5.2.2).

The functions that are the focus of the mitigation plan proposed for the Miller and Des Moines Creek

basins are:

• resident/anadromous fish

• amphibians
• export of organic matter

• sediment/nutrient trapping

• groundwater exchange
• flood storage (minor component at Vacca Farm)

The selected mitigation sites and design approaches will generally provide these functions at moderate to

high levels.

The functions targeted for restoration at the Auburn mitigation site (Chapter 7 of theNatural Resource
Mitigation Plan) include all of the above, (except resident and anadromous fish) plus:

• waterfowl habitat

• passerine bird habitat
• small mammal habitat

Waterfowl (i.e. avian) habitat replacement is a component of the Auburn mitigation site, but not of the on-
site mitigation. Even though avian habitat replacement is one of the goals of the Auburn mitigation site,
most of the Auburn mitigation will replace, restore and enhance high quality forested and shrub wetlands.
These wetlands are designed to function at high levels for passerine bird habitat, waterfowl, amphibian
habitat, small mammal habitat, nutrient and sediment trapping, groundwater exchange and flood storage.

Waterfowl habitat will not be replaced on-site at the airport for air travel safety reasons. The Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) has adopted policies to control wildlife hazards at or near airports and has
made compliance with these policies a requirement for airport improvement funding and airport

certification. 14 CFR 139.337 (Wildlife Hazard Management); 47 U.S.C. 47107(9) (assurance of safe
airport operation a pre-requisite to FA.A funding); and Advisory Circular 150/5200-33 (Hazardous
Wildlife Attractants On Or Near Airports). These policies apply to wetland mitigation projects
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constructed to replace wetlands that are lost to airport development, which will occur when the blaster
Plan Update improvements are constructed by the Port at the Airport.

Bird species in the Master Plan Update project area are common species 13.'pical of urban and suburban
habitats of western Washington. They are dispersed widely over the landscape, and their d_stribuuon _s
not limited by the topography that defines the Miller, Des Moines and Walker Creek sub-watersheds. The
tendency for many of these migratory (and resident) birds to disperse widely and use urban habitat for
breeding and migration shows that migration corridors will not be eliminated and that large amounts of
marginal urban habitat suitable for use by migrating birds will remain following Master Plan Update
project development. Since urban habitats similar to those being eliminated are common in Puget Sound
and the Airport vicinity, significant impacts on the regional populations of birds are unlikely. The
mitigation project at Auburn will provide valuable replacement habitat for all bird species that potentially
occur in habitat altered by Master Plan Update projects.

The project impacts to wildlife, habitat, and vegetation has been thoroughly assessed in the Final EIS.
Final Supplemental EIS, and supporting documents. Based on the analysis presented in these studies.
there are no "remnant natural areas" that have not been previously subjected to development, land
cleating, or farming. Where somewhat natural vegetation remains, it is typically of early"successional
status or contains a high percentage of invasive and ornamental species.

11. See response to comments 2 and 8 above. The existing and any future National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits must be conditioned to comply with the anti-degradation
requirements of the Clean Water Act. (Fact Sheet to NPDES Permit No. WA-002465-1, p. 23: WAC
173-201A-070). The Fact Sheet issued with the Port's NPDES permit states: "The Department has
reviewed ambient water quality monitoring results gathered by. the Port in the Stormwater Receiving
Environment Monitonng Report (June 1997) and the data included in the Des Momes Creek Basin Plan
(November 1997). The Department will use the Class A.A water quality criteria for Des Moines Creek
and Miller Creek in the proposed permit. The discharges authorized by this proposed permit should not
cause further degradation which would interfere with or become injurious to existing beneficial uses."
(Fact Sheet p. 23). By issuing the current NPDES permit, the Department of Ecology has determined that
the discharges from the Airport do not violate the state's anti-degradation policy. Because the Airport is
mandated to obtain a NPDES permit for stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity, the
Department has reasonable assurance the activity that is the subject of the §401 Certification complies
with the anti-degradation requirements of the Clean Water Act.

12. The Fact Sheet issued with the Port's National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit states: "The Department has reviewed ambient water quality monitoring results gathered by the
Port m the Stormwater Receiving Environment Monitoring Report (June 1997) and the data included in
the Des Molnes Creek Basin Plan (November 1997). The Department will use the Class AA water
quality criteria for Des Moines Creek and Miller Creek in the proposed permit. The discharges
authorized by this proposed permit should not cause further degradation which would interfere with or
become injurious to existing beneficial uses." (Fact Sheet p. 23). By issuing the current NPDES permit.
Ecology has determined that the discharges from the Airport do not violate the state's anti-degradation
policy.

As discussed in response to comment 2 above, the observed non-toxicity of undiluted stormwater
demonstrates.that the Port's discharges do not degrade the receiving waters.

Furthermore, by modeling the transport of metals in stormwater discharge, the Port's Biological
Assessment (Parametrix, 2000) found that the predicted concentrations of metals at the mouth of Miller
and Des Moines Creeks would not result in any significant effects to chinook salmon or bull trout.
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13. See response to comment 10 above.

14. With respect to the cumulative impacts noted in this comment, s_e General Response GLR 19 on the

analysis conducted with respect to cumulative impacts of projects undertaken by both the Port and other

panics in and around the area of Sea-Tat Airport.
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IV. RESPONSES TO ELECTED OFFICIALS,

CITIZENS, AND GROUPS

The Responses to Citizens, Groups and Elected Officials has been placed in order of _oup or individual
last name. Because of the number of comments from individuals, where repetitive commumcauons have
been submitted, the Port has attempted to identify, the source (heanng tesnmony, hearing card. email,
letter, etc.)

As stated in Section I (Application History) of this response document, the December 27. 2000, Public
Notice asked the public to address specific changes to the project since the 1999 Public Notice. As such,
the Port's responses to this iteration of comments focus on new issues and concerns that were not
addressed in previous response documents.

When multiple comments were received on similar groups of issues, general responses were prepared and

are provided in Section II, Responses to General Comment. and are referenced as GLR-= (where the
number refers to a sequential number indexed to the issue). In addition. Section III,Responses to Agency
Letters, provides details on specific technical issues, many of which were also raised by citizens. _oups
and elected officials. The narrative responses in Section IV cover issues not addressed previously, or
those not addressed in either Section II or Section III of this response document.

Bruce Agnew, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR17. The PSRC gave extensive consideration to rail alternatives, as sho_n
in the Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS. While rail would aid surface mobility _athin the
Pacific Northwest, it would not obviate the need for the third runway.

Air Transportation Association (Ed Merlis), Januan" 26, 2001

Comment of support for the project noted.

Brae Anderson. Janua_' 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Michael L. Anderson, Januan" 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Michael L. Anderson, January. 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Mike Anderson, CASE Januan' 26, 2001 hearing comments and letter:

See the benefit cost evaluation discussed in response to comment 4.5 from RCAA (Februuary 16,
2001 letter). As noted by the testimony and comments at the hearing from the Ed Merlis, Vice

President of the Air Transport Association (dated January 26, 2001) the airline industry supports the
development of the third runway at Sea-Tac. However, early in the process, airline support was not

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-I April 30. 2001
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vocal: as is typical to any situation where multiple users operate at a facilit'y at varying actwlry levels.
those users maneuver to minimize their share of the cost. The careers operating at Sea-Tac have

resolved the funding of the runway and have voted by majoriD-in-interest to approve and pay for the
non-federally funded costs associated _5th the Third Runway and Master Plan Update prolects.

See also response to General Responses GLR16 through GLRI$ concerning the validit3" of the EIS.
consideration of alternatives and measurement of delay. See also General Responses GLR9 through

GLR11, concerning noise and air pollution.

Mike Anderson, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR18 concerning delay.

The Port estimates for the cost of building the third parallel runway is $773 million (estimated in June

1999). Throughout the planning process, the project has been the subject of extensive considerauon
of the project cost and benefits. A requirement of the federal grant process is the conduct of a benefit
cost evaluation that is included in support of the Port's Letter of Intent application. That benefit cost
evaluation was prepared subject to federal guidelines (dated December 1999 which finalized interim

guidance adopted by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in 1997). This guidance, titled.
"FAA Benefit Cost Analysis Guidance," was issued by the FAA's Office of Aviation Policy and
Plans and is used "to provide clear and thorough guidance to airport sponsors on the conduct of
project-level benefit-cost analysis (BCA) for capacity-related airport projects... Airport sponsors
should conform to the general requirements of this guidance for all BCA's submitted to the FAA."
The BCA guidance was developed in response to guidance from Congress citing the need for

economic airport investment criteria. To enable the FAA to issue a Letter of Intent (a mechanism
used to obtain multi-year grant commitment from the FAA for funding from the Airport and Airway
Improvement Program), projects must have a present value benefit that exceeds the present value
costs. As is shown by the Third Runway BCA, the project provides substantially greater value than
the minimum requirement.

In 1997, the FAA estimated that the Project would result in delay savings, to airlines and their
passengers, in excess of $2.7 billion in present value through 2015. These estimated benefits, which
may now be conservative, exceed the $600 million present value of the runway's maintenance costs
and updated capital costs by a ratio of 4.5 to 1.

See General Response GLR6 concerning the MSE wall, and General Response GLR5 concerning
windshear from the wall.

Mike Anderson, December 19, 2000 email 4:47 pm

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

MaR' F Bardon, Januan' 27, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR6 concerning the wall design, and response to GeoSyntec February 16,
2001 letter.

Cliff Argue, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV.2 April 30, 2001
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Marilyn Ayres. Hearing Transcript (2)

Simultaneous parallel arrivals on three runways are not anticipated because of the close spacing
between the nmways. The Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS examined runway' use and
presented actual assumptions, based on FAA simulation of the airfield operational performance
during specific activity levels. Final Supplemental EIS Table C-3-14 shows the anticipated use of the
third runway, noting that the runway would primarily be used for arrivals, but would be used for

departures about 2.5% in south flow and 1.6% in north flow.

Michael Bailey, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

James Barei, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Karl Bargmeyer. January. 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted. See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives considered.

Joseph Barreca Sr. January. 27, 2001 hearing card

Comments noted.

Joseph Barreca, Hearing Transcript (2)

See response to Hockaday's February 16, 2001 letter concerning runway crossings and safety. See
General Response GLR2 and GLR3 concerning fill contamination.

Jim Bartlemay, memo from COE admin to Graves. Undated

Comment noted concerning hearing location.

Jim Bartlemay, Februan' 16, 2001 email 3:00 pm with letter attached

Comments concerning the NPDES permit noted.

Jim Bartlemay, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR17 concerning alternatives considered.

The Port has been very clear that local real property tax dollars are not being used to fund the
construction or operation of Sea-Tat Airport. The Port is authorized under Washington State law to
levy property taxes within King County for general Port purposes. The allowable amount of the tax
levy is generally subject to two limitations: (1) the total levy rate may not exceed $0.45 per thousand
dollars of assessed value; and (2) annual increases in the amount of the levy are restricted to the lesser
of inflation or 6%. The annual increase in the allowable levy is based on the amount of taxes that

could have been levied in the previous year, even if the Port did not levy the full amount.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-3 April 30, 2001
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The tax lexj" is available for general Port purposes, but may not be used to pay debt service on
Revenue Bonds. By policy the Port uses the le_T solely for marine-related capital expenditures and
community investments such as the Port JOBS program. No tax levy dollars are used for the Airport.
Since 1992, the Port Commission has held the amount of the tax le_3" fiat at $35.6 million per .year.

In 1999 the budgeted levy rate is $0.24/S 1,000 of assessed value. The Port's Tax Le_." compnses less
than 3% of total King County property taxes.

In 1989, Congress enabled airports to collect a passenger facility charge (PFC) of up to S3.00 per
passenger departing from the airport, for approved purposes. Most large airports levy a PFC to offset
airport development needs. Although airports have somewhat more flexibility, m desLenating projects
to be funded through PFCs, actions included in the PFC must also be approved by" FA.A,. Recently
enacted legislation (AIR-21) has increased the authorization for PFCs from $3.00 to $4.50. Port
Commissioner Clare Norquist responded to Mr. Caldwell's comments about use of the PFC in his
letter dated December 14, 2000.

See General Response GLR17 concerning alternatives.

Jim Bartlemay -January. 26, 2001 hearing comments and letter

See General Response GLRI 7 regarding the consideration of alternatives.

Jim Bartlemay, December 18, 2000 email 3:30 pm

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Janet Bartlemay & Gregory Baker, February 15, 2001 letter

See also General Response GLRI 8 concerning the delay at Sea-Tac. With respect to comments on

the design of the retaining wall, see General Response GLR6 on MSE Wall with respect to
engineering of wall, peer review of engineering analysis, and design review by the Corps of
Engineers.

Cathy Barton, January 26, 2001 hearing card

See response to Dan Caldwell's January 27, 2001 letter.

Patrick Bauson, January 27, 2001 hearing card

The Port is confident that it has the engineering resources to complete the project. See General
Response GLR6 and the response to GeoSyntec's February 16, 2001 letter.

Robert Becker, November 9, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

? Bell, November 12, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing request.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-4 April 30, 2001
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Bellevue Chamber of Commerce (Connie Grant and Sarah Lan_on). Februa_ 13. 2001 iener

Comment of support for the project noted.

Patrick Benson, FebruaD' 5, 2001 letter

Comment noted. See Introduction to these responses to comments concerning histor3. of the prolect.
See General Responses GLR6 (wall) and GLRI0 (noise). See the Port's 2000 l['etlaml Functional
Assessment and Impact Analysis. See the Port's 2000 Biological Assessment. See the Port's 2000
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan.

The Final Supplemental EIS presents a detailed examination of the effects of the project on surface
traffic conditions.

Partrick Benson, Hearing Transcript (2)

The use of ten years of hourly weather observations is a generally accepted practice for purposes of
estimating the relative occurrence of poor weather of various ceiling and visibilit3' conditions. While
the duration and timing of any occurrence relative to peak operating periods may affect estimated

delays, the use of a ten-year average against peak month average day activity levels provides a
reasonable and methodologically acceptable estimate of the expected annual delay impact (even

though the database may include 11 winters and 10 summers). Table A shows the weather conditions
and associated occurrence -V'FR2 through IFR conditions is considered poor weather.

Table A

Operating % of
Scenario Ceiling/Visibility Runway Operating Configuration Occurrence
VFR 1 5,000 feet and above/ Independent Amvals & Departures 56.1%

5 miles and above with dual approach streams
VFR 2 2.500 to 4,999 feet/ Single amval stream with additional 19.7%

3 to 5 miles aircraft under ceilin_
IFR 1 800 feet to 2,499 feet/ Single Approach Stream 17.0%

2 miles and above

IFR 2 Not Applicable/ One Approach Stream - 5.4%
1.800 RVR to 2 miles Protect Glideslope

IFR 3 Not Applicable/ Same as IFR 2 - 1.5%
600 RVR to 1,799 RVR No Arrivals to the North

IFR 4 Not Applicable/ Low visibility plan - one runway 0.3%
600 RVR and below

Source:Seattle-TacomaInternationalAirport- CapacityEnhancementPlan Update,July, 1995,
RVR. RunwayVisualRange.

See General Response GLR6 concerning the mechanically stabilized earth wall. The Port believes

the 2000 Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan adequately addresses stormwater impacts
and mitigation needs. This document was produced and available for the public comment period.
See General Response GLR9 concerning the Port's efforts to sound insulate schools.
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Cheryl Bentley, November 8. 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning heanng request.

Benzenar-Kerr Communication, Undated letter

Comments noted.

Bruce Berglund, November 9, 2000 letter

Comment noted.

Beatrice Bernharflsen, Janua_" 26, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Beatrice Bernhardsen, January. 25, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Harold Bernhardsen, January. 25, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Harold Bernhardsen, January 23, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Mark Bioome, January. 23, 2001

Comment noted.

Alice Bilz, January 27, 2001 hearing card

See the Port's 2000 Natural Resource Mitigation Plan and the 2000 Wetland Functional Assessment
and lmpact Analysis.

Mr. & Mrs. Bocek. November g, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing.

The Boeing Company (Alan Ralston), January 23, 2001 letter

Comment of support noted.

Robert Bolles, February 13, 2001 letter

The 1996 Final EIS and 1997 Final Supplemental EIS addressed the impact of the project on 23
environmental disciplines, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act and State
Environmental Policy Act. Several specific sections of the EIS addressed impacts on wildlife:
endangered species of flora and fauna, Plants and Animals (Biotic Communities), and wetlands.

Response to 401/404 Comments 11/-6 April 30, 2001
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Commentors appear to believe that because certain species of fish were not listed as threatened or
endangered at the time the FEIS/TSEIS was prepared that there was inadequate considerauon of the

impact of the project on fish species. The Plants and .Animals (Biotic Commumties) section (Chapter
IV, Section 16) discusses the impact of the project on fish. See also General Response GLRS
concerning the review of Endangered Species issues.

Further, in Januar3" 2000, the Port issued an addendum under the Washin_on State Environmental
Policy Act (SEPA) entitled "'Addendum To Final Environmental Impact Statement and Final
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement For Proposed Master Plan Update Development
Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport". This addendum addressed project changes and the
identification of additional wetlands once the Port had obtained access to lands to build the ne_v

runway embankment.

See General Response GLR 16 concerning the validity of the 1997 Record of Decision.

See also General Responses GLR17 and GLR19 concerning alternatives considered and cumulative
impacts.

Ann Bonney (1/27/1999, 1/11/2000. 212212000. 3/712000, 3/14/2000, 3/2212000. 4/612000. 4/16/2000.
4/18/2000, 4/20/2000, 4/24/2000, 4/20/2000, 4/30/2000, 5/2/2000. 5/16/2000, 5/22/2000. 6/6/2000.
8/16/2000, 8/8/2000, 8/12/2000, 8/18/2000, 8/18/2000, 8/20/2000, 8/21/2000. 8/22/2000. 8/24/2000.
9/15/2000,9/19/2000, 9/19/2000, 9/20/2000, 9/27/2000, 10/11/2000, 10/30/2000, 11/6/2000, 11/9/2000.
12/6/2000, 12/13/2000, 1/2/2001, and two undated)

Citizens living adjacent to Sea-Tat Airport have representation in the State or federal government, as
well as the ability to express opposition to or an opinion regarding the Port's application. In fact,
both Ms. Bonney's State and federal legislative representatives have commented on the Port's
application. In addition, her own individual comments have been received and noted.

The comment requests that the FAA fund legal counsel or an "arbitration board" to consider "FAR
150 funds." The FAA lacks authonzauon to fund the provision of counsel or arbitration for private
citizens or interest groups that either support or oppose the Port's Master Plan Update project.

The Corps has jurisdiction over the Port's §404 application. The Port's Master Plan Update projects
are subject to Washington state statutory law. In addition, the Port has applied for the §404 permit
and the Port acknowledges the applicability of federal statutory law and regulations,

Pursuant to the law. the Corps and Ecology. have jurisdiction to determine if the permits sought by the
Port should be granted. In connection with that review, both the Corps and Ecology have the
responsibility to decide what mitigation should be required for the impacts arising from the Port's
proposed projects on the neighborhoods surrounding Sea-Tac Airport. The Port has identified
funding to pay for mitigation required by the Corps and/or Ecology.

AI. H. Borer, Janua_' 27, 2001 hearing card.

Comment noted.

Margaret Boyle, February. 5, 2001 letter

Comment noted.
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Gary Bracket't, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

William Bracket, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Boysen & Boysen LLC 0Boysen-Heiberg), January 29, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Gary Bracket, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

John Braly, Hearing Transcript (2)

The development of the third runway embankment or MSE wall would not have a simaificant effect
on the propagation of noise from aircraft activity. While the project entails the removal of trees and
acquisition of residential properties, which will enable a slight increase in noise from aircraft
operating on the airfield, noise exposure would be expected to increase less than 1 dBA. a level that is
not significant.

Nancy Brant, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR6 regarding concerns with the MSE wall.

William Brant, Hearing Transcript (2)

See response to Patrick Benson hearing comments concerning weather at Sea-Tac and the need for
the third runway. See response to Hockaday's February 16, 2001 letter concerning runway crossings
and safety.

Joe Brennan, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Arlene Brown, February 16, 2001 email and attachment

See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives.

See response to Helsell Fetterman concerning the conduct of an additional EIS and General Response
GLRI6. See letters from Air Transportation Association and the Seattle Airlines Airport Affairs
letter submitted comments demonstrating their support for the proJect.

See response to Stephen Hockaday and Geoffrey Gosling concerning safety.

See response to Dan Caldwell's January 27, 2001 letter concerning project cost and RCAA's
February 16, 2001 i'esponse to comment 4.5.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-8 April 30. 2001
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See response to Debi Wamaer February 16. 2001 letter concerning health issues and General
Response GLR11.

See response to Smith & Lowney concerning air conformity.

See General Response GLR4 regarding Maury Island.

Comment noted concerning impact of "'second" runway (16R/34L). See also General Response
GLRI 1 concerning air pollution conditions. See response to GeoSyntec Februar3" 16. 2001 letter

regarding wall stability.

The Final EIS (Chapter IV, Section 6, Pages IV.6-4 through IV.6-7) considered environmental justice
related issues. As was shown, the Master Plan Update projects were found to not create a

disproportionate impact on low-income or minority populations. The FAA's findings regarding
Environmental Justice are documented in the 1997 Record of Decision on Page 29.

Attachments noted.

Arlene Brown, January 26, 2001 hearing card

See response to Brown's February 16, 2001 communication.

Arlene Brown, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR11 concerning air pollution. See response to Hockaday's February 16,
2001 letter concerning runway crossings and safety.

Arlene Brown, September 15, 2000 emaii 10:13 pm

Comments on the State Fill Hydrological Study noted.

Arlene Brown, September 12, 2000 letter

Comments on the State Fill Hydrological Study noted.

Arlene Brown, September 6, 2000 email 6:21 pm

See General Response GLR6 and responses to the GeoSyntec February 16, 2001 letter.

Arlene Brown, May 7, 2000 letter

See General Response GLR13 concerning the temporary conslruction interchange on SR 509.

Derek Brown February 17, 2001 email 12:01 am

Comments noted. See response to RCAA's February 16, 2001 comment 4.5 and General Response
GLR10 concerning noise.

Mary and Joseph Bruce, May 24, 2000 letter

Comment noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments 11/-9 April 30. 2001
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Mary R. Bruce Janua_" 23, 2001 letter and (hearing testimony)

The Master Plan Update recognized that the airframe manufacturers were considenng the
development of a new large aircraft. The existing runway system at Sea-Tac would enable that
aircraft, as presently envisioned to operate. The Third Parallel runway would onl.v enhance the
operation with the new large aircraft, as that project is intended to address poor weather arnval
delays.

See response to RCAA's February 16, 2001 comments.

As is documented in the Final EIS. the Third Runway at a length of 8.500 feet is capable of handling
on arrival 99% of the aircraft types currently in operation or expected to be in operation through
2010. As shown in Table II-3 of the Final EIS, the 8,500-ft length also enables 90°0 of the aircraft m

operation to use the runway. As the purpose of the project is to alleviate arnval delay during poor
weather, its primary use is for arrivals (departure are expected to use the runway, but not as frequently
as the other existing runways). The one aircraft type that is not capable of landing with maximum
landing weight on the new runway would be expected to use an existing runway, as was assessed in
the Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS.

With respect to cumulative impacts, including extension of SR 509, see General Response GLRI 9on the
analysis conducted with respect to cumulative impacts of projects undertaken by both the Port and
other parties in and around the area of Sea-Tac Airport. The PSRC reviewed and considered 40
different sites for a supplemental airport and concluded that construction of the third runway was the
least environmentally damaging alternative that would accomplish the purpose of reduction of bad
weather operating delay.

Patti & Charles Burgess, January 8, 2001 letter

See General Response GLR19 on the analysis conducted with respect to cumulative impacts of
projects undertaken by both the Port and other parties in and around the area of Sea-Tac Airport. The
Port's Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan was reviewed by the regulatory agencies,
including the Corps, Ecology, and King County. The Plan complies with the King County Surface
Water Manual, which is the accepted standard for stormwater design in western Washington. The
impacts and mitigation measures for Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek are set forth in the Master
Plan Update Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS. The mitigation is intended to preserve the water
quality in both of these streams and to preserve and enhance the streamside vegetation and riparian
corridors.

City.of Burien to DOE/Elardo, February 12, 2001 (2 letters)

Comments on 402 noted.

City.of Burien (Sally Nelson) January 25, 2001 letter

Comments noted concerning objections to issuance of the permit. See General Response GLRI9 on
the analysis conducted with respect to cumulative impacts of projects undertaken by both the Port and
other parties in and around the area of Sea-Tac Airport.
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City of Burien. Janua_" 25, 2001 letter

Comments noted concerning the NPDES Major Modificauon.

The National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) p_'rnit process is separate fi'om the

§401 Water Quality Certification and §404 permitting process. With an)" development project,
various permitting processes are conducted simultaneously. This project bfill not be permitted to
proceed unless and until all necessary permits are obtained from the appropriate agencies with
jurisdiction.

City. of Burien, December 19, 2000 letter

Revised reports available before the Public Notice was issued on December 27. 2000. include the:
Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis, Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. Wetland

Delineation Report, Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. and Seattle-Tacoma Master Plan
Update Low Streamflow Analysis. The comment period on the Public Notice was extended beyond
the typical 30 days to allow additional time for public and agency review and comment. See General
Response GLR 12.

City. of Burien, December 19, 2000 (unsigned)

See response above.

City, of Burien, November 13, 2000

Comment noted concerning hearing request.

City of Burien, April 27, 2000

See response to General Comment GLR13 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR
509.

City of Burien April 10, 2000

See Response to General Comment GLR13 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR
509.

City of Burien March 28, 2000 letter to CiO,' of SeaTac

The Port is working with the appropriate agencies in the review and approval of the temporary SR
509 interchange and believes that the impacts have been correctly identified and appropriate
mitigation has been proposed. The Port cannot comment on the request by Burien to be consulted on
the actions of SeaTac that occur on their common boundary.

Richard Burrows, December 19, 2000

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-i I April 30. 2001
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Richard Burrows. December 18, 2000 email 2:36 pm

Comment noted concerning the review by King County of the Comprehensive Stormwatcr

Management Plan.

Dan Caidwell, January 27, 2001 letter

See response to RCA.A's February 16. 2001 letter (comment 4.5). The Port has been verx' clear that
local real propert3.' tax dollars are not used to fund the construction or operation of Sea-Tac Airport.
The Port is authorized under Washington State law to levy propert3" taxes within King CounD for

general Port purposes. The allowable amount of the Tax Le_w is generally subject to m'o limitations:
1) the total le_'y rate may not exceed $0.45 per thousand dollars of assessed value: and 2) annual
increases in the amount of the lex.w are restricted to the lesser of inflation or 6%. The annualincrease
in the allowable levy is based on the amount of taxes that could have been levied m the previous year.
even if the Port did not levy the full amount.

The Tax Levy is available for general Port purposes, but may not be used to pay debt ser_-ice on

Revenue Bonds. By policy the Port uses the levy solely for Manne-related capital expenditures and
community investments such as the Port JOBS program. No tax levy dollars are used for the Airport.
Since 1992 the Port Commission has held the amount of the Tax Levy flat at $35.6 million per year.
In 1999 the budgeted levy rate is $0.24/$1,000 of assessed value. The Port's Tax Le_5' comprises less
than 3% of total King County, property taxes.

In 1989, Congress enabled airports to collect a fee, up to $3.00 per passenger departing from the
Airport, for approved purposes. Most large airports levy a PFC to offset airport development needs.
Although airports have somewhat more flexibility in designating projects to be funded through PFCs,
actions included in the PFC must also be approved by FAA. Recently enacted legislation (AIR-21 )
has increased the authorization for PFCs from $3.00 to $4.50. Port Commissioner Clare Norquist
responded to Mr. Caldwell's comments about use of the PFC in his letter dated December 14, 2000.

Within the financial community, the Port, its management capability and financial management is
viewed very highly. Moody's Investor Services made the following comments about the Port in July
2000:

Moody'sassignsa Aa2 rating,withstableoutlook,tothe $400millionPortof SeattleRevenueBonds
and RevenueRefundingBonds,Series2000A. In addition,Moody'sraisedthe ratingon the port's
$540 millionoutstandingparityrevenuebondsto Aa2fromAa3. The ratingupgraderecognizedthe
port'sstrongmanagementthatcontinuesto capitalizeonitsfundamentallystrongservicearea. The
ratingupgradealsoreflectstheport'ssoundfinancialmanagement,diversifiedrevenuestreams,and
debt servicecoveragelevelsthat are expectedto remainadequatewhilethe agencycontinuesan
ambitiouscapitalimprovementprogram."

This rating is the highest U.S Transportation infrastructure revenue bond rating that Moody's has
gwen to date.

See also General Response GLR18 concerning delay at Sea-Tac.

Dan Caidwell, January. 26, 2001 letter and hearing testimony

In 1998, the Highline Water District approached the Port noting that the intertie valve between the
Port's water line and the Highline Water District (in the vicinity of South 188th Street, East of the

tunnel entrance had been identified as open, with the appearance that one or the other party had been
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using water from the other. The Water Dismct notified the Port that it estimated that the Port has used
about $250,000 of wmer from the District's system.

The Port reviewed the condition and noted that the valve had been left open, but had no l_owledge of

opening the valve. After the initial investigation and subsequent consultant invesugation, it was
found that there was a pressure differential such that water was unlikely to leave the H_ghline System
and enter the Port system, but rather that the District may have received water from the Port system.

Despite that belief, the Port entered into a settlement with the District. whereby the Port compensated
the District for $35.000 in consulting fees.

See also General Response GLR4 (salt water incursion).

Dan Caldwell, Hearing Transcript (1)

See response to Dan Caldwell's January 26 _ and January 27 thcomments.

Dan Caldwell, Hearing Transcript (2)

See response to Dan Caldwell's January 27thcomments.

Dan Caldwell, January 19, 2001 letter

See responses to Dan Caldwell letters dated January 26, 2001 and January 27, 2001.

Dan Caldwell, January 8, 2001 letter

See responses to Dan Caldwell letters dated January 26. 2001 and January 27, 2001.

Dan Caidwell, January 10, 2000

Comment noted.

Dan Caldweil, December 20, 1999 letter

Comment noted.

Dan Caldwell November 9, 2000 fax

See Introduction to the response to comments concerning changes since earlier applications. See also
response to Caldwell letters of January 26, 2001 and January 27, 2001.

Marjorie Caldwell, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Phyllis Campbell (US Bank), January 29, 2001 letter

Comment of support noted.

Response m401/404 Comments IV-13 April 30, 2001
Reference." 1996-4-02325
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Carolyn Carpenter, February 16. 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Carolyn Carpenter, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

James Carpenter, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR6 regarding concerns with the MSE wall.

James Carpenter, Februa_" 16, 2001 letter

See General Response GLR6 on MSE Wall with respect to engineenng of wall. peer review of
engineering analysis, and design review by the Corps of Engineers.

Deanna Carroll, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted. See also General Response GLR11 concerning air pollution and health.

Erin Carrnth, December 22, 2000 email 12:29 PM

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Erin Carruth, November 21, 2000 email 7:38 pm

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Erin Caruth-Warns and Raymond Warns, May I, 2000 letter

See General Response GLR13 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR 509.

Erin Carruth letter 12-9-2000

See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives considered.

Erin Carruth, December 9, 1999

Comment noted.

John Casseday, December 19, 2000 emaii 5:12 pm

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Jan Cassin to Erik Stockdale, September 5, 2000 email 1:49 pm

Email wansmitting information from Parametrix to Ecology- no comment/response from the Port
warranted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-14 April 30. 2001
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Mar?."Castagna, Januan" 27, 2001 hearing card.

Comment noted. See also response to Dan Caldwell concerning the cost and funding of the prolect.

CH2M Hill (l)erry). Februan" 13, 2001 letter

Comments of Port sponsored independent review of the Comprehensive Stormwawr Management
Plan noted.

Richard Chapman, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Angela Chaufty, JanuaD' 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted - See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives considered.

Martha Choe to Everett Bilingslea, April 25, 2000 email

Comment noted.

Emma Chopard, January. 27, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR10 regarding noise. See Final EIS, Appendix R. concerning consideration
of nighttime curfew.

David Christie, Jannal_.' 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

The Claremont Hotel (Roth), February. 12, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Beth Clark, October 27, 2000 email 2:38 pm

As this represents a communication from the Port, no additional comment/response needed.

Lou Clark, Hearing comments

Comment noted.

Rose Clark, February. 16, 2001 email 8:24 pm transmitting letter

See General Response GLR17 concerning alternatwes considered.

See General Response GLR1 for a discussion of the proposed Des Moines Beach Park barge terminal

and Des Moines Creek conveyor belt: and see also Final Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement for the Greater Des Moines Comprehensive Plan Amendments and Proposed Conv_. or
Project. The conveyor belt project is proposed by a private entity that intends to compete for the job
of delivering fill material to the Master Plan Update project sites. The conveyor project is separate

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-15 April 30, 2001
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from the Master Plan Update projects. The Master Plan Update projects are not dependent on the
conveyor project. The conveyor project is being considered under a separate applicauon for a Corps
Section 10 permit. The Port and FAA have concluded that perminmg obstacles render the conveyor

project infeasible at this time.

See General Response GLR4 concerning Maur)" Island and seawater intrusion.

This commentor contended that movement of the Police Training Pit _referred to by the commentor as
the "Bomb Disposal Unit") to an area near the former View Point Park was inappropriate because of
the urban nature of the area, and because of the potential impacts of the facilirb." on the proposed
mechanically stabilized wall.

Moving the Police Training Pit from its current location to anywhere else at the Alrport would only
be done after appropriate environmental review of the potential impacts under the State
Environmental Policy Act.

Rose Clark, January 26, 2001 hearing card and testimony

Request to testify noted. See response above.

Rose Clark, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR6 regarding concerns with the MSE wall.

Rose Clark for Kevin James, Hearing Transcript (2)

The Port believes the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan adequately addresses stormwater
needs. This document was produced and available for the public comment period.

Willie Clark, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

SeaTac City Clerk from Ci_ Attorney, January. 19, 2001 Memorandrum

Comments noted concerning Interlocal Agreement between the Port and City of SeaTac.

Stacy & Craig Colombel, February. 13, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Stace.v Colombel, January 26, 2001

The Port is fully aware of the risk it takes by starting construction on some elements of the project
that do not have impacts to waters of the United States before the Corps and Ecology issue permits.

Comfort Inns & Suites (Brunettt), February 9, 2001 iettter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-16 April 30. 2001
Reference: 1996-4-02325
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State Representative Dow Constantine. October 5. 2000 letter

Comment concerning hearing request noted.

State Representative Dow Constantine, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR4 concerning the use of fill from Maur3."Island. See General Response
GLR8 concerning Endangered Species Act issues. See General Response GLR7 concerning mstream
flow mitigation.

Edward Conway, Janua_" 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Rita Conway, Janua_" 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Sarah Cooke, Cooke Scientific Services to USCOE, April 29, 2000 letter

See General Response GLR13 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR509.

Herbert ConneUy, Janua_" 26, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives considered.

Marcia Cotiove, Janua_' 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Candice Corvari, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Responses GLR2 and General Response GLR3 regarding fill contamination concerns.

Lar_' Corvari, Januar3.' 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Larry Corvari, Hearing Transcript (1)

The Port believes that its application is complete. See General Response GLR7 concerning instream
flow mitigation. See General Response GLRI7 regarding alternatives considered. See General
Response GLR18 concerning the measurement of delay. See General Responses GLR2 and GLR3

regarding fill contamination concerns. See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives
considered. See General Response GLR17 concerning alternatives. During the planning process for
the third runway, consideration was given to the development of a commuter runway and a commuter
terminal on the Westside. Because that option would not address the identified purpose and need for
the project, it was not considered further in the EIS process.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV- I 7 April 30, 2001
Reference: 1996-4-02325
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Larry Corvari, Hearing Transcript (2)

It is the Port's belief that theFinal EIS and Final Supplenlental EIS did not contain a commitment to

prepare a Supplemental EIS or a new EIS after a specific date..am agency is obhgated to prepare a
supplemental environmental impact statement if: (1) The agency makes substanual changes m the
proposed action that are relevant to environmental concerns: or (2) there are significant new
circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns that have a beanng on the proposed

action or its impacts. 40 C.F.R. §1502.9(c)(1).

Supplemental review under NEPA is reserved for "'significant" project changes. Unless the nex_
circumstances or information present a seriously different picture of the environmental _mpact of the
proposed project from what was previously envisioned, the information is not "'significant." Marsh v
Oregon Natural Resources Council, 490 U.S. 360. 371 (1989). After an EIS is finalized, an agency
need not supplement an EIS every time new information comes to light, ld. See also the response to
Heisell Fetterman letter of 12/20/2000.

See General Response GLR16 concerning the adequacy of the EIS.

Lawrence Corvari (Cascade Chapter, Sierra Club). May 16, 2000 letter

Comment noted.

Marcia Cotlove, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

JoAn Cox, February 13, 2001 letter

Comment regarding the 402 noted.

JoAn Cox, FebruaD" 12, 2001 letter

Comment noted, see also response to Helsell Fetterman's February 16, 2001 letter concerning water
quality.

JoAn E. Cox January 26, 2001 letter to DOE

See General Responses GLR6 concerning the MSE Wall, and GLR10 concerning noise. See also
response to Stephen Hockaday's January 16, 2001 letter concerning safety.

Joan Cox, December 19, 2000 email 8:05 pm

Comment noted concerning hearing requests and document review.

Joan Cox, November 13, 2000 emaii 4:46

Comment noted concerning hearing request.

Response to 401/404 Comments I;/-18 April 30, 2001
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JoAn Cox, May 3, 2000

See General Response GLR13 concerning the proposed temporar3" construction interchange on SR
509.

Smart Creighton, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Stuart Creighton, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR16 concerning the adequacy of the EIS. See General Response GLR6
regarding concerns with the MSE wall. See General Response GLR9 concerning the Port's efforts to
insulate schools for the purpose of reducing noise impacts.

Stuart Creighton, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLRI 7 regarding alternatives considered.

Colleen Criss, January. 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Crown Plaza Hotels (Neidart), January 29, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Maud Daudon, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Aubrey Davis, February 15, 2001 letter

Comment of support noted.

John Del Viento, January 30, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

John Deivento, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Eric B. Denton, February 5, 2001 letters

Comments noted. The Port offers no response to the "Mud Flow" comments, are they do not pertain
to issues associated with Port projects. See General Response GLRI6 concerning the validity of the
1997 Record of Decision.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1I"-19 April 30, 2001
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Eric Denton. January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Eric Denton, Hearing Transcript (1)

The Port's proposed mitigation reflects its concern for bird strikes and aircraft operating sateD'. The
Final Supplemental EIS discusses bird strikes and safer3.' issues (see Section 5-5). See also response
to RCA.A's February 16, 2001 letter comment 4.3.

William Derr).', January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Bill Derry, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Elizabeth Desimone, January. 7, 2001 letter

Comment noted. See also response to GeoSyntec's February 16, 2001 letter.

City of Des Moines, February. 16, 2001 letter

The Port has disclosed all aspects of the Master Plan Update projects, the likely impacts of those
projects on aquatic resources, and the proposed mitigation to minimize those impacts. To the extent
known, the Port has provided the Corps with environmental documentation on other Port and non-
Port projects in the vicinity of the Sea-Tac Airport. This information is part of the Corp's record for
the §404 permit application and is available for the Corps to take its "hard look" at the projects and
for review by interested members of the public.

The borrow sites are discussed in the Master Plan EISs and in December 1998 Resource Evaluation

and Conceptual Development for Borrow Areas 3 and 4 and other reports prepared by Hart Crowser
(the Port's consultant) that have been provided to Ecology. If the Port proceeds with the development
of the on-site borrow sources, use of the borrow sites will not require filling of jurisdictional wetlands
and will be subject to evaluation and comment by the Corps, Ecology, other interested agencies, and
members of the public. Fill accepted by the Port will conform to the fill standard criteria that ithas
developed in consultation with Ecology.

Most of the Port-sponsored and non-Port projects identified by the commentor are discussed in
General Response GLR19 on cumulative impacts and the Port's response to the December 22. 2000

letter from the ACCs' attorneys Helsell Fetterman. The Lone Star Maury Island gravel project is a
separate project with independent utility that is not required for construction of the Master Plan
Update improvements.

As discussed in the EISs and previous responses to comments, alternative airports and new approach
technologies will not improve the poor weather operating capability of Sea-Tac Airport (or provide
increased air traffic capacity m the Puget Sound region m the foreseeable future) and were considered

by the PSRC and m subsequent environmental reviews.

See also General Response GLR18 concerning delay issues at Sea-Tac Airport.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-20 April 30. 2001
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Ci_" of Des Moines (Mayor Thomasson). January 26,2001 hearing card

Request to testify, noted.

Ci_' of Des Moines, December 19, 2000 letter

Revised reports available before the Public Notice was issued on December 27. 2000. include the:
Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis, Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. Wetland
Delineation Report, Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. and Seattle-Tacoma Master Plan
Update Low Strean_ow Analysis. The comment period on the Public Notice was extended beyond
the typical 30 days to allow additional time for public and agency review and comment.

City. of Des Moines, August 31, 2000 letter

See General Response GLR7 concerning stream flow and stream mitigation.

City. of Des Moines to WSDOT, May 11, 2000 letter

See General Response GLRI 3 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR 509.

Richard Doane, Februar?,' 8, 2001 letters (2)

Comment noted.

Peter M. Douglass, Inc. (Douglass), January 2..K,2001 letter

Comments noted concerning the review panel assembled by the Port concerning the stability of the
MSE wall.

Snohomish Count).' Executive Bob Drewel, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Snohomish Count).' Executive Bob Drewel, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Gail Duff, November 13, 2000

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Rhonda Duncan, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Rick Dunn, January. 26, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR17 concerning alternatives considered.

t

Response to 401/404 Comments 11/-21
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Shelia Dunn, Januar?" 26, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR6 concerning the wall and the response to GeoSyntec's Februa_' 16. 2001
letter concerning the wall stability.

Robert Durham, January 31, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Robert Durham, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

David Durst, January. 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Stan& Jean Durst, January 26, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR17 and GLR18 regarding delay and alternatives considered.

Judith Earle, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Economic Development Conncil of Seattle & King County (Schennemann), February 12, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the proposed project noted.

Economic Development Council of Thurston County, January 25, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Mr. And Mrs. Edgar, January 27, 2001 letter and hearing testimony

See response to RCAA's February 16, 2001 letter.

Bob Edwards (Port of Seattle Commission), January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Bob Edwards, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Iscel Edwards, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Response to 401/404 Commen_ IV-22 April 30. 2001Reference: 1996-4-02325
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Iscel Edwards, February 14, 2001 letter and hearing comments

Comment noted.

The Elliott (Matteson), February 13, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

William Elliott, January. 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

William Elliott, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Patty Emerson, January 27, 2001 hearing comments

Comment noted.

Patty Emerson, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Patty. Emerson, January 27, 2001 emaU 7:22 pm

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Phillip Emerson, January. 27, 2001 hearing comments and card

Comments noted. See also response to GeoSyntec's February 16, 2001 letter.

Philip Emerson, January 26,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Philip Emerson, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR6 regarding concerns with the MSE wail.

Tanya Engeset, January 16, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Environmental Protection Agency (Findley) to Strand (Columbia Biological), February 1, 2001
letter

No response required from the Port concerning "the issue of fill quality at Sea-Tat is primarily a
matter between Ecology and the Port ... as we do not have authority to 'audit' the Ecology program.
Also .... there are no existing federal or state standards for upland soil placement, nor requirements
that fill be 'pristine' or totally free of contamination."

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-23 April 30, 2001
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Karen Farnsworth, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Susan Femenella, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Brett Fish February 17, 2001 email 10:42 pm

Transmitted comments of Corey Fish noted below.

Brett Fish, February 17, 2001 email 3:34 pm

Comments noted.

The white rocks Mr. Fish observed were not the result of concrete washing into Miller Creek through
storm drains. The storm drain for the roadway does not drain to Miller Creek in this area. The white
coating on the rocks was actually dried algae. Ecology inspected the site and confirmed this finding.

February 16, 2001 comments noted concerning conditions of Miller Creek.

Brett Fish, February 16, 2001 email 3:44 pm and 3:34 pm

See earlier response February 17 emails.

Brett Fish, January. 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Brett Fish, Hearing Transcript (1)

The Port has researched reformation concerning the presence of salmon in Miller Creek and that
information has been documented in the Biological Assessments.

Brett Fish, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Brett Fish, January 14, 2001 emaii 1:02 pm

Comment noted.

Brett Fish, December 12, 2000 emaii 2:28 pm

Comment noted.

Brett Fish, December 1, 2000 emall 1:53 pm

Comment noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-24 April 30, 2001Reference.. 1996-4-02325
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Brett Fish, November 30, 2000 email 8:23 pm

Comment noted.

Brett Fish, October 9, 2000 email 9:14 am

Comment noted.

Brett Fish, September 26, 2000 email 11:25 am

Comment noted.

Brett Fish to Bob Wallace, August 17, 2000 email 12:38 am

Comment noted.

Brett Fish, April 27, 2000 letter

Comment noted.

Corey B. Fish, February. 17, 2001 email from Brett Fish 10:42 pm

Comment noted.

State Representative Fisher, January 24, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Form Cards, May 3, 2000 (30 cards) - Mayo Albergini, James Bartlemay, Joseph Barreca, William
& Margaret Boyle, Nancy Baird Brown, Evelyn Ceteznik, JoAn Cox, D.L. DesMarias, Eltz, Pat
Emerson, Brett Fish, Sophie Frause, Annabel Gordon, Grace Henley, Mr & Mrs, Jobe, Janet
Johnson, Doris Lee, Warren Lee, John Lurid, Sally Mackey, John Matthews, Rosemarie
McKeeman, Janice Murray, Genevieve Nnss, Paul Nuss, Len Oebser, Robert Oestreich, Lolita
Oliver, Warren Pugli, Mr. & Mrs Russell Richter, Frank Resmier, Sandra Rick, Shirley Rund,
M.C. Sansbury, Stan Scarvie, Lillian Sehroeder, Peg Springer, G. Strong, Carl and Julia Torkleo,
Stuart Weiss, Alma West, Walter West, name not shown.

Comments noted, see also General Response GLR13 concerning the temporary construction
interchange on SR 509.

Arden Forrey, November 21, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Thomas Frank, February 5, 2001 letters

Comments noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-25 April 30, 2001
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Sophie Frause, Undated letter

Comment noted concerning the hearing request. The reference to "'recreation" is included in a list of

issues the Corps needs to consider when malang its permit decision. There is no "'recreation permit"
issued by the Corps.

Sophie Fraase, Jannary 27, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR9 concerning the Port's efforts to insulate Highline School District
schools.

Sophie Franse, January. 27, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR9 concerning the Port's efforts to insulate Highline School District
schools.

Sophie Franse, January 26, 2001 letter and hearing testimony

Comment noted concerning the hearing request. The reference to "recreation" is included in a list of
issues the Corps needs to consider when making its permit decision. There is no "recreation permit"
issued by the Corps.

Sophie Frause, Hearing Transcript (1)

See response to Ann Bonney.

Sophie Frause and Joan Cox, November 13, 2000 email 4:46

Comment noted concerning hearing request.

Sophie & Henry Franse, September 27, 2000 letter

Comment noted. Also see response to Ann Bonney above.

Sophie & Henry Frause, January 31, 2001

Comment noted.

Sophie and Henry Frause, January 26, 2001

The reference to "recreation" is included in a list of issues the Corps needs to consider when making
its permit decision. There is no "recreation p_,,,it" issued by the Corps.

The Corps is evaluating the Port's application for a Section 404 permit to fill wetlands to

accommodate construction of the Master Plan Update projects at Sea-Tac Airport. The Corps is the
agency with jurisdiction over issuing a Section 404 permit. Local land use regulations will also apply
to the project as set forth m the City of SeaTac Zoning Code and the 1997 Interlocal Agreement
between the Port and the City of SeaTac.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1V-26 April 30, 2001
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As part of the §404 permitting process, Ecology. is evaluating the Port's proposal and planned
mitigation and will determine whether to issue a Section 401 Water Quali_' Certification. The Corps
and Ecology have solicited public comment as part of the Section 404 pecrnimng process.

The identified cumulative impacts of the Master Plan Update projects are discussed in General

Response GLR19. Along with the other items listed by the commentor, the Corps may consider
impacts on recreational opportunities as part of its evaluation of the merits of the Section 404 permit
application. The Port does not require a "recreation permit" to construct the Master Plan Update
improvements.

The provisions of the Washington State Shoreline Management Act of 1971 are applicable to the
Master Plan Update project.

Gene Fisher (SeaTac City Councilman, EMC Associates), January 26, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Rob Frisholz, February. 13, 2001 letter

See General Response GLR9 concerning the insulation of schools. See response to Helsell
Fettcrman's February 16, 2001 letter.

Bob Frishholz, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR9 concerning the Port's efforts to sound insulate schools.

Foster Wheeler Environmental Corporation (Hanson), February. 15, 2001

Comments of the Port sponsored third party review noted.

Foster Wheeler Environmental Corporation (David Hanson), January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

A! Furney, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR16 concerning the adequacy of the EIS. See General Response GLR19
concerning cumulative impacts. See General Response GLR2 and GLR3 regarding contaminated fill
concerns. See response to Smith & Lowney's February 16, 2001 letter concerning Clean Air Act

conformity. The Port's application includes identification of all applicable creeks. The Port believes
that its mitigation program is comprehensive.

Paul Gerry, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Phyllis Gerry, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-27 April 30, 2001
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Myrtes Gjefle, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Julie Goodpaster, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Charles Green, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Georgian Green, January. 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Peter Green, January. 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted. See also General Response GLR2 concerning fill criteria.

Patricia Griswold, January 27, 2001 hearing card:

See General Response GLRI0 concerning noise.

Norris & Margaret Griswold, November 9, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Anabelle Gordon, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Chris Gower, November 26, 2000 email 12:44 pm

Mr. Gower transmits to the Corps and email from A1 Fumey, RCAA, that describes his interpretation
of a document he discovered during a Public Disclosure Act review. In it, he questions the
impartiality of two consulting companies- Floyd & Snider and Hen'era Environmental Consultants-
that were hired by the Port to assist with the project.

Floyd & Snider were asked by Ecology to facilitate meetings between Ecology and the Port. Both
entities endorsed the need for this type of assistance. They also agreed on the need to keep a "master
list of issues" - the feeling being that both parties needed to agree on what the issues are. This is a
common tool in facilitation.

Herrera Environmental Consultants have been providing independent third party oversight review of
erosion and sediment control at Port cons_ction projects for a number of years at the request of
Ecology and as required by the Governor's Certification and the Port's NPDES Permit. They inspect
the Port and Port tenant projects weekly in the rainy winter months and less frequently in the summer.
Their reports are sent to the Port and Ecology. The Port pays for their services.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1V-28 April 30. 2001
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Chris Gower, October 11, 2000 emaii 8:00 am

Comment noted.

ChrisGower toDavid Masters,October9,2000email10:17am

Comment noted.

ChrisGower toBob Wallace,October9,2000email3:01pm

Comment noted.

ChrisGower, October9,2000email10:17am

Comment noted.

ChrisGower, October4,2000letter

Comment noted.

ChrisGower, October3-2000letter

See GeneralResponseGLRI6 concerningtheneedforanew EnvironmentalImpactStatement.

See the Port's submitted Natural Resource Mitigation Plan and December 2000 Wetland Functional

Assessment and Impact Analysis.

Comment noted concerning new public hearing and application number.

Chris Gower, October 2, 2000 email 1:34pro

Comment noted.

Chris Gower to Governor Locke, September 27, 2000 letter

Comment noted.

Chris Gower, September 21, 2000 emaii 4:58 pm

The Port has not conducted any illegal discharges from Port property.

Chris Cower, September 18, 2000 email 8:10 am

See the Port's Natural Resource Mitigation Plan concerning wetland buffers.

Chris Gower transmits September $-2000 New York Times Article "Crisis for Air Traffic System"

See General Responses GLR17 and GLR18 concerning the consideration of alternatives and the
measurement of delay.

Response to 40//404 Comments IV-29 April 30, 2001
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Chris Grower, August 28, 2000

Comment noted.

Chris Cower, August 22, 2000 email

Vacca Farm represents a discharge area for groundwater flow from the shallow aquifer that extends

beyond the flanks of the Miller Creek flood plain. A large part of the area is characterized as wetland.
which implies shallow groundwater levels close to or just below the ground surface. The Port does
not concur with the contention that groundwater levels have risen substantially during the last nvo

years - a period when the Port has collected water levels from monitoring wells. Examination of
water level data from three of shallow wells installed in Vacca Farm does not indicate evidence for
increased water levels.
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Water levelswere takenmonthlyfora periodof 17 monthsendingJuly2000,when themonitoring
intervalwas extendedto3 months. The dataforthe17-monthperiodcoversmore thana fullyear,

and establishesthetypicalhydrographiccycleatthislocation.The datashows a naturalcycleof

variationspanningapproximately2 feetofwater-levelchangeoverthe typicalyear. Water levels
declineprogresswelyduringthesummer months,and risesharplyinthefall,as istypicalforthe

PugetSound region.Thisform ofvariationisdirectlyreflectiveof varyinggroundwaterrecharge

ratesthatchangethroughtheyearinresponsetovariationsinrainfall,and arecompounded atVacca
Farm by theeffectsofevapotranspirationfromtheshallowwatertable.

The three-monthdataallowsacheckforconsistencyagainstthepreviouslyestablishedseasonaltrend

revealedby thefullcycleofmonthlydata.WaterlevelsinOctober2000 and January2001 compare

verycloselywithwaterlevelsobservedatcorrespondingtimesinthepreviousyear. There isno

evidencethatrecentwaterlevelshavebeeninfluencedby fillplacementadjacenttoVacca Farm over
thelastsixmonths.

Chris Gower to EPA, August 21, 2000 letter wtth email transmittal

See General Response GLR2 concerning the quality of fill accepted for the third runway and the fill
acceptancecriteria.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-30 April 30. 2001
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Chris Cower, August 16, 2000 email 3:44 pm

Comment noted.

Chris Cower, August 14-2000 email 12:58 pro:

The Port is unaware of any requests that the FAA might make concerning the use of this model.
However, the Virginia Polytechnic Institute model, as described in the material provided by the
commentor would enable air traffic controllers to identify further airspace management and flight

controls that would provide incremental reductions in delay. Because safety conditions associated
with the close spacing of the existing runways and the occurrence of poor weather in Seattle would
not obviate the need for the third parallel runway.

Chris Cower to NMFSIStelie, August 12, 2000

Comment noted.

Chris Gower, August 11, 2000 email 7:39 pm

The FAA's 1995 Capacity Enhancement Study and the Port's subsequent Master Plan Update gave
extensive consideration to the weather conditions at Sea-Tac. The Final EIS and Final Supplemental
EIS clearly document the weather conditions, as categorized by Visual Flight Rule conditions and
Instrument Flight Rule conditions, which define the operational procedures used by the FAA to safely
control aircraft. See also General Response GLR18.

Chris Gower, August 11, 2000 7:59 pm email

In 1995, the FAA issued its record of Decision for the development of an aircraft maintenance base in
the area known as the South Aviation Support Area. The Port's plans for the area changed as the
Master Plan Update identified additional needs for the Airport. As a result, the Master Plan
recommended that this area serve aircraft maintenance, cargo and aircraft parking. That development
concept was assessed in the 1996 Final EIS and 1997 Final Supplemental EIS, for which the FAA
issued its ROD on July 3, 1997. It is expected that before the Port undertakes development in the
areas known as SASA that information from the SR 509 Extension/South Access project level EIS
will be complete. It is important to note that the purpose of a written re-evaluation is to document the

"adequacy, accuracy and validity" of the earlier environmental approval. At this time, no changes in
the Master Plan Update have been identified for the SASA area. Therefore, once that SR 509 EIS has

been complete, the Port and FAA would be expected to conduct a re-evaluation, if appropriate.

Chris Cower to Leavitt, POS, July 28, 2000 letter

Comments noted. The Port believes that the proposed project complies with the requirements of the
Governor's certificate.

Chris Gower to COE/DOE, July 27, 2000

Comments noted on the Port's addendum to Water System Improvements noting that the project will
not affect Gilliam Creek.

Response to 401/404Comments IV-3l April 30. 2001
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Chris Cower to Luster, July 17, 2000 emaii

See General Response GLR7 regarding the su-eamflow impacts generated by the proposed project, the

Port's water rights and su'eamflow mitigation issues.

See General Response GLR6 on MSE Wall with respect to engineering of wail, peer review of
engineering analysis, and design review by the Corps.

Chris Gower to Luster, June 9, 2000 email

See General Response GLR13 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR 509.

Chris Crower to City of Tukwila, June 7, 2000

Gilliam Creek will not be affected by the construction or operation of the Master Plan Update

projects.

Chris Cower to COE, June 5, 2000 letters (3)

The proposed Master Plan Update projects do not affect Gilliam Creek.

Chris Gower to Martha Choe, June 1, 2000

Comment noted.

Chris Gewer to Mic Dinsmore, May 17, 2000 letter

Comment noted.

Chris Gower to John PeR, May 15, 2000 letter

The Port was not conducting work that was in violation of the Clean Water Act.

Chris Grower to Carol Browner, May 3, 2000 letter.

Comment noted.

Chris Gower to Julia Patterson, April 18, 2000

Comment noted.

Chris Cower to Congressman Smith, December 14, 1999.

See the Port's 2000 Biological Assessment. See General Response GLRI7 concerning the use of
alternative technology, and General Response GLRI 8 concerning the measurement of delay.

Colonel Graves to State Representative Erik Peahen, October 12, 2000

Commentsnoted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-32 April 30, 200]
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Gerald Grinstein, February 5, 2001

Comments of support of the project noted.

Comise Gupta, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Alankar Gupta, January. 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

George Hadley, February 16, 2001 email 7:04 pm

See General Response GLR17 concerning the consideration of alternatives.

George Hadley, February 16, 2001 8:39pm email:

See General Response GLR16 concerning the EIS process.

George Hadley, February 16, 2001 10:41 pm email:

See response to GeoSyntec's February 16, 2001 letter concerning the MSE wall.

George Hadley, February 16, 2001 email 10:03 pm

The 1996 Final EIS did not contain an estimate of the operating capability of Sea-Tac Airport with
the third parallel runway. However, the 1997 Final Supplemental EIS, prepared in response to new
projections in aviation activity, discussed the expected operating capability of the Airport as about
600,000 to 630,00 annual operations. The Port has not prepared any new forecasts of aviation
activity, and annual passenger levels in 1999 and 2000 were generally consistent with the forecasts

used in the Final Supplemental Ears. See also General Response GLR16 concerning the EIS.

George Hadley, February 16, 2001 6:56 pm email

See General Response GLR7 regarding the streamflow impacts generated by the proposed project, the
Port's water rights and streamflow mitigation issues.

See General Response GLR6 on MSE Wall with respect to engineering of wail, peer review of
engineering analysis, and design review by the Corps.

George Hadley, February 16, 2001 8:43 pm emaii

The proposed retaining wall, which avoids the relocation of a portion of Miller Creek, is not expected
to result a measurable number of visitors. A wall gift shop or wall restaurant is not proposed by the
Port. Any traffic that would occur through individuals visiting the wall would be expected to be
addressed through general traffic levels considered as part of the Final EIS and Final Supplemental
EIS. This is supported by a comparison made by the City of SeaTac as part of their City Center EIS,

compared actual surface traffic levels to those evaluated by the Final F,IS and Final Supplemental
E/S. Their analysis found that traffic levels considered in theFinal F,IS and Final Supplemental SEIS
were greater than comparable actual levels.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-33 April 30, 2001Reference: /996-4-02325
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George Hadley, Februa_" 16, 2001 10:41 pm email

See General Response GLR6 concerning the review of the MSE wall.

George Hadley, December 18, 2000 email 7:06 pm

Copies of documents are found at the places listed in the Public Notice.

George Hadley, December 18, 2000 emaii 6:20 pm

Comment noted.

George Hadley, December 15, 2000 email 9:01 am

Comments noted.

George Hadley, December 14, 2000 letter

Comment noted.

William C. Hall, Undated letter

Comment noted.

David Hanson, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Guy Harper, November 13, 2000 email 2:00 pm

Comment noted.

Hart Crowser (Mike Bailey), February 8, 2001 letter and hearing comments

Comments concerning the stability of the MSE wall noted.

Hart Crowser (Mike Bailey), January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Joe and Karen Hendrickson, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted. See also General Response GLR6 regarding the wall.

Karen Hendrickson, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-34 April 30. 2001
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Karl Hennum, Janua_" 23, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Karl Hennum, January. 20, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

James Henry, January. 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Marjorie Henry, January 26, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives considered and General Response GLRI0
regarding noise.

Mr. & Mrs. Ebert Hill, February. 3, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Hilton Seattle Airport/Waiters, January 29, 2001

Comment of support for the project noted.

Hilton Seattle (Corsini), February 9, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Barbara Hinkle, September 29, 2000 email 6:36 pm

The Port has not illegally filled wetlands at Sea-Tac Airport.

Barbara Hinide (ACC) to EPA, August 4, 2000 letter

1. See General Response GLR19 regarding cumulative impacts.

2. The listing of a species as threatened or endangered may change the legal status of the species but
does not alter the environmental status. As such, listing does not automatically trigger the need for
additional environmental review. See also General Response GLR8 concerning the review of
Endangered Species issues.

3. No willful violations of the Clean Water Act have occurred. Minor and accidental incursions into

wetlands are discussed below. The Port has complied with the Corps' requirements for restoration
and mitigation of these incidents. With preventive measures employed, and with no additional
violations, these incidents do not represent a "pattern or practice."

• Wetland I: This incident involved discharge of sediment from the North Employee Parking
Lot (NEPL) embankment. New Erosion control measures at the NEPL construction site were

effectively implemented to allow completion of the NEPL site during the wet season with no
further problems. The Port now employs advanced erosion and sedimentation control

Response to 401/404 Comments 1;'-35 April 30, 2001
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practices when needed at construction sites. See response to Northwest Hydraulic
Consultants, February 15, 2001, comment 20. regarding the Port's erosion and sedimentation
conu'ol design. With regard to the sediment discharged to Wetland 1, the sediment was
removed, and the wetland and buffer restored. A recent check of this site showed that
restoration was effective and complete.

• 16235 - 12" Ave. South: A small portion of Wetland 37 was disturbed during a topographic

survey of Miller Creek. Tire ruts from the vehicles used to clear Himalayan blackbem., from
survey lines occurred in several hundred square feet of the wetland. The Corps of Engineers
was notified and required a restoration plan of the disturbed areas. Tire ruts were hand-

graded and native shrubs and trees were planted in the wetland area in November 1999.
Subsequent monitoring has occurred and restoration plan has determined to be been effective.

• Parcel 306: A septic tank was removed from a lawn adjacent to a single-family home on
Parcel 306. A portion of Wetland 37 extends into the lawn, and during the removal of the
septic tank, a small portion (less than 500 square feet of area) of Wetland 37 was excavated
and bacldilled with native soils. The Corps was notified of the action and the Port was issued
the NWP 18. No permanent impacts to this portion of the wetland were identified.

4. See response to Helsell Fetterman's, February 16, 2001 letter. Both Gilliam and Walker creeks
are included in the 401/404 application, which has provided opportunity for public comment.

5. See response to Water Resource Consulting, February 16, 2001, comment l concerning the
hydrological divide.

6. Although not required under the Nationwide 6 process, the Port provided a letter of notice and a
personal briefing to Corps wetlands staff to explain the purpose and scope of geotechnical borings in
the wetlands, prior to the start of this work. These borings were part of routine geotechnical data
collection for design of the embankment and MSE walls, including sampling of soils, in situ tests, and
installation of observation wells to monitor groundwater conditions. All work accomplished in the
wetlands was in accordance with the Nationwide 6 permit, a Hydraulic Project Approval issued by
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, and a site-specific Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan prepared by the Port. The information obtained from these borings is contained in numerous
reports by Hart Crowser, many of which have been submitted to Ecology and the Corps, and/or made
available to the public (see for instance Appendix L in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management
Plan. Parametrix. 200]).

7. The existing and any future NPDES permits must be conditioned to comply with water quality
standards and the anti-degradation requirements of the Clean Water Act. (WAC 173-201A-060, 173=
201A-070, Fact Sheet to NPDES Permit No. WA-002465-1, pp. 22-23). The Fact Sheet that
accompanies the Airport's existing NPDES Permit states as follows: "In order to protect existing
water quality and preserve the designated beneficial uses of Washington's surface waters, WAC 173-
201A-060 states that waste discharge permits shall be conditioned such that the discharge will meet
established Surface Water Quality Standards ... The Department has reviewed the ambient water

quality monitoring results gathered by the Port ... and [t]he discharges authorized by this permit
should not cause further degradation which would interfere with or become injurious to existing
beneficial uses." (Fact Sheet, pp. 22-23).

The Port is in compliance with its NPDES permit. The Port has been issued no Notice of Violations

for violations of its NPDES permit. Because the Port is in compliance with its NPDES permit and

because the Airport is required by the CWA to obtain NPDES permits for process water discharges,
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as well as for industrial and construction stormwater discharges, the Department has reasonable

assurances that the activity that is the subject of this 401 Certification complies with water quah_"
standards. The NPDES permit modification is being sought only to include addinonal discharge

points and bring additional areas of the Airport within the NPDES permit jurisdiction. This will
result in more protection for receiving waters because those discharges must meet the requirements of
the existing NPDES permit, which has been conditioned to meet water quality, standards.

The Port is in compliance with its NPDES pc, mR that requires the Port to develop a stormwater
pollution prevention plan, which the Port has prepared and submitted and to do monitonng of its
discharges, which is ongoing. The current NPDES permit (WA-002465-I) requires numerous
studies such as an IWS Integrity Study, an IWS Hydrogeological Study, an IWS Operations and
Maintenance Manual, a Sediment Baseline Study, an Operations and Maintenance Plan for Lake
Reba, a Procedures Manual for Stormwater Sampling, monitoring plans for all Master Plan Update
construction projects, Whole Effluent Toxicity Testing of Stormwater and a Spill Prevention,
Containment and Countermeasure Plan. All of these requirements are focused in the quality and

quantity of stormwater and industrial waste discharges from the Port. The NPDES permit also
requires the implementation of BMPs, which the Port has undertaken. Ecology has issued no notice
of violation of the Port's NPDES p_imit. Based on the Port's ongoing compliance with its NPDES
permit, Ecology has "reasonable assurance" sufficient to certify compliance with state water quality
standards.

A request for a major permit modification filed with Ecology on October 20, 2000. The Port has
requested that named and unnamed tributaries, storm drams and other waters of Miller, Des Moines,
Walker and GiIliam Creeks be specifically listed as receiving waters in the current NPDES permit for
the Airport and that the permit cover "all areas of or surrounding the Port, Seattle International
Airport in which Seattle-Tacoma International Airport has or acquires a real, property interest during
the term of this permit, and all locations of construction projects conducted, managed or permitted by
the Port, Seattle-International Airport, including but not limited to the area of the Third Runway and
Master Plan Update projects." The current N'PDES permit expires on June 30, 2002. The Port must
reapply 180 days before the date that the permit expires.

8. The mitigation proposed at the Auburn Wetland Mitigation Site has been reviewed and approved
by the Corps and Ecology. The §404 permit will require a several years of monitonng to ensure that
the wetland plantings will take hold and that the wetlands will function properly.

9. The DNR forest practices permits that were issued to the Port do not permit the removal of trees
in wetland areas wathout the proper permits and approvals from other regulatory agencies, including
the Corps and Ecology. The Port has not removed trees from regulated wetland areas under its
current Forest Practices 1_ uiits.

Jennifer Holms, January 26,2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Jennifer Holmes for Chris Vance, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR9 concerning the Port's efforts to insulate schools for the purpose of
reducing noise impacts. See General Response GIRl 7 regarding alternatives considered.
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Marion Holmes, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

State Representative Horn, January. 25, 2001 letter

Comment of supportfor the project noted.

Robbie Howell, Janua_" 27, 2001 letter

The response to comment R-10-9 in Appendix R of the Final EIS (Volume 4) notes that fuel dumping
is not common and is performed only in emergency situations when aircraft cannot land safely gath
the fuel present in the aircraft. Prior to the completion of the Final EIS, no fuel dumping incidents
had been reported in or around Sea-Tac Airport within the last two and one half years, according to
Mr. Tom Davidson, then FAA Air Traffic Manager, Seattle Tower. The Port recently requested fuel
dumping information from the FAA. The FAA noted that there are no records kept concerning fuel
dumping, and therefore, it is not possible for the Port to confirm the incident..

Fuel dumping, or the purposeful jettison or leakage of aviation fuel by aircraft as they approach or
depart the Airport, is not common and is performed only m emergency situations when aircraft cannot
land safely with the fuel present in the aircraft. If an aircraft must make an emergency landing before
it has burned enough fuel to safely land, the pilots would have to "dump fuel" in order to reduce the
aircraft's weight sufficiently enough to land. According to federal directive 7110.65J paragraph 9-6-1
through 9-6-5, aircraft may dump fuel as necessary in a declared emergency state. There are no
restrictions as to where the aircraft may or may not dump fuel. However, each airport has a
recommended, we-designated fuel dumping area for instances where fuel needs to be dumped if time
permits. At Sea-Tac, FAA air traffic controllers have been instructed to direct aircraft in need of fuel
dumpling to fly above 5,000 feet over the Puget Sound to allow time for the fuel to evaporate before
reaching the ground, and to prevent non-evaporated fuel from reachmg populated areas.

Residents in the immediate vicinity of the Airport may also be reporting odors from aircraft queuing -
this odor typically has more of an oily smell versus an odor like one would experience when fueling
an auto. The pollutants that comprise this type of smell are accounted for in the air pollutant
assessment presented in the EIS for precursor pollutants - pollutant levels where the standards exist
to protect human health and welfare.

There are many different types of odorous hydrocarbon compounds in jet exhaust which may be
responsible for periodic "odor episodes". Typically, the most reactive or "volatile" hydrocarbons
have the most potential to cause odor (i.e., cause a detectable odor at a lower concentration). The
principal odor-causing hydrocarbon species in jet exhaust are the aromatic (fuel-related) and
oxygenated (partially burned) hydrocarbons. Hydrocarbon emission rates are greatest during the low-
power idle and taxi modes of the LTO cycle, when the engines are not operating as efficiently.
During takeoff and climbout, for example, hydrocarbon emissions are greatly reduced since the
engines operate with greaterefficiency.

The most recent study concerning odors from jet engine exhaust was conducted at Boston's Logan
Airport ("Identification of Odorous Compounds From Jet Engine Exhaust at Boston's Logan
Airport", December, 1992). Based on air monitoring at Boston Logan, three compounds -
acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, and naphthalene - were present on a consistent basis above their
respective odor recognition thresholds. Each of these compounds could be generated by the
incomplete combustion of jet fuel. The odor impact depends on wind speed and direction, turbulence,
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and distance between the source and nearby residents. The odor recognition characteristics of these

compounds is generally characterized as follows: Acetaldehyde is described as sweet, "'apple
ripened" and pungent; Formaldehyde is described as odor like ha)', straw-like, and pungent:
Naphthalene is described as having odor like tar, creosote, and mothballs.

As noted by the Boston study, the results were based on the minimum detectable limits because
overall concentrations for these compounds was generally small. Additionally, no specific source or

activity was identified as the primary source of these compounds. Moreover, the Boston study notes
that motor vehicle exhaust also contains many of these same compounds. No conclusion was drax_-n
as to the source, concentration, or potential impact to human health.

See also General Responses GLR9 and GLRI 0 concerning noise and noise impacts on schools.

Vicki Hurley, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Nola Irish, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Jerry Jackson, December 19, 2000 emaH 6:40 PM

Comment noted concerning hearing requests and document review.

Jerry Jackson, December 19, 2000 email 6:28 PM

Comment noted concerning hearing requests and document review.

Marvin Jahnke, February 6, 2001 letter

See General Response GLRI 7 concerning the consideration of alternatives.

Joyce Jobe, January 26, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR17 concerning the consideration of alternatives.

Reuben Earl Jobe, January 18, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Mr. And Mrs. Jobe, October 9, 2000

Comment concerning hearing noted.

Eric Johnson, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.
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OH Johnson, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Ray Johnson, JanuaD" 26, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR9 concerning the Port's efforts to sound insulate Highline Schools.

James Jollimore, January. 26, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR17 regarding the consideration of alternatives.

Janet Johnson, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Jean Johnson, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Charles Jones, October 6, 2000 letter

Comment noted.

Kevin Jones, City of Burton councilmember, January. 26, 2001 hearing statement

Comment noted.

Marnie Jones, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR4 concerning the use of fill from Maury Island.

John Jovanovich, Hearing Transcript (1)

The Final Supplemental EIS contains a detailed description of the ability to mitigate certain functions
that are at conflict with aircraft safety in basin (see FSEIS, Section 5-5). The 2000Natural Resource

Mitigation Plan contains discussions of the comprehensive mitigation that will be included in-basin.
See Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, Chapter 5.

John Jovanovich, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Jan Jutte, Assistant Director of Washington State Auditor to Port Commission October 4, 2000

The Port was the subject of an independent audit by the Washington State Auditor's office for the

period of January 1 through December 31, 1999. The audit was performed to determine whether the
Port complied with state laws and regulations, its own policies and procedures, and federal grant
requirements. The State Auditors' Office also audited the financial statements and evaluated internal

, controls established by Port management. They focused on specific areas that have potential for
abuse and misuse of public resources.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1Y.40 April 30, 2001
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The results of the audit were that the Port substantially complied v,lth state laws, federal regulations.

and its own policies and procedures. Financial statements were accurate and complete. The one
condition significant enough to report as a finding related to the underpayment of one laborer.

This letter alerts the Port Commission to weaknesses in the Port's internal conu'ol, accounting.

administration, and other areas of operation. The State Auditor's office states that these comments do
not affect the report and offers to review the status at the next audit.

Dave Kaplan (Des Moines City. Council), Janua_' 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Dave Kaplan, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR7 concerning ins_'eam flow mitigation. See General Response GLRI7
regarding alternatives considered. See General Responses GLR2 and GLR3 concerning contaminated
fill concerns.

State Representative Karen Keiser, January. 26,2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

State Representative Karen Keiser, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR19 concerning cumulative impacts. See General Response GLR7
concerning instream flow mitigation.

State Representative Karen Keiser, September 12, 2000 letter

In September of 2000, Ecology determined that the state required more time to work with the Port to
evaluate whether the agency had reasonable assurance for the Master Plan Improvements. The time

necessary to review and assess the remaining project issues was in excess of the deadline for Ecology
to issue a 401 water quality certification on the project, one year from the Public Notice date of

September 30, 1999. The additional review and assessment was required for specific remaining
elements of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan, the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan
and Flow Augmentation proposal.

As a result, on September 28, 2000, the Port withdrew the JARPA, with the intent of resubmitting the
application at a later date.

Richard Kennedy, December 18, 2000 email 7:42 pm

Comment noted concerning document reviews and hearing request.

Port of Kennewick (Givens), February 7, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.
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KIK Signatures, Janua_" 26, 2001

Comments noted.

Debra Kimmel, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Debra Kimmei, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Harold Kitson, November 14, 2000 letter

Comment noted.

Helen D. Kludt, February 12, 2001 letter

Comments noted and responded to in prior public notice response to comments.

Helen Kludt, January 26,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Deborah Knutson, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Linda Kochmar (Federal Way Deputy. Mayor), January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Linda Kochmar, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR10 concerning noise.

Michael Kramer, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Patrick Kuo, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Joe Kuperberg, January 27, 2001 letter

Comments noted.

Joel Kuperberg, November 12, 2000 email 2:45 pm

Comment noted. See also General Response GLR4 concerning Maury Island fill.
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Joel Kuperberg, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Barry.Ladenburg, donna," 27, 2001 letter

Comments noted concerning hearing.

See Response to General Responses GLRI 7 and GLRI 8 concerning the evaluation of ahernanves and
delay.

Simultaneous parallel arrivals on three runways is not anticipated because of the close spacing
between the runways. The Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS examined runway use and
presented actual assumptions, based on FAA simulation of the airfield operational performance
during specific activity levels. Final Supplemental EIS Table C-3-14 shows the runway use, noting
that the runway would primarily be used for arrivals, but would be used for departures about 2.5% in
south flow and 1.6% in north flow.

The Port has not taken action resulting in a discharge of fill material to waters of the United States
and, accordingly, no permit from the Corps is required for those activities referenced in the comment.
The Corps has informed the Port that any stockpiling of fill material or other development activities
in advance of a decision on the Port's §404 permit application is being undertaken at the Port's risk.
The Corps has also informed the Port that any development activity at Sea-Toe Airport will have no
bearing on the Corps' ultimate decision on the Port's §404 permit application.

Barry Ladenburg, ttearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR 18 concerning delay at Sea-Tac Airport. The Final EIS and Final
Supplemental EIS examined runway use and presented assumptions, based on FAA simulation of the
airfield operational performance during specific activity levels. Final Supplemental EIS Table C-3-14
shows the runway use, noting that the runway would primarily be used for arrivals, but would be used
for departures about 2.5% in south flow and 1.6% in north flow. See General Response GLR17
regarding alternatives considered. See General Response GLR13 concerning the proposed temporary
construction interchange on SR509. The Port believes that it is in compliance with its NPDES
permit. The Port has not undertaken any construction that would require a permit without first having
obtained the permit. See General Response GLRI 7 regarding alternatives considered.

Lakeside Advisors January 8, 2001 letter)

The Port has paid just compensation for those properties it has acquired in order to construct the
Master Plan Update projects. With respect to the "taking" through increased noise that is asserted in
this comment, the Port is complying with the requirement of the Part 150 process. Pursuant to this
process, a determination is made as to which properties are impacted by noise to the extent of
requiring purchase, insulation or other mitigation.

Ed Laster to Jonathan Smith, September 26, 2000 email 3:51 pm

This appears to be in the wrong file.
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Steve Leahy, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Warren Lee, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Warren Lee, November 12, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Nanci Leonard, January 26,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Phillip & Rachel Levine, January. 30 2001 letter

Comment noted

Rachel Levine, January. 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Tom Limberg, February 12, 2001

Comment noted.

Kimberly Lockard, December 19, 2000 email 12:30 pm

Comment noted concerning hearing requests and document review.

Marlll Loveli, January 27, 2001 hearing comments

The Port has not taken action resulting in a discharge of fill material to waters of the United States
and, accordingly, no permit from the Corps is required for those activities referenced in the comment.
The Corps has informed the Port that any stockpiling of fill material or other development activities
in advance of a decision on the Port's §404 permit application is being undertaken at the Port's risk.
The Corps has also informed the Port that any development activity at Sea-Tat Airport will have no
bearing on the Corps' ultimate decision on the Port's §4IM permit application.

Marlil Lovell, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR9 concerning the Port's efforts to insulate schools for the purpose of
reducing noise impacts. See General Reslx3nse GLR8 concerning Endangered Species Act issues.
See General Response GLR16 concerning the adequacy of the EIS.

League of Women Voters, February 12, 2001 letter

See General Response GLR15 and GLR19, and response to Sheldon Associates' February 15, 2001
comment letter on behalf of the Airport Communities Coalition.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1V-44 April 30. 2001
Reference: 19964-02325
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Rick Lucas, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Rick Lucas, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Sailey Mackey, February 15, 2001 letter

Comment noted. The cost of the project is still estimated at $773 million (estimated in June 1999).

The project purpose and need are clearly articulated in the Final EIS. Final Supplemental EIS. 1997
Record of Decision and the application. See also General Responses GLR2 through GLRI5.

Laura Madland, February. 13, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Sandra Manning (DOE) to COE December 18, 2000 email 7:48 pm

Communication between Ecology and the Corps - no comment/response needed.

MarQueen Hotel 0Kozuki), January 29, 2001

Comment of support for the project noted.

Alfonso Marsh, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted - See also General Response GLRI 7 concerning alternatives considered

Lester Martin, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted. The Port does not propose to acquire any further homes as a result of the Third
Runway project.

Robert Martin, February 15, 2001 letter

The Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS examined safety associated with several factors:
automobile traffic levels and interaction with haul fill traffic, and aircraft accident safety. Auto safety
issues are discussed in FEIS Chapter IV, Section 15 "Surface Transportation" and Final Supplemental
EIS Section 5-1 "Surface Transportation" as well as the construction effects in Chapter IV, Section 23
and Final Supplemental EIS Section 5-4 "Construction Impacts"

The aircraft accident safety issues are analyzed in theFinal EIS at IV.7-17 through IV.7-22. As noted
by the ACC, the FAA considered the impact of the Third runway on runway crossings and
determined that no unsafe conditions would exist. The Final EIS states the following with regards to
runway crossings:

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-45 April 30, 2001
Reference: 1996-4-02325
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"The Preferred Alternative would increase the number of runway crossmgs, as amving ai_c_afiland on the
new parallel runway and then taxi to the terminal, cargo facilities. This analysis showed the average
number of all-weather crossings would change as follows:"

Number of All-Weather Average
Runway Crossings
Existing With New
Airfield Runway

1993 432 NA
2000 483 695
2010 564 812
2020 619 878

Source: 1995 Capacity EnhancementPlan Data Package 7, September, 1994.

"No direct correlation exists between the increase in runway crossings and safety, as the separation
standards used by air traffic control will ensure adequate separation between aircraft, and aircraft and
service vehicles. The effect of separation standardswill be the experience of delay. The review of aircraft
accidents, incidents and pilot deviations between 1984 and 1993 for Sea-Tac show evidence that the
Airport will continue to operate with the same low accident/incident ratios. No direct correlations have
been found to suggest that increased aircraftoperations will adversely affect the ratios of accidents and
incidents in the future. However, aircraft separation standardsused by air traffic control will continue to
ensure adequate separation and safety between aircraft and service vehicles. Further, upon construction of
the new air traffic control tower, the ground control position will be supplemented with another position.
Ground control may then be split for inbound and outbound traffic or may possibly be between gate
hold/push back - ground, and movement control-ground."

In addition to the safety analysis presented in the FEIS, it is noteworthy that the Port has acquired all
residential lands within the Runway Protection Zone (RPZ) for the existing runways and the proposed
Third Runway. This area. as defined by the FAA would be most prone to aircraft accidents. The
ILPZ's are smaller than that shown in the attachment of this commentor.

Charles Martin, November 13, 2000 email 10:54 am:

Comment noted.

Charles Martin, November 12, 2000 email 5:38 pro:

Comment noted.

Charles Martin, November 9, 2000 letter:

Comment noted.

Mike Mashoek, February 8, 2001 letter

Comments in support of the project noted.

Juleen Mattern, January 27,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments " IV-46 April 30. 2001Reference: 1996-4-02325
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Ruth Mattern, January 27,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

John Matthews, January 27,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

John Mathews, January 11, 2001 letter:

See General Response GLR9 concerning impacts to schools and school insulation.

John Matthews, December 13,2000 letter:

See General Response GLRI0 concerning noise.

John Matthews, November 9, 2000 letter:

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

John Matthews, October 10, 2000 letter:

Comment noted.

Pierre Matthews, February 15, 2001 letter

See General Response GLR6 concerning the development of the MSE wall.

Pierre Matthews, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLRI7 regarding alternatives considered. See response to Patrick Benson
Hearing Transcript concerning the occurrence of weather at Sea-Tac Airport and the need for the
runway.

Jean L. Mayer, February 10, 2001 letter

Comment noted. See General Response GLRll (Air pollution) and General Response GLR13
regarding the temporary construction interchange.

Lenora McClellan, January 27,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Brette McCollum, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Brette McCollnm, November 9, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1V-47 April 30, 2001
Reference: 1996-4-02325
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Tom McCollum, (?) letter

Comment noted.

Tom McCollum, November 9, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

State Representative Joe McDermott, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Charles McGibbon, January. 30, 2001 letter

See General Response GLR17 concerning the consideration of alternative airport sites.

Rosemarie McKeeman, February 16, 2001 email 11:45 pm

The Port has established fill acceptance criteria- see General Response GLR2. As the Port has noted
since the preparation of the Final F.IS, providers of fill for the Third Runway project will be required
to comply with all Federal, State and local regulations concerning the fill provided as well as the
source. Providers of fill will be required to show that the sources of their fill have been subject to the
requisite environmental reviews and approvals. The Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS evaluated
and disclosed the surface traffic consequences of delivering fill to the Airport- no safety issues were
identified.

See General Response GLRI 1 concerning air pollution and health issues.

Barbara McMichaeL Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Bruce McMichaeL February. 14, 2001 letter

See also Response to Helsell Fetterman's February 16, 2001 letter concerning violation of water
quality standards.

See General Response GLR6 concerning the wall and response to GeoSyntec's February 16, 2001
letter.

The Port has not taken action resulting in a discharge of fill material to waters of the United States
and, accordingly, no permit from the Corps is required for those activities referenced in the comment.
The Corps has informed the Port that any stockpiling of fill material or other development activities
in advance of a decision on the Port's §404 permit application is being undertaken at the Port's risk.
The Corps has also informed the Port that any development activity at Sea-Tac Airport will have no
bearing on the Corps' ultimate decision on the Port's §404 permit application.

Responseto 401/404Comments IV-48 April 30, 2001
Reference: 1996-4-0232.*
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Carl Mealy, Hearing Transcript (2)

See response to Columbia Biological Assessment's February 16, 2001, letter, and Water Resource
Consulting's February 16, 2001, letter concerning water quality. See General Response GLR19
concerning cumulative impacts.

Mefltronic Physio Control/Martin, January. 24,2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Edward Merlis (Air Transport Association), January. 26, 2001 letter and hearing card

Comment of support for the project noted.

Ed Merlis, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Freflerica Merrell, December 26, 2000 email 9:23 am

See General Response GLRI0 concerning noise. Comment noted concerning hearing requests and
document review.

Martin Metz, January. 27,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Wallace Meyers. Janua_" 26, 2001 bearing card and testimony

Request to testify noted. See response to RCAA's February 16, 2001, letter.

Wallace Meyers, Hearing Transcript (1)

The Port's proposed mitigation reflects its concern for bird strikes and aircraft operating safety. The
Final Supplemental EIS discusses bird strikes and safety issues (see Section 5-5). See also response
to RCAA's February 16, 2001 letter comment 4.3. The Port believes that the maps provided with the
application are correct. The Final Supplemental EIS contains a detailed description concerning the
ability to mitigate certain functions that are at conflict with aircraft safety in basin (see FSEIS,
Section 5-5). The 2000 Natural Resource Mitigation Plan contains a discussion of the

comprehensive mitigation that will be included in basin. See Natural Resource Mitigation Plan,
Chapter 5.

Wally Meyers, September 26, 2000 email 1:51 pm

Comments on the State's Fill Hydrological Study noted.

Wallace Meyers, January 31, 2000 letter to Garland

The FAA and the Port take bird strikes and safety as a very serious issue. As a result, the Port has
designed its wetland mitigation and stormwater management program to address these concerns and
to comply with FAA guidance on wildlife attraction.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1V-49 April 30, 2001
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Sheet 28 shows the drainage collection swale at the base of the fill slope in relation to the replacement

drainage channels. The vertical scale on this figure should start at 240 ft. The embankanent slope
occurs between about 250 ft and 390 ft, but the figure is not intended to show the full height of the

embankment slope. The full height of the embankment relative to the creek and drainage channels is
shown in Sheet 29.

See response to comment #28 in Norman Wildlife Consulting February. 16, 2001 letter regarding
updrafts and birds.

Mitigation at the Vacca Farm site and other areas near the airport has been designed to reduce wildlife
use in areas currently used by waterfowl or flocking birds. The floodplain excavation and proposed

plants are designed not to increase wildlife-atwacnng characteristics of the Vacca Farm area.

Wallace Meyers, December 13, 1999 letter.

Comments noted. It is unclear from the comment as to what document they are referencing. The

Port's plans only identify an 8,500-foot long new parallel runway.

Lorraine Miller, January 26, 2001 hearing card and January. 27, 2001 hearing comment.

Comment noted. See General Response GLRI0 concerning noise. To date, there have been no
discussions or plans prepared regarding the need for a fourth parallel runway at Sea-Tac. The
Capacity Enhancement Study, as summarized in the Final EIS, show that as activity levels grow in
the future, delays would continue to rise, even with the development of the third runway. TheFinal
Supplemental EIS estimated that the Third Parallel Runway would accommodate about 630,000 with
then current air traffic procedures. It is not reasonable to foresee at this time how demand beyond
that level could be accommodated in the region.

Lorraine Miller, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Gregory MHIS" November 7, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Catherine Miine, November 12, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing request.

Marion Moorehead, November 9, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning bearing request.

John Morrison, Spokane International Airport Hearing Comments, January 25, 2001 letter

Comment supporting project noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-SO April 30, 2001
Reference: 1996-4-02325
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John Morrison, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted

Chuck Mosher, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Anita Muffett (Kiro), January 26,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Sally Nelson, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives considered. See General Response GLR16
concerning the adequacy of the EIS. See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives
considered.

Sharon Nelson, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR8 concerning Endangered Species Act issues.

Sharon Nelson, November 12, 2000 email 10:58

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Sharon Nelson, December 13, 1999 emali to USCOE

See General Response GLR19 on the analysis conducted with respect to cumulative impacts of
projects undertaken by both the Port and other parties in and around the area of Sea-Tac Airport.

With respect to the Lone Star Maury Island project, that project is independent from the Master Plan
Update improvements. The Master Plan Update improvements and Lone Star gravel project are
separate actions with independent utility and are not dependent on each other (i.e. the Master Plan
Update improvements can be built without gravel from Maury Island. The agencies are reviewing the
potential impacts of off-site borrow areas as deemed appropriate by the National Marine Fisheries
Service and U.S. Wildlife Service. See General Response GLR4.

With respect to comments on the conveyor belt, see response to General Response GLRI with respect
to the use of the conveyor belt.

Tom Newlon, February 16, 2001 email

Comment noted.

Gordon Newton, Hearing comments and January 27, 2001 letter

Simultaneous parallel arrivals on three runways is not anticipated because of the close spacing
between the runways. The Final EIS and Final Supplemental F.IS examined runway use and
presented actual assumptions, based on FAA simulation of the airfield operational performance
during specific activity levels. Final Supplemental F.ISTable C-3-14 shows the runway use, noting

Responseto401/404Comments IV-51 April 30. 2001
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that the runway would primarily be used for amvals, but would be used for departures about 2.5% in
south flow and 1.6% in north flow.

Gordon Newton, Hearing Transcript (2)

Chapter 2 of the Final Supplemental EIS discusses the operating capacity of the third runway (see
Page 2-25 through 2-27).

Gordon Newton, January 8, 2001 letter

See response to Newton's January 27, 2001 letter.

Gordon Newton, October 11, 2000

Comment noted concerning hearing request.

Molly Nordhaus, February. 12, 2001 letter

Comment noted on the §402 application.

Molly Nordhaus, February. 14, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Molly Nordhaus, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLRI7 regarding alternatives considered. See response to Nordhaus'
comments of January 26, 2001 concerning capacity. The Master Plan Update was undertaken with
the understanding that a new large aircraft was in the pre-development stage, and thus the Master Plan
facilities would enable the Airport to accommodate such an aircraft. See response to Hockaday's
February 16, 2001 letter concerning runway crossings. See response to Dan Caldwell's January 26"
2001 letter concerning the benefit/cost evaluation prepared for the project. See General Response
GLR11 concerning air pollution. See General Response GLR7 concerning instream flow mitigation.
See General Response GLR9 concerning the Port's efforts to insulate schools for the purpose of
reducing noise impacts. See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives considered.

Molly Nordhaus, January 26, 2001 hearing card and testimony

Request to testify noted. See also response to RCAA's February 16, 2001 letter.

Molly Nordhaus, January 26, 2001 hearing card.

The purpose for the third runway project, as articulated in the Final EIS, Final Supplemental EIS and
Record of Decision is to "Improve the poor weather airfield operating capability in a manner that
accommodates aircraft activity with an acceptable level of aircraft delay". One of the by-products of
the project is an increase in airfield capacity, as is discussed extensively in Chapter 2 of the Final
Supplemental EIS. As that chapter notes, the capacity of the two-runway system is about 480,000

annual operations. With the third runway and existing air traffic procedures, the third runway would
be expected to increase that capacity to about 600,000 to 630,000 annual operations.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-52 April 30, 2001
Reference: 1996-4-0232_
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Molly Nordhaus, November 16, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning the hearing requests. See General Response GLRI6 concerning the EI$

process.

City of Normandy Park, December 20, 2000 letter

Revised reports available before the Public Notice was issued on December 27, 2000, include the:
Wetland Functional Assessment and lmpact Analysis. Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. Wetland
Delineation Report. Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. and the Seattle-Tacoma Master
Plan Update Low Streamflow Analysis. The comment period on the Public Notice w-as extended
beyond the typical 30 days to allow additional time for public and agency review and comment.

City. of Normandy Park, December 19, 2000 letter

The public notice was issued December 27, 2000. The standard public comment period is 30 days,
but the public comment period for this project was extended to February. 16, 2001, to provide
additional time for public and agency comment.

City of Normandy Park, May 2, 2000

See General Response GLRI 3 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR 509.

Frederick Novota, January 13, 2001 letter

Since the development of the SeaTac Communities Plan in the early 1970's, the Port has provided
extensive public input and involvement in the planning process for airport improvements. This public
involvement continues as an essential component of the Master Plan Update permitting process.

The stockpiling of fill in upland areas of the Sea-Tac Airport does not require a §404 permit. The

Port has developed fill acceptance criteria in conjunction with Ecology and is monitoring the quality
of the fill that it is accepting.

There is no requirement that a §401 water quality certification be issued prior to the Corps accepting a
§404 permit application. Regulatory evaluation of the ft401 certification and §404 permit can occur
simultaneously, which is the approach being undertaken in this case.

The environmental information in the Master Plan Update EISs has been continually updated and
refined since their publication. Although some specifics of the Master Plan Updates' design and
impacts have changed or new information has been collected, these project changes and new
information are not likely to cause significant, additional, unmitigated cumulative environmental
impacts which have not already been adequately considered in the environmental impact statements.
Therefore, preparation of a Supplemental EIS is not warranted at this time.

The Preliminary Stormwater Management Plan disclosed the expected aquatic impacts from the
proposed changes to Sea-Tat Airport's current stormwater system. The regulatory agencies are
actively reviewing the proposed plan and its compliance with relevant regulations, including the 1998
King County Surface Water Manual.

The noise impacts of the Master Plan Update projects have been fully disclosed in the Master Plan
Update EISs. The Port continues to work on a variety of fronts to reduce noise at the Sea-Tat

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-53 April 30, 2001
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Airport. For example, the proposed Aircraft Hydrant Fueling Facility. will simaificantly reduce the
need for ground tankers to provide aviation fuel.

Comment noted. The Port proposes both in-basin and out-of-basin wetland mitigation. In basin

mitigation areas include the Tyee Golf Course and former Vacca Farm propernes. Off-site wetland
mitigation will occur at the Auburn Wetland Mitigation property and will create over 40-acres of high
quality wetlands. The Corps and Ecology will evaluate and oversee the Port's wetland mitigation
measures.

See General Response GLR6 and the response to GeoSyntec's February 16, 2001, letter for a
discussion of the stability of the proposed retaining wall.

Corps regulations provide for public comment by any interested member of the public. The Corps
cannot discriminate against certain individuals because they are project proponents or have a
contractual relationship with the Port.

Frederick Novota, November 9, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Georgetta Nupen, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR9 concerning the Port's efforts to insulate schools for the purpose of
reducing noise impacts. The Port believes that it is in compliance with all stream/creek-related
regulations. The Port does not require a permit to place the dirt that has been hauled to date. See
General Response GLR18 concerning alternatives.

Paul & Genevieve Nuss, February 7, 2001 letter

Comment noted. See General Responses GLR7 (instream flow mitigation), GLR18 (measurement of
delay), GLR16 (EIS), GLR6 (stability of the MSE wall) and response to Geosyntec's letter dated
February 16, 2001.

Len Oebser, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives considered. See General Response GLR9
concerning the Port's efforts to insulate schools for the purpose of reducing noise impacts.

Robert Oestreich, January 30, 2001 letter

Comment noted. See also responses to GeoSyntec's letter dated February 16, 2001.

Robert Oestreich, September 30, 2001 (sic 2000) letters (2)

Comment noted. See also responses to GeoSyntec's letter dated February 16, 2001.

Robert Oestreich, June 13, 2000 letter

Comment noted. Also please see General Response GLR7 regarding the streamflow impacts
generated by the proposed project, the Port's water rights and streamflow mitigation issues.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-S4 April 30, 2001
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John Olds, Reading Room Representative, November 11. 2000 letter

Comments noted concerning hearing.

Lucille Osburu, January 26,2001 hem'ing card

Comment noted.

Susan Osterman, February. 15, 2001 letter

Comment noted. See also General Responses GLRI6 (validity of the 1997 Record of Decision).
GLR19 (evaluation of cumulative impacts) and GLR9 (schools).

Raymond Overhoidt, February 5, 2001 letter

The Master Plan Update recognized that the airframe manufacturers were considering the
development of a new large aircraft. The existing runway system at Sea-Tac would enable that
aircraft, as presently envisioned to operate. The Third Parallel runway would only enhance the
operation with the new large aircraft, as that project is intended to address poor weather arrival
delays.

See General Response GLR4 concerning Maury Island. See General Response GLR9 concerning the
insulation of Highline School District schools. See General Response GLRI l concerning air quality.

Susan Overholdt, January. 29, 2001 letters

Comments noted. See also General Response GLR6 concerning the MSE wall.

Mark Overholdt, January 26, 2001

See response to RCAA's February 16, 2001 letter.

Ray Overholt, January 27,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Ray Overholt, January. 26,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Mark & Susan Overholdt, October 9, 2000

Comment concerning hearing noted.

Pacific Northwest Waterways Association, January 24, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

The Paramount Hotel (Deoley), February 9, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Response to 40IN04 Comrnenrx 1V-55 April 30, 2001Reference: 1996-4-02325
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Paramount Hotels (Rigoni), January 31, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Kathy Parker, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives considered.

John Patha, February. 15, 2001 letter

See General Response GLR6 on MSE Wall with respect to engineering of wall, peer review of
engineering analysis, and design review by the Corps.

State Senators Patterson, Eide, Constantine, and Representatives Schaui-Berke, Keiser, Miloseia,
Poulsen, McDermott January. 24, 2001 letter

Comment noted. See also response to Tom Luster's January 21,2001 memorandrum.

State Senator Julia Patterson, January 26,2001 bearing card

Request to testify noted.

State Senator Julia Patterson, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR6 regarding concerns with the MSE wall. See also response to
GeoSyntec regarding the MSE wall. See General Response GLR2 and GLR3 concerning fill
contamination issues. See General Response GLR7 concerning instream flow mitigation.

State Senator Julia Patterson, September 12, 2000 letter

In September of 2000, Ecology determined that the state required more time to work with the Port to
evaluate whether the agency had reasonable assurance for the Master Plan Improvements. The time
necessary to review and assess the remaining project issues was in excess of the deadline for Ecology
to issue a 401 water quality certification on the project, one year from the Public Notice date of
September 30, 1999. The additional review and assessment was required for specific remaining
elements of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan, Natural Resource Mitigation Plan
and Flow Augmentation proposal.

As a result, on September 28, 2000, the Port withdrew the JARPA, with the intent of resubmitting the
application at a later date.

State Senator Julia Patterson, September 11, 2000 email 3:16 pm

See response above.

State Senator Julia Patterson, September 6, 2000 email 11:56 am

Senator Patterson's agreement with the referenced editorial is noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-56 April 30, 2001
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State Senator Julia Patterson to WsDOT, May 11, 2000 letter

See General Response GLR13 concerning the temporar),' construction interchange on SR 509.

Karen Pauler, February 16, 2001 letter

Transmittal of hearing comments - see response to January 27, 2001 hearing comments and letter.

Karen Pauler, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR6 regarding concerns with the MSE wall.

Karen Pauler, Jannary 27, 2001 Hearing comment letter

See response to GeoSyntec's February 16, 2001 letter.

Regarding the horizontal face of the embankment tiers, none of the tiers bill contain a paved service
road; the surface of the tiers will be grass surface.

See General Response GLR6 concerning the MSE wall.

Karen Pauler, November 12, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing request.

Mary & Jerry Pa.vnter, December 19, 2000 email 9:28 am

Comment noted concerning hearing requests and document review.

Mary Pennaczk, January 26,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Marion Valerie Perry, Jannary 26,2001 hearing card

See response to General Comment GLR10 and GLR11 concerning noise and noise effects on schools.

Steven Peterson, January 27, 2001 card

Comment noted.

Lorane Phelps, January 26,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Pleasant Holidays (Long), January 24, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-57 April 30, 2001
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Diane Pieison, November 12, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing requests

Elizabeth Pineha, January 26, 2001 letter and hearing card

See General Response GLR6 concerning wall stability and response to the GeoSyntec's February 16,
2001 letter.

The Port believes that the mitigation program discussed in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan

addresses the project effect.

Elizabeth Pincha, Hearing Transcript (2)

The Port's 2000 Natural Resource Mitigation Plan proposes to replace removed vegetation where

possible. See General Response GLR6 regarding concerns with the MSE wall.

Pat Pompeo, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR6 regarding concerns with the MSE wall.

Pat Pompeo Comments at Public Hearing, January 27, 2001

Comment noted.

State Rep, Erik Poulsen, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Rick Poulin, January. 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Rick Poulin, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives considered. See General Response GLRI6
concerning the adequacy of the EIS. See General Response GLR2 and GLR3 concerning fill
contamination issues. See response to Tom Luster's memorandum to Julia Patterson concerning
reasonable assurance. See Response to Smith & Lowney's February 16, 2001 letter concerning Clean
Air Act conformity.

State Representative Erik Pouisen, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR8 concerning Endangered Species Act issues. See "Introduction" to these
responses concerning changes in the quantity of wetlands affected by the project. See General

Response GLR6 regarding concerns with the MSE wall. See response to Dan Caldwell's January 26"
2001 letter concerning the benefit/cost evaluation prepared for the project. See General Response
GLR17 regarding alternatives considered.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-58 April 30. 2001
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State Sen. Prentice, Janua_" 22, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Patrick Pressentin, Pressentin & Associateds December 10, 1999

Comment noted. See also response to HelseU Fetterman's February 16, 2001 letter and Smith &
Lowney's February 16, 2001 letter.

Patrick Pressentim January 27, 2001 hearing card

See the Port's 2000 Natural Resource Mitigation Plan.

Puget Sound Regional Council (McCumber), January 26, 2001 letter

Comment noting the Region's decision to develop the runway at Sea-Tac Airport.

Imogene Pugh, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR2 and General Response GLR3 concerning contaminated fill concerns.

Warme & Imogene Pugh, October 9, 2000 letter

Comment concerning hearing noted.

Louise Qupta, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives considered. See General Response GLR10
concerning noise and General Response GLR11 concerning air pollution.

Dorie Rainey, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Ms. Rainey, Hearing Transcript (1)

The Final Supplemental EIS contains a detailed description concerning the ability to mitigate certain
functions that conflict with aircraft safety in basin (see FSEIS, Section 5-5). The 2000 Natural
Resource Mitigation Plan contains discussions of the comprehensive mitigation that will be included

in basin. See Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, Chapter 5. See General Response GLR8 concerning
Endangered Species Act issues.

Robert RamboH, January 27, 2001 card

Comment noted.

Robert RambolL, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1V-59 April 30, 2001
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Regional Commission on Airport Affairs (RCAA) by Larry Corvari email transmitting a letter on
Februa_' 16, 2001

1.1 Comments noted concerning subject to their comments.

1.2 Comments noted concerning identity of the commentor.

1.3 Comments noted concerning the interest of the commentor.

1.4 Comments noted concerning the limited scope of comments.

1.5 Comments noted concerning notes, glossary, and references.

1.6 Comments noted concerning history.

2.1 RCAA disagrees with the approach in the Corps' Public Notice regarding resubmitted §404
application, and, accordingly, has reiterated all of its comments made in previous comment letters
(November 29, 1999). The Port has previously supplied responses to those comments and

incorporates those responses by reference. Accordingly, only new items raised by RCAA that the
Port has previously not responded to will be addressed in these responses.

2.2 Comment noted concerning the notice.

2.3 RCAA has listed a large number of documents that it has reviewed that it maintains were not
referenced in the Public Notice. A list of some of the documents referred to by the Corps was put in
the Public Notice as an aid to the public in preparing comments. However, 33 CFR §325.3 does not
require that an exhaustive list of each and every document prepared in connection with the project by
either the Port or its consultants be included in the Public Notice. Detailed peer review of every
engineering document on a project as complex as that proposed by the Port is not what is envisioned

by the public comment process. Rather, what 33 CFR §325.3 requires is a "brief description" of the
project to allow the public to make "meaningful comment" on the proposed project. In connection

with this requirement, the Port notes that RCAA's reliance on the Project Bibliography enabled
RCAA to review relevant documents and facilitated RCA.A's detailed comments on the project.

RCAA maintains that issues exist relative to fill, potential contamination and transport of fill. Fill will
come from approved, permitted sources. There are a number of potential sources of fill. The Port has
been approached by numerous contractors with fill to sell, however, other than fill accepted to date in
accordance with the provisions outlined in the response to General Comment 2, no decisions have
been made at this time. Pursuant to the Port's Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria, all material will be
analyzed to determine its quality and will be rejected if it is not appropriate.

See General Response GLR2 on the Port's Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria and the steps being taken to
prevent contaminated filL

RCAA has noted correctly that the purpose of the Master Plan Update improvements is to improve ba6
weather operating delays.

The Public Notice states that the list of documents provided in theBibliography is a non-inclusive list
and that additional information on the project is available at the Corps' District office.
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2.4 With respect to cumulative impacts noted in this comment. _-e General Response GLRI9 on
the analysis conducted with respect to cumulative impacts of projects undertaken by both the Port and
other parties in and around the area of Sea-Tac Airport.

2.5 The documents prepared for the §404 permit have been prepared in accordance with the requests
of Ecology or the Corps.

2.6 Comment noted.

3.1 Comment noted.

3.2 Comment noted.

3.3 The studies sponsored by the State are included in the respective agency files. See also

General Response GLR2 and GLR4.

3.4 See General Responses GLR4 and GLRS.

3.5 See General Responses GLR4 and GLR5.

3.6 No comment provided.

3.7 No comment provided.

3.8 Comment noted.

4.1.1. Existing NPDES Permit: The Port is in compliance with its National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit, which is the regulatory permit under Section 402 of the Federal
Clean Water Act and Washington State regulations, WAC 173-201A-160(3)(d) that assures that
"activities which generate stormwater" comply with state water quality standards. This comment
indicates a focus on "end of the pipe" measurements that have not had the benefit of dilution.
However, the citation in the comment provides for dilution "after consideration of disposal site
dilution and dispersion ...". The data collected by the Port is "end of pipe" data, which does not
demonstrate violation of water quality standards in the receiving water body. By employing Best
Management Practices (BMPs) prior to discharging its stormwater, the Port is using AKART (all
known available and reasonable technology) and therefore entitled to dilution in determining

compliance with water quality standards. Moreover, it is the Port's belief that the data is stormwater
data, which cannot be used absent consideration of storm events to determine compliance with water
quality standards.

In further compliance with its NPDES permit, the Port has tested the toxicity of its stormwater
discharges directly using whole effluent toxicity (WET) testing. These tests, conducted using
sensitive aquatic organisms following Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) protocols, have
shown that undiluted stormwater (100 % stormwater) from three of four tested outfalls is not toxic to

aquatic life. Of particular note is the fact that stormwater from SDS3 drainage basin was not toxic.
This 149-acre drainage basin is the largest at Airport and is representative of future taxiways and
runways. For the outfall that produced measurements outside the acceptable WET range, the Port has
identified the source of the pollutant that caused toxicity and is implementing BMPs to treat the
runoff.
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It is also important to note that water quality, criteria are derived using relatively "'clean" laboratory"
water that does not contain constituents such as parnculate matter, as well as the organic and

inorganic ligands in surface water and stormv,-ater that compete and combine v,ath the metals to
reduce their toxicity. This reduced bioavailability of metals has been corroborated elsewhere and that

for many surface waters.

4.1.2 Proposed NPDES Permit Modification: The proposed modification to the Port's NPDES

p_J,lit addresses modifications to Port-owned property to which the permit applies, and clarifies the
receiving waters to which the Port discharges. All of the areas covered by the Master Plan Update.
with the exception of the SR 509 Temporary Construction interchange, are already covered by the
Port's NPDES permit. Construction of the 509 Interchange work have not started and will not start
until the modification has been issued. The permit includes provisions more stringent than the

NPDES general construction permit, and includes a monitoring requirement. Inclusion of the SR 509
Temporary Interchange area in the permit coverage area increases the requirements for compliance
with NPDES. See also General Response GLR13 concerning SR 509.

The Port's N'PDES permit requires monitoring of all Port storm drains that drain areas associated with
industrial activity. Five years of permit-required monitoring from Port stormwater outfalls has shown
that airfield runoff has concentrations of pollutants lower than typical urban runoff in the Seattle

metropolitan area. Moreover, it is anticipated that implementation of theComprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan will improve stormwater quality.

The Port's NPDES p_,_it requires the Port to develop a stormwater pollution prevention plan, a
sediment and erosion control plan, and site specific monitoring plans for all constructions projects.
The Port is in full compliance with all of these conditions. Moreover, under its NPDES permit, the
Port is required to implement and monitor the best management practices (BMPs) for its stormwater
discharges. The Port has complied with those conditions. Monitoring reports are submitted to
Ecology, along with an Annual Stormwater Report, which evaluates the stormwater monitoring data.
Ecology has issued no notice of violation of the Port's existing NPDES permit. Because the Port has
an existing NPDES permit and will be required to have NPDES permits in the future, Ecology has
"reasonable assurance" sufficient to certify compliance with state water quality standards.

The existing, and any future NPDES permits must be conditioned to comply with state water quality
standards and the anti-degradation requirements of the Clean Water Act (CWA). WAC 173-201 A-
060, 173-201A-070, Fact Sheet to NPDES Permit No. WA-002465-1, pp. 22-23. The Fact Sheet that
accompanies the Airport's existing NPDES Permit states as follows: "In order to protect existing
water quality and preserve the designated beneficial uses of Washington's surface waters, WAC 173-
201A-060 states that waste discharge permits shall be conditioned such that the discharge will meet
established Surface Water Quality Standards .... The Department has reviewed the ambient water

quality monitoring results gathered by the Port ... and [t]he discharges authorized by this permit
should not cause further degradation which would interfere with or become injurious to existing
beneficial uses." (Fact Sheet, pp. 22-23). Because the Port is required by the CWA to obtain NPDES
permits for process water discharges, as well as for industrial and construction stormwater discharges,
Ecologyhas reasonableassurancethatthe activitythatisthe subjectof the §401 Certification

complieswithstatewaterqualitystandards.The NPDES permitmodificationisbeingsoughtonlyto

includeadditionaldischargepointsandbringadditionalareasoftheAirportwithintheNPDES permit
jurisdiction.Thiswillresultinmore protectionforreceivingwatersbecausethosedischargesmust

meettherequirernentsoftheexistingNPDES permit,whichhasbeenconditionedtomeet statewater
qualitystandards.
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Availability"of an Acceptable Stormwater Management Plan: Stormwater management at Sea-
Tac Airport has been the subject of much study and discussion between the agencies and the Port
since the fn'st Revised Public Notice. As a result, anumber of changes have occurred in the proposed

Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan.

The Port re-ran the model that the stormwater planning was based on and revised some of the basic
parameters. These included:

• Recalibrating the HSPF (Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran)model to include a separate
calibration for Walker Creek.

• Using updated land use and soils information.
• Changing the location of downstream points of compliance for peak stormwater flows from

instream locations to the outlets of each subbasin.

• Changing the assumption of the pre-project condition from a 1994 base year to an assumption of
only 10percent impervious surface.

Additionally, the Port and the agencies agreed that the Port could not assume the use of an expanded
Miller Creek Regional Detention Facility (RDF) or a new Des Moines Creek RDF in its planning.
The outcome of these changes was to mcrease the stormwater detention requirements for the project
from 76.6 acre-feet to 326.4 acre-feet.

The revised Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan includes new or expanded facilities to
meet the increased detention requirements. These include stormwater infiltration facilities in two
Miller Creek sub-basins. The revised plan also proposes a schedule for implementation of new
stormwater facilities that is synchronized with Master Plan Update projects.

Another revision to the Comprehensive Storrawater Management Plan since the first Revised Public
Notice concerns low flow mitigation to Miller, Walker and Des Moines creeks. The Port now
proposes to enhance low stream flows by ceasing the exercise of existing surface water rights
(obtained by the Port through property acquisitions) on Miller Creel incorporating infiltration into
stormwater detention facilities where feasible, and supplementing low flow with stored and released
stormwater to mitigate base flow impacts. The Port's participation in the Basin Plan flow
augmentation project is not proposed as mitigation for Master Plan Update impacts. Impacts to low
flows in Des Moines Creek caused by Master Plan Update projects will be mitigated by stored and
released stormwater, and no other impacts to low flow will be mitigated by the Port's plan to store
and release stormwater. The Port will also continue to participate in the Des Moines Creek Basin
Plan Committee's flow augmentation project, which addresses low flow issues caused by urban
development throughout the basm.

4.1.4 De-icing Issues: Glycol based fluids are only used to deice aircraft, and stormwater
associated with that activity drains to the Indusmal Wastewater Treatment System. The Port
terminated the u_ of glycols on the runways and taxiways in 1992 and now uses more
environmentally compatible acetate based compounds.

Aircraft deicing and anti-icing fluids are categorized into four types: Type I, Type II, Type III, and
Type IV (USEPA 2000). These fluids contam ethylene or propylene glycol, water, and additives.
Type I is the most commonly used fluid and is used primarily for aircraft de-icing; Types II, III, and
IV are used for aircraft anti-icing. Toxicity data presented in USEPA (2000) for these fluids supports
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Classification System rating of"relatively harmless" for the Type I
fluids (e.g., a 96-hr LCS0 for the rambow trout of 17,000 mg/L and for the water flea, a 48-h EC50 of

44,000 rag/L). Additionally, the ethylene glycol used to deice aircraft is not considered a dangerous
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waste. In September 1995, the Port applied for certification of the waste aircraft deicing fluids

generated at the Airport under WAC 173-303-075. The application included static acute fish and
acute oral rat bioassays in accordance with the requirements of WAC 173-303-110(3)(b). On October

20, 1995, based on the results of the bioassays, Ecology. certified that waste aircraft deicing fluids
containing ethylene glycol generated at Sea-Tac Airport are not dangerous wastes.

Oxygen content in receiving waters during periods when deicing agents are not used. The Port has
studied multiple factors that influence the levels of dissolved oxygen in N_; Ponds and Lake Reba

(e.g., rainfall, wind, temperature, length of dry period, natural organic carbon in runoff and pond
sediments) (Cosmopolitan 1999). The results of this analysis are unable to show any relationship
between the application of de-icers and levels of dissolved oxygen in the ponds. The Port undertook a
second study the following winter that reached similar conclusions.

The Port concludes that given the infrequent and minimal use of de-icers at Sea-Tac Airport (as
acknowledged by the commentor in referring to the second dissolved oxygen study), further studies
are not likely to change the findings reported thus far.

4.1.5 Construction Impacts are Recognized And Mitigated: See General Response GLR6 on
MSE Wall. With regard to the temporary SR 509 interchange, it is the Port's belief that sufficient
information has been publicly available to allow for meaningful public comment. The proposed

project was discussed in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (Section 5-4). The
interchange will not involve any discharge of fill material into a water of the U.S. and, accordingly,
will not require a §404 permit. Construction of the interchange will include the use of best
management practices to detain, treat, and discharge stormwater as required by Ecology and King
County stormwater manuals. The interchange will not have significant indirect impacts on wetlands,
as documented in the May 3, 2000, memo from Parametrix to the Corps entitledAnalysis of Indirect

Impacts to Wetlands from. the Temporary SR-509 Interchange. Any new information regarding the
interchange since the issuance of the Final Supplemental EIS (FSEIS) represents only refinement of
the project as considered in the FSEIS, not a wholesale new design or significant new information
regarding potential impacts. Further, these issues were addressed by the Port in its January 2000
addendum under the Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) entitled Addendum To
Final Environmental Impact Statement and Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement For
Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.

4.1.6 Stream-augmentation issnes: Flow reductions have been evaluated using well-calibrated
hydrologic models that are capable of evaluating hydrologic water balance in watersheds. Evaluation
of hydrologic changes that may occur and are limited by the application of the Hydrologic Simulation

Program-Fortran (HSPF) model are conservatively evaluated using appropriate accepted methods.
The predicted effects are very small.

All three streams in the project area drop below 1 cfs in most summers. The additional flow
reduction caused by the Master Plan Update projects, if any, will be mitigated as described in the Low
Streamflow Analysis report.

The Sea-Tac Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies Report (Pacific Groundwater Group, June 19, 2000)
and the Low Streamflow Analysis provide a comprehensive analysis of the hydrologic effects of the
proposed third runway fill embankment, proposed stormwater detention ponds and vaults, and
changes in water usage within the buy-out area of the basins. The Low Streamflow Analysis
concludes that there will be no net effect on the low flows of the Des Moines, Miller and Walker

Creeks given the changes in runoff conditions, delayed discharge of water percolating through the
runway embankment fill, changes in water uses within the buy-out areas, and managed release of
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stormwater from reserved storage facilities. The analysis of no net strearnflow impacts does not

include any mingation water sources for Des Moines, Miller or Walker Creeks. only changes in
runoff conditions and stormwater management. The Comprehensive Stonnwater Management Plan
demonstrates that detention ponds and vaults and metered discharge will mitigate the effects of the

Master Plan Update improvements on low flows of the three creeks without the use of additional
sources of mitigation water.

General Response GLR7 concerning Instream Flow Mitigation addresses the comment's assertion
that there has been no analysis or credible mitigation response, as well as the fact that detention and
controlled release of stormwater to mitigate low flows will not require a new water right.

The Port believes the comment's assertion that the Port has employed only "speculative plans and
concept-only designs" does not comport with the record.

As set forth in detail in General Response GLR7, the Port has provided detailed technical evaluation
of streamflow impacts, see Sea-Tac Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies Report (Pacific Groundwater
Group, June 19, 2000). This report was prepared for Ecology in order to assess the hydrologic effects
of constructing the proposed Third Runway fill embankment, and evaluated the hydrologic analyses
completed up to that time. Based on the information available at the time of the report, it was
concluded that the delay in discharge of water due to fill presented a significant beneficial factor in
supporting summer low flows and that the net effect of discontinued local withdrawals and
importation of water in the Miller Creek basin were approximately zero. Preparation of this study
was overseen by Ecology, and the results were reviewed by and presented publicly with Ecology
staff.

Hart Crowser later prepared an independent analysis for the Port of the behavior of precipitation

infiltration through the proposed embankment fill (Hart Crowser, October 13, 2000). This analysis
utilized model methods and parameters that differed in some respects from the Pacific Groundwater
Group study. The Hart Crowser results supported the findings of the Pacific Groundwater Group
report, specifically that there would be a delayed discharge of infiltrated water and that this would
provide increased discharge from the fill area during low flow periods in Miller Creek.

The Low Streamflow Analysis report provided a more comprehensive evaluation of potential low
streamflow effects in the three stream systems. The analysis considered the net effects on low

streamflows from (1) changes in storm runoff characteristics; (2) delayed discharge of infiltrated
water percolating through the fill embankment; (3) changes in non-hydrologic water uses within the
buy-out area in the watersheds; and (4) managed release of stormwater from reserved storage
facilities.

The Low Streamflow Analysis utilized the results of updated Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran
(HSPF) model simulations from the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan that were
reviewed by King County staff working on behalf of Ecology. The estimates of historic local water
withdrawals were revised downward from earlier estimates based on consultations with former

property owners. The estimates of runoff volume which would percolate into the fill through
biofiltration strips accounted for the reduced infiltration capacity expected to result from direct

precipitation on the filter strips; the infiltration capacity of bioflltration swales atop the runway fill
were conservatively neglected in the analysis. The analysis concluded that low flows could be

maintained to, or improved above, pre-projeet conditions in all three streams with the implementation

of the stormwater infrastructure proposed m the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan.
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The Miller Creek analysis accounts for changes in stormwater flows, the effects of stormwater

management facilities, cessation of water v,athdrav,_Is under local water rights 0t reflects a refined
estimate of historic water usage based on verification v_ath property oxvners, as updated in Appendix
G of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan), cessation of irrigation and septic system
discharges of imported water, delayed discharge of direct precipitation and pavement runoff through
the proposed embankment fill, and the use of reserved storrnwater releases.

The Walker Creek analysis accounts for changes in stormwater flows, the effects of stormwater
management facilities, and delayed discharge of direct precipitation and pavement runoff through the
proposed embankment fill.

The Des Moines Creek analysis accounts for the effects of stormwater management facilities and the
use of reserved stormwater releases, and it does not rely on the use of the Tyee Golf Course well to
maintain low flows.

The commentor contends that the Port has failed to offer a valid water right or credible source of
water for mitigation and that this prevents Ecology from having reasonable assurance of the validity
and efficacy of the Port's instream flow mitigation plans. However, as is elaborated in detail in the
General Response GLR7, Instream Flow Mitigation, and as described above, based on the
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan, it is the Port's belief that the Des Moines Creek
Augmentation Plan is no longer necessary to mitigate the impacts of the proposed Airport
improvements. Despite this fact, the Port continues to cooperate with the Des Moines Creek Basin
Planning Committee to implement its recommendation that a well and pump system be constructed
near South 200 _ Street to augment stream flow impacted by existing development in the basin. The

flow augmentation would improve the existing water quality conditions in the stream during late
summer when low stream flow contributes to elevated temperatures and low dissolved oxygen levels.
The commentor is correct, however, that this effort will only be possible if Ecology approves the
Port's application for change of water right certificate 2369 to include stream flow mitigation. As
part of Ecology's investigation and findings on that change application, it will make a tentative
determination regarding the validity of the Port's water right for Well No. I, which would answer the
questions raised in comment letters about the validity of the Well No. 1 water right and its suitability
for use for stream flow mitigation.

The delayed timing of this investigation and findings by Ecology led the Port to develop the
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan as its primary means of mitigating low flow and water
quality impacts to the three creeks. Now that the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan has
been developed, Ecology's future determination regarding the validity of the Well No. l water right is
not essential to a finding under Clean Water Act §401 of reasonable assurance of compliance with
water quality standards for Master Plan Update improvements and mitigation, because the Port is
basing such compliance on the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan, not the Des Moines
Creek Augmentation Plan.

4.1.7 Miller Creek: The existing Miller Creek channel to be relocated is a linear ditched channel

with a uniform cross section. The riparian vegetation is predominately reed canarygrass and
blackberry that provides little shading of the channel. Immediately after construction, the relocated
channel will likely have no less shading than the channel in its current condition. It is the Port's

belief that a few years of new growth will significantly improve shading of this channel reach. In
addition, new woody debris (where none is in place now) will improve re-aeration of the stream and
enhance dissolved oxygen levels immediately following conslruction.
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The Port believes that surface flow in the stream channel x_fillnot be lost due to the permeabiliD' of
streambed material. The material specifications for streambed materials include fine sands and silts

to specifically avoid the potential concerns that were mentioned by the commentor. The flow depths
calculated in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan will be met. These flow depths are based on open
channel calculations for the proposed relocated stream. In the event that design standards are not met
and the stream is not providing appropriate habitat, Table 5.1-7 of theNatural Resource Mitigation
Plan provides performance standards and contingency measures that can be implemented to remedy
the situation.

Water table elevations were monitored in the Vacca Farm area as shown in Table 5.l-10 of the

Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. The elevations indicate that minimum static water table
elevations will be at approximately 261 feet. The proposed channel flow line (as defined by the log

sills) varies through the reach but is at the same approximate elevation as the minimum water table
elevation. In addition, drainage ditches and tile in the farmed area will be abandoned, which is likely
to increase water table elevations at the site.

The proposed stream is at approximately the same elevation as the existing channel (the pools will be
deeper). The new channel is therefore likely to intercept the water table in the same way as the
existing channel, which means that the creek will not "dram" from its channel into the peat.

4.2 Comments noted.

4.3 Bird-aircraft collisions ("bird strikes") pose a serious threat to aircraft and passenger safety.
In the United States, more than 1,700 bird strikes occur each year._l/ Between 1991 and 1998, I03
bird strikes were reported at the Airport. Bird strikes are discussed in the Biological Assessment and
in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. The Port's Wildlife Ha:ard Management Plan and wildlife
management program address wildlife management actions required by the Federal Aviation
Administration for all airports, like Sea-Tac, that conduct operations for aircraft with a seating
capacity for more than 30 passengers. (14 CFR 139.337).

The bird-aircraft strike record at Sea-Tac Airport demonstrates that wildlife hazards exist at Sea-Tac
Airport. The Port, Federal Aviation Administration, and U.S. Department of Agriculture's Wildlife
Services Division have recognized wildlife h,Tards at Sea-Tac Airport since at least 1977. Since the
1980's the Port has staffed a full time wildlife biologist at the airport to assist in reducing and
managing wildlife hazards. This management includes scaring or removing wildlife from the airport
operations area, and managing habitat to reduce its potential to attract wildlife.

In recognition of wildlife hazards at Sea-Tac Airport, and consistent with Federal Aviation

Administration Advisory Circular 150/5200-33, the Port will construct wetland mitigation for habitat
functions more than 10,000 feet from all runways at Sea-Tac Airport. The Federal Aviation
Administration has also approved on-site mitigation involving wetland restoration where this action
reduces wildlife h__7_rds (primarily by converting areas used by waterfowl and other flocking birds to
shrub dominated areas that do not provide waterfowl habitat).

The wetlands filled by the Master Plan Update improvements do not provide unique ecological
functions, and therefore do not meet the criteria for exception from the Advisory Circular's general
prohibition against locating wetlands within I0,000 feet of the runway. See Advisory Circular
150/5200-33, § 2.4b(3). Critical habitat for endangered species is not present in any affected wetland

IWildlifeStrikes to CivilianAircraft in the UnitedStates 1992-1997(USDA/FAAAugust1997).
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(see the discussion of critical habitat in the Biological Assessment). Groundwater recharge functions
are also not present in affected wetlands (geotechnical and hydrologic analysis indicates the wetlands
occur in groundwater discharge areas or are perched on low permeability till where recharge rates are
low). The embankment design assures that the groundwater discharge functions of wetlands are
maintained on-site (see the Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis Report).

In July 1997, the Federal Aviation Administration issued a Record of Decision for the Master Plan
Update improvements that considered all comments received by the public and government agencies.
The Federal Aviation Administration, as the federal agency responsible for aviation safeB', identified

in the Record of Decision the need for off-site wetland mitigation, consistent v,ath Federal Aviation
Administration Advisory Circular 150/5200-33.

The off-site mitigation at the Auburn Mitigation Site is not less extensive in area than the area of
wetlands filled at the airport. The off-site wetland mitigation project occupies approximately 65 acres

of property (about 3.5 time the area of projected wetland impact for construction of the Master Plan
Update improvements). New and restored wetlands at the Auburn Mitigation Site will total more
than 48 acres, about 2.5 times the acreage of wetlands filled at the airport. The primary difference in
character between the off-site wetland mitigation and the affected on-site wetlands is that the off-site
wetlands will have greater levels of wildlife habitat function because of greater habitat diversity, less
human disturbance, and long term protection. Only a small portion of this mitigation (0.62 acres) will
be openwater.

On a cost per acre basis, it is likely that construction of on-site wetlands would be less expensive than
construction of wetlands at the Auburn Mitigation Site. However, compliance with federal

regulations to reduce the risks to aircraft and passenger safety posed by bird strikes justifies the
additional expense to construct the mitigation at an off site location.

4.4 See General Responses GLR17 and GLR18. See also responses to Stephen Hockaday's
February 16, 2001 letter and Geoffrey Gosling's February 15, 2001 letter.

4.5 The Port estimates for the cost of building the third parallel runway is $773 million
(estimated in June 1999). Throughout the planning process, the project has been the subject of
extensive consideration of the project cost and benefits. A requirement of the Federal grant process is
the conduct of a benefit cost evaluation that is included in support of the Port's Letter of Intent
application. That benefit cost evaluation was prepared subject to Federal guidelines (dated December
1999 which finalized interim guidance adopted by the FAA in 1997). This guidance, titled "FAA
Benefit Cost Analysis Guidance" was issued by the FAA's Office of Aviation Policy and Plans and is
used "to provide clear and thorough guidance to airport sponsors on the conduct of project-level
benefit-cost analysis (BCA) for capacity-related airport projects... Airport sponsors should conform
to the general requirements of this guidance for all BCA's submitted to the FAA." The BCA
guidance was developed in response to guidance from Congress citing the need for economic airport
investment criteria.

In 1997, the FAA estimated that the Project would result in delay savings, to airlines and their
passengers, in excess of $2.7 billion in present value through 2015. These estimated benefits, which
may now be conservative, exceed the $600 million present value of the runway's maintenance costs
and updated capital costs by a ratio of 4.5 to 1. To enable the FAA to issue a Letter of Intent (a

mechanism used to obtain multi-year grant commitment from the FAA for funding from the Airport
and Airway Improvement Program), projects must have a present value benefit that exceeds the

present value costs. As is shown by the Third Runway BCA, the project provides substantially
greater value than the minimum requirement.
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4.6 See response to comment 4.5 above. See also the letter from Ed Merlis, Air Transport
Associauon, datedJanuary26, 2001.

4.7 See GeneralResponseGLRI, GLR4 and GLR9. See alsoresponseto Thomas Lane
Associates'letterdatedFebruary9,2001.

4.g The FinalEIS (ChapterIV, Section6, Pages IV.6-4throughIV.6-7)considered
environmentaljusticerelatedissues.As wasshown,theMasterPlanUpdateprojectswerefoundto
notcreatea disproportionateimpacton low-incomeorminoritypopulations.The FAA's findings
regardingEnvironmentalJusticearedocumentedinthe1997RecordofDecisiononPage29.

4.9 See Response to Smith & Lowney's February 16, 2001 letter comment 1.

5. Comments noted

6. Comments noted.

7. Comments noted.

RCAA (Talbot), January 24, 2001 letter

FOIA follow-up - nocomment/responsefromthePortnecessary.

RCAA, January 11, 2001 emafl 10:30 pm

Comments concerning hearing issues noted.

RCAA, December 19, 2000 letter

Revised reports available before the Public Notice was issued on December 27, 2000, include the:
Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis, Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, Wetland
Delineation Report, Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. and Seattle-Tacoma Master Plan
Update Low Streamflow Analysis. The comment period on the Public Notice was extended beyond
the typical 30 days to allow additional time for public and agency review and comment,

RCAA, November 15, 2000 letter

The Corps received a new application.

A new public notice was issued December 27, 2000, and a Public Hearing was held January 26 and
27, 2001, at the Washington State Criminal Justice Training Center. The January 26 hearing went
from 5:30 pm to 10:00pro, and the January 27 hearingwent from 9:00 am to 5:00 pro.

I. See"Introduction"totheresponsetocomments.
2. Alldocumentsnecessaryforreviewweresubmittedbeforethepublicnotice.
3. The publicnoticeissuedDecember27,2000,containsinformationon thechangestothe

projectsincethepreviouspublicnotice.

4. ThepublicnoticewasissuedDecember27,2000.The standardpubliccommentperiodis30
days,butthepubliccommentperiodforthisprojectwas extendedtoFebruary16,2001,to
provideadditionaltimeforpublicandagencycomment.

Responseto 401/404Comments lYqY9 April 30. 2001
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5. The Public Notice states that the list of documents provided in the Bibliom-aphy is a non-
inclusive list and that additional information on the project is available at the Corps" Dlsmct
office.

6. Comment noted.

7. As stated in the Public Notice, all project documents used in evaluating this project are
available at the Corps' Seattle District office.

8. Comment noted.
9. Comment noted.

10. A Public Hearing was held January 26 and 27, 2001. at the Washington State Criminal Justice
Training Center in Burien. The January 26 hearing went from 5:30 pm to 10:00 pm, and the
January 27 hearing went from 9:00 am to 5:00 pro.

1I. See # 10 above.
12. See #I0 above.
13. Comment noted.
14. Comment noted.
15. Comment noted.

RCAA to Graves/USCOE, August 18, 2000 letter

A new public notice was issued December 27, 2000, and a Public Hearing was held January 26 and
27, 2001, at the Washington State Crimmai Justice Training Center m Burien. The January 26
hearing went from 5:30 pm to 10:00 pm, and the January 27 hearing went from 9:00 am to 5:00 pro.

RCAA to Rigsby, June 14, 2000 letter

Gilliam Creek will not be affected by the construction or operation of the Master Plan Update
projects.

RCAA (Furuey) to the, January 12, 2000 (AI Furuey)

Comments in the Port's SEPA det_,,ination for the IWS Lagoon 3 Upgrades and Expansion noted-
see also General Response GLR14.

Mike and Jane Rees, February 16, 2001 email 11:58 am

See General Response GLR15 concerning the adequacy of the EIS, the Port's 2000 Biological
Assessment, and General Response GLR2 concerning MTCA criteria. The Port disagrees with the
remaining opinions/comments regarding the NPDES, Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan
and responsiveness of the Port.

Mike and Jane Rees. April 28, 2000

See Response to General Comment GLR13 concerning the temporary construction interchange onStLS09.

Russell Richter, December 21, 2000 email 11:46

The Mississippi River project has no relevance to the Port's Master Plan Update projects.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-70 April 30, 2001
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Russell Richter, December 20, 2000 fax letter

The Mississippi River project has no relevance to the Port's Master Plan Update projects.

Audrey Richter, February 15, 2001 letter

Comment noted. See also General Response GLR1G and GLRI 1.

Audrey Richter, December 20, 2000

The Mississippi River project has no relevance to the Port's Master Plan Update projects.

Bonita Reister, February 6, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Michael & Carolyn Roedell, February 13, 2001 card

Comment noted.

Carol Rose, January 26, 2001 hearing card

See the Port's 2000 Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. See also General Response GLR6 concerning
the wall and the response to GeoSyntec's February 16, 2000 letter concerning the stability of the MSE
wall.

Steven Rosen, January. 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Steve Rosen, Hearing Transcript (I)

Comment noted.

Marie Rosenberg, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Marie Rosenberg, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

David Rossi, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR16 concerning the adequacy of the EIS. See General Response GLR7
concerning instream flow mitigation.

Anita Rowe, January 31, 2001 letter

Comments noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-7/ April 30, 2001
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Harvey Rowe Janua_" 26, 2001 letter.

See General Response GLR17 concerning alternatives evaluated.

See also response to General Response GLR9 concerning school. The commentor is referencing
RCW 53.54.030, which requires the Port to obtain something from homeowners parncipating in
sound insulation projects. In exchange for participating in the insulation program, the Port requires
that homeowners provide the Port with an easement. This homeowner, like a few others, has refused
to grant an easement and therefore is not participating in the insulation program.

As is stated in the 1985 Master Plan Update Executive Summary (Final Report. Page 1): "'A series of

policy guidelines and assumptions were developed to reflect both stated Port policy and institutional and
environmental constraints. For example, it was determined at the onset that no new runways at Sea-Tac would
be considered, primarily because (1) the existing runway configurations had previously been determined to
provide adequate capacity for the planning period, (2) there had already been an enormous invesu'nem into the
existing runways, and (3) constxuction of the proposed new runway would have a large environmental n_pact."

This statement has been construed by many neighbors of the Airport as a commitment not to expand
the existing airfield. It must also be noted that when the 1985 study was initiated, the findings of the
Comprehensive Planning Review and Airspace Update Study had not been completed. The
Comprehensive Planning Review and Airspace Update Study found that the assumptions of the
Master Plan relative to the adequacy of the existing airfield were incorrect; poor weather conditions

were beginning to create significant delays, which would worsen in the future as airport activity
levels grew. Thus, the 1985 Master Plan was conducted prior to the identification of a worsening

poor weather constraint.

The purpose of the proposed third runway is to ensure efficient operations during poor weather
conditions, since the existing runways are presently only able to accommodate a single aircraft arrival
stream during poor weather. With the addition of the proposed new third runway and other proposed

improvements, Sea-Tac Airport would be able to safely and efficiently accommodate aircraft
operations through the planning horizon. The proposed phasing and cost estimates are discussed in
Chapter II, "Alternatives".

To date, there have been no discussions or plans prepared regarding the need for a fourth parallel
runway at Sea-Tac. The Capacity Enhancement Study, as summarized in the Final EIS, show that as
activity levels grow in the future, delays would continue to rise, even with the development of the
third runway. The Final Supplemental EIS estimated that the Third Parallel Runway would
accommodate about 630,000 with then current air traffic procedures. It is not reasonable to foresee at
this time how demand beyond that level could be accommodated in the region.

Harvey Rowe, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Melanie Rowland, May 25, 2000 email

Internal NMFS e-mail regarding ESA - No comment warranted by the Port.

John Rnnd, November 16, 2000 letter

No comment/response from the Port warranted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-72 April 30, 2001
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John & Shirley Rund, November 9, 2000

Comment noted concerninghearingrequests.

John Ryan, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

John Ryan, Hearing Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Lee Sanders, November 11, 2000 email 4:14 pm

Comment noted concerning hearingrequests.

Stan Scarvie, January 28, 2001 letter

1. Impacts to the Highline Aquifer were considered in theMaster Plan Update FEIS and in the Fill
Hydrologic Study specially commissioned by Ecology under instruction from the State Legislature.
The FEIS concluded that any impacts to the Highline Aquifer would not be significant. The Fill
Hydrologic Study concluded: "'The small reduction in groundwater recharge to deep aquifers of the
Des Moines upland would not materially affect the ability of these aquifers to supply water to wells."

The magnitude of the very localized change in recharge of 0.1g million gallons per day (FEIS:
Appendix Q-A) that is predicted to occur as an impact of the Master Plan Update projects is very
small when compared to the total amount of recharge (14.3 to 16.5 mgd) to the Des Moines upland
(South King County Ground Water Advisory Committee, 1991). Any changes would also be
distributed between the various deep aquifers beneath the Des Moines upland, with the main effect
occurring in the shallowest aquifer within the Vashon Advance Outwash deposits. Most of the
changes in recharge would be translated to changes in baseflow of the creeks (mainly Miller Creek
and Des Moines creek) draining the central part of the Des Moines upland, with little if any
measurable effect on the deeper aquifers.

2. It is the Port's belief that the commentor's assertion that saline intrusion could occur in the

Highline Aquifer is not supported by the technical facts. The Highline Aquifer occurs within the Des
Moines upland at typical elevations of between 227 and 108 feet or more above sea level (Final EIS;
page IV.10.8). The Highline Aquifer is located entirely above sea level, with minimal or no
connection to the salt waters of Puget Sound. There is therefore no credible mechanism for saltwater
intrusion to occur, irrespective of any changes in recharge.

3. The occurrence of sinkholes within the glacial deposits of the Puget Sound area is extremely rare;
the hydrogeologic conditions normally associated with sinkholes do not generally occur in glacial
terrain. A similar phenomenon, known as kettle holes, are a feature of the local glacial terrain; these
resulted from blocks of ice below the surface that melted early on in the subsequent 12,000 years
which have elapsed since the last glaciation.

Sinkholes occur naturally as a result of submn'face water flow that dissolves soluble rock formations
(usually limestone; especially karstic limestone) below the ground surface, leading to the
development of underground voids that then collapse to form sinkholes. Declining groundwater

Responseto 401/404Comments IV-73 April 30, 2001
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levels can trigger this occurrence when the buoyancy of soil and rock above water-filled voids is
reduced as the water level falls. Comparable conditions do not occur locally, so the nsk of forming

sinkholes from a relatively minor change in groundwater recharge must be considered negligible.

Some local sinkholes did occur in upland recessional deposits as a result of the recent Nisqually

earthquake (February 28, 2001). In these cases, ground shaking appears to have compacted loose
sands at the surface. Changes in water table levels, which occur continuously as a result of the

seasonal cycle in recharge rates, appear to have had no effect on the formation of these sinkholes. A
survey of the area west of the airport conducted immediately after the February. earthquake found no
settlement or other effects of this earthquake in the vicinity of the proposed embankment location.

Stan Scarvie, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Stan Scarvie, November 11, 2000 fax letter

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Stan Scarvie, September 17, 2000 letter

Comments noted on the State's Fill Hydrological Study.

Richard Shapmer, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Sandra Shea, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR17 regarding alternatives considered.

Dorthy Sheppke, January 27,2001 hearing card

Comment noted. See General Response GLR17 concerning alternatives considered.

John Sheppke, January 27,2001 hearing card

Comment noted. See General Response GLR17 concerning alternatives considered.

Bob Scheckler, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR6 regarding concerns with the MSE wall. See General Response GLR2
and GLR3 concerning fill contamination issues. See General Response GLRI concerning aproposal
by a private party to convey fill from Puget Sound to the project. See response to Congressman
Smith's February 20, 2001 letter concerning the project cost. At this time the Port anticipates
completion of the runway by end of 2006. See General Response GLRI7 regarding alternatives
considered.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1V-74 April 30, 2001
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State Representative Schindler, February 15, 2001 letter

Comment supporting project noted.

Lfllian Schroeder, Jannary 30, 2001 letter:

See General Response GLR10 and GLR11 concerning noise and air pollution.

Lilian Schroeder, October 21, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing request.

State Representative Shay Schual-Berke, MD January. 27, 2001 letter

With respect to the other potential impacts noted in this comment, the Port's Master Plan Update
projects are subject to Washington state statutory law. In addition, the Port acknowledges the Corps of
Engineers' jurisdiction over its g,t04 application and the applicability of federal statutory law and
regulations. The Corps is required to follow the federal law where applicable, and Ecology has
certified compliance of the Port's project with Washington State water quality standards, pursuant to
§401 of the Clean Water Act. The Port is committed to complying with all applicable legal
requirements. With respect to the cumulative impacts noted in this comment, see General Response
GLR19 on the analysis conducted with respect to cumulative impacts of projects undertaken by both
the Port and other parties in and around the area of Sea-Tac Airport.

State Represenative Shay ShauI-Berke, Hearing Transcript (2)

See response to Tom Luster's memorandum to State Senator Julia Patterson concerning reasonable
assurance. See General Response GLR13 concerning the temporary interchange on SR509. See
General Response GLR6 regarding concerns with the MSE wall. See General Response GLR2 and
GLR3 concerning fill contamination issues.

Shay Schaui-Burke, January 24, 2001 emaii 4:49 pm

See response to State Senator Julia Patterson January 24, 2001 letter.

State Representative Shay SehnabBerke, September 12, 2000 entail 1:59 pm

In September of 2000, Ecology determined that the state required more time to work with the Port to

evaluate whether the agency had reasonable assurance for the Master Plan Improvements. The time
necessary to review and assess the remaining project issues was in excess of the deadline for Ecology
to issue a §401 water quality certification on the project, one year from the Public Notice date of

September 30, 1999. The additional review and assessment was required for specific remaining
elements of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan, Natural Resource Mitigation Plan
and flow augmentation proposal.

As a result, on September 28, 2000, the Port withdrew the JARPA, with the intent of resubmitting the
application at a later date.

City of Seattle Mayor Schell (Mand Dandon), January 26, 2001 hearing card and testimony

Comment of support noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IY-75 April 30, 2001
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Seattle Airlines Airport Affairs Committee (Argue), Janua_" 26. 2001 letter and hearing testimony

Comment of support for the project noted

Seattle Council on Airport Affairs (Talbot), February 16, 2001 letter and email transmittal

Comments noted and addressed in previous response to comment.

Seattle Community Council Federation (Talbot), February 16, 2001 letter and email transmittal

Comments noted and addressed in previous response to comment.

Seattle Hotel Association (Limberg), February 12, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

City of SeaTac (Hanson), January 31, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Segale Business Park (Arthur), February 14, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Douglas Shade, January 27,2001 hearing card

Comment noted. See response to RCAA's February 16, 2001 comments.

Bob Shecider, January 26, 2001 hearing card

No comment provided.

Henry Shomber, February 16, 2001 letter

Comments noted. See also General Response GLR2 and GLR3 concerning fill contamination and fill
acceptance criteria. See General Response GLR6 concerning the MSE wall in addition to responses
to the GeoSyntec's February 16, 2001 letter.

County Executive Ron Sims to Ann Bonney, December 3, 1999 letter

Comment noted.

Tom Siattery, January 26, 2001 hearing card

No comment provided.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1V-76 April 30, 2001
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Tom Siatten', Hearing Transcript (1)

The Port has not developed a memorandum of understanding concerning the insulation of Sunnydale
Elementary School, as it is still negotiating with the District concerning the appropriate insulation
standard.

Congressman Adam Smith to Graves, February. 14, 2001 letter

The Port estimates for the cost of building the third parallel runway is $773 million (estimated in June
1999). Throughout the planning process, the project has been the subject of extensive consideration
of the project cost and benefits. A requirement of the Federal grant process is the conduct of a benefit
cost evaluation that is included in support of the Port's Letter of Intent application. That benefit cost
evaluation was prepared subject to Federal guidelines (dated December 1999 which finalized interim
guidance adopted by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in 1997). This guidance, titled
"FAA Benefit Cost Analysis Guidance" was issued by the FAA's Office of Aviation Policy and Plans
and is used "to provide clear and thorough guidance to airport sponsors on the conduct of project-
level benefit-cost analysis (BCA) for capacity-related airport projects... Airport sponsors should
conform to the general requirements of this guidance for all BCA's submitted to the FAA."

In 1997, the FAA estimated that the Project would result in delay savings, to airlines and their
passengers, in excess of $2.7 billion in present value through 2015. These estimated benefits, which

may now be conservative, exceed the $600 million present value of the runway's maintenance costs
and updated capital costs by a ratio of 4.5 to 1. The BCA guidance was developed in response to
guidance from Congress citing the need for economic airport investment criteria. To enable the FAA

to issue a Letter of Intent (a mechanism used to obtain multi-year grant commitment from the FAA
for funding from the Airport and Airway Improvement Program), projects must have a present value
benefit that exceeds the present value costs. As is shown by the Third Runway BCA, the project
provides substantially greater value than the minimum requirement.

The Port has been very clear that local real property tax dollars are not used to fund the construction

or operation of Sea-Tac Airport. By policy the Port uses the levy solely for Marine-related capital
expenditures and community investments such as the Port JOBS program. No tax levy dollars are
used for the Airport. Instead, improvements at the Airport are funded either by the tenants, through
landing fees (a charge assessed per 1,000 lbs of landing weight) or through use of fees and taxes
collected for aviation purposes.

In 1989, Congress enabled airports to collect a fee, up to $3.00 per passenger departing from the
Airport, for approved purposes. Most large airports levy a PFC to offset airport development needs.
Although airports have somewhat more flexibility in designating projects to be funded through PFCs,
actions included in the PFC must also be approved by FAA. Recently enacted legislation (AIR-2 l)
has increased the authorization for PFCs from $3.00 to $4.50.

See Introduction to response to comments, as well as General Response GLR14 concerning the IWS
Lagoon 3 expansion.

See response to the Sheldon & Associates number 35 February 16, 2001 letter concerning the
collection of baseline data.

Congressman Adam Smith January 26, 2001 hearing card

No comment provided.
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Congressman Adam Smith, Hearing Transcript: (1)

See response to Congressman Smith's February 14, 2001, letter concerning the benefit/cost
evaluation. The Port believes that it has fully addressed the effects of the project on wetlands, which
are discussed in the 2000 Natural Resource Mitigation Plan. The Final Supplemental E1S contains a
detailed description concerning the ability to mitigate certain functions that are at conflict with
aircraft safety in basin (see FSEIS, Section 5-5). The 2000 Natural Resource Mitigation Plan
contains an discussions of the comprehensive mitigation that will be included in basin. SeeNatural
Resource Mitigation Plan, Chapter 5.

Congressman Adam Smith, December 7, 2000 letter

The Public Notice was issued December 27, 2000, and the Public Hearing was held January 26 and
27, 2001.

Congressman Adam Smith to Graves, September 20, 2000 letter

A new Public Notice was issued December 27, 2000, for the changes to the project since the last
Public Hearing in November 1999. The standard public comment period is 30 days. but the public
comment period for this project was extended to February 16, 2001, to provide additional time for

public and agency comment. A Public Hearing was held January 26 and 27, 2001, at the Washington
State Criminal Justice Training Center in Burien. The January 26 hearing went from 5:30 pm to
10:00 pro, and the January 27 hearing went from 9:00 am to 5:00 pro.

Congressman Adam Smith to Graves, August 1, 2000 letter

Comments noted.

Congressman Adam Smith to Michael David, USCOE, June 13, 2000 letter

See General Response GLRI 3 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR 509.

Congressman Adam Smith, May 25, 2000 letter

See General Response GLR13 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR 509.

Congressman Adam Smith to Cower, May 11, 2000 letter

Comment noted.

Congressman Adam Smith, April 28, 2000 letter

See General Response GLR13 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR509.

Congressman Adam Smith, November 1, 1999 letter

Comment noted concerning the permit application.
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Jim Smith, Januan" 29, 2001 letter

Comment of support noted.

Helen Smith, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted. See General Response GLR12 concerning the availability of materials.

Michael Smith, COE to Thomas Mueller, July 20 and 25, 2000 emails

Internal Corps' email - no comment from the Port warranted.

Snohomish County Economic Development Council, February 13, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Snohomish County Rejects AirPort (HouR), January 25, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Todd Speer, February 2 letter

Comments noted.

Todd Speer, February 1 letter

Comments noted.

Margaret Springer,October10,2000 letter

Comment notedconcerninghearingrequest.

Becky Stanley,February 20,2001letter

I. The Portproposestomonitorallthemitigationareasfor10years.Ifthemitigationareasdo

not meet the pcrfommnce standardsby the end of the 10-yearmonitoringperiod,then

monitoringperiodwould be extended.Note thatthePortisnotseekingmitigationcreditfor
thetrustfund. See Chapter5 of theNaturalResourceMitigationPlan fordetailson the
proposedmitigation.

The trustfundsofS150,000eacharea minor componentofthemitigationproposedforthe

project.The trustfundssupplements67 acresofwetland,stream,and buffermitigationinthe
Millerand Des MoinesCreekbasin,and creatinga 65-acrewetlandmitigationareaoff-sitein

Auburn. The mastfundsforMillerCreekand Des Moines Creek aretopromoteadditional

localstreamrestorationefforts.Examplesofprojectseligibleforfullorpartialfundingcould
includeinstreamfisherieshabitatimprovementssimilartothoseproposedforMillerCreek in

the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Parametrix, Inc. 2000), riparian buffer enhancement,
removal of fish passage barriers, and removal of failed septic systems. A suite of potential
projects is identified with their respective goals,generalperformance standards,and general

monitoring requirements. Additional planning and engineering of selected projects will result

in specific project designs, performance standards, monitoring requirements, and contingency

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-79 April 30. 2001
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measures. Monitoring of these types of projects canbe simple annual inspections that arenot
costly.

2. The project will not impact any "late successional" emergent wetland plant communities.
Emergent wetland areas are not proposed to be created near the airport. Emergent wetlands
containing both early and late successional plant species are proposed at the mitigation site in
Auburn. The mitigation areas will be monitored for 10-years and if the emergent
communities are not developing as planned, contingency measures will be employed. Also
see response #35 in the response to the Azous February 16, 2001 letter.

3. Refer to response #50 in the response to Azous February 16, 2001 letter regarding changes in
the microclimate and amount of light reaching the Miller Creek buffer area after the
Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) wall is constructed. Native vegetation is capable of
growing, and observed growing adjacent to walls and similar structures (i.e., buildings, bndge
abutments, etc.). Additionally, temporary irrigation will be installed to ensure plant
survivability during the fLrStfew seasons and an invasive plant control plan has been
developed and is described in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Parametnx, Inc. 2000).

4. The wall will increase the amount of shade near creek and buffer and not increase ambient
temperatures that affect Miller Creek or downstream estuarme habitat. The wetland area
below the proposed retaining wall lies in a depression approximate 160 feet below the
existing runway and is shaded much of the day by both the heavy tree canopy and the existing
slope that lies to the east. The shade will not be removed because the proposed retaining wall
will be located outside of the stream buffer and the existing vegetation and tree canopy will
remain. Given the geometry and proximity of the wall, the duration of shade currently
experienced in the wetland area could be expected to increase at varying levels depending on
the season. Any increase in the duration of shade on the creek would provide a positive
benefit by lowering water temperatures. The proposed wall is currently designed for a height
of 135 feet at its highest point. Since the vegetation in the stream buffer will remain, the
lower 1/3 of the wall will not be exposed to direct sunlight. The exposure of the remaining
2/3 of the wall will vary seasonally, with the greatest exposure occurring during the summer
months. Given the characteristic of the proposed wall, concrete facing panels retain and are
in direct contact with a large amount of fill, heat collected by the facing panels would also be
absorbed by the fill material. Therefore, while the surface temperature of the concrete panels
may fluctuate, radiant heat would be minimal and would be kept from reaching Miller Creek
by the vegetated buffer. As to reflected sunlight, many different strategies including wall
panel texture and color, as well as vegetation, can be incorporated into the wall design to
reduce or eliminate reflected sunlight. The undisturbed vegetation in the stream buffer area
would block reflected light from reaching the stream. Therefore, an increase in stream
temperatures is not anticipated.

Becky Stanley, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Becky Stanley, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLRI9 concerning cumulative effects. See response to Becky Stanley's
February 20, 2001 letter.
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Becky.Stanley, January 26, 2001 hearing card

See the 2000 Natural Resource Mitigation Plan regarding Miller Creek.

Cathea Stanley, January.272001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Cathea Stanley, Januan' 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Ben Stark, February 15, 2001 letter

The Port argues that the delineations and depiction of Walker Creek are correct.

Ben Stark, Hearing Transcript (1)

The Port believes that is has identified the accurate location of Walker Creek arld the headwaters of

the creeks. See General Response GLRI3 concerning the temporary interchange on SR509.

Ben Stark, June 3, 2000 letter

Comment noted. See also General Response GLR13 concerning the temporary construction
interchange on SR 509.

Sonla Stefanopoulos, December 18, 2000 email 6:43 pm

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Danise Still, January 27,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Danise Still, January 262001 hearing comments

See response to RCAA's February 16, 2001 letter.

Frank Still, January 272001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Charles Sting, January 26, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR17 regarding the consideration of alternatives.

Gloria Sting, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.
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Ronaid Stojack, FebruaH" 12, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Geraine Strong, November 8, 2000 letter

Comment noted.

Geraine Strong, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Barbara Stuhring, January. 25, 2001 letter

The IWS Lagoon #3 upgrade is discussed in the Cumulative Impacts General Response GLRI 9. Two
wetland complexes are located in the immediate vicinity of the site. Wetland 28. also known as the
Northwest Ponds, is a Class 1 wetland located mostly south of Lagoon #3. Two arms of Wetland 28
extend north to border on the east and west sides of Lagoon #3. Wetland IWSA/IWSB is located
north of Lagoon #3. The upgrade project will not require work over or in Wetland 28 or Wetland
IWSA/IWSB. Portions of the project would be located in buffer areas that are regulated by the City
of SeaTac Zoning Code. Project impacts on wetland buffer areas will be reviewed by the City and
subject to appropriate mitigation, such as buffer averaging or replacement. See also General
Response GLR14 concerning the upgrade project.

As pointed out by the commentor, the Port is working to decrease aircraft/bird strike potential by
discouraging the creation of new habitat near the Airport. The upgraded Lagoon #3 will be designed
to conform to FAA requirements and the Port's Wildlife Hazard Management Plan regarding wildlife
attractants near airports.

Expansion of IWS Lagoon #3 has independent utility from the Master Plan Update projects and will
provide greater IWS storage capacity and will allow for controlled discharge and additional treatment
prior release of the water back into the environment. The expansion of Lagoon #3 is not a Master
PlanProject.

The cumulative impacts from the extension of SR 509, the Air Cargo Development Plan, and SASA
are discussed in General Response GLRI 9, which addresses cumulative impacts. The possible future
use of Airbus jumbo-jets and potential impacts on airport landside facilities, runways, and airport
configuration has not been studied in detail, but is not believed to be significant.

The Master Plan Update recognized that the airframe manufacturers were considering the
development of a new large aircraft. The existing runway system at Sea-Tac would enable that
aircraft, as presently envisioned to operate. The Third Parallel runway would only enhance the
operation with the new large aircraft, as that project is intended to address poor weather arrival
delays.

Barbara Stuhring, September 4, 2000 letter

See General Response GLR2 and GLR3 concerning fill contamination and fill acceptance criteria.
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Barbara Stuhring, August 25, 2000 letter

In 1995, the FAA issued its Record of Decision for the development of an aircraft maintenance base

in the area known as the South Aviation Support Area. The Port's plans for the area changed as the
Master Plan Update identified additional needs for the Airport. As a result, the Master Plan
recommended that this area serve aircraft maintenance, cargo and aircraft parking. The South
Aviation Support Area (SASA) development would be connected to the airfield system by way of a
bridge. The Port's current application includes the fill of 2.78 acres of wetlands in the vicinl_' of
SASA. As has been shown by the Port's documentation, because of the central location of the
wetlands, no alternatives exist to avoid or minimize the effects to these wetlands.

The SASA development concept was assessed in the 1996 Final EIS and 1997 Final Supplemental
EIS, for which the FAA issued its ROD on July 3, 1997. It is expected that before the Port
undertakes development in the areas known as SASA that information from the SR 509

Extension/South Access project level EIS will be complete. It is important to note that the purpose of
a written re-evaluation is to document the "adequacy, accuracy and validity" of the earlier
environmental approval. At this time, no changes in the Master Plan Update have been identified for
the SASA area. Therefore, once that SR 509 EIS has been complete, the Port and FAA would be
expected to conduct a re-evaluation, if appropriate.

The 600-foot extension of runway 16L/34R does not affect any wetlands, as reflected in the
December 2000 Wetland Function Assessment and lmpact Analysis.

The Final EIS wetland mitigation program has been updated by the proposed Natural Resource
Mitigation Plan.

Barbara Stuhring, February 27, 2000 letter to Freedman

See General Response GLRI4 with regard to IWS Lagoon 3 and General Response GLRI9 with
respect to analysis of cumulative impacts.

Barbara Stuhring, December 29, 1999 letter

Neither of the two projects identified in this comment is an Master Plan Update project that is under
review by the Corps in connection with the Port's §404 application. The Port has and will continue to
work cooperatively with the Corps and Ecology and obtain all necessary permits in connection with
any Port project requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. Also see response to comment letter
ofB. Stuhring dated 1/25/2001.

Charles and Charlotte Sullivan May 4, 2000 letter

See General Response GLRI3 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR 509..

City. of Tacoma (Mike Crowley, Mayor) January 23, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Port of Tacoma, January 25, 2001

Comment supporting the project noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1V-83
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Chas Talbot, Hearing Transcript (2)

See response to Dan Caldwell's January 26" 2001 letter concerning the benefit_cost evaluation
prepared for the project. See General Response GLR11 concerning air pollution.

Paula Taylor, November 08, 2000 emall 1:26 pm

Comment noted concerning hearing request

Leslie Thompson, January 18, 2001 emaii documented by Paula Taylor

Comment noted.

George Thornton, January 22, 2001 letter to DOE

Comment noted.

Scott Thomasson, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR8 concerning Endangered Species Act issues. The Final Supplemental
EIS contains a detailed description concerning the ability to mitigate certain functions that are at
conflict with aircraft safety in basin (see FSEIS, Section 5-5). The 2000 Natural Resource Mitigation
Plan contains summaries of discussions of the comprehensive mitigation that will be included in
basin. See Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, Chapter 5. See General Response GLRI7 regarding
alternatives considered.

Tillicnm Village (Greer), January 24, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Hansa Topiwala, January 22, 2001

Comments noted regarding health concerns. However, Ecology conducted measurements of
pollutants in the Airport area, showing that concentrations in the area were less than the ambient air
quality standards. The Port has continuously responded to these comments concerning air quality
(see FEIS, Appendix R, and Final Supplemental EIS Appendix B and F), as well as supported the
conduct of the air measurements to respond to these concerns. See also General Response GLRI 1.

Attachments noted.

Hansa Topiwala, November 11, 2000

Comment noted. See also General Responses GLR10 and GLR11 concerning noise and air pollution.

Hansa Topiwala, April 30, 2000

See General Response GLR13 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR 509.

Response to 401/404 Comments IY-84 April 30. 2001
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Bob and Lorna Toy, December 31, 2000 letter

Simultaneous parallel arrivals on three runways is not anticipated because of the close spacing

between the runways. The Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS examined runway use and
presented actual assumptions, based on Federal Aviatmn Administration simulation of the airfield

operational performance during specific activity levels. Final Supplemental F.JS Table C-3-14 shows
the runway use, noting that the runway would primarily be used for arrivals, but would be used for
departures about 2.5% in south flow and 1.6% in north flow.

Concerning the requirement for an avigation easement in the home insulation program, the
commentor is referencing RCW 53.54.030, which requires the Port to obtain something from
homeowners participating in sound insulation projects. In exchange for participating in the insulation
program, the Port requires that homeowners provide the Port with an easement. This homeowner,
like a few others, has refused to grant an easement and therefore is not participating in the insulation
program.

William Tracy, February. 10, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Tri-Cities Visitor & Convention Bureau, February 13, 2001 letter

Comment of support noted.

Tri-Cities Airport 0Vlorasch), January 23, 2001

Comment of support for the project noted.

City. of Tukwila, January 24, 2001 letter

Resolution of the City Council noted.

City of Tukwila, January 22, 2001

Comments noted. See also General Response GLR17 concerning the review of alternative airport
sites and the development of a supplemental airport.

Mark Ulkes, November 13, 2000 letter

Comment noted concerning hearing requests.

Form letter from various citizens, May 3, 2000

See Response to General Comment 17 regarding alternatives considered.

Mark Ufkes, Hearing Transcript (1)

The Port is not aware of any concerns that any Indian tribes might have with its efforts to insulate

schools, as no communicationshave been received from a tribe. See General Response GLR9
concerning the Port's efforts to insulate schools. See General Response GLRI0 concerning noise.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-85
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See response to the Thomas Lane Associates February. 9. 2001 lener concerning properts' values. See
General Response GLRI 7 regarding alternatives considered.

Unsigned letter, about 10-10-2000

See General Response GLRI7 concerning the evaluation of a "second airport".

Unsigned letter about 10-10.2000

See General Response GLRI I concerning air pollution

Unsigned/Unreadable, May 4, 2000 letter

See General Response GLR 13 regarding the temporary construction interchange on SR 509.

Chris Vance, January. 26, 2001 letter and testimony

Comments noted. See also General Response GLR17 concerning alternatives considered.

Georgette Valle (Burien City Council), January 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

Georgette Valle, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLRI6 concerning the adequacy of the EIS. See General Response GLR6
regarding concerns with the MSE wall. See response to Rose Clark concerning the Police Training
Facility. See General Response GLR8 concerning Endangered Species Act issues. See General
Response GLRI 7 concerning alternatives.

Debi Wagner, February 15, 2001 letter

See General Response GLR16 concerning the need for a new EIS.

See response to Smith & Lowney's February 16, 2001 letter concerning conformity. The conformity
evaluation considered the NOx emissions associated with the project. Those emissions were less than
de-minimis. Therefore, no additional analysis was warranted. This analysis was supported by all

three air agencies (Puget Sound Clean Air Agency, Ecology and the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) - see ROD attachments). However, Ecology conducted measurements of NOx and
NO2 in the Airport, showing that concentrations in the area were less than the ambient air quality
standards. The Port has continuously responded to this commentor's comments concerning air
quality (see FEIS, Appendix IL and FSEIS Appendix B and F), as well as supported the conduct of
the air measurements to respond to these concerns. The issue of the demand versus activity levels
accommodated by the proposed Runway, this issue has been the extensive subject of litigation, for
which the premise of the FEIS/FSEIS prevailed.

The analysis from Cleveland Hopkins Airport has no bearing or relationship to conditions at Sea-Tac
Airport.

The referenced Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) (the attachment 6 to the comments) is the same

MOA referenced in the FSEIS acknowledging the conduct of air measurements in the airport area.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1V-86 April 30, 2001
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All measurements conducted by that monitonng effort showed that concentrations were lower than
were predicted by the Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS.

Similar to the response to Chris Gower concerning SASA. the Port expects that as projects that are
outside the first five years of development of the Master Plan Update and they become further
defined, that the Port will conduct any requisite environmental analysis. The Port anticipates
conducting additional environmental analysis on the North End Development (the North Unit
Terminal as referenced in the Master Plan Update). However at this time, that project has not been
thoroughly defined to enable additional environmental review.

Comments noted concerning air toxics. The FEIS considered the effect of the Master Plan Update on
air toxics m accord with the requests of Ecology, Puget Sound Clean Air Agency and EPA- See
FEIS Chapter IV, Section 7 "Human Health". See also General Response GLRII concerning air
pollution.

The current NPDES permit expires June 30, 2002. It covers existing stormwater outealls and temporary,
ouffalls from construction projects. The Port is in compliance with its NPDES permit. The NPDES

permit requires the Port to develop a stormwater pollution prevention plan, which the Port has
prepared and submitted and to do monitoring of its discharges, which is ongoing. The NPDES permit
also requires the implementation of BMP's, which the Port has undertaken. Ecology has issued no
notice of violation of the Port's NPDES permit. Based on the Port's ongoing compliance with its
NPDES permit, Ecology has "'reasonable assurance" sufficient to certify compliance with state water
quality standards.

The Port is in compliance with the Governor's Clean Air and Water Certificate.

See the Port's 2000 Biological Assessment concerning endangered species, 2000 Comprehensive
Stormwater Management Plan, and 2000 Natural Resource Mitigation Plan.

See General Response GLR19 concerning cumulative impacts.

Wetland fill as a result of the Runway Safety Area (RSA) compliance is included and addressed by
the permit application. See also Introduction to the Response to Comments concerning project
changes and their effects on wetlands.

Attachment 1, see FSEIS response to comments (Appendix F)

Attachment 2 and 3, See FSEIS response to comments on air quality (Appendix B)
Attachment 1 "Flying off Course" by NRDC - The Port believes that much of the information in this
report is inaccurate. More importantly it is not relative to the Master Plan Update,
Attachment 2 - no comment warranted

Attachment 3 - not provided

Attachment 4 - article regarding Air Traffic Tower - no comment/response required.
Attachment 5 - Letter to EPA - responded to the FEIS/FSEIS.

Attachment 6 - FAA letter (Ossenkop)-- no comment/response required.
Attachment 2 - FAA letter (Dalton) - no comment/response required.
Attachment 3 - no comment/response required.
Attachment 4 - Cleveland - No comment/response required.

Attachment 5 - Clean Air Report - No comment/response required.
Attachment 6 - MOA - no comment/response required.

Attachment 7 - EPA letter - no comment/response required.
Attachment 8 - Draft ILA - please note that this is clearly marked as a DRAFT.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1V-87
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Attachment 9 - PSCAA letter - no comment/response required.
Attachment I0 - California air toxics -no comment'response required.
Attachment I l - Mark Beem to Barbara Walters - no comment'response required.
Attachment 12 - AMOCO information - no comment/response required.
Attachment 13 - MAAP information - no comment/response required.
Attachment 14 - email - see also response to Helsell Fetter December 22, 2000 letter response to

general comment concerning municipal air quality studies.
Attachment 15 - article - no comment/response required.
Attachment 16 - FEIS Appendix R - no comment/response required.
Attachment 17 - article - no comment/response required.
Attachment 18 - NRDC letter to Clinton, and other letters - no comment/response required.

Attachment 19 - Hydrologic Studies - no comment/response required.
Attachment 20 - Governor's Certificate - no comment/response required.
Attachment 20 - DOE newsletter - no comment/response required.

Attachment 21 - State act - no comment/response required.
Attachment 22 - article - no comment/response required.
Attachment 23 - Water District letter - see FEIS response to comments Appendix R.
Attachment 24 - DOE memo - no comment/response required.
Attachment 25 - King County letter 0995) - see FEIS response to comments Appendix R.
Attachment 26 - article - no comment/response required.
Attachment 27 - EPA comments on SASA 0994) - no comment/response required.
Attachment 28 -PortWatch (I 992) letter - no comment/response required.

Attachment 29 - PSAPCA (I 992) letter - no comment/response required.
Attachment 30 - Extract from SASA EIS - no comment/response required.
Attachment 31 - table - no comment/response required.
Attachment 32 - article - no comment/response required.
Other Attachments (un- numbered)- Comments submitted on SEIS- See Appendix B and F of the
FSEIS.

Debi Wagner, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLRI 6 concerning the adequacy of the EIS. The Port believes that the project
is in compliance with the requirements of the Governor's certificate. See response to Smith &
Lowney's February 16, 2001 letter concerning Clean Air Act conformity. See response to GLRI l
concerning air pollution that has been measured at Sea-Tac Airport, which does not exceed the
applicable CO standard.. See General Response GLRI4 concerning the IWS.

David Wagner, January 26,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

LillianWalker, November 18, 2000

Comment noted.

Lillian Walker, September 19, 2000

Comments noted concerning the public notice and comment process.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-88 April 30, 2001
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Bob Wallace email to Brett Fish, August 28, 2000 11:38 am

Comment noted.

Kurt Wallin, January. 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Alex P. Walton, January. 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Lori Wardian, December 18, 2000 emall 6:26

Comment noted concerning the request for a 30-day review of the stormwater management plan.

Maria Wardian, January 27, 2001 hearing card and testimony

Comment noted.

Maria Wardian, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR10 concerning noise and General Response GLRI 1 concerning air
pollution.

Maria Wardian, KIK, January 27, 2001 emall from Brett Fish (testimony at 1-27-2001 hearing)

Comments noted.

Erin Warns, February. 5, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Mr. & Mrs. Warns, October 11, 2000

Comment noted concerning hearing request.

Washington Airport Management Association, January 25, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Washington Council on International Trade, February 9, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Washington Public Ports Association (Johnson), February 2, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-89 April 30, 2001Reference: 1996-4-02325
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Washington Software Alliance 0Nriicox), Januan" 24, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Washington State Hotel & Lodging Association, January 26, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Waste Action Project (Wingard), June 12, 2000 letter

Comment noted. See also General Response GLR13 concerning the temporary, construction
interchange on SR 509.

Water District No. 54, February 15, 2001 letters

With respect to the comment on "Borrow Area", the impacts from use of the borrow sources and the
Port's plans with respect to restoration of the borrow sources are addressed in the Port Re-Evaluation
Document, November 1999 (discussing cumulative impacts of SR 509/South Access Freeway, Des
Moines Creek Regional Detention Facility, Link Light Rail project, and potential redevelopment of
Borrow Areas) and Resource Evaluation and Conceptual Development for Borrow Areas 3 and 4:
Third Runway Project Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (December 1998).

With respect to stream augmentation issues, please see General Response GLR7 regarding the
streamflow impacts generated by the proposed project, the Port's water rights and streamflow
mitigation issues.

Water District No. 54, September 18, 2000 letter

See General Response GLR7 regarding the streamflow impacts generated by the proposed project, the
Port's water rights and slreamflow mitigation issues.

Water District No. 54, September 8, 2000

Comments concerning the State's Fill Hydrologic Study noted.

Susan Watkins, December 19, 2000 email 12:06 pm

Comment noted concerning hearing request.

Frances Weidlich, January 27,2001 hearing card

Comment noted. See General Response GLR17 concerning alternatives considered.

Leslie Weiner, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Stuart Weiss, January 27, 2001 hearing card;

See General Response GLR10 concerning noise, General Response GLR11 concerning air pollution,
and General Response GLR17 regarding the consideration of alternative.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-90 April 30, 2001
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Smart Weiss. Hearing Transcript (1)

See response to Smart Weiss's January 23 'a letter. See General Response GLR16 concerning the
adequacy of the EIS. See General Response GLR10 concerning noise. See General Response
GLR17 regarding alternatives considered.

Stuart Weiss, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLRI 0 concerning noise

Stuart Weiss, Januan" 23, 2001 letter and hearing testimony:

See General Response GLR16 concerning the validity of the EIS.

See General Response GLR15 concerning air pollution. The response to comment R-10-9 in
Appendix R of the Final EIS (Volume 4) notes that fuel dumping is not common and is performed
only in emergency situations when aircraft cannot land safely with the fuel present in the aircraft.
Prior to the completion of the Final EIS, no fuel dumping incidents had been reported in or around
Sea-Tac Airport within the last two and one half years, according to Mr. Tom Davidson, then Federal

Aviation Administration Air Traffic Manager, Seattle Tower. The Port recently requested fuel
dumping information from the FAA. The FAA noted that there are no records kept concerning fuel
dumping, and therefore, it is not possible for the Port to confirm the incident..

Fuel dumping, or the purposeful jettison or leakage of aviation fuel by aircraft as they approach or
depart the Airport, is not common and is performed only in emergency situations when aircraft cannot
land safely with the fuel present in the aircraft. If an aircraft must make an emergency landing before
it has burned enough fuel to safely land, the pilots would have to "dump fuer' in order to reduce the
aircraft's weight sufficiently enough to land. According to federal directive 71 I0.65J paragraph 9-6-I
through 9-6-5, aircraft may dump fuel as necessary in a declared emergency state. There are no
restrictions as to where the aircraft may or may not dump fuel. However, each airport has a
recommended, pre-designated fuel dumping area for instances where fuel needs to be dumped if time
permits. At Sea-Tac, FAA air traffic controllers have been instructed to direct aircraft in need of fuel

dumpling to fly above 5,000 feet over the Puget Sound to allow time for the fuel to evaporate before
reaching the ground, and to prevent non-evaporated fuel from reaching populated areas.

Residents in the immediate vicinity of the Airport may also be reporting odors from aircraft queuing -
this odor typically has more of an oily smell versus an odor like one would experience when fueling
an auto. The pollutants that comprise this type of smell are accounted for in the air pollutant
assessment presented in the EIS for precursor pollutants - pollutant levels where the standards exist
to protect human health and welfare.

There are many different types of odorous hydrocarbon compounds in jet exhaust which may be
responsible for periodic "odor episodes". Typically, the most reactive or "volatile" hydrocarbons
have the most potential to cause odor (i.e., cause a detectable odor at a lower concentration). The
principal odor-causing hydrocarbon species in jet exhaust are the aromatic (fuel-related) and
oxygenated (partially burned) hydrocarbons. Hydrocarbon emission rates are greatest during the low-

power idle and taxi modes of the LTO cycle, when the engines are not operating as efficiently.
During takeoff and climbout, for example, hydrocarbon emissions are greatly reduced since the
engines operate with greater efficiency.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-9/ April 30, 2001Reference: 1996-4-02325
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The most recent study concerning odors from jet engine exhaust was conducted at Boston's Logan

Airport ("Identification of Odorous Compounds From Jet Engine Exhaust at Boston's Logan
Airport", December, 1992). Based on air monitonng at Boston Logan. three compounds-
acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, and naphthalene - were present on a consistent basis above their

respective odor recognition thresholds. Each of these compounds could be generated by the
incomplete combustion of jet fuel. The odor impact depends on wind speed and direction, turbulence.
and distance between the source and nearby residents. The odor recognition characteristics of these

compounds is generally characterized as follows: Acetaldehyde is described as sweet, "'apple rxpened'"
and pungent; Formaldehyde is described as odor like hay, straw-like, and pungent: Naphthalene is
described as having odor like tar, creosote, and mothballs.

As noted by the Boston study, the results were based on the minimum detectable limits because
overall concentrations for these compounds was generally small. Additionally. no specific source or
activity was identified as the primary source of these compounds. Moreover, the Boston study notes
that motor vehicle exhaust also contains many of these same compounds. No conclusion was drawn
as to the source, concentration, or potential impact to human health.

John Welch, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Robert Welland, December 19, 2000 email 12:20 pm

Comment noted concerning hearing requests and document review.

Daniel Wend, February 14, 2001 letter

Comment noted. See also General Response GLR17 regarding the consideration of alternatives.

Dan Wend, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR10 concerning noise. See General Response GLR8 concerning bird
species. See response to Thomas Lane Associates February 9, 2001, letter concerning property
values. See General Response GIRl 1 concerning air pollution.

WestCoast Gateway Hotel (Hanson), February 12, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Weyerhaeuser (Agnew), February 14, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.

Rich White, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Wilton M. Whisler, February 12, 2001 letter

Comment noted. See also General Response GLR6 concerning the MSE wall and General Response
GLR10 concerning noise.

Response to 401/404 Cornmenu 11/-92 April 30. 2001
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Charles Gardner White, January 20, 2001 letter:

Comments noted. See also General Response GLR2 and GLR3 concerning fill contamination and

acceptance criteria and General Response GLR9 concerning the insulation of schools.

R. E. Wilbert, October 10, 2000

Comment noted concerning hearing request and document review.

Virginia Wiiheimi, January 27, 2001 hearing card

See General Response GLR2 and GLR3 concerning fill materials and General Response GLRI7
regarding alternatives considered.

Mrs. Andrew Williams, January. 4, 2001 fax letter

Comment noted.

Lorraine Williams, January 26, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Jonathan Williams, February 16, 2001 letter

The Port has always been very clear in articulating the need for the project, as shown in theFinal EIS,

Chapter 1; Final Supplemental EIS Chapters 1 and 2, and the Port's application to the Corps of
Engineers. Please also see General Response GLR17 concerning the alternatives considered.

See response to Dan Caldwell concerning the cost of the project and use of tax dollars.

See General Response GLR9 concerning the Port's efforts to insulation Highline School District
schools.

The Port disagrees with the remaining opinions of the commentor.

Jonathan Williams, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLRI 7 regarding alternatives considered.

Brian Williamson, January 27,2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Steve Williamson, Hearing Transcript (2)

Comment noted.

Carolyn Wilson, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments IV-93 April 30. 2001Reference: 1996-4-02325
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Orn Richard Wilson February 16, 2001 email 11:40 pm

See General Response GLR17 concerning alternatives evaluated.

See General Response GLR19 on the analysis conducted with respect to cumulative impacts of
projects undertakenby both the Portand other partiesin and around the areaof Sea-Tac Airport.

The 1996 Master Plan Update FEIS, 1997 Master Plan Update Supplemental EIS and subsequent
documents on file with the Corps identify existing wetlands, construction impacts and mitigation
measures. Alternatives to construction of a third runway at the Sea-Tac Airport were considered in
the 1992 Flight Plan EIS and during the deliberations of the Puget Sound Regional Council.
Construction of an airport at Moses Lake and a warts-Cascade high-speed rail system is not a feasible
alternative to cons_'uction of the Master Plan Update improvements at Sea-Tac Airport. See also
General Response GLR17 concerning alternatives.

Jeanne Wilson-Eager, February. 16, 2001 email 4:36 pm

Comment noted.

Jeanne Wilson-Eager, January 27, 2001 hearing card

Comment noted. See also General Response GLR10 concerning noise and General Response GLRI 1
concerning air pollution.

John Wiltse (Normandy Park Council), Jannary 26, 2001 hearing card

Request to testify noted.

John Wiltse, Hcari.ng Transcript (1)

Comment noted.

Lowell Wines, February 20, 2001 letter

Comment noted. The Port has assembled a nationally recognized team of experts concerning wall
design as noted in the response to the February 16, 2001 GeoSyntec letter.

Lowell & Renate Wines, February 14, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Greg Wingard, February 16, 2001 email 11:25 pm and transmitted letter

See also response to Smith & Lowney's letterdated 2-16-2001 and Helsell Fetterman's letter dated 2-
16-2001.

The current NPDES permit expires June 30, 2002. It covers existing stormwater outfalls and
temporary ouffalls from construction projects. The Port is in compliance with its NPDES permit.
The NPDES permit requires the Port to develop a stormwater pollution prevention plan, which the
Port has prepared and submitted and to do monitoring of its discharges, which is ongoing. The
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NPDES permit also requires the implementation of BMP's. which the Port has undertaken. Ecology
has issued no notice of violation of the Port's NPDES permit. Based on the Port's ongoing

compliance with its NPDES permit, Ecology has "reasonable assurance" sufficient to ceni_"
compliance with state water quality standards.

Greg Wingarfl, Hearing Transcript (1)

See response to Tom Luster's memorandum to State Senator Julia Patterson concerning reasonable
assurance and compliance with the Governor's certificate. See response to Smith & Lowney's
February 16, 2001 letter concerning Clean Air Act conformity.

Greg Wingard, September 27, 2000 letter

See General Responses GLR2 and GLR3 concerning fill acceptance criteria.

Greg Wingard, Waste Action Project, June 12, 2000 email

See General Response GLRI3 concerning the temporary construction interchange on SR 509.

The Washington State Coastal Zone Management Program, which is Ecology Publication 94-63
(April 1995), specifies the procedural steps and substantive criteria for CZMA consistency
certification. The Program requires that applicants provide required data and information and show
how they comply with the applicable management program. Here, the applicable management
program relies on and incorporates the requirements of the state Shoreline Management Act (Ch.
90.58 RCW), the State Environmental Policy Act (Ch. 43.21C RCW), the federal and state Clean
Water Acts, and the federal Clean Air Act.

The project is consistent with the Shoreline Management Act. As documented in the FEIS at p.
IV.13-1, none of the activities at the Airport involve lands subject to the jurisdiction of the Act.
Miller and Des Moines Creeks, in the area where the third runway and other airport improvements
will be constructed, have mean annual flows that are less than the threshold of Shoreline Management
Act jurisdiction. (The threshold is a mean annual flow of twenty cubic feet per second or less. RCW
90.58.030(2)(d)). Therefore, none of the proposed activity at the Airport is subject to Shoreline
Management Act jurisdiction or requires a shoreline permit. Certain activity related to construction
of the mitigation site in Auburn (e.g., temporary construction dewatering ouffall) may be located in an
area subject to Shoreline Act jurisdiction. This activity is consistent with the Auburn Shoreline
Management Program.

Greg Wingard March 30, 2000 email to USCOE

See General Response GLR7 regarding the streamflow impacts generated by the proposed project, the
Port's water rights and streamflow mitigation issues.

Greg Wingard to Luster, May 3, 2000 email

Comment noted. See also General Response GLRI4 concerning IWS Lagoon 3 expansion.

Bill Wippel, February 12, 2001 letter

Comment noted.

Response to 401/404 Comments 1V-95 April 30, 2001
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Washington Department of Transportation (Craig Stone) to Sen Julia Patterson May 5, 2000 letter

See General Response GLR13 concerning the temporar 3"construction interchange o1:SR 509.

The Port agrees with Mr. Stone's assessment of the responsibilities of the involved parties.

Calvert Witte, Hearing Transcript (1)

See General Response GLR10 concerning noise at Sea-Tat Airport. See General Response GLR17
regarding alternatives considered.

Wing Woo, Burien City Council member, January 26, 2001 hearing comments

With respect to comments on the conveyor bell; see General Response GLR1 with respect to the use of
the conveyor belt. With respect to comments regarding the Port's water rights, please see General
Response GLR7 regarding the streamflow impacts generated by the proposed project, the Port's water
rights and streamflow mitigation issues.

Wing Woo, Hearing Transcript (2)

See General Response GLR16 concerning the validity of the EIS. See General Response GLR8
concerning Endangered Species Act issues. See General Response GLR7 concerning instrearn flows.

Everett Woods, November 5, 2000

Comment noted.

Michael Wray, February. 16, 2001

Comment noted. See also response to Dan Caldwell concerning project cost and benefit.

Michael Wray, November 15, 2000 letter

Comment noted.

Yakima Air Terminal (Ciem), January 25, 2001 letter

Comment of support for the project noted.
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V. EARLIER PUBLIC NOTICE COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

As is noted in the Section I, "Summary," the first public notice concerning the Port's proposed
application to fill wetlands at Sea-Tat Airport was issued in December 1997. A revised public notice was
issued in September 1999. Subsequent to these public notices, a public and agency rexiew and comment
period was conducted and the Port prepared initial draft responses to the comments received.

It is important to note that the Port has not updated its response to the comments or questions raised in
1997 through 1999, unless noted in Sections I through IV of this document. Instead. the Port prepared a
summary of changes to the original responses that are necessary based on the information m the
December 27, 2000 Public Notice. Accordingly, Section V contains two components:

• Part 1: A summary of notable changes to earlier or past responses
• Pan 2: The Port's original responses to comments on the 1997 and 1999 public notices

The Port and Corps have agreed that this approach enables the record to remain intact, as drafted at the
time (Part 2), supplemented by a summary of the changes to update the material (Part 1).

PART 1. NOTABLE CHANGES TO PAST RESPONSES

Introduction

This section identifies the areas in the previous response documents that have changed substantially since
the first Revised Public Notice. The changes are described here and are intended to amend the original
document. The changes are organized by topic, as follows:

• Wetland Impacts

• Natural Resource Mitigation Plan

• Indirect Impacts

• Cumulative Impacts

• Biological Assessment Update

• State-Sponsored Hydrologic Studies

• Borrow Area Hydrology
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Wetland Impacts

following table replaces Table 2 and amends General Response l.

Summary of permanent fib impacts to wetlands in the proposed Seattle-Tacoma International
Master Plan Update improvement area (in acres).

Ecology Fill VegetationTypes Impacted

Wetland Rating HGM Class Classifica_on Impact Forested Shrub Emergent

Runway Safety. Area

5 HI Slope Shrub 0.14 0.07 0.07 0.00

Subtotal O.14 0.07 0.07 0.00

Third Runway

9 Ill Slope Forested/Emergent 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.02

11 HI Slope Forested/Emergent 0.50 0.40 0.00 O.10

12 III Slope Forested/Emergent 0.21 0.04 0.00 0.17

13 HI Slope Emergent 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.05

14 HI Slope Forested 0.19 0.19 0.00 0.00

15 HI Slope Emergent 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.28

16 Ill Deprt_sion Emergent 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.05

17 HI Depression Emergent 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02

18 II Slope Forested/Shrub/Emergent 2.84 1.28 0.75 0.81

19 HI Slope Forested 0.56 0.56 0.00 0.00

20 II Slope Shrub/Emergent 0.57 0.00 0.51 0.06

21 III Slope Forested 0.22 0.22 0.00 0.00

22 HI Slope Emergent/Shrub 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.05

23 IV Depression Emergent 0.77 0.00 0.00 0.77

24 HI Depresszon Emergent 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.14

25 111 Depressmn Forested 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.00

26 IV Depresston Emergent 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02

W 1 Ill Depression Forested/Emergent 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.10

W2 III Depressmn Forested/Emergent 0.22 0.04 0.00 0.18

35a-d HI Slope Forested/Emergent 0.67 0.27 0.00 0.40

37a-f II Slope Forested/Emergent 4.09 2.84 0.00 1.25

39 II Slope Forested 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00

40 HI Depression Forested 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00

41a&b III Deprtssion Emergent' 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.44

44a & b II Slope Forested 0.26 0.18 0.08 0.00

A1 II Depression, Forested/Shrub/Emergent
Riparian 0.59 0.09 0.09 0.41

A5 IV Depression Emergent 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.03

A6 HI Slope Forested 0.16 0.16 0.00 0.00

A7 HI Slope Forested 0.30 0.30 0.00 0.00
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Ecology Fill VeeetationTypesImpacted

Wetland Rating HGM Class Classification Impact Forested Shrub Emergent

A8 HI Slope Forested/Shrub 0.38 0.07 0.31 0.00

A12 m Slope Shrub 0.08 0.00 0.08 0.00

A18 if/ Slope Shrub 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00

FW5-6 IV Depression,FarmedWetland

Riparian 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15

RI HI Riparian Emergent 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.13

Subtotal 14.23 6.73 1.87 5.63

South Aviation Support Area (SASA)

52 II Slope Forest/Shrub/Emergent 0.54 0.54 0.00 0.00

53 HI Depression Forested 0.60 0.60 0.00 0.00

E2 HI Slope Shrub 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.00

E3 HI Slope Shrub 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.00

G1 IV Slope Shrub (Slope) 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00

G2 IV Slope Emergent 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02

G3 IV Slope Emergent 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.06

G4 IV Slope Emergent 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04

G5 IV Slope Emergent 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.87

G7 HI Slope Forest/Shrub 0.50 0.13 0.37 0.00

Subtotal 2.78 1.37 0.42 0.99

Borrow Area and Haul Road

28 II Depression, Emergent
Riparian 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.07

BII III Depression Emergent 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.18

BI2 b II Depression Emergent 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.00

BI4 HI Depression Shrub 0.78 0.00 0.55 0.23

Subtotal 1.10 0.00 0.62 0.48

Mitigation

Auburn III Depression Emergent
Area 7 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02

Auburn IIl Depression Emergent
Area 9 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.03

Auburn [] Depression Emergent
Area 10 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.07

Subtotal 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.12

TOTAL 18.37 8.17 2.98 7.22

= Includes 0.18 acre of open water habitat.
b These wetlands cxmmt off-site.
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Natural Resource Mitigation Plan

Updated Description of Mitigation Actions

The following description of the mitigation proposal amends General Response 2, Commonly Asked
Question K, and Letters 3F-l, 4F-l, 4F-2, 4L-2, 4L-3, 4E-5, 4G-10, 4P-77, 4P-86, and 4P-119.

In-Basin Mitigation Actions

Vacca Farm

Mitigation actions at the Vacca Farm site are designed to enhance approximately 17 acres of aquatic and
riparian habitats by restoring natural channel morphology to Miller Creek, integrating the channel with its

r floodplain, removing bulkheads along the Lora Lake shoreline, and restoring functions to wetlands,
" farmed wetlands, prior converted croplands, and riparian and upland buffers on the site. These actions

will enhance fish habitat in Miller Creek, improve water quality (provide shade, ameliorate elevated water

temperatures, increase dissolved oxygen, provide inputs of organic matter, improve sediment retention,
and remove potential sources of fertilizer or pesticide inputs), provide no net loss of floodplain storage,
and enhance the diversity and complexity of wetland habitats. Mitigation projects on the Vacca Farm site
have also been designed to reduce the potential wildlife hazards that currently exist on the site, consistent
with FAA Advisory Circular 150/5200-33.

Miller Creek Relocation and Channel Restoration Plan

To accommodate the embankment for the third runway, the Runway Safety Areas (RSAs), and the
relocation of South 154_ Street, approximately 980 fl of Miller Creek will be realigned and relocated.
The new stream channel will be constructed approximately 200 fl west of the existing channel, through
the Vacca Farm site. The channel reach to be relocated has been dredged and straightened, lacks

complexity (e.g., straight, uniform channel bed, no undercut banks, no side channels, no pool/riffle
morphology, uniform silty substrate), there are few instream habitat features (e.g., no large woody debris,
no pools or backwater areas), and the riparian vegetation provides little shade or organic matter to the
channel.

Relocating the stream will increase the channel length to approximately 1,080 ft. A low-flow channel
will meander within a larger high-flow channel, and the new channel will include instream habitat
features (e.g., large woody debris). The channel will be designed to be connected to the floodplain by
overbank flooding with approximately a l-year interval. Channel banks will be planted with native shrub
plant communities and the new channel will have a native forested riparian zone to ameliorate water
quality, and provide shade and large woody debris.

Vacca Farm Floodplain and Wetland Restoration Plan

To mitigate for the loss of floodplain storage (approximately 5.24 acre-ft) and wetland impacts in the
Miller Creek basin, the floodplain and wetlands in the Vacca Farm area will be restored. Restoration of
the historic floodplain and wetlands will include providing approximately 5.94 acre-fi of flood storage,
restoring wetland hydrology, and re-establishing native vegetation in approximately 12 acres of existing
cultivated farmland and aquatic habitat of Lora Lake. Replacing non-native vegetation with native plant
communities will enhance existing degraded wetlands on the Vacca Farm site. Planting forested upland
buffers around the perimeter of the Vacca Farm site will further enhance functions in the restored

wetlands. Approximately 5 acres of upland buffers will enhance and protect the floodplain wetlands by
increasing infiltration and supporting wetland hydrology and stream base flows, removing sediments and

nutrients, and providing physical protection and visual screening from adjacent properties. The Vacca
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Farm mitigation allows significant wetland function restoration to occur in proximi_" to. and m the same
basin as, project impacts.

Vacca Farm contains areas that historically were wetland but that have altered hydrology due to prior

agricultural activities. The floodplain and wetland restoration would restore wetland hydrology to the site
by removing existing drainage features and excavating part of the floodplain to bring seasonal
groundwater levels closer to the surface. Native wetland plant communities will be restored to the
floodplain wetlands and existing degraded emergent wetlands will be enhanced to forested or shrub
wetlands. These actions will enhance hydrologic (i.e., surface water storage) and water quali_,.' functions
at the Vacca Farm site, as well as reduce the volume of eroded soil, pesticide and fertilizer runoff

reaching Miller Creek.

To protect aquatic habitat in Miller Creek and to protect and enhance functions of floodplain wetlands.
forested buffers will be established and enhanced. An upland buffer area will be established along the
east side of the relocated Miller Creek between the riparian zone of the stream and the relocated roadway
for South 154 th Street. The buffer will reduce human intrusion into the riparian zone, screen riparian
habitats from human activity, and protect water quality and aquatic habitat. A second upland buffer will
be established between the floodplain enhancement area and Des Moines Memorial Drive on the west
side of the Vacca Farm site. The forested buffer in this area will provide a physical buffer between the
road the enhanced shrub floodplain wetlands and restored stream.

kora Lake Shoreline Enhancement

Mitigation at Lora Lake includes removing a concrete bulkhead from the west and north shore of the lake,
removing residential structures from the area adjacent to the shoreline, and planting a 25-fi forested buffer
around the lake. Replacing concrete bulkheads with a vegetated shoreline, and establishing forested
buffers around Lora Lake provide the opportunity to enhance water quality in Lora Lake and Miller
Creek. Buffers around the lake will also enhance the functions and viability of the restored wetlands in
the Vacca Farm floodplain. Removal of existing residences, lawns, and structures will eliminate future
sources of nutrients and pollutants to the lake and stream. Mitigation at this site also provides an

opportunity to reduce existing wildlife attractants near the Airport by reducing habitat for waterfowl that
graze on the existing lawn around the lake.

Miller Creek Riparian and Instream Enhancement Projects

Miller Creek Riparian Corridor Wetland and Buffer Enhancement Plan

The physical and biological functions provided by riparian vegetation will be enhanced along
approximately 6,500 ft of Miller Creek. Protection and enhancement of the buffer will enhance the
physical functions forested buffers provide, including reducing stream water temperatures, reducing
erosion and suspended sediment releases to streams, influencing channel morphology by contributing
large woody debris to the channel, and stabilizing banks. Riparian restoration will also enhance
biological functions of s;ream buffers, such as increasing nutrient cycling and retention, increasing
organic carbon export to the stream, and providing habitat and food resources to aquatic organisms.

As a consequence of past development in the Miller Creek watershed, buffers have been removed or
degraded along much of the stream. Native forested vegetation has been replaced by impervious surfaces,
ornamental turf grasses, and landscaping. These alterations reduce the ability of the existing buffer to
support the biological and physical functions necessary to maintain quality habitat in adjacent streams.

To restore functions to aquatic resources, riparian wetlands, and buffer along Miller Creek, a buffer area

that averages 100-ft wide on both banks of the s_.am (approximately 40 acres) will be enhanced.
Approximately 7.4 acres of riparian wetland habitat and approximately 32 acres of buffer will be
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enhanced. Buffer and wetland enhancement activities along Miller Creek include removal of all
residential stTucmres and associated impervmus surfaces, underground oil storage tanks, and septic
systems. Non-native, invasive species will be removed from wetlands and riparian areas where they
would prevent the establishment of native vegetation, and where removal will not destabilize stream
banks or result in increased sedimentation. The wetlands and riparian buffer will be enhanced b.vplanting
areas of existing lawn, predominantly non-native vegetation, or disturbed areas (i.e.. from which
structures or impervious surfaces have been removed) with native, predominantly forested vegetation.
Wetland or riparian buffer areas that currentlyhave predominantly native forested or shrub vegetation
will be enhanced with in-fill planting of native trees or shrubs.

Design of the Miller Creek wetland and riparian buffer enhancements has been coordinated with the
design and location of stormwater detention ponds, the South 156thWay bridge replacement, location of
airport security roads and utility easements, as well as design of replacement drainage channels.
Appropriate BMPs will be implemented and construction activities sequenced to ensure that there are no
impacts to buffer enhancement projects from other mitigation or Master Plan Update construction
activities.

MillerCreek Instream HabitatEnhancement Plan

There are four major instream enhancement projects, as well as general instream habitat enhancements
proposed to restore and improve the quality of fish habitat in Miller Creek. Instream habitat quality is
currently degraded as a result of historic l_:sidentialland uses and overall urbanization in the basin.

The section of Miller Creek between the Vacca Farm site and Des Moines Memorial Drive was surveyed
in February and March 1999 to identify areas within the streamchannel that would benefit from habitat
enhancement. As a result of this survey, four enhancement proj_ts were identified. Habitat
enhancementin these four projectsincludesremovalof channelarmoring,weirs, concretewalls, and
footbridges,and installing instreamfeaturessuchas root wads,gravel,and large woody debris. In
additionto thesefourprojects,largewoodydebriswill beaddedat selectedlocationsalongthe 6,500-fi
sectionof Miller Creekto enhanceoverallchannelfunctionandhabitat. Ins_eamenhancementprojects
will becoordinatedwith the wetlandandriparianbufferenhancementprojects.The streambedandbank
of Miller Creekadjacentto theSouth156thStreetBridgewill alsobe restoredafter theexistingbridge is
removedandreconstructedaspanof relocatingSouth154=Street.

DrainageChannel Replacement Plan

Threesmallintermittentdrainagechannels(Watersor DrainageChannelsA, B, andW) arelocatedin the
acquisitionareaon the westsideof theexistingrunway. Thesedrainagechannelscurrentlyconveywater
(groundwater and surface water) from the hillside on the western edge of the Airport to Miller Creek and
the wetlands adjacent to Miller Creek. Channel A is located immediately east of 12"_Avenue South in a
roadside drainage ditch. Channel B originates in Wetland 37f and is located west of 12"_Avenue South.
Channel B provides a surface water connection between Wetland 37f and Wetland R9. Channel W is
located east of the existing perimeter road within the current Airport Operations Area (AOA). This
channel originates in Wetland 20b and flows through a culvert under the perimeter road; it ultimately
empties into Channel A.

Approximately 1.290 linear ft of existing drainage channels will be filled as a result of the third runway
construction. The Port proposes to mitigate for filling these channels by replacing and restoring their
functions onsite. A subsurface drainage system in the fill embankment will collect infiltrating water and
direct it to surface water channels at the base of the embankment. Water from the replacement drainage
channels will be directed to riparian wetlands along Miller Creek. The surface water channels will be

designed to replace the 100-year flow conveyance capacity of the channel lengths being filled.
Replacement drainage channels will be l:,;,,,,anent features and their construction will be coordinated with
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the Miller Creek buffer enhancement projects, embanka'nent construction activities, and stormwater
facility construction.

Wetland RestorationPlan for Temporary ConstructionImpacts

Construction of the third runway embankment will result m some temporary wetland impacts. Temporary
impacts to wetlands are those that do not mvolve permanent filling or excavation, and include clearing of
wetland vegetation; use of a wetland for temporaryconstruction access roads, sta_ng areas, or temporaQ'
stormwater management ponds; or minor disturbances associated with placement of banner or sediment
fencing. Temporary impacts last from 1 to 5 years. A maximum of 2.05 acres of wetlands (including
1.15 acres of forest, 0.46 acres of shrub, and 0.44 acres of emergent wetland) may be impacted
temporarily by construction activities. However, not all of these wetlands will necessarily be impacted by
construction activities. During construction, all practicable means will be used to minimize and avoid
temporary impacts, for example, by reducing staging area or access road footprints, minimizing pond
sizes, or re-routing access roads. Therefore, temporary wetland impacts may be less than 2.05 acres. All
wetlands temporarily impacted by construction activities will be restored and monitored to ensure
performance standards are met.

Following construction, wetlands temporarily impacted by clearing or filling will be restored by removing
all temporary fill material, re-establishing pre-disturbance conditions, and planting with native forested or
shrub vegetation. Wetlands with only minor disturbances that do not involve clearing of vegetation or
filling (e.g., sediment fencing placed along the edge of a wetland) will be restored by removing the
fencing along with any construction debris,and replacing any disturbed wetland vegetation.

MillerCreek BasinTrust Fund for Watershed Rehabilitation

To provide opportunities for additional restoration projects in the Miller Creek basin, the Port will
establish a trust fund of $150,000 to support watershed rehabilitation projects. The trust fund will focus
on portions of Miller Creek not owned by the Port, and where the Port is unable to independently
implement stream enhancement projects. The Port will make these funds available and defer to other
governmental agencies or interested groups in the selection of appropriateprojects. Projects supported by
the trust fund are independent of the environmental review and permit process for Master Plan Update
projects and would not be covered by any permit conditions on Port Master Plan Update construction or
mitigation projects.

Des Moines Creek Basin Restoration Projects

Master Plan Update improvements will result in approximately 3.88 acres of permanent wetland impacts
in the Des Moines Creek basin. These unavoidable impacts will result from the development of the South
Aviation Support Area (SASA) and excavation activities in the borrow areas. To mitigate for these
impacts, the Port proposes restoration and enhancement projects designed to increase wetland function,
enhance aquatic habitat, and improve stream conditions within Des Moines Creek. These mitigation
projects aredesigned to ensure thatnew wildlife hazardsare not created near the Airport. This integrated
set of projects is designed to meet the following overall objectives:

- Restorewetland functions to a portion of the Tyee Valley Golf Course by restoring a native wetland
shrubcommunity.

• Enhance aquatichabitat and improve stream functions by restoring a forested riparian buffer along
870 feet.of the west branchof Des Moines Creek (also located on the golf course).

• Establish a $150,000 trust fundfor restoration projects in the Des Moines Creek basin to help provide
for additionalstreamenhancementprojects and local restoration efforts.
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Tyee Valley Wetland Mitigation

A minimum of 4.5 acres of the golf course will be planted with native shrub species. Non-native turf

grasses currently dominate the area. Also, approximately 1.6 acres of upland area adjacent to the wetland
will be planted with native shrub species

Des Moines Creek Buffers

The reach of the west bank of Des Moines Creek south of the Tyee Valley Golf Course wetland
mitigation site will be enhanced by planting native riparian trees and shrubs along both banks of the
stream. The riparian buffers will extend 100 ft from the Ordinary High Water Mark of the stream. Buffer
plants will include black cottonwood, red alder, western red cedar, vine maple, and Nootka rose.

A temporary irrigation system will be installed in the stream buffer to provide flexibility in planting
schedules and to optimize growth during the initial phase of plant establishment. The irrigatlon system
will use municipal water purchased by the Port.

Des Moines Creek Basin Trust Fund for Watershed RehibUitation

To provide opportunities for additional restoration projects in the Des Moines Creek basin, the Port will
establish a trust fund of $150,000 to support watershed rehabilitation projects. The trust fund will focus
on portions of Des Moines Creek not owned by the Port and where the Port is unable to independently
implement stream enhancement projects. The Port will make these funds available and defer to other
governmental agencies or interested groups in the selection of appropriate projects. Projects supported by
the trust fund are independent of the environmental review and permit process for Master Plan Update
projects and would not be covered by any p_,,it conditions on Port Master Plan Update construction or
mitigation projects.

Out-of-Basin Mitigation

The Auburn Wetland Mitigation site is a 67-acre parcel of land located within the City of Auburn
immediately west of the Green River. This mitigation project is designed to provide restoration and
enhancement of forested, shrub, emergent, and open-water wetland habitats on over 65 acres of the site to
compensate for wetlands unavoidably impacted by Master Plan Update improvements. The overall goal
is to replace wetland habitat functions (especially for birds) in an off-site location, in compliance with
FAA Advisory Circular 150/5200-33. The Port proposes to restore or enhance existing emergent wetland
with diverse forest, shrub, emergent, and open-water wetland habitat and restore buffer areas at the

Auburn site as mitigation for habitat impacts at the Airport.

The wetland mitigation design consists of (1) excavating two new wetland basins; (2) establishing native
forested, shrub, emergent, and open-water wetland habitats in these basins; (3) enhancing the existing
emergent wetlands by replacing the non-native plant communities with native forest and shrub

communities; (4) establishing a forested buffer around the perimeter of the site; and (5) post-construction
monitoring and maintenance.

Mitklation Credit

The following table replaces Tables 4 and 5 in the previous Response to Comments document and
revises the response to Commonly Asked Question C and Letters 4G-10E, and 4G-29.
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Table 4. Summao" of wetland mitigation credit for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Master Plan

Update improvements

Mitigation Area Mitigation

MRigafion (acres) Credit

In-Basin

Wetland Restoration - Credit ratio I: l

Vacca Farm (prior converted c,opland and other upland) 6.60 6.60

Wetland Enhancement - Credit ratio 1:2

Vacca Farm (Farmed Wetland, Other Wetlands, Iota Lake) 5.70 2.85

Wetlands m Miller Creek Wetland and Riparian Buffer 7.40 3.70

Tyee Valley Golf Course 4.50 2.25

Wetland in Des Moines Creek Buffer 1.01 0.5 l

Subtotal 25.21 12.61

Buffer Enhancement- Credit ratio 1:5

Miller Creek Buffer, South of Vacca Farm 32.00 6.40

VaccaFarm 4.58 0.92

Lora Lake 0.27 0.05

Tyee Valley Golf Course Mitigation Area Buffer 1.57 0.31

West BranchDes Momes CreekBuffer 3.38 0.68

Subtotal 41.80 8.36

Total In-Basin Mitigation _"z 67.01 20.97

Out-of-Basin

Wetland Creation 3 - Credit ratio 1:1

Forested (17.20 ac), shrub (6.0 ac), emergent (6.20 ac), and open water 29.98 29.98
(0.60ac)

Wetland Enhancement - Credit ratio 1:2 19.50 9.75

Buffer Enhancement - Credit ratio 1:5 15.90 3.18

Total Out-of-Basin Mitigation 65.38 42.93

Total Mitigation 4 134.39 63.90

l Mitigation credit has not beenassigned forrelocating a portion of Miller Creek channel, instream enhancement projects,
drainagechannel replacement, Des Moines Creek buffer enhancement, or the $300,000 trustfund for watershed restoration.

2 Mitigation areas in the Des Moines and Miller Creek watersheds are 10.46 acres and 56.55 acres respectively; in- basin
mitigation areadivided by wetland impact (18.37 acres) provides 3: i aerial replacement ratio.

3 Based on maps of hydric soils, mitigation canbe also charaetenzed as restoration.

4 Total mitigation areadivided by wetland impact ( !8.37 acres) provides a 7.3: I aerialreplacement ratio; total mitigation
credit divided by wetland impact (I 8.37) provides a3.5:1 replacement ratio.

Inclusion of Sewer Line in Mitigation Desiqn

The following text amends the response to Commonly Asked Question H.

Relocation of Miller Creek (design and construction) will be coordinated with the realignment of the
sewer line required by the relocation of South 154 th Street. The sewer line will parallel the new road

alignment (outside of the mitigation site boundary) and will cross under the new channel. Thesewer line

will be approximately 4 fi below the invert of the new channel. The trench m which the sewer line lies

will be back.filled with compacted material that will provide a stable surface over the sewer line. The Port
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has analyzed the need for additional stabilization below the net" channel to protect the set'er line and the
channel. This analysis indicates that because of the depth of the sewer line, the fiat topo m'aphy of the site.
and the small size of the channel, no extra measures will be required to stabilize the channel over the
sewer line. The new channel will he located in a portion of the Miller Creek floodplain that is more or

less fiat; stream velocities are low in this portion of the stream, and there is no potential for significant
downcutting within the new channel reach. During periods of high riot,s, the channel is designed to
overtop its banks and flow onto the floodplain, which further reduces any potential for dot-ncutting.

The 20-ft easement for the relocated sewer will be located outside of the mitigation site boundaries.

except where the line crosses under the stream. A maintenance access road will be located t'ithin the
easement along the east side of the mitigation site; however, the access road will not go through the

mitigation site.

Existing Wetlands at Auburn Miti.qation Site

The following text amends the response to Letter 4P-24.

In October 2000, Farametrix conducted a wetland delineation on the 67-acre mitigation site located in

Auburn, Washington. The wetland delineation followed required methods of Corps" Wetlands
Delineation Manual (Environmental Laboratory 1987) and the Washington State Wetlands Identification
and Delineation Manual (Ecology 1997). In November and December 2000 the Corps confirmed the
wetland areas as jurisdictional.

Three jurisdictional wetlands were delineated on the mitigation site, which total about 19.49 acres. About
18.88 acres of Wetland 1 occurs in the northwest and central portions of the site and the wetland extends
off site to the west and north. Wetland 2 is 0.60 acres and is located in the south-central part of the site.

Wetland 3 is 0.01 acre and is located in the north-central part of the site.

Wetlands 1 and 2 meet the Ecology criteria of a Category HI wetland. Wetland 3 meets the criteria of a
Category IV wetland. The soil, hydrology, and vegetation of these wetlands are similar. The remainder
of the mitigation site (about 44 acres) is non-wetland.

Walker Creek

The following text amends the response to Commonly Asked Question L, Letter 4F-l, 4P-9, 4P-77,
and 4P-150.

Fill to construct the embankment will be placed in about 0.26 acres of Wetland 44, eliminating degraded
forest and shrub wetland habitat. There are no perennial "headwater seeps" or perennial headwater
channels that provide significant base flow to Walker Creek in the area where the embankment fill affects
Wetland 44.

One of the most significant perennial sources of water to the Walker Creek base flow is from the
constructed drainage system beneath SR 509 near S. 176_ Street, which enters Wetland 43 on the west
side of SR 509. The perennial flow from this outlet will not be affected by this project.

Use of Auburn Site for Stormwater Detention

The wetland mitigation site in Auburn will not be used for stormwater detention, and use of the site for

these purposes is not permitted by the restrictive covenants (see Appendix F of the Natural Resources
Mitigation Plan) developed to provide long term protection for the site.
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Indirect Impacts

On-Site Borrow Sources

The following text amends the responseto General Response4.

Borrow Area 1

Under the Port's proposed development alternative to avoid impacts to wetland and enhance site
infiltration and off-site drainage to Des Moines Creek within or adjacent to the western margins of
Borrow Area 1, approximately 4.2 million BCY of borrow material would be available. The resource
reduction from 4.8 million BCY to 4.2 million BCY was done specifically to avoid impacts to off-site
wetlands.

Five wetlands in Borrow Area 1 (32, 48, B1, BA, and BIS) will be avoided: all remaining wetlands will be

permanently impacted by excavation. The upslope watersheds of Wetlands B1 and 32 will not be
affected by borrow site development, and setbacks around the wetlands will maintain the seasonal
perched water regime. No long-term impacts are expected for Wetlands B1 and 32. The excavation
boundaries for Borrow Area 1 are designed to avoid hydrologic impacts to Wetlands B15 and 48. To
preserve the surface watershed-supplied runoff and interflow to these wetlands, no excavation will occur
west of 20 thAvenue South.

Wetland hydrology in Wetland B15 appears to be maintained primarily by direct precipitation. Its
location above a relatively thick (>20 ft) layer of dense, low-permeability till soils likely encourages the
shallow ponding and storage of water within the wetland. The water supply to the wetland appears to be
supplemented by overland flow and shallow interflow from a small watershed area to the southeast. The
eastern extent of this watershed is limited by 20 '_Avenue South, which is slightly elevated relative to the
surrounding land, and which currently includes a drainage ditch and storm drains with catch basins along
its eastern side. These features prevent surface runoff from the east from crossing the street and flowing
to the wetland. Preservation of the small watershed for these wetlands (west to and including 20mAvenue
South) will therefore maintain these hydrologic sources.

Wetland 48 occurs above a similar thick section of till soils in a shallow surface depression. Wetland
hydrology is likely maintained by direct precipitation onto the wetland, and supplemented by overland
flow and shallow near-surface interflow. The watershed for this wetland also extends eastward toward

20 th Avenue South, where the elevation and drainage features of the street form its eastern edge.

Portions of Wetland 48 and BlSa that are not excavated as part of Borrow Area 1 will be maintained by
surface water directed to them by the finished grades established at the end of the project. Wetland
hydrology in these areas appears to be maintained by seasonal groundwater that perches on till soils. The
existing stormwater drainage system in the streets in the borrow area collects surface runoff and directs it

away from these wetlands. Demolition of this drainage system may establish a more natural flow pattern
to the site and extend the hydroperiod of the wetlands.

Wetland B4 is an incised channel and slope wetland that has eroded as a result of a constructed

stormwater drainage system. Removal of the drainage system will reduce peak flows to the wetland,
while precipitation and groundwater will continue to support the wetland. For this reason, detrimental
indirect impacts are unlikely. Habitat functions are not affected due to the wetland's location in the Des
Moines Creek buffer.

Wetland B12 could experience some change in hydrology in the east end of the wetland as a result of
excavation. Downslope portions would continue to receive precipitation and groundwater to maintain
wetland conditions. The presence of forested riparian habitat as part of buffer to Des Moines Creek
would maintain habitat functions in the remaining wetland.
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Mitigation

The excavation in Borrow Area 1 has been designed to avoid direct impacts to Wetland B 1, B4. B15a,

B15b, 32, and 48. Indirect impacts to wetlands which are downslope of the borrow area will be
minimized by not excavating portions of the borrow area that lie within the watershed of these wetlands.
Hydrology in these wetlands appears to be maintained by seasonal groundwater that perches on the till
soils following periods of high rainfall. The existing stormwater drainage system on 20 thAvenue South
collects surface runoff and directs it away from these wetlands. This stormwater drainage system forms

the eastern edge of the watershed for Wetlands 48, B15a, and B15b. Since excavation will not occur west
of 20 th Avenue South, the watersheds of these wetlands gill not be altered and indirect hydrologic

impacts are not expected to occur.

Wetland hydrology will be monitored in Wetlands 48, B15a, and B15b to verify that wetland hydrology
continues to be present in these wetlands.

Borrow Area 3

Full utilization of the available resource in Borrow Area 3 would produce approximately 1.5 million BCY
of borrow material for the third runway embankment. Under the Port's proposed development alternative

to avoid impacts to all wetlands in Borrow Area 3, approximately 1.0 million BCY of the borrow resource
would be available. The reduction of 0.5 million BCY would be done specifically to avoid impacts to on-
site wetlands. Material extraction would be conducted in a manner that would preserve local hydrologic

seepage thought to support Borrow Area 3 wetlands.

All wetlands in Borrow Area 3 will be avoided and a 50-ft buffer maintained. Preserving conditions in

the watershed basin upgradient and immediately surrounding each wetland will maintain wetland
hydrology. Groundwater analyses indicate that groundwater movement is from northwest to southeast;
the areas west and northwest of the wetlands will remain undisturbed.

Potential losses in hydrology to wetlands avoided in Borrow Area 3 are minimal (0 to 20 percent).
However, collecting and directing water that drains to the borrow area to the adjacent wetlands could
mitigate any such impacts. This contingency would prevent indirect impacts to the hydrology supporting
Wetlands BS, B6, B7, B9a and b, B10, and 29.

As explained in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, the hydrology of downslope wetlands will be
monitored by the Port to verify that these contingency measures prevent indirect hydrological impacts to
downsiope wetlands. Wetlands adjacent to Borrow Area 3 will meet a performance standard of having
saturated soils present during December through April. For Wetland 30, the performance standard shall
be standing water present during the resident amphibian-breeding season (December through May during
years of average rainfall).

Mitigation

A drainage swale will be installed following excavation of Borrow Area 3 to convey groundwater to
Wetland 29 and replace the potential loss of seepage from the perched groundwater zone. This swale will
collect groundwater seepage from the excavated slope face on the north and west sides of Borrow Area 3.
Flow in this swale will be collected and conveyed south in a swale that drains into Wetland 29.

Since the swale will extend for the full length of the seepage face in the borrow area, it may convey flows
in excess of those needed to support hydrology in Wetland 29 and downslope wetlands (i.e., Wetland 30
which receives overland flow and shallow interfiow from Wetland 29). To manage excess flows and to
optimize the distribution of water to Wetland 29, two measures will be used. A flow control structure
(weir and diversion structure) will be constructed in the swale just before it flows into Wetland 29. This
control structure will allow a controlled flow rate to be directed into Wetland 29 and enable diversion of
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other flows away from the wetland and into the base of Borrow Area 3. Diverted flows will either be
allowed to infiltrate at the base of Borrow Area 3 or be diverted to stormwater management facilities that

will be constructed to manage runoff from the remainder of the borrow area. Consistent with an adaptive

management approach, the length of the collector swale can also be modified based on post-construction
monitoring to control the amount of seepage and nmoff that is collected in the swale and diverted to
Wetland 29.

Studies of borrow area hydrology indicate that impacts to the hydrology of the remaining wetlands in
Borrow Area 3 (BS, B6, B7, B9a, B9b, BI0, and 30) are not anticipated (Hart Crowser 2000a and b).
Wetlands in Borrow Area 3 will be monitored before, during, and after excavation to verif3.' that wetland

hydrology remains. If wetlands 29 and 30 do not meet the hydrologic performance standards developed
for them, contingency measures will be implemented. The collector swale system also can be used to
divert additional water to Wetland 29 if necessary.

Borrow Area 4

Borrow Area 4 is located about 400 ft south of Wetland 28. Wetland 28 is maintained by several water

sources,includinggroundwaterthatemanatesfrom beneaththeexistingairfield,runofffrom wetlands
locatedeastofit,andrunofffromthesurroundingimperviousarea.Some waterinfiltratingBorrow Area

4may alsoreachthesouthandsoutheasternportionofthewetland.

UnlikeBorrowArea3,excavationinBorrowArea4 willnotreachthegroundwatertable,and thuswould

notbc expectedtoaltergroundwaterfloworavailabilityforWetland28,asa resultno indirectimpacts
arelikely.

Portions of Wetland 28 will be enhanced by mitigation planned at the Tyee Valley Golf Course, where
existing golf course green will be converted to shrub-dominated wetland. Master Plan Update
improvements occurring near Wetland 28 are limited to portions of the third runway, which could,
without mitigation, generate hydrologic and water quality impacts. The Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan addresses detention facilities and water quality BMPs that will minimize these impacts
to the wetland and downsu'eam Des Moines Creek. Excavation of Borrow Area 4, located south of
Wetland 28, will not intercept groundwater flowing to the wetland or Des Moines Creek, and is thus
unlikely to impact wetland hydrology.

Indirect Hydrology Impacts

The following text amends the response to General Response 6, General Response 7, Commonly
Asked Questions U and Z, and Letters 4G-10A, 4G-12.

The wetlands adjacent to the proposed third runway embankment include forested and shrub-dominated
wetlands on seepage slopes or shallow depressions. Seasonal (fall-spring) precipitation and groundwater
seepage are the dominant sources of water to these wetlands. For several wetlands (especially Wetlands
18 and 37),groundwaterseepageextendstheperiodof soilsaturationwithinthewetlandto themid-

summer period,and sustainsthegroundwaterdischargefunctionsofthewetlands.

The thirdrunwayembankment hasbeendesignedwithretainingwallstoreducethevolumeofrunway fill
and impervioussurfaces,which significantlyalterthehydrologyof downslopewetlandsand streams.

Design features incorporated into the project that help maintain wetlands and reduce base flow impacts
include:

• A permeablerockdrainagelayerwillbe constructedatopexistingsoils,beneaththeembankment

footprint.Thisdrainagelayerwillallowgroundwaterthatcurrentlysurfacesinthewetlandstobe

conveyeddownslopetowetlandattheedgeoftheembankment.
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• Drainage channel constructed along the west base of the embankment that will collect water
emanating from the embankment and convey and distribute it to downslope wetlands.

• Engineered fill materials of sufficient permeability to infiltrate rainwater falling on non-paved
portions of the embankment (this feature reduces the amount of surface runoff generated from the
embankment and maintains shallow groundwater sources for downslope wetlands).

• Use of permeable stone columns as retaining wall footings that will avoid altering the patterns of
groundwatermovernentinthevicinityofretainingwalls.

• Use ofretainingwallstoreducethesizeofthefillfootprintandreducethefillingof.wetlands.

Retainingwalldesignsallowwatertomove verticallyand laterallytopreventinterruptionofwater

flowtodownslopewetlands.

Severalhydrologicmodelinganalyseshavebeenconducted(HartCrowser 2000,EarthTech 2000)to
evaluatetheeffectoftherunwayembankment on baseflowconditionsinMillerCreek and downslope

wetlands.These studiesindicatethatoverallannualgroundwaterbase flowto thewetlandswillbe

reducedslightly.However,due to a hydrauliclag,baseflowstothewetlandswillbe reduceddunng

winterand earlyspringmonths,and increasedbaseflowwillbe availabletodownslopewetlandsand
MillerCreekduringsummer months.

The SeaTac Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies Report (Pacific Groundwater Group 2000) prepared for
Ecology identifies 1.68 acres of wetland that could be indirectly impacted due to hydrologic changes
associated with the embankment (especially the Wetland 18 and Wetland 36 complex). The analysis
concludes that seepage into the embankment and delay in water movement through the embankment
would not result in the loss of these downslope wetlands. Water will infiltrate into the embankment and

eventually discharge to the downsiope wetlands. Although the report identifies potential secondary
impacts, it also identifies a potential net benefit to wetland hydrology during the summer months based on
the delay between the time water infiltrates into the embankment and when it discharges from its base.

This analysis of potential benefit to wetland hydrology for downslope wetlands is applicable to the
indirect impact analysis for the following wetlands: 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, A1, AI 1, A13, 18, 37, Channel B,
and all riparian wetlands located in the west side acquisition area.

The hydrology of riparian wetland areas located on the east and west side of Miller Creek will not be

altered from a loss of seepage water. In addition, the extensive stormwater management system will
prevent increases in peak flow rates and duration of peak flows that may otherwise result in significant
downcutting and bank erosion.

The Hart Crowser analysis also concludes that groundwater flow rates will be similar to existing
conditions. However, existing conditions are predicted to be slightly higher or lower depending on
annual precipitation. Hart Crowser's study concludes:

* Groundwater flow rates beneath the proposed embankment will generally be similar to or slightly
lower than existing conditions dm'ing wet years.

• Groundwater flow rates beneath the embankment will show a small increase over existing conditions
during dry years.

• Although the runway project will produce slightly more surface runoff volume (especially in wet
years) compared to existing conditions, the overall long-term average flows are very similar in all
years.

• The longer seepage path through the embankment results in a seasonal lag, which produces a net
increase in base flow to Miller Creek and adjacent wetlands in the summer and early fall.

Hart Crowser's findings are consistent with the Ecology (Pacific Groundwater Group 2000) report that
concluded: "Flows would be lower in the winter than under current conditions, and greater in summer
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comparedto the current condition.'" Ecology. also noted "'flows to local wetlands and the streams will be
reduced only in winter whenabundantwater is typically present."

Finally, a comprehensive evaluation of the potential low streamflow impacts in Miller, Walker and Des
Moines creeks from the planned Airport improvements has been completed (Earth Tech 2000). This
evaluation used an HSPF model to evaluate the expected low flow conditions during August and
September in the three creeks based on 1994 land use conditions and land use conditions following all
Master Plan Update improvements in 2006. This evaluation specifically addressed the following
conditions:

• Late summer discharge of infiltratedwater stored in the embankment.

• Changes in non-hydrologic flows within the acquisition areain the watersheds. (discontinued
irrigationwithdrawals from the watershed anddiscontinued dischargeof imported water through
septic system drainfields).

• Secondaryrechargeof runoff frompavement atop the embankment.

• Extended durationdischarge from the stormwaterdetention facilities throughinfiltration galleries that
would provide input to the shallow groundwaterregime adjacent to Miller Creek.

• Managed release of stormwaterfrom reserved storage to ensure that low flow discharges in streams
do not fall below pre-projectlevels.

The results of this analysis show that for Miller, Walker, and Des Moines creeks, average August and
September flows are predicted to increase above existing conditions, and the 7-day low flows are
expected to match pre-project conditions. A net increaseof 0.04 cfs in August/September average flows
is predicted in Miller Creek at SR 509. In the upper reach of Walker Creek, average August and
September flows are predicted to increase by 0.009 cfs. Des Moines Creek average August and
September discharges at South 200_ Street would increase by 0.12 cfs.

While analysis .indicates that this is unnecessary, the groundwater hydrology of riparian and isolated
wetlands adjacent to the Master Plan Update improvements will be monitored for a minimum of l0 years.
The purpose of this monitoring will be to collect data that can be used to detei',_ine if hydrologic
conditions in the wetlandsare sufficient to maintain the existing wetland vegetation types. If necessary,
the groundwater collected in drainagechannels or stormwater management systems can be redistributed
to specific wetlands in amounts sufficient to maintain the desired conditions.

Cumulative Impacts

The following text amends the response to Letter 41'-9.

The Washington Department of Transportationis the lead agency for the proposed extension of SR 509
south of the Airport. The SR 509/South Access Road project would extend the SR 509 freeway south
from South 188m Street to a connection with Interstate 5 and improve related local traffic circulation
patterns. Southern access to the Airportwould be provided by construction of a new roadway, the South
AccessRoad.

Fivealternativesarecurrentlyunderconsiderationforthelocationof theSR 509 extension.The
preliminarypreferredalternativeisAlternativeC2. AlternativeC2 wouldcrossthesouthernone-thirdof
theFAA extendedobject-freezoneatthesouthendofRunway 16L/34R.Theroadwaywouldcontinueto
thesoutheastandencroachon thenortheastcornerofDes MoinesCreekParkandwouldrequirethe
acquisitionofapproximately8.1acresofparkland.ContinuingtowardI-5,theSR 509mainlinewould
passthroughan areaofmobilehomesandwouldjoinI-5neartheintersectionofSR 99/South208_
Street.Thelengthoftheextensionwouldbeapproximately3.3miles.
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The SR 509 extension and South Access Freeway project bill not constrain implementation of the Port's

mitigationplanintheDes Moines Creek basra.Allwetlandmitigationhas been designedto avoid
conflictswiththepreferredalternativefortheseprojects.

The Port'sproposedmitigationattheTyee ValleyGolfCourseand alongDes Moines Creekavoidsthe
preferredalternativefor SR 509 and the South AccessFreeway. Surfacewaterrunofffrom these

roadways can be collected,n'eated,and divertedto preventrunoffimpactsto the mitigationsltes.

Therefore,theseprojectswould notaffectthehydrologicorriparianfunctionsdesiredforthemitigation
site.

Biological Assessment Update

The following text amends the response to Commonly Asked Questions B and F.

Since the publication of the Final Supplemental EIS in May of 1997, and the issuance of the Record of
Decision on July 3, 1997, the National Manne Fisheries Service (NMFS) and United States Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS) have listed as threatened or endangered, two species of fish that are known to
exist in streams and other waters in the Puget Sound that have the potential to be affected by actions at
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.

The l:_rS, a division of the Department of Imerior, and the NMFS in the Department of Commerce, share
responsibility for administration of the Endangered Species Act (ESA). Generally, NMFS possesses ESA
jurisdiction over species that spend a majority of their lives in marine environments (e.g., anadromous
salmonids), while FWS is responsible for terrestrial and freshwater species and migratory birds. NMFS
also administers interpretation of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act,
including Amendment 14 provisions for Essential Fish Habitat.

A species may be classified for protection as "endangered" when it is in danger of extinction within the
foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range. A "threatened" classification is
provided to those animals and plants likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future
throughout all or a signification portion of their ranges. A "'species" includes:

• any species or subspecies of fish, wildlife, or plant
• any variety of plant; and

• any distinct population segment of any vertebrate species that interbreeds when mature.

Excluded is any species of the Class Insccta determined by the Secretary to constitute a pest whose
protection under the provisions of the act would present an overwhelming and overriding risk to humans.
In applying the definition of "species" to anadromous salmonids, NMFS considers a group of salmonid
populations to constitute a species for purposes of listing if such populations are (a) reproductively
isolated from other conspecific populations; and (b) if such populations represent an important component
of the evolutionary legacy of the biological species. NMFS defines its listing unit as an "evolutionarily
significant unit" or "ESU."

Once a species or critical habitat has been proposed for inclusion on a list of endangered or threatened
species, a notice is published in the Federal Register. The public is offered an opportunity to comment,
and the rule is finalized or withdrawn. Species and critical habitat are listed as threatened or endangered
on the basis of the "best scientific and commercial data available" considering biological status, threats to
existence, and probable recove_'y. FWS and NMFS (the Services) maintain a list of "candidate" species
that arc under review for potential listing.
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The Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS considered the effect of the Master Plan Update projects at
Sea-Tac on the marbled murrelet (Brachyamphus marmoratus). In 1995. a Biological Assessment was

prepared for bald eagle and peregnne falcon that determined that the Master Plan Update projects max
affect, but were not likely to adversely affect these species. Consultation was initiated in 1995 and the
Services concurred with the determination on December 6, 1995. FWS and NMFS have listed several

new species that may occur in the vicinity of Sea-Tac Airport, including the threatened Coastal/Puget
Sound bull trout (Saivelinus confluentus), and threatened Puget Sound chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus

tshawytscha). Section 7 of the ESA requires federal agencies to ensure that their actions do not
jeopardize the continued existence of endangered or threatened species, or adversely modify their critical
habitat.

In April 2000, the Federal Aviation Administration ('FAA) re-initiated consultation with the Services
concerning the impacts of Master Plan Update projects over which FAA possesses discretionary
involvement or control. In accordance with Section 7, the FAA and Corps prepared a Biological

Assessment (BA) for the proposed Master Plan Update actions. The BA for the Master Plan Update

projects determined that the Master Plan Update actions may affect, but were not likely to adversely
affect bald eagles, bull trout and chinook salmon. The FKA and the Corps further determined that under
the range of anticipated conditions, the proposed action would have no effect on marbled murrelets;
however, under unlikely circumstance, the proposed action may affect, but would not likely adversely

affect this species. In accordance with Section 7, the BA was submitted to the Services in June 2000.
Supplements to the BA were submitted in November and December 2000 respectively to update the BA
with further stormwater analysis information.

The Final EIS and the Final Supplemental EIS disclosed the presence of these species in area streams.
Those documents further disclosed the general consequences of the project on these species. The

biological opinion and concurrence issued by the S_'vices does not contradict these earlier findings.

In addition to the recent listings of various species under the ESA, NMFS recently established
requirements under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act for federal action
agencies to consult over activities that may adversely effect designated Essential Fish Habitat (EFH).
NMFS designate_l.EFI-I for coastal pelagic fisheries and Pacific groundfish species, as well as several
Pacific salmon species. The FAA and Corps prepared an EFH assessment in June 2000 analyzing the
impacts of proposed Master Plan Update actions on designated EFH for pelagic fish species and
determined that the Master Plan Update projects were not likely to adversely affect designated EFH. In
September 2000, NMFS designated EFH for several species of salmon, including chinook, coho, pink,
and chum salmon. In February 2000 the FAA prepared a supplemental EFH analysis and determined that
the Master Plan Update projects may adversely affect coho salmon FI-I in the shon-te,,, but are not
likely to adversely effect chinook, coho, and Pacific Sound pink salmon EFH in the long-term.

Chinook and pink salmon have not been documented to occur in the Miller or Des Moines Creek basins
upstream of their discharge with Puget Sound; therefore, construction and operations of the project will
have no adverse effect on freshwater EFI-I of chinook or pink salmon in the Miller Creek or Des Moines
Creek basins, Coho salmon are present within central and lower reaches of Miller, Walker, and Des
Moines creeks and may be present in several areas where direct impacts could occur from construction of
habitat improvements (e.g., installation of large woody debris, removal of rock weirs), and/or water

quality alteration from turbidity, suspended sediment, or stormwater chemistry. When the potential
effects of the proposed Master Plan Update improvements on the EFI-I ofcoho salmon in the project area
were considered relative to the proposed conservation measures, the FAA and the Corps agencies
determined that the proposed action "may adversely effect" coho EFH in the short-term, but will be

unlikely to adversely affect coho salmon EFH for the long-t_., and will actually prove beneficial to this
species.
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The following text amends the response to Letter 4L-4.

Effects Determination for Chinook Salmon

When the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of the proposed Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan
Update improvements areconsidered, relative to all life stages of chinook salmon or their habitats in both
freshwaterand nearshore marineenvironments, in the Miller Creek, Des Moines Creek. and Green River
basins, the BA concludes that the projects "may affect", but are "not likely to adversely affect" chinook
salmon.

Effects Determination for Bull Trout

Based on the consideration of the various life histories and associated habitat requirements of bull trout in
both freshwater and marine environments, the potential direct, indirect, interdependent/inter-related, and
cumulative effects of the construction and operation of the Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update projects

"may affect" but are "not likely to adversely affect" bull trout.

Determination of Effects On Essential Fish Habitat

Based on consideration of the essential fish habitat requirements of coastal pelagic species fishery and
West Coast groundfish, the potential direct, redirect, and cumulative effects of the construction and
operation of the Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update projects are "not likely to adversely affect" any
identified EFH.

Effects Determination for Marbled Murmlet

Based on the rarityof marbledmurreletsin marinewaters near Sea-TacAirport,the lack of breeding pairs
in the action area, the distance between the Airport and Puget Sound, the water quality benefits to be
derived from the Master Plan Update project improvements, and the remote possibility of an aircraft
striking a murrelet, the BA concludes that under the range of normally expected circumstances, the
project will have "no effect" on the marbled murrelet or its critical habitat. In certain unlikely
circumstances, the project "may affect" the species, butwill not adversely affect this species or its critical
habitat.

Effects Determination for Bald Eagle

The implementationof theMasterPlan Updateprojectsis not expectedto adverselyimpactlocalbald
eagles(Shapiro1995). This reportagreeswith previousassessments,thatthe project"may affect,not
likely to adversely affect" bald eagles in the vicinity of Miller and Des Moines creeks. The overall
determination for the Master Plan Update improvements project is "may affect" but is "'not likely to
adversely affect" bald eagles.

Miscellaneous

Sea-Tac Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies

The following text amends the response to Commonly Asked Question CC.

The Sea-Tac Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies (Pacific GroundwaterGroup 2000), funded by the state
legislature in 1999, was completed in June 2000. The study was conductedunder Ecology's oversight by
a team of consultants: Pacific Groundwater Group, EarthTech, Inc., and Ecology and Environment, Inc.

The study focused on a number of issues related to fill placement and its effects on local hydrology.
These included (1) fill chemistry effects, (2) groundwaterrecharge effects, (3) fisheries effects, and (4)
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effects on the hydroperiod in local wetlands. The following paragraphs are direct quotes from the
Executive Summary (p. 5-7).

Fill Chemistry Effects

Gravel from a mine on Maury Island is being considered as fill for the proposed run,,_-ayexpansion. The
top eighteen inches of gravel at Maury Island contains high levels of arsenic, cadmium, and lead
originating from the former ASARCO smelter in Tacoma. The top 18 inches of soil at Maury Island are
proposed to be contained at the island mine prior to aggregate extraction. Ecology. must have assurance
that the fill used for the airport project will not result in exceedances of state water quality, criteria. The
Port and Ecology are working to determine what screening methods and contingencies are necessary to
ensure that water quality criteria are met.

This project analyzed the potential effects to ecological receptors, such as the benthic community and
wildlife-consuming benthic organisms, if contaminants in the Maury Island fill were to migrate from soils
to nearby sediments. Surface and subsurface soil data of the potential Maury Island fill were compared to
ecological benchmarks to assess whether unacceptable ecological risks may occur. Based on the above
analysis, use of subsurface soils as fill should not pose an unacceptable risk to ecological receptors.

Groundwater Recharge Effects

The Project Team assessed groundwater recharge in the project area and found that recharge could change
because of the following actions:

• Changing infiltration of precipitation by changing land cover, soil type, and slope

s Conveying runoff from impervious surfaces away from local recharge areas

• Eliminating the discharge of imported water through leaks and septic systems throughout the year

• Eliminating irrigation with local and imported water sources in summer

The net effect of the changes to irrigation and imported domestic water appear to be about zero in the
irrigation season (summer). In winter, recharge will be reduced by eliminating the septic discharge and
leaks.

The change to precipitation-derived recharge was evaluated in a cross section of the proposed fill. This
calculation considered the conversion of wetlands and forest to grass on the embankment fill. It also
considered the widths of the only two impervious surfaces on the cross section (12 _ Avenue South and
the third runway). The calculation suggests about an I l percent decrease in groundwater recharge along
the cross section, largely as a result of the large increase in impervious area. However, this estimated
magnitude of change is probably high because no secondary infiltration of runoff from the third runway
was assumed, and modeled water use by grass on the new embankment was possibly higher than expected
for the fill soils.

The quantity of water seeping downward through the glacial till was also simulated with the cross-section
model. The volume of seepage would likely change only slightly under the built condition; however,

because total recharge would be reduced, the percentage of recharge seeping through the till would
increase substantially.

The l I percent reduction in local recharge is large, but dependent flows to local wetlands and creeks will
be reduced only in winter when abundant water is typically present anyway. A similar reduction in
recharge basin-wide would cause a major impact to baseflows. To assess basin-wide impacts, the Port's
recharge calculations that considered all Master Plan Improvements were reviewed. The HSPF model

parameters used in the Port's recharge analysis do not appear to correspond to those used in actual basin

modeling also conducted by the Port. Therefore, a confident assessment of basin-wide recharge and
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baseflow impacts is currently lacking. A confident assessment of basin-wide recharge and baseflow
effects should be possible by analymng a properly implemented and documented HSPF model.

A small reduction in recharge to deeper aquifers of the Des Moines Creek upland may occur; however.
the small reduction would not affect these aquifers' ability to supply water to wells. This conclusion is
based on the relatively large recharge areas of these aquifers compared to the airport, the fact that the

effects will he apportioned between shallow and deep aquifers, and the reported estimates of shallow
recharge.

Fisheries Effects

No direct effects on fish habitat are expected in Walker or Des Moines Creek because of construction.
Miller Creek would be relocated in the Vacca Farm area but this reach currently provides poor habitat for

salmonids because it features sparse npanan vegetation, a substrate dominated by sand and silt. little

complexity, and no instream structure. The proposed Miller Creek channel construction will provide a
net gain in habitat since it will feature a mixture of pools and riffles, gravel and cobble substrate, riparian
vegetation, and replacement of woody debris. Proper construction and long-term monitoring are vital to
successful Miller Creek relocation including control of turbidity during initial wetting. Some sediment

transport during initial wetting is likely, and has the potential to damage habitat downstream.

An uncontrolled release of stormwater is likely at some time during construction given the size of the

project and human error; however, the size and quality of a release cannot be predicted, nor can its
impacts on fish be quantified. If habitat quality is further degraded because of indirect construction
effects such as an uncontrolled release of turbid water, resident populations of cutthroat trout and
anadromous Coho salmon would likely decline.

The enhancements to the riparian buffer corridor and instream habitat of Miller Creek will undoubtedly
benefit local stream habitat for resident cutthroat trout if they are implement and maintained properly.

However, the proposed mitigation is limited in that it will only affect localized Miller Creek habitat and
resident cutthroat trout. Indirect construction and port-construction effects such as alterations to base

flow, peak flow, and sediment input could affect the entire stream systems, not just the airport project
area. The Port predicts reduction in summer base flow in Des Moines Creek as a result of reduced

groundwater recharge and supports augmenting low summer stream flows by pumping from a Port-owned
well and discharging the water into the creek.

The watershed trust funds for the Miller and Des Moines Creek watersheds can be beneficial. However,

significant habitat restoration in Miller, Walker, and Des Moines Creeks will require substantially more
funding than what is currently offered through the basin trust funds.

Effects on the Hydroperiod of Local Wetlands

A hydroperiod is a seasonal change in the timing of groundwater discharge to wetlands and streams. For
this project, effects to the hydroperiod were evaluated using a cross section of the proposed embankment
fill near Miller Creek. The following effects are predicted if the embankment is built:

• Recharge would be I l percent less along the cross section, and would spread-out within the fill,
causing a significant timing lag in discharge to the wetlands and creek west of the embankment
compared to the current condition.

• Discharge to remaining wetlands and the creek under the built condition would vary less throughout
the year and the period of minimum discharge would be shorter. Flows would be lower in winter than
under the current condition, and greater in summer compared to the current conditions. The total
quantity of water flowing to the wetlands would decrease becausetotal recharge would decrease.
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The timing changes would generally benefit the local wetlands that remain after filling and would slightly
moderate seasonal low base flows and temperatures in Miller Creek. However, all t_ter quantities are
reduced on an average annual basis because total recharge is smaller under the built condition. Also,
since the embankment is a small part of the Miller Creek watershed, the overall effect on streamflow is
small. If the consmacted fill has a lower silt content than t_s assumed for this analysis, the lag may be
overestimated and the recharge volume may be underestimated.

Borrow Area HydroloQv

The following amends the response to Letter 4P-22.

The series of wetlands mapped in BorrowArea 3 follow a line of shallow depressions in the southcentral
pan of the site, extending to the southeast from Wetland 29 through Wetlands B9, 30. B7. B6. and B5.
These wetlands exist in an area of relatively permeable subsoils where the main groundwater table is at a
depth of 10 to 15 ft below the wetlands. The depth of the water table indicates that the wetlands are
supported by other sources of water. The sources of water appear to include surficial runoff and shallot'
interflow, as well as groundwater seepage occurring from a perched zone above the main water table that
discharges in the area of Wetland 29. Observation wells in the area indicate that the perched zone does
not contribute flow directly to the other wetlands but, by extension, flow from Wetland 29 appears to pass
along the line of wetlands, to each wetland in turn.

The key factors for sustaining wetland hydrology in Borrow Area 3 are (1) ensuring the continued supply
of water and (2) preventing undue loss of water from the wetlands. Wetland hydrology is typically
sustained by a combination of hydrologic processes. The processes supporting wetland hydrology
include precipitation, groundwater flow and spring seepage, runoff, and interflow. Other processes such
as evapotranspiration and deep percolation lead to the potential loss of water from wetlands. Where
wetlands exist, it can be assumed that the sources of water exceed the losses, forat least a large partof the
year. Maintenance of the water sources, without increasing the losses, should ensure preservation of the
wetlands in perpetuity.

One of the main constraints on wetland development in the area is the relatively high permeability of the
surficial soils. In agricultural terms, the surficial soils are identified to be pan of the Indianola series and
are characterized as being "excessively drained with "rapid permeability". This is consistent with the
predominant soil material in Borrow Area 3 being stratified glacial drift, which is primarily sand and
gravel outwash with varying amounts of silt in a predominantly granular mix.

The overall approach for maintaining wetlands in Borrow Area 3 focuses on preserving or enhancing the
existing sources of water, and ensuring that no additional loss pathways are created.
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